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Resumo

A presente dissertação tem como objectivo principal melhorar a produtividade de
actividades colaborativas suportadas por computadores, através do suporte à par-
tilha de dados em ambientes de rede de fraca qualidade (tais como a Internet ou
ambientes de computação móvel e ubı́qua). Para assegurar o anterior objectivo,
baseamo-nos em replicação de dados optimista, uma técnica bem estudada. No
entanto, as limitações ao nı́vel das ligações de rede dos ambientes considerados,
assim como as limitações dos equipamentos usados em alguns desses ambientes,
são obstáculos cruciais a que replicação optimista seja de facto útil e eficaz.

Esta dissertação propõe inovações às técnicas clássicas de replicação optimista,
que conseguem (i) mais rapidamente assegurar consistência forte, (ii) com o custo
de menos trabalho cancelado, ao mesmo tempo que (iii) minimiza tanto o volume
de dados trocado pela rede como o armazenado nas réplicas.

Primeiramente, concebemos um protocolo descentralizado de consistência ba-
seado em votação epidémica e vectores de versão. O protocolo oferece melhor
tolerância a faltas que protocolos de consistência centralizados, ao mesmo tempo
que assegura um desempenho comparável aos últimos. Complementamos o proto-
colo com novos resultados que permitem uma melhor compreensão de protocolos
de votação epidémicos, entre os quais o protocolo que propomos se enquadra.

Em segundo lugar, descrevemos como melhorar protocolos de consistência
genéricos por exploração de outros recursos computacionais co-existentes com
o sistema replicado, recursos esses que são normalmente ignorados por sistemas
replicados tradicionais. Propomos o uso desses recursos, nomeadamente nós fixos
ou móveis, como transportadores de pacotes de meta-dados de consistência, de pe-
quena dimensão. O transporte desses pacotes entre nós do sistema replicado traz,
em situações de ligação fraca do sistema, ganhos nos trˆes eixos supracitados (i, ii
e iii).

Em terceiro lugar, concebemos uma solução para sincronização e armazena-
mento eficiente de réplicas em sistemas com escritas baseadas em valor. A solução
baseia-se na informação de controlo de versões mantida pelo sistema replicado
para eliminar, de forma correcta, dados redundantes entre versões e/ou entre objec-
tos. A solução elimina desvantagens fundamentais da abordagem de comparação
de valores de dispersão, proposta em trabalhos recentes degrande relevância.

Foram implementados protótipos de todas as contribuições acima mencionadas,
tendo estas sido avaliadas tanto com cargas simuladas como com cargas reais. Os
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resultados obtidos mostram que, quando comparadas com o estado da arte, as nos-
sas propostas alcançam ganhos importantes em todos os três eixos anteriores.́E
de sublinhar que os benefı́cios das nossas contribuiçõestornam-se mais substan-
ciais à medida que as condições experimentais se aproximam das caracterı́sticas
das redes e dos dispositivos que são habitualmente encontrados em ambientes de
computação móvel e ubı́qua.

Palavras chave: Replicação Optimista, Redes Móveis, Computação Ubı́qua, Pro-
tocolos de Consistência, Algoritmos Epidémicos, Detecc¸ão Distribuı́da de Re-
dundância de Dados, Sistemas de Ficheiros Distribuı́dos.



Abstract

This thesis aims at improving the productivity of collaborative users by support-
ing highly available data sharing in poorly connected environments (e.g. Internet,
ubiquitous and pervasive computing environments). We use optimistic replication,
a well known technique to attain such a goal. However, the poor connectivity of
such environments and the resource limitations of the equipments used are crucial
obstacles to useful and effective optimistic replication.

We propose novel improvements to optimistic replication that allow (i) faster
strong consistency (ii) with less aborted work, while (iii)minimizing both the
amount of data exchanged between and stored at replicas.

First, we introduce a decentralized update commitment protocol based on epi-
demic weighted voting and version vectors. It provides better fault-tolerance than
primary commit schemes while ensuring comparable performance. We comple-
ment such a protocol with novel results that help our understanding of epidemic
quorum protocols, such as ours.

Second, we describe how to generically improve update commitment by a
novel exploitation of other computational resources, co-existent with the repli-
cated system, whose presence replicated systems normally neglect. We use such
resources, namely other stationary or mobile nodes, as carriers of lightweight con-
sistency meta-data that help to improve the replicated system in the above three
dimensions (i, ii and iii).

Third, we devise an approach for state-based replica synchronization and stor-
age that relies on version tracking information to achieve efficient and corruption-
free data deduplication. It eliminates crucial shortcomings of the prominent com-
pare-by-hash deduplication approach.

We have implemented prototypes of our contributions and evaluated them, both
with simulated and real-world workloads. Our results show that, when compared to
related state-of-the-art solutions, our proposals attainrelevant improvements in all
the previous three dimensions. Most importantly, the benefits of our contributions
are more substantial as experimental conditions move closer to the network and
device characteristics that are commonplace in ubiquitousand pervasive computing
environments.

Keywords: Optimistic Replication, Mobile Networks, Ubiquitous Computing,
Commitment Protocols, Epidemic Algorithms, Data Deduplication, Distributed
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Consider a team of co-workers that wishes to write a report ina collaborative fash-
ion. For such a purpose, they create a document file, replicate it across the (pos-
sibly mobile) personal computers each colleague holds, andoccasionally synchro-
nize replicas to ensure consistency. Using a text editor, each worker is then able
to read and modify her replica, adding her contributions asynchronously with the
remaining colleagues. One may envision interesting scenarios of productive col-
laboration. A user may modify the report even while out of heroffice, replicated in
a laptop or hand-held computer she carries while disconnected from the corporate
wired network. Further, such a worker may meet other colleagues carrying their
laptops with report replicas and, in an ad-hoc fashion, establish a short term work
group to collaboratively work on the report.

Besides the shared document editing application, one may consider a wide
range of other applications and systems; examples include asynchronous group-
ware applications [Wil91, CS99] such as cooperative engineering or software de-
velopment [C+93, CMP04, Cho06], collaborative wikis [LC01, IOM+07], shared
project and time management [LKBH+88, Byr99], and distributed file [Now89,
MSC+86] or database systems [TTC+90].

The previous example illustrates the potential collaborative scenarios that the
emerging environments of ubiquitous and pervasive computing [Wei91, FZ94] al-
low. One may even conceive more extreme scenarios, where thefixed network
infrastructure is even less likely to be present. For example, data acquisition in
field work, emergency search-and-rescue operations, or warscenarios [RT99]. In
all these scenarios, collaboration through data sharing isoften crucial to the activi-
ties the teams on the field carry out.

Optimistic replication is especially interesting in all previous scenarios, due to
their inherent weak connectivity. They are based on mobile networks, whose band-
width is lower than in local-area wired networks, and where network partitions and
intermittent links are frequent. Further, mobile nodes reduce their up-time due
to battery limitations. Moreover, a fixed network infrastructure, such as a corpo-
rate local area network, may not always compensate for the limitations of mobile

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Example of a weakly connected and resource-constrained network environment. One
may envision interesting scenarios of productive collaboration if effective data sharing
is made possible among the mobile users.

networks. In fact, access to such an infrastructure is oftensupported by wireless
connections such as IEEE 802.11 [IEE97], UMTS [3GP] or GPRS [AB98]; these
are typically costly in terms of price and battery consumption, and are seldom poor
or intermittent due to low signal. Hence, access to the fixed infrastructure is often
minimized to occasional connections. Furthermore, accessto the fixed network
infrastructure is often established along a path on a wide-area network, such as the
Internet; these remain slow and unreliable [ZPS00, DCGN03].

Optimistic replication, in contrast to traditional replication (i.e., pessimistic
replication), enables access to a replica withouta priori synchronization with the
other replicas. Hence, it offers highly available access toreplicas in spite of the
above limitations (among other advantages over traditional replication [SS05]). As
collaboration in ubiquitous and pervasive computing environments becomes popu-
lar, the importance of optimistic replication increases.

Inevitably, however, consistency in optimistic replication is challenging [FB99,
YV01, Ped01]. Since one may update a replica at any time and under any circum-
stance, the work of some user or application at some replica may conflict with
concurrent work at other replicas. Hence, consistency is not immediately ensured.
A replication protocolis responsible for disseminating updates among replicas and
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eventually scheduling them consistently at each of them, according to some con-
sistency criterion. The last step of such a process is calledupdate commitment.
Possibly, it may involve rolling back or aborting updates, in order to resolve con-
flicts.

The usefulness of optimistic replication depends stronglyon the effectiveness
of update commitment along two dimensions:

• Firstly, update commitment should arrive rapidly, in orderto reduce the fre-
quency by which users and application are forced to access possibly incon-
sistent data.

• Secondly, update commitment should be achieved with a minimal number of
aborted updates, so as to minimize lost work.

Orthogonally, such requirements must be accomplished evenin spite of the
limitations of the very environments that motivate optimistic replication. Namely:

• The relatively low bandwidth of mobile network links, alongwith the con-
strained energy of mobile devices, requires an efficient usage of the network.

• Similarly, bandwidth of wired wide-area networks is a limited resource;
hence, when such networks are accessible, their bandwidth must be used
wisely by the replication protocol.

• Further, node failures and network partitions have non-negligible probability,
both in wired wide-area networks and, especially, in mobilenetworks; their
implications are crucial to any distributed system.

• Finally, the memory resources of mobile devices are clearlyconstrained
when compared to desktop computers; the storage overhead ofoptimistic
replication must be low enough to cope with such limitations.

Although much research has focused on optimistic replication, existing solu-
tions fail to acceptably fulfill the above two requirements (rapid update commit-
ment and abort minimization). As we explain later in the thesis, proposed opti-
mistic replication solutions either do not support update commitment, or impose
long update commitment delays in the presence of node failures, poor connec-
tivity, or network partitions. Some commitment approachesare oblivious to any
application semantics that may be available; hence, they adopt a conservative up-
date commitment approach that aborts more updates than necessary. Alternatively,
semantic-aware update commitment is a complex problem, forwhich semantically-
rich fault-tolerant solutions have not yet been proposed. Finally, more intricate
commitment protocols that aim at fulfilling the above requirements have signifi-
cant network and memory overheads, unacceptable for environments where such
resources are scarce.
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Thus, the goal of this thesis is twofold: i) to improve the speed at which updates
become committed; and ii) to achieve that at the cost of a minimal number of
aborted updates, relying on the available semantic information. We must attain
this goal while minimizing both the amount of data exchangedbetween replicas,
and the amount of memory being used. These requirements are fundamental in
weakly connected and resource-constrained environments such as ubiquitous and
pervasive computing ones.

1.1 Contributions

To achieve the goal mentioned above, while respecting the requirements, this thesis
presents a solution along the following lines: i) voting-based commitment proto-
cols allowing rapid commitment even in the presence of failures or partitions, ii)
decoupling commitment agreement from update propagation for improved update
commitment by exploitation of nodes surrounding the replicated system, and iii)
appropriate application of content-based indexing for efficient update storage and
propagation. A more detailed description of our contributions follows:

1. Novel Results on Epidemic Quorum Systems for Update Commitment
[BF08b, BF07a, BF07c].

We formalize epidemic quorum systems and provide a novel, generic charac-
terization of their availability and performance. Our contribution highlights
previously undocumented trade-offs and allows an analytical comparison of
proposed epidemic quorum systems [Kel99, HSAA03].

2. Version Vector Weighted Voting Protocol (VVWV) [BF07b, BF05b, SBS07].

We propose a novel commitment protocol, devised for systemswhere the
happens-before relation [Lam78] between updates is the only available source
of semantic information. It is an epidemic weighted voting protocol based
on version vectors [PPR+83]. The use of a voting approach eliminates the
single point of failure of primary commit approaches [PST+97]. Moreover,
VVWV introduces a significant improvement over basic epidemic weighted
voting solutions [Kel99] by being able to commit multiple updates quicker,
in a single election round. VVWV was later extended to exploit a rich se-
mantic repertoire [SBK04, SB04], in joint work with Pierre Sutra and Marc
Shapiro [SBS07].

3. Decoupled Commitment by Consistency Packet Exchange [BFS07].

We propose the decoupling of the commitment agreement phasefrom the
remaining phases, notably update propagation, in generic optimistic repli-
cation protocols. We show that it reduces commitment delay and aborted
updates, and allows more network-efficient propagation of updates. Further,
we propose an application of the same principle in environments of high
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topological dynamism and frequent partitioning, e.g. mobile networks, or
ubiquitous, or pervasive computing environments. With decoupled commit-
ment agreement, extra nodes surrounding the group of replica nodes may
be temporary carriers of lightweight consistency meta-data. We show that
their exploitation may accelerate commitment, avoid aborts, and allow more
network-efficient update propagation.

4. Versioning-Based Deduplication [BF05a, BF05c, BF08a].

We address the problem of adapting state-transfer replicated systems to en-
vironments with bandwidth and memory constraints.

We propose a novel approach for efficient replica storage andsynchroniza-
tion when state-based updates are employed. Our contribution exploits cross-
version and cross-object similarities. Its novelty lies inthe combination
of content-based indexing [MCM01, TM98] with the version state that the
replication protocol already maintains. When compared with other existing
approaches, our contribution eliminates important drawbacks. Namely, it
relies on deterministic similarity detection, instead of data-corruption-prone
compare-by-hash techniques; it allows faster distributedsimilarity detection
than compare-by-hash; and it is designed for efficient storage and local data
access.

The following table sums up the benefits of each contribution, mapping them
against three main improvement dimensions.

Contribution
Faster update Fewer aborts Smaller space and
commitment network requirem.

Results on Epidemic Quorum Systems X
VVWV Protocol X
Consistency Packet Exchange X X X
Versioning-Based Deduplication X

Table 1.1: Direct improvements of each contribution on each axis.

We implemented two prototypes incorporating the contributions: a simulator of
distributed environments with poor and partitioned connectivity, and a distributed
replicated file system. Such prototypes allowed us to thoroughly evaluate our con-
tributions against network settings and application workloads that are close to the
real environments that we target.

In conclusion, the high-level overall goal of this thesis isto improve users’ pro-
ductivity by supporting data sharing with high availability and performance. Opti-
mistic replication is a well known technique to attain such agoal but its usefulness
strongly depends on the underlying commitment protocol’s ability to ensure fast
and reliable replica consistency. This thesis presents newalgorithms, protocols,
a system architecture, a simulator and a prototype for real deployment. Overall,
the proposed system ensures rapid update commitment at the cost of low aborted
updates, even in spite of poor connectivity or limited device memory.
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1.2 Document Outline

The remainder of the document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides the
background for the document by describing related state-of-the-art work. Chapter 3
introduces the proposed architecture, as well as the systemmodel and terminology
followed in this document.

Chapter 4 describes the commitment protocol. Chapter 5 proposes its extension
in order to exploit computing resources surrounding the replicated system. Chapter
6 addresses update propagation and replica storage issues,proposing an architec-
ture for efficient replica storage and synchronization whenstate-based updates are
employed.

Chapter 7 describes the implementation of the proposed contributions, while
Chapter 8 evaluates them. Finally, Chapter 9 draws conclusions and directions for
future work.



Chapter 2

Related Work on Optimistic
Replication

A replicated system maintains replicas of a set of logical objects at distributed
machines, calledsites(also called replica managers or servers). A logical object
can, for instance, be a database item, a file or a Java object. Most replicated systems
intend to support some collaborative task that a group of users carries on [SS05,
Bar03, DGMS85].

It is the ultimate objective of a replicated system to ensurethat distributed
replicas are consistent, according to some criterion that the users of the system
expect. A number of projects try to achieve the latter objective by the optimistic
approach for data replication. The reasons include increased availability, perfor-
mance, and/or scalability [SS05].

In this section, we study relevant design choices that have been proposed for
each essential aspect of optimistic replication and surveythe state-of-the-art opti-
mistic replication solutions.

The remainder of the section is organized as follows. Section 2.1 starts by
addressing the trade-off between consistency and availability in data replication,
describing a number of relevant consistency guarantees. Section 2.2 then describes
traditional, pessimistic replication, exposing its main limitations. Section 2.3 then
introduces optimistic replication.

We then analyze in greater detail some central design choices in optimistic
replication. Section 2.4 addresses partial and full replication. Section 2.5 dis-
cusses the important role of mechanisms for tracking the happens-before rela-
tionship among updates and versions, describing relevant solutions. Section 2.6
then analyzes approaches for update scheduling and commitment. We then ad-
dress schemes for efficient replica storage and synchronization in Section 2.7, and
present additional complementary adaptation techniques in Section 2.8.

Having discussed the main design choices, their inter-dependencies, strengths
and weaknesses, we present examples of relevant concrete systems that rely on
optimistic replication in Section 2.9. Finally, Section 2.10 summarizes the overall

7
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characteristics of the previous systems and draws conclusions.

2.1 Consistency Guarantees

When one considers centralized access to data objects of anytype, an implicit no-
tion of correctness is usually well known and accepted by users and applications.
For instance, database systems generally offer the properties of atomicity and se-
rializability as essential components of their correctness guarantees [DGMS85].
Moving on to a different context, most file systems supply familiar file sharing
semantics such as Unix semantics [LS90].

In a replicated system, however, a logical object may be replicated in vari-
ous physical replicas within the network. In this case, ensuring that each physical
replica is individually correct according to the above properties is not sufficient. In-
stead, we must also consider correctness invariants that must be satisfied amongst
all physical replicas of a logical object. Such invariants define the notion ofcon-
sistencyin the replicated system.1

Consider, for instance, that a logical object containing information concerning
a bank account is replicated in two physical replicas, located at distinct machines.
Initially, the bank account had a balance of 100 in both replicas. Now assume that
the physical replicas become separated by a network partition. If both of these
replicas are allowed to be updated while the network is partitioned, an incorrect
replica state may be reached. For example, if a withdraw request of 60 is per-
formed at one of the partitions and then a withdrawal of 70 is also accepted at the
other partition. Since the replicas are unable to contact each other, the updates
issued at each one are not propagated between them. Hence, aninconsistent state
is reached, since the logical bank account can be seen as having different balances
depending on which replica the read request was made on. Moreover, the bank ac-
count semantics were violated, since a total withdrawal of 130 was, in fact, allowed
when the account had insufficient funds for it.

One possible solution for ensuring that the bank account semantics are verified
in the previous example would be to prohibit any write or readrequest to the phys-
ical replicas in the presence of network partitions. Conversely, the same behavior
could be followed in the presence of a replica’s machine failure. This would be a
pessimistic strategy, which prevents inconsistencies between replicas by decreas-
ing their availability. As a result, strong consistency guarantees would be ensured,
which would fulfill the correctness criteria of most applications.

When network partitioning or server failure have non negligible probabilities,
availability and consistency become two competing goals that a replicated system
must try to achieve to some extent [YV00]. The trade-off between these contending
vectors can yield replicated solutions which offer weaker consistency guarantees
as a cost for improved availability. Those solutions are called optimistic.

1Consistency can also be considered amongst different objects. For simplicity, we will restrict
our discussion to single-object granularity.
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One important aspect to emphasize is that different applications can have differ-
ent correctness criteria regarding the replicated logicalobjects they access. There-
fore, weaker consistency guarantees provided by optimistic strategies may still
meet the needs of some application semantics.

For instance, some applications may consider it acceptablefor replicas to tem-
porarily have distinct values, provided that they eventually reach a correct and
consistent value. In particular, if a bank account was allowed to have a negative
balance, the above example might be acceptable according tosuch a correctness
criteria. In spite of having distinct balance values duringthe partition, the physical
replicas would propagate each one’s updates upon being reconnected. In the end,
both physical replicas would have the same consistent balance value, -30.

The next subsections present some consistency guarantees that replicated sys-
tems normally offer. We describe all of them with reference to a general situa-
tion where some distributed clients request operations upon some logical object,
each client accessing its local replica. Requests may either be for read or write
operations. Each replica,a, thus executes an ordered sequence of operations,
oa,1,oa,2,oa,3, .., that it accepted from requests of local clients. In the caseof write
requests, the local replica conceptually represents theireffects by an update, de-
notedu1,u2,u3, .., which it may propagate to other replicas. We assume that oper-
ations requests are synchronous, i.e., a client waits for the last operation requested
to complete before requesting the next one.

2.1.1 Strong Consistency Guarantees

In a replicated system, one can consider a virtual ordering of the clients’ operations
which reflects one possible correct execution if a centralized system was used. The
strong consistency guarantees that we describe ahead take one such possible order-
ing as a reference, which the actual orderings that each replica executes should be
consistent with.

Enforcing strong consistency guarantees requires adopting pessimistic strate-
gies for replication, which we discuss in Section 2.2.

2.1.1.1 Linearizability

The most strict consistency guarantee islinearizability [GCK01]. A replicated
object is said to be linearizable if, for any series of operations performed upon it
by any client, there is some canonical ordering of those operations such that:

(1) The interleaved sequence of operations meets the specification of a single
correct copy of the objects.

(2) The order of operations in the canonical ordering is consistent with thereal
timesat which the operations occurred in the actual execution.
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Writea("1")
Readb() = 0

u1

u1
u2

time

replica a replica b
u1; u2; u3

Writea("2")

Readb() = 1

u2

Writeb("3")
u3u3Reada() = 3

u1; u2; u3

Figure 2.1: An example of an execution that is sequentially consistent,with respect to the canon-
ical ordering: ReadB() = 0, WriteA(”1” ), ReadB() = 1, WriteA(”2” ), WriteB(”3” ),
ReadA() = 3.

Though desirable in an ideal replicated system, such a real-time requirement is
normally impractical under most circumstances [GCK01].

2.1.1.2 Sequential Consistency

A less strict consistency criterium is calledsequential consistency. Basically, it
discards the real-time requirement of linearizability andonly looks at the order of
operation requests performed at each client, theprogram order. More specifically,
the second condition of the linearizability criterium is now changed to:

(2) The order of operations in the canonical ordering is consistent with the pro-
gram order in which individual clients executed them.

Figure 2.1 depicts an execution of a 2-replica system that issequentially con-
sistent. Consider the following canonical ordering:ReadB() = 0, WriteA(”1” ),
ReadB() = 1,WriteA(”2” ), WriteB(”3” ), ReadA() = 3. Clearly, the order by which
each replica (a andb) executes its local operations is consistent with the canonical
ordering. Notice that, in contrast, the above execution is not linearizable, since the
values returned by bothReadB operations are not consistent with the real times at
which bothWriteA operations occur.

The definition of sequential consistency closely resemblesthe transactional
property of serializability [Pap79, BG83]. However, sequential consistency, just as
every replication consistency guarantee that we describe herein, does not include
any notion of operation aggregation into transactions. Forthis reason, sequential
consistency and serializability should be regarded as distinct concepts.
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Figure 2.2: An example of FIFO ordering of updates.

2.1.2 Relaxed Consistency Guarantees

Relaxed consistency guarantees are normally specified in terms of the properties
that are ensured in the way updates are ordered at each replica. In contrast to strong
consistency guarantees, the notion of a canonical operation ordering is no longer
used as a reference by relaxed consistency guarantees.

The inherently weak requirements of relaxed consistency guarantees enable the
use of optimistic replication strategies the achieve them.

2.1.2.1 FIFO Ordering

One weak consistency guarantee isFIFO ordering. It considers the partial ordering
between the operations requested by each individual client. It guarantees that such
partial orderings are preserved by every updates orderingsapplied to the replicas.

We illustrate FIFO ordering in Figure 2.2, in a system with three replicas,a,
b andc. Clearly, the partial order between operations requested by each individual
client is ensured at every replica. Notice that, since FIFO ordering is not total, not
every replica applies the updates in the same sequence; hence, it does not guarantee
convergence to a common value.

2.1.2.2 Happens-before Ordering

A stronger consistency guarantee considers thehappens-before relationship, which
Lamport [Lam78] initially introduced for generic events. In the particular case
of operations issued in replicated system, we may simply define the happens-
before relationship between updates as follows:

If an updateux is issued upon the value of some replica, which results from the
execution of a sequence of operationsu1,u2, ..,un, then each operationu1,u2, ..,un
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u1
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u3 u3

time

replica a replica b replica c
u1; u2; u3 u1; u3; u2 u1; u3; u2

Writea(...)

Writea(...)
Writec(...)

Figure 2.3: An example of happens-before ordering of updates.

happens-beforeux.

Each operationu1,u2, ..,un above was either issued at the local replica, or issued
at some other replica and then it was propagated to the first replica. Hence, it is
easy to show that the above definition is a simple corollary ofLamport’s original
definition of happens-before between events in a distributed system [Lam78].

A system guarantees happens-before ordering if and only if the operation or-
dering applied at each replica satisfies the happens-beforepartial order among the
interleaved updates. It follows directly from the above definition that, since earlier
updates requested by some client happen-before later updates that the same client
issued, happens-before ordering is stronger than FIFO ordering.

Figure 2.3 depicts an example execution that satisfies happens-before order-
ing. Clearly, the update ordering at every replica ensures the happens-before re-
lationships between updates (u1→ u2 andu1→ u3). Similarly to FIFO ordering,
happens-before ordering is not total, hence it does not ensure replica convergence.

The happens-before ordering is commonly called causal ordering, which is
misleading. While the happens-before relationshipcapturesthe causality rela-
tionship between events, it is not the same relationship. Asan example, consider
that the owner of the bank account in the previous example received a cheque of
100 and, consequently, some client issues a credit operation of 100 upon the local
replica. The updates that the local replica had already applied (such as the with-
drawals from the previous example) before the credit operation happens-before the
latter; nevertheless, crediting the cheque would have happened no matter which up-
dates had executed before at the local replica. In other words, the previous updates
happen-before the credit operation but do not causally precede it.

2.1.2.3 Total ordering

A system offers total ordering if the operation ordering at every replica respects a
total ordering established between all updates issued in the system.
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replica a replica b replica c
u1; u3; u2 u1; u3; u2 u1; u3; u2

Writea(...)

Writea(...)
Writec(...)

Figure 2.4: An example of total ordering of updates.

One important property of a system offering total ordering is that it guarantees
that, once two distinct replicas of some object learn of the same operation requests,
their physical values will be identical. This is not true with the other weak consis-
tency guarantees described previously, which only enforcepartial orderings.

Figure 2.4 illustrates total ordering of updates. In the example, the total order
u1 < u3 < u2 is ensured at every replica.

Weak consistency criteria can be combined in order to provide stronger consis-
tency guarantees. One common consistency criterion is obtained by ensuring both
total and happens-before orderings.

2.1.2.4 Strict happens-before ordering

Some systems require a stronger variant of happens-before ordering that eliminates
the possibility of concurrent updates being executed at thesame replica. Strict
happens-before ordering offers such a guarantee.

A replicated system offers strict happens-before orderingif and only if: given
an updateui , for every updateuk precedingui at the ordering considered by a given
replica, we haveuk happens-beforeui .

Contrary to the other weak consistency guarantees described so far, this con-
sistency guarantee prohibits each individual replica of considering concurrent up-
dates in the same ordering. Instead, in the presence of multiple concurrent updates,
a replica must accept only one of them and discard the others.

We illustrate strict happens-before ordering by revisiting the previous exam-
ple, of happens-before ordering (in Figure 2.3), and imposing the former guaran-
tee. Figure 2.5 depicts the resulting execution. In order toensure strict happens-
before ordering, replicas have to discard certain concurrent updates (sinceu2 and
u3 are concurrent).

An important property of replicated systems that provide strict causal ordering
is that each update is only applied in the context in which some client issued the
corresponding write operation. Let us consider that some client writes to a replica
when its value results from some sequence of previous updates. Strict happens-
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Figure 2.5: An example of strict happens-before ordering of updates.

before ordering ensures that no update, locally unknown at the time the client is-
sued the write operation, will ever be interleaved between the new update and the
previous ones. This property is very desirable, as it matches the common intuition
of users of most applications, which find it in typical centralized and pessimistic
systems. Nevertheless, it comes at the cost of discarding concurrent updates, in
contrast to the previous weak consistency guarantees.

2.1.3 Eventual consistency

Eventual consistency (EC) [SS05] can be seen as a hybrid thatcombines weak and
strong consistency guarantees. At its base, EC offers weak consistency guarantees,
according to one of the previous criteria. However, EC also ensures that, eventu-
ally, the system will agree on and converge to a state that is strongly consistent.
Typically, the criterion for strong consistence is sequential consistency.

As we describe in the following sections, most optimistic replication solutions
offer EC. We provide a possible formal definition of EC in Chapter 3.

In EC, we may thus distinguish two stages in the life cycle of an update. Im-
mediately after being issued, the update is optimisticallyordered and applied upon
a weakly consistent schedule of other updates. In such a stage, we say that the
update resulting from the write operation istentative, and the value that we obtain
by executing the updates in the weakly consistent schedule is the currenttentative
valueof the replica. Eventually, by means of some distributed coordination, the
tentative update becomes ordered in some schedule that ensures strong consistency
with the schedules at the remaining replicas, we call itstable; similarly, the value
that results from the execution of such an ordering is the replica’s currentstable
value.

Some systems are able to distinguish the portion of an ordering of operations
whose corresponding updates are already stable, from the portion that is still tenta-
tive. These systems offerexplicit eventual consistency(EEC). Systems with EEC
are able to expose two views over their replica values: the stable view, offering
strong consistency guarantees, and the tentative view, offering weak consistency
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guarantees. Note that some systems offer EC but not EEC; i.e.they ensure that,
eventually, replicas converge to a strongly consistent state, but cannot determine
when they have reached that state.

EEC is a particularly interesting combination of weak and strong consistency
guarantees. It can easily accommodate different applications with distinct correct-
ness criteria and, consequently, distinct consistency requirements. Applications
with stronger correctness criteria can access the stable view of replicated objects.
Applications with less demanding correctness criteria canenjoy the higher avail-
ability of the tentative view.

2.1.3.1 Eventual Consistency with Bounded Divergence

While EC ensures strong consistence of the stable view, it allows the weakly con-
sistent view to be arbitrarily divergent. For some applications, however, such an
independence is not acceptable.

Eventual consistency with bounded divergence [YV00, SVF07] strengthens
the weakly consistent guarantees of EC, according to some parameterized bounds.
More precisely, it imposes a limit on the divergence that tentative values may have,
using the stable values as the reference from which divergence is measured. Di-
vergence bounds can be expressed in several ways; from the number of pending
tentative updates, to semantic measures such as the sum of money from some ac-
count that is withdrawn by updates that are still tentative.

Operations that do not respect the parameterized bounds cannot be accepted
and, hence, are either discarded or delayed. Hence, EC with bounded divergence
offers lower availability than EC.

2.2 Limitations of Pessimistic Replication

Traditional replication employs pessimistic strategies,which prevent inconsisten-
cies between replicas by reducing the availability of the replicated system [DGMS85,
WPS+00].

Each site makes worst-case assumptions about the state of the remaining repli-
cas. Therefore its operation follows the premise that, if any inconsistency can
occur in result of some replica operation, that operation will not be performed. As
a result, pessimistic strategies yield strong consistencyguarantees such as lineariz-
ability or sequential consistency.

Before accepting an operation request at some replica, pessimistic replication
runs some synchronous coordination protocol with the remaining system, in or-
der to ensure that executing the operation will not violate the strong consistency
guarantees. For instance, if the request is for a write operation, the system must
ensure that no other replica is currently being read or written; possibly, this will
mean waiting for other replicas to complete their current operations. In the case
of a read operation, the system must guarantee that the localreplica has a consis-
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tent value; this may imply obtaining the most recent value from other replicas and,
again, waiting for other replicas to complete ongoing operations.

In both situations, after issuing a local operation request, a client has to wait
for coordination with other remote sites obtaining a response. Such a performance
penalty is the first disadvantage of pessimistic replication. Further, if a network
partition or a failure of some site should prohibit or halt the coordination proto-
col, then the request response will as well be disrupted. As asecond shortcom-
ing, pessimistic replication offers reduced availabilityif the latter occur with non-
negligible frequency.

Thirdly, pessimistic replication inherently implies thattwo distinct write opera-
tions cannot be accepted in parallel by disjoint sets of sites. It is easy to show that,
otherwise, we would no longer be able to ensure strong consistency guarantees.
This poses an important obstacle to the scalability of pessimistic systems, as their
sites cannot serve operations independently.

Some authors [SS05] point out a fourth limitation, that somehuman activities
are not adequate to strong consistency guarantees. Rather,such activities are most
appropriate to optimistic data sharing. According to such authors, cooperative en-
gineering and code development are examples of such tasks, where users prefer
to have continuous access shared data, even when other usersare updating it, and
possibly generating conflicts.

In the network environments that the present thesis considers, the availabil-
ity and performance shortcomings clearly constitute strong reasons to not adopt
pessimistic replication as our solution. Further, the fourth limitation is also very
relevant for our objective of supporting collaborative activities, such as the ones
we mention above.

While pessimistic replication is not the subject of our thesis, it is worth pre-
senting three main approaches to achieve it, which we do in the following sections.
As will become apparent later in the chapter, the protocols that optimistic replica-
tion uses to ensure eventual consistency inherit most ideasfrom these pessimistic
replication approaches.

2.2.1 Primary copy

This approach [AD76, Sto79] assumes the existence of a single distinguished replica,
designated as the primary copy. Every write operation to thelogic object must be
handled by the site holding its primary copy. Updates are then propagated to the
remaining replicas.

In the case of reads, a lock has to be acquired at the primary copy’s site. The
actual read operations can then be performed at any replica of the logical object.

In the event of a network partition, only the partition containing the primary
copy is able to access it. Upon recovery, updates are forwarded to the previously
partitioned sites to regain consistency.

Under situations where network partition is distinguishable from the failure of
a node, a new primary copy can be elected when the previous onefails. However,
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if it is not possible to determine whether the primary copy isunavailable for failure
or partition reasons, the system must always assume that a partition occurred and
no election can be made.

2.2.2 Tokens

This approach [MW82] bears close resemblance to the primarycopy scheme. The
difference is that the primary copy of a logical object can change for reasons other
than network partition. Each logical object has an associated token, which allows
the replica holding it to access the object’s replicated data. The token may circulate
from site to site.

When a network partition takes place, only the partition that includes the token
holder will thus be able to access the corresponding logicalobject. One disad-
vantage of this approach lies in the fact that the token can belost as a result of a
communication or site failure.

One variation of this basic token protocol is thesingle writer multiple readers
[LH86], where two types of tokens are obtainable: read and write tokens. Several
sites can simultaneously hold a read token on a particular logical object, which
enables them to serve read requests to the local replicas of that object. On the other
hand, a site can hold a write token, which implies that no other site holds a token
of any type on the same logical object. With a write token, a site can serve both
update and read requests to its local replica of the object.

2.2.3 Voting

In a voting strategy [Gif79], every replica is assigned somenumber of votes. Every
operation upon a logical object must collect a read quorum ofr votes to read from
a replica or a write quorum ofw votes to update a replica value.

The following conditions must be verified by ther andw quorum values:
(1) r +w exceeds the total number of votes,v assigned to a logical object, and
(2) w > v/2
The first condition ensures that the intersection between read and write quo-

rums is never empty. In a partitioned system, this means thata logical object
cannot be read in one partition with read quorum and written in another partition
with write quorum. This would lead to inconsistencies, since updated replicas in
the write quorum partition would not be reflected in the values read in the read
quorum partition.

The second condition guarantees that no more than one write quorum can be
formed. This way, in the event of network partitions, the case of two or more
partitions holding a write quorum for a logical object will never happen.

Notice that, ifr is chosen so thatr < v/2, it is possible for a logical object to
be read by sites on more than one partition, in which case write operations are not
allowed in any of such partitions. High availability for read operations can thus be
achieved by choosing a smallr value.
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One drawback of the quorum scheme is that reading from a replica is a fairly
expensive operation. A read quorum of copies must be contacted in this scheme,
whereas access to a single replica suffices for all other schemes, provided that the
read lock or token has already been acquired.

2.3 Introduction to Optimistic Replication

Optimistic replication, in contrast to pessimistic replication, enables access to a
replica withouta priori synchronization with the other replicas. Access requests
can thus be served just as long as any single site’s services are accessible. Write
requests that each local replica accepts are then propagated in background to the
remaining replicas, and an a posteriori coordination protocol eventually resolves
occasional conflicts between divergent replicas.

Optimistic replication eliminates the main shortcomings of pessimistic replica-
tion. Availability and access performance are higher, as the replicated system no
longer waits for coordination before accepting a request; instead, applications have
their requests quickly accepted, even if connectivity to the remaining replicas is
temporarily absent. Also, optimistic replication scales to large numbers of replicas,
as less coordination is needed and it may run asynchronouslyin background. Fi-
nally, optimistic replication inherently supports asynchronous collaboration prac-
tices, where users work autonomously on shared contents andonly occasionally
synchronize.

Inevitably, optimistic replication cannot escape the trade-off between consis-
tency and availability (see Section 2.1). Optimistic replication pays the cost of
high availability with the limitation of offering weak consistency guarantees. Even
if only rarely, optimistic replicas may easily diverge, pushing the system to a state
that is no longer strongly consistent (e.g. according to thecriteria of linearizability
or sequential consistency) and, possibly, has different values that are semantically
conflicting (we will define semantic scheduling and conflictsin Section 2.6.1.2).
Hence, optimistic replication can only enforce weak consistency guarantees as
replicas unilaterally accept tentative requests.

The optimistic replication systems in which we are interested attempt to of-
fer eventual consistency. They run some distributed agreement protocol that is
responsible to eventually resolve conflicts and make replicas converge, pushing
the system back to a strongly consistent state. Eventual consistency is the central
challenge of optimistic replication. It may take considerable time, especially when
system connectivity is low; it may only be possible at the expense of aborting some
tentative work; and it may require substantial storage and network consumptions.

Saito and Shapiro [SS05] identify the following basic stages in optimistic repli-
cation:

1. Operation submission. To access some replica, a local user or application
submits an operation request. When studying eventual consistency, we are
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mainly interested in requests that update the object. Update requests may be
expressed in different forms, depending on the particular application inter-
face (API) that the replicated system offers. In general, anupdate request
includes, either explicit or implicitly, some precondition for detecting con-
flicts, as well as a prescription to update the object in case the precondition
is verified [SS05].

Internally, the replicated system represents each requestby updates.2. Each
site may execute updates upon the value of its replicas, obtaining new ver-
sions of the corresponding object. Additionally, each sitestores logs of up-
dates along with each replica.

Whether update logging is needed or not depends on numerous design as-
pects of optimistic replication, which we will address in the next sections.
First, update logging may enable more efficient, incremental replica synchro-
nization. Second, update logging may be necessary for correctly ensuring
eventual consistency. Third, update logging is useful for recovery from user
mistakes or system corruption [SFH+99], backup [CN02, QD02, SGMV08],
post-intrusion diagnosis [SGS+00], or auditing for compliance with elec-
tronic records legislation [PBAB07].

2. Update propagation. An update propagation protocol exchanges new up-
dates (resulting from the above stage) across distributed replicas. The update
propagation protocol is asynchronous with respect to the operation submis-
sion step that originated the new updates; potentially, it may occur long after
the latter.

Different communication strategies may be followed, from optimized struc-
tured topologies [RRP99] to random pair-wise interactionsthat occur as pairs
of sites become in contact [DGH+87]. We call the latter approach epidemic
update propagation. Its flexibility is particularly interesting in weakly con-
nected networks, as it allows a site to opportunistically spread its new up-
dates as other sites intermittently become accessible.

3. Scheduling. As a replica learns of new updates, either submitted locally
or received from other replicas, the replica must tentatively insert the new
updates into its local ordering of updates.

4. Conflict detection and resolution. Since replicas may concurrently accept
new updates, conflicts can occur. In other words, it can happen that some
replica, after receiving concurrent updates, cannot orderthem together with
other local updates in a schedule that satisfies the preconditions of all up-
dates.

Therefore, complementarily to the scheduling step, each replica needs to
check whether the resulting ordering satisfies the preconditions of its up-

2In practice, the system may represent updates in various forms, as we discuss in Chapter 3
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dates. Only then is the replica sound according to the semantics of its users
and applications.

If a conflict is found, the system must resolve it. One possible, yet unde-
sirable, solution is to abort a sufficient subset of updates so that the conflict
disappears. This solution has the obvious disadvantage of discarding tenta-
tive work. Some systems try to not to resort to such a solution, by either
trying to reorder updates [KRSD01], by modifying the conflicting updates
so as to make them compatible [TTP+95, SE98], or by asking for user inter-
vention [KS91, C+93, CMP04].

5. Commitment. The update orderings at which replicas arrive are typically
non-deterministic, as they depend on non-deterministic aspects such as the
order in which updates arrived at each replica. Hence, even once all updates
have propagated across the system, replicas can have divergent values.

The commitment stage runs a distributed agreement protocolthat tries to
achieve consensus on a canonical update ordering, with which all replicas
will eventually be consistent. We say that, once the value ofa replica reaches
such a condition, it is no longer tentative and becomes stable. Furthermore,
we say that the updates that the replica has executed to produce such a stable
value arecommitted.

We should note that the moment where a replica value becomes stable is not
necessarily observable. Recalling the definitions in Section 2.1.3, this distin-
guishes systems that offer eventual consistency (EC) from systems providing
explicit eventual consistency (EEC). Systems where commitment is explicit
are typically able to offer two views on a replicas, a tentative view, that re-
sults from the current update ordering, possibly includingtentative updates;
and a stable one, which is the most recent stable value. The former is ac-
cessible with high availability, while the latter is guaranteed to be strongly
consistent across the stable views of the remaining replicas.

Optimistic replication is related to other topics in distributed systems, notably
transactional database replication and group communication. Similarly to opti-
mistic replication, some transactional database replication systems employ opti-
mistic techniques for increased performance and availability [PL91]. As Saito
and Shapiro note [SS05], transactional replication systems commonly target ei-
ther single-node or well-connected distributed database systems, entailing frequent
communication during transaction execution. This contrasts with the higher asyn-
chrony and autonomy of optimistic replication [SS05].

Group communication [BvR94] may be employed to achieve datareplication.
Here, the common emphasis is on well-connected environments, where a group
communication middleware ensures total ordered delivery of messages across the
distributed nodes. Optimistic replication typically has weaker connectivity as-
sumptions, and offers poorer guarantees regarding the order at which updates de-
livered to each replica.
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For the above reasons, it is out of the scope of this chapter tosurvey transac-
tional database replication and group communication.

We should also emphasize that it is not the goal of the presentdissertation to
address the security issues that may concern optimistic replication. Therefore, we
assume a naive trust model which does not consider the existence of any distrusted
entity. Solutions relying on more realistic trust models for replicated systems can
be found, for instance, in [MSP+08], [RPCC93], [KBC+00], [RD01] or [BI03].

In the following sections, we analyze a number of fundamental design choices
that affect the way optimistic replication may work and achieve eventual consis-
tency.

2.4 Full versus Partial Replication

Data replication may be full or partial. Full replication requires that each site that
replicates a given object maintain a replica of the whole value of the object. In con-
trast, partial replication, allows each replica to hold only a subset of the data items
comprising the corresponding object. It may take advantageof access locality by
replicating only the data items constituting the whole object that are most likely to
be accessed from the local replica.

Partial replication is more appropriate than full replication when hosts have
constrained memory resources and network bandwidth is scarce. Moreover, it im-
proves scalability, since only a smaller subset of replicasneeds to be involved when
the system coordinates write operations upon individual data items (of the whole
object). Nevertheless, achieving partial replication is acomplex problem that has
important implications to most phases of optimistic replication, from scheduling
and conflict detection to update commitment. It is, to the best of our knowledge,
far from being solved in optimistic replication.

Schiper et al. have formally studied the problem, and proposed algorithms
that extend transactional database replication protocols3 [SSP06], but not opti-
mistic replication protocols. More recently, and also in the context of transactional
database replication, Sutra and Shapiro have proposed a partial replication algo-
rithm that avoids computing a total order over operations that are not mutually
conflicting [SS08]. Hence, they claim to achieve lower latency and message cost.

Shapiro et al. analyze the problem of partial optimistic replication in [SBK04]
in the context of the Actions-Constraints Framework formalism for optimistic repli-
cation, sketching directions for a potential algorithm. The PRACTI Replication
toolkit [BDG+06] provides partial replication of both data and meta-datafor generic
optimistic replication systems with varying consistency requirements and network
topologies. However, PRACTI does not support EEC, which strongly restricts the
universe of applications for which PRACTI’s consistency guarantees are effectively
appropriate.

3In particular, the Database State Machine to partial replication approach [PGS03].
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Full replication is a radically less challenging design choice. Not surprisingly,
most existing solutions on optimistic replication rely on it.

2.5 Tracking Happens-Before Relations

Tracking happens-before relationships plays a central role in optimistic replication
[SM94]. In different stages of optimistic replication we need to determine, given
two updates (or the resulting versions), whether one happens-before the other one,
or whether they are concurrent. For instance, when two sitesreplicating a com-
mon object get in contact, we are interested in determining which replica version
happens-before the other one, or if, otherwise, both hold concurrent values. As
a second example, systems that offer strict happens-beforeordering of tentative
updates need to determine whether two updates are related byhappens-before or,
instead, are concurrent.

A simple solution to both situations is to explicitly associate, to each update (or
version) held by some replica, the identifiers of the updates(resp. versions) that
happen-before it. This solution is adopted by some proposedsystems [KWK03,
KRSD01, PSM03, SBK04]. Of course, this solution is unsatisfactory as its space
requirements grow linearly as each replica receives new updates. This implies
storing, transferring and analyzing substantial amounts of data in order to be able
to track happens-before relationships among updates/versions.

Tracking happens-before relations is a well studied problem, and a number of
more space- and time-efficient alternatives have been proposed. All solutions aim
at representing version sets (which in turn result from the execution of update sets)
in some space-efficient manner that allows fast comparisonsof version sets.

We address such solutions in the following sections.

2.5.1 Logical, Real-Time and Plausible Clocks

Logical clocks [Lam78] and real-time clocks consist of a scalar timestamp, used
to express happens-before relationships. Each site maintains one such clock, and
each update has an associated timestamp. If two updates are not concurrent, then
the update with the lowest logical/real-time clock happens-before the other update.
However, the converse is not true; i.e., neither solution can detect concurrency.

Logical clocks are maintained as follows. Every time the local site issues an
update, it increments its logical clock and assigns such a timestamp to the new
update. Every time a site receives an update from another site, the receiver site sets
its logical clock to a value that is both higher than the site’s current clock and the
update’s timestamp.

Real-time clocks assume synchronized (real-time) clocks at each site. The
timestamp of an update is simply the time at which it was first issued. Real-time
clocks have the advantage of capturing happens-before relations that occur outside
system’s control [SS05]. However, the need for synchronized clocks is a crucial
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disadvantage, as it is impossible in asynchronous environments [CT96].
Plausible clocks [Val93, TRA99] consist of a class of larger, yet constant-size,

timestamps that, similarly to logical and real-time clocks, can deterministically
track happens-before relationships but not concurrency. Nevertheless, a plausible
clock can detect concurrency with high probability.

2.5.2 Version Vectors

Version vectors, in contrast to the previous solutions, canboth express happens-
before and concurrency relationships between updates (andversions) [Mat89, Fid91].

A version vector associates a counter with each site that replicates the object
being considered. In order to represent the set of updates that happen-before a
given update, we associate a version vector to the update.

A usual implementation of a version vector is by means of an array of integer
values, where each site replicating the object is univocally associated with one
entry in the array, 0,1,2, ... Alternatively, a version vector can also be an associative
map, associating some site identifier (such as its IP address) to an integer counter.

Each replicaa maintains a version vector,VVa, which reflects the updates that
it has executed locally in order to produce its current value. Initially, all counters
are set to zero in the replica’s version vector.

When a new update is issued at replicaa, the local site increments the entry
in vvrepA corresponding to itself (vvrepA[a] = vvrepA[a]+ 1). Accordingly, the new
update is assigned the new version vector. As replicaa receives a new update from
some remote replica,b, the site setsvva[i] to maximum(vva[i],vvb[i]), wherei is the
site that issued the received update. Provided that updatespropagate in FIFO order
(see Section 2.1.2),4, if vva[b] = m (for any replicab), it means that replicaa has
received every update that replicab issued up to itsm-th update.

Two version vectors can be compared to assert if there existsa happens-before re-
lationship between the updates (or versions) they identify. Given two version vec-
tors,vv1 andvv2, vv1 dominates vv2, if and only if the value of each entry invv2

is greater or equal than the corresponding entry invv1. This means that the update
(resp. version) thatvv1 identifies happens-before the update (resp. version) with
vv2. If, otherwise, neithervv1 dominatesvv2, nor vv2 dominatesvv1, vv1 andvv2

identify concurrent updates (resp. versions).
Provided the number of sites is acceptably low, version vectors are very time-

efficient. When generating and merging of replica versions,the new version vector
is easily calculated by an increment or merge operation. A simple arithmetic com-
parison of the counters in two version vectors allows a system to conclude whether
any of the associated replica versions dominates the other,or else, if a conflict
exists.

An important limitation of version vectors is that the set ofsites that repli-
cate the object being considered is assumed static (hence, the set of replicas is

4This is also called the prefix property [PST+97].
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static). Each site has an pre-assigned fixed position withina version vector. This
means that replica creation or retirement is prohibited by this basic version vector
approach. Secondly, version vectors are unbounded, as the counters in a version
vector may grow indefinitely as updates occur. Finally, version vectors neither
scale well to large numbers of replicating sites nor to largenumbers of objects.

The following sections present extensions and alternatives to version vectors
that eliminate most of the above limitations.

2.5.3 Version Vector Extensions For Dynamic Site Sets

Some variations of version vectors eliminate the latter’s assumption of a static site
set replicating an object.

A first solution was proposed in the context of the Bayou replicated system
[PSTT96]. Bayou handles replica creation and retirement asspecial updates that
propagate across the system by the update propagation protocol. Sites that create
new replicas are directly added to the Bayou’s version vector at each replica of
the same object. Replica retirement, however, is a hard problem, which Bayou
solves using an intricate recursive naming scheme to identify sites in each Bayou’s
version vector [PSTT96]. Such a naming scheme has the important drawback of
an irreversible increase in replica identifier size as replicas join and retire.

A second extension of version vectors that supports dynamicreplica sets is
called dynamic version vectors [Rat98]. Dynamic version vectors are a version
vector variant that is able to expand and compress in response to replica creation
or deletion. Dynamic version vectors start as empty vectorsand are able to ex-
pand with a new element as any replica generates its first update. The absence of
an element for a given replica in a dynamic version vector is equivalent to hold-
ing a zero counter for that replica. Therefore, replica expansion is simple: when
a given replica issues its first update, it simply adds a new entry to its affected
dynamic version vector(s). The central challenge of dynamic version vectors is
dealing with retiring replicas. In this case, when a replicaretires, or when a replica
(perhaps temporarily) ceases issuing updates, the system should remove the cor-
responding entry from all dynamic version vectors. However, the entry must be
removed atomically among all sites in the system; otherwise, correctness would no
longer be ensured [Rat98]. Ratner et al. solve the entry removal problem by run-
ning an epidemic agreement algorithm and assuming that permanent site failures
are detectable. Agreement occurs onceeverycorrect replica acknowledges a re-
moval proposal. Evidently, such an algorithm is extremely intolerant to temporary
partitioning: any single inaccessible replica will halt the removal of an entry. Nev-
ertheless, the entry removal algorithm does not stop the replicated system, which
may transparently continue its regular operation, albeit with superfluous entries in
its version vectors.
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2.5.4 Version Stamps

Similarly to dynamic version vectors, version stamps [SCF02] express the happens-
before relation in systems where replicas can join and retire at any time. Further-
more, version stamps avoid the need for a unique identifier per site. Assigning
unique identifiers is a difficult when connectivity is poor5, and sites come and go
frequently.

Each replica constructs its version stamps, based on the updates and synchro-
nization sessions that the local replica has seen. Version stamps consider three
primitive operations: fork, update and join. A version stamp encodes the history
of such operations that the local replica has seen. Using information that does not
depend on any global information. This way, version stamps obviate the need for
a mapping from each site to a unique identifier.

Maintaining and comparing version stamps is more complex than version vec-
tors. Most importantly, the expressiveness of version stamps is limited. Whereas
version vectors express happens-before relationships between any pair of versions/updates
(including old versions that have already been overwritten), version stamps can
only relate, the current versions of each replica. Almeida et al. designate such a set
of coexisting versions as afrontier [SCF02].

This means that, in optimistic replication systems that maintain old updates in
logs, one cannot use version stamps to determine whether a old, logged update
happens-before some other update, as the former update may not belong to the
same frontier as the latter. Version stamps are designed forsystems that will only
ever require comparing updates/versions that co-exist in some moment. This leaves
out interesting log-based systems, which we will discuss inChapter 3.

2.5.5 Bounded Version Vectors

Version vectors are unbounded data structures, as they assume that counters may
increase indefinitely. Almeida et al. propose a representation of version vectors
that places a bound on their space requirements [AAB04]. Like version stamps
(see Section 2.5.4), bounded version vectors can only express happens-before rela-
tionships between versions in the same frontier.

They introduce an intricate mechanism, called bounded stamps, that replaces
integer counters in a version vector. Such a space bound has the cost of additional
complexity when manipulating and comparing version vectors. Moreover, simi-
larly to version vectors, BVVs assume a static set of sites replicating the object
corresponding to the version.

5Since referential integrity of site identifiers is hardly solved by distributed protocols or central-
ized name servers.
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2.5.6 Vector Sets

Version Vectors represent the set of versions of a given individual replica. This
means that the number of version vectors that a site needs to maintain and propa-
gate grows linearly with the number of objects the site replicates. This is an obvious
scalability obstacle, as most interesting systems (e.g. distributed file systems) have
large numbers of replicated objects.

Malkhi and Terry have proposed Concise Version Vectors [MT05], later re-
named Vector Sets (VSs) [MNP07], to solve the scalability problem of version
vectors. VSs represent the set of versions of an arbitrarilylarge replica set in a
single vector, with one counter per site, provided that update propagation sessions
always complete without faults.

If communication faults disrupt update propagation sessions, VSs temporarily
grow with the addition of complementary version vectors, called predecessor vec-
tors. In the worst case, a VS will hold one predecessor vectorper replica in the
replica set that the VS represents; thus, tending to similarspace requirements as
version vectors. However, provided that communication disruptions are reason-
ably rare, VSs dramatically reduce the storage and communication overhead of
version vectors in systems with numerous replicated objects [MT05].

Like version stamps and bounded version vectors, VSs can only express happens-
before relationships among versions in the same frontier (see Section 2.5.4). This
means that VSs, in their original form, are not applicable tosystems need to main-
tain update logs along with their replicas, as is the case of many interesting systems
that we present in this chapter. In particular, the replication protocol on which VSs
are originally proposed [MNP07] does not ensure EEC.

2.6 Scheduling and Commitment

The road to eventual consistency has two main stages: first, individual replicas
schedule new updates that they learn of in some way that is safe, i.e. free of con-
flicts; second, each such tentative schedule is submitted asa candidate for some
a distributed commitment protocol, which will, from such aninput, agree on a
common schedule which will then be imposed to every replica.

In the following sections, we address each stage.

2.6.1 Scheduling and Conflict Handling

We distinguish two approaches for update scheduling: syntactic and semantic. The
distinction lies on the information that is available to each replica when it is about
to schedule a new update.
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2.6.1.1 Syntactic Scheduling

In the syntactic approach, no explicit precondition is madeavailable by the ap-
plication that requests the operation causing the update. In this case, scheduling
can only be driven by application-independent informationsuch as the happens-
before relation between the updates.

Based on such restricted information, syntactic scheduling tries to avoid sched-
ules that may break users’ expectations. More precisely, ifupdateu1 happens-
before updateu2, then a syntactic schedule will orderu1 beforeu2, as it knows
that this is the same order in which the user saw the effects ofeach update. Note
that, if the effects of both updates are commutative, the scheduler could also safely
orderu2 beforeu1, as the user would not notice it. However, as such a commuta-
tivity relationship is not known to the syntactic scheduler, it must assume the worst
case where the updates are non-commutable. Hence, in the absence of richer in-
formation, syntactic scheduling is a conservative approach that restricts the set of
acceptable schedules.

Concurrent updates, however, are not ordered. We find syntactic schedulers
that behave differently in such a case. Some will artificially order concurrent
updates, either in some total system-wide order (by real time or by site identi-
fier, e.g. [TTP+95]) or by reception order, which may vary for each replica (e.g.
[GRR+98, RRP99]). In either solution, the resulting schedule mayno longer sat-
isfy users’ expectations, as the concurrent updates may be conflicting according to
application semantics and, still, the scheduler decides toexecute them.

Other syntactic schedulers opt for scheduling only one of the concurrent up-
dates, and exclude the remaining concurrent updates from the schedule (e.g. [Kel99],
[BF05a]). This approach conservatively avoids executing updates that can be mu-
tually incompatible. However, it has the secondary effect of aborting user work,
which is evidently undesirable.

Recalling Section 2.1, the former syntactic approach ensures happens-before or-
dering of updates, possibly combined with the total ordering, while the latter syn-
tactic approach provides strict happens-before ordering.

2.6.1.2 Semantic Scheduling

In some cases, rich semantic knowledge is available about the updates. Essen-
tially, such information determines the preconditions to schedule an update. The
replicated system may take advantage of such preconditionsto try out different
schedules, possibly violating happens-before relationships, in order to determine
which of them are sound according to the available semantic information.6

Some systems maintain pre-defined per-operation commutativity tables [JMR97,
Kel99]. Whenever a replica receives concurrent updates, itmay consult the table
and check whether both correspond to operations that are commutable; if so, they
can be both scheduled, in any order.

6We precisely define soundness in Chapter 3.
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In other systems, operation requests carry explicit semantic information about
the scheduling preconditions of each update. For instance,Bayou’s applications
provide dependency checks [TTP+95] along with each update. A dependency
check is an application-specific conflict detection routine, that compares the cur-
rent replica state to that expected by the update. The outputtells whether the update
may be safely appended to the end of such a schedule or not, which is equivalent
to compatibility or conflict relations between the update and the schedule.

Even richer semantic information about scheduling preconditions may be avail-
able, as in the case of IceCube [KRSD01], or the Actions-Constraints Framework
[SBK04]. Their approach reifies semantic relations betweenas constraints between
updates. It represents such a knowledge as a graph where nodes correspond to up-
dates, and edges consist of semantic constraints of different kinds.

We should mention that scheduling has important consequences in other stages
of optimistic replication, notably update propagation andcommitment. Conse-
quently, although rich semantic knowledge permits higher scheduling flexibility,
some systems partially abdicate it for efficiency of other stages of optimistic repli-
cation. For instance, Bayou imposes that scheduling respect the local issuing order,
i.e. two updates issued by the same site must always be scheduled in that (partial)
order. Such a restriction enables a simpler update propagation protocol, which
can use version vectors to determine the set of updates to propagate [PST+97].
Inevitably, it limits scheduling freedom and, thus, increases the frequency aborts.

Semantic information may also help when no schedule is foundthat satisfies
the preconditions of some update, by telling how the update can be modified so
that its effects become safe even when the original precondition fails. In Bayou,
updates also carry a merge procedure, a deterministic routine that should be exe-
cuted instead of the update when the dependency check fails.The merge procedure
may inspect the replica value upon which the update is about to be scheduled and
react to it. Ultimately, the merge procedure can do nothing,which is equivalent to
discarding the update.

Finally, other approaches are specialized to particular semantic domains and,
using a relatively complex set of rules, are able to safely schedule updates, detect-
ing and resolving any conflict that is already expected in such a semantic domain.
Such approaches, however, are not directly generalizable to other domains.

A first example is the problem of optimistic directory replication in distributed
file systems. The possible conflicts and the possible safe resolution actions are well
studied, for instance in the algebra proposed by Ramsey and Csirmaz [RC01], or
in the directory conflict resolution procedures of the Locus[WPE+83] and Coda
[KS91] replicated file systems .

Other work follows the Operational Transformation method [SE98] to ensure
consistency in collaborative editors. Instead of abortingupdates to resolve con-
flicts, this method avoids conflicts by transforming the updates, taking advantage
of well known semantic rules of the domain of collaborative editing. Operational
Transformation solutions are complex. They typically assume only two concurrent
users [SS05] and are restricted to very confined applicationdomains. Research on
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this method is traditionally disjoint with the work on general-purpose optimistic
replication that this thesis addresses.

2.6.2 Update Commitment

Commitment is a key aspect of optimistic replication with eventual consistency.
One may distinguish four main commitment approaches in optimistic replication
literature.

2.6.2.1 Unconscious Commitment

A first approach may be designated as the unconscious approach [BGL+06]. In
this case, the protocol ensures eventual consistency; however, applications may
not determine whether replicated data results from tentative or committed updates.
These systems are adequate for applications with weak consistency demands. For
example, Usenet, DNS, Roam and Draw-Together [IN06] adopt this approach. The
protocol proposed by Baldoni et al. [BGL+06] is another example.

2.6.2.2 Commitment Upon Full Propagation

Other approaches, however, allow explicit commitment. A second approach for
commitment is to have a replica commit an update as soon as thereplica knows
thatevery other replicahave received the update [Gol93]. This approach has two
important drawbacks. First, the unavailability of any single replica stalls the entire
commitment process. This is a particularly significant problem in loosely-coupled
environments. Second, this approach is very simplified, in the sense that it does not
assume update conflicts. Instead, it tries to commit all updates (as executed); no up-
dates are aborted. The TSAE algorithm [Gol93] and the ESDS system [FGL+96]
follow this approach, though by different means. One may also employ timestamp
matrices [WB84, AAS97] for such a purpose.

2.6.2.3 Primary Commit

A third approach is a primary commit protocol [PST+97]. It centralizes commit-
ment into a single distinguished primary replica that establishes a commitment
total order over the updates it receives. Such an order is then propagated back to
the remaining replicas. Primary commit is able to rapidly commit updates, since it
suffices for an update to be received by the primary replica tobecome committed.
However, should the primary replica become unavailable, commitment of updates
generated by replicas other than the primary halts. This constitutes an important
drawback in loosely-coupled networks.

Primary commit is very flexible in terms of the scheduling methods that may
rely on primary commit. Examples of systems that use primarycommit include
Coda [KS91], CVS [C+93], Bayou [PST+97], IceCube [KRSD01] and TACT
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[YV00]. In particular, to the best of our knowledge, existing optimistic replica-
tion solutions that rely on a rich semantic repertoire (namely, Bayou and IceCube)
all use primary commit.

2.6.2.4 Voting

Finally, a fourth approach is by means of voting [PL88, JM90,AW96]. Here, di-
vergent update schedules constitute candidates in an election, while replicas act as
voters. Once an update schedule has collected votes from a quorum of voters that
guarantee the election of the corresponding candidate, itsupdates may be com-
mitted in the corresponding order. Voting eliminates the single point of failure of
primary commit.

In particular, Keleher introduced voting in the context of epidemic commit-
ment protocols [Kel99]; his protocol is used in the Deno [CKBF03] system. The
epidemic nature of the protocol allows updates to commit even when a quorum of
replicas is not simultaneously connected. The protocol relies onfixed per-object
currencies, where there is a fixed, constant weight that is distributed by all repli-
cas of a particular object. Fixed currencies avoid the need of global membership
knowledge at each replica, thus facilitating replica addition and removal, as well
as currency redistribution among replicas.

Deno requires one entire election round to be completed in order to commit
each single update [cKF01]. This is acceptable when applications are interested in
knowing the commitment outcome of each tentatively issued update before issuing
the next, causally related, one. However, collaborative users in loosely-coupled
networks will often be interested in issuing sequences of multiple consecutive ten-
tative updates before knowing about their commitment, as the latter may take a long
time to arrive. In such situations, the commitment delay imposed by Deno’s voting
protocol becomes unacceptably higher than that of primary commit [BF05b].

Holliday et al. [HSAA03] have proposed a closely similar approach. Their
algorithm also relies on epidemic quorum systems for commitment in replicate
databases. However, they propose epidemic quorum systems that use coteries that
exist in traditional (i.e. non epidemic) quorum systems, such as majority.

To the best of our knowledge, no study, either theoretical orempirical has ever
compared Holliday et al.’s majority-based and Deno’s plurality-based approaches.
In fact, apart from the above mentioned works, epidemic quorum systems remain
a relatively obscure field [BF08b].

2.6.3 Relation to Other Problems in Distributed Systems

The previous section described the main solutions for commitment that may be
found in the context of optimistic replication. Out of such ascope, however, other
work also relates to the problem of update commitment.

Lamport introduced thedistributed state-machineapproach for building repli-
cated systems [Lam78], whereby all sites execute exactly the same schedule of
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events. Considering updates as events, this is a solution for commitment. How-
ever, it does not consider conflicts.

The Paxos protocol [Lam98] computes a total order of events,relying on vot-
ing. Such a total order may be used to implement a distributedstate-machine.
Generalized Paxos [Lam05] extends the original Paxos protocol in order to take
commutativity relations between events into account and compute a partial order.
In such a case, the protocol is able to reach agreement with fewer messages.

In a comparable contribution, though in a different context, Pedone and Schiper
propose two voting-based solutions for the Generic Broadcast problem [PS02].
They extend the problem of message ordering so as to considercommutativity
between messages.

The problem of explicit commitment, as a means to achieve eventual consis-
tency of an optimistically replicated system, is equivalent to the problem of con-
sensus [FLP85]. Consensus solves commitment: if the tentative schedule of each
replica is submitted as a proposal for consensus, the decided one may be commit-
ted. On the other hand, commitment solves consensus: if the set of consensus pro-
posals is treated as a set of mutually conflicting updates, one for each proposal, and
submitted for commitment, then the single update to commit (the others will abort)
identifies the decided proposal. Consequently, the impossibility result [FLP85] of
distributed consensus with one faulty process also appliesto explicit commitment.
Namely, this is present in every commitment solution mentioned previously.

2.7 Efficient Replica Storage and Synchronization

The issues of efficient replica storage and synchronizationare fundamental for any
realistic system using optimistic replication. In the nextsections we discuss exist-
ing approaches to solve such problems in optimistic replication.

2.7.1 Operation Shipping

In some systems, applications provide a precise operation specification along each
operation they request from the replicated system. We call such systems as operation-
based or operation-transfer systems. Typically, operation-based requests are more
space-efficient than the alternative of state-based requests, which instead contain
the value resulting from the application of the requested operation. Systems such
as Bayou [DPS+94] or IceCube [KRSD01], or operation transformation solutions
[SE98] rely on operation-based requests.

2.7.2 Activity Shipping

Nevertheless, in many replicated systems, applications submit state-based requests,
which may have considerable space requirements. Replicated file systems are a
representative example, which support the traditional APIof centralized file sys-
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tems. In traditional file system APIs, applications requestupdates to file contents
by providing new content values to be written upon the file.

Some proposed solutions try to extract operation-based requests from systems
that are originally state-based [LLS99, CVS04]. This approach has been called
activity shipping [CVS04]. Activity shipping tries to avoid network transference
of the contents of a file that has been modified by, instead, propagating a represen-
tation of the operations that produced such modifications. With activity shipping,
user operations are logged at a client computer that is modifying a file and, when
necessary, propagated to the server computer. The latter then re-executes the oper-
ations upon the old file version and verifies whether the regenerated file is identical
to the updated file at the client by means of fingerprint comparison.

Despite achieving higher reduction factors, activity shipping has the fundamen-
tal drawbacks of (a) requiring semantical knowledge over the accessed files and (b)
imposing the operating environments at the communicating ends to be identical. In
particular, the second requirement is often unrealistic inmobile and Internet envi-
ronments, where device heterogeneity is a dominant characteristic.

2.7.3 Data Compression

Data compression is a vastly applied technique for dealing with memory or band-
width limitations. The goal of data compression is to reducethe number of bits
needed to store or transfer data, in order to increase effective data density [LH87].
Data compression algorithms employ some encoding scheme, which transforms
some bit array into a smaller, compressed array.

Lossless data compression methods, such as the Lempel-Ziv algorithms [ZL78],
may be used to reduce the storage demands of a file system. Examples include pop-
ular and prominent file systems such as NTFS [CW08] or ZFS [ZFS08]. Such file
systems internally store file contents in a compressed state. They use efficient de-
compression and caching algorithms to ensure that such contents are transparently
presented in their plain form to applications that access them via the file system
API.

Similar lossless data compression algorithms are almost omnipresent in dis-
tributed protocols that need to efficiently transfer large amounts of data.

Compression algorithms can attain substantial space gainsfor most common
workloads [LH87], traded-off for a performance penalty, asthe compression and
decompression algorithms need to be applied to the data to access from storage, or
to transfer across the network.

Data compression algorithms are appropriate to work withinrelatively small
content windows, such as individual files [LH87]. However, data compression
algorithms do not scale to exploit redundancy within piecesof larger volumes of
data such as entire disk partitions.
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2.7.4 Data Deduplication

Data deduplication techniques try to detect chunks with identical contents within
some data volume. In principle, data deduplication and datacompression share the
goal of exploiting data redundancy. However, they achieve such a goal through
radically different approaches. Whereas data compressionre-encodes data in or-
der to increase its density [LH87], data deduplication eliminates duplicate chunks,
either from storage or from network communication. Both canbe transparently
combined together.

Significant work has addressed the exploitation of duplicate contents for im-
proved storage and network dissemination of state-based updates. We categorize
proposed solutions into three main approaches, discussed in the following subsec-
tions.

2.7.4.1 Delta-Encoding

Systems such as CVS [C+93], SVN [CMP04], Porcupine [SBL99], BitKeeper
[HG02] and XDFS [Mac00] usedelta-encoding(or diff-encoding) to represent each
succeeding version of a replica. Starting from a base value of the replica, they en-
code succeeding versions by a compact set of value-based mutations (deltas) to the
value of the preceding version. Replicas maintain some version tracking state (e.g.
logical timestamps or version vectors). The exchange of such a state between a
replica pair determines the minimal set of delta-encoded versions to be propagated
between the pair. Delta-encoding can result in substantialstorage and network
gains [Mac00, AGJA06]. CVS and SVN are examples of popular systems that syn-
chronize replicas by transferring only deltas instead of whole-value versions (in the
case of CVS, such an optimization only occurs in the direction of the client, while
it occurs in both directions in SVN).

Delta-encoding typically employs specific algorithms for detecting similarity,
which are only applicable when the input is a pair of versions[HHH+98]. Ex-
amples ofpair-basedalgorithms include the copy/insert [Mac00] and insert/delete
[MM85] algorithms, or the sliding-block algorithm [MM85].The previous pair-
based algorithms are not scalable to similarity detection among a large set of
versions; this is not the case of similarity detection algorithms based on content-
addressing, e.g. the compare-by-hash solutions we describe in Section 2.7.4.3.

Experimental studies [JDT05] suggest that, if one considers a given pair of ver-
sions, pair-based algorithms are, in some cases, able to detect more content simi-
larity than multi-version compare-by-hash algorithms. This suggests that, in worst-
case workloads where content similarity occursonly between succeeding versions
of the same object, delta-encoding may actually behave better than compare-by-
hash approaches (described next).
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2.7.4.2 Cooperating Caches

Spring and Wetherall [SW00] propose a technique based on twocooperating caches
at the ends of a network link connecting two sites. The technique relies on the fact
that both caches hold the same ordered set ofn fixed-size blocks of data, which
correspond to the last blocks propagated between the sites.Before sending a new
block, the sender site checks whether the local cache already holds the block. If
so, the site knows that the block is also stored in the remote cache; thus, the site
sends a token identifying the position of the block within the cache, instead of the
block’s contents.

The main limitation of cooperating caches is that cache sizelimits its ability
to detect similarity between two sites. Additionally, a pair of cooperating caches
can only exploit similarity among contents transferred between two sites. In larger
systems, a site needs to maintain one cache per remote site.

2.7.4.3 Compare-by-Hash

A third approach iscompare-by-hash. Compare-by-hash employs collision-resistant
hash functions such as SHA-1 [Nat95] to detect redundant chunks of data. It relies
on the low probability of a collision between the hash valuescalculated from the
contents of two different chunks. It assumes that chunks with identical hash values
have identical content.

Essentially, before transferring a set of values, the hash values of the chunks
comprising the values are sent. Upon reception of such lightweight data, the re-
ceiver site checks if it already stores any chunks with hash values that are identical
to any of the former hash values, by inspection of a local hashdatabase. If so, it can
immediately obtain the contents from local storage. The receiver site then replies
with an identifier of the missing chunks, for which the hash comparison turned out
negative; the contents of only such chunks are transferred across the network.

Systems such as the Low-bandwidth File System [MCM01], the Pastiche dis-
tributed back-up system [CN02], Haddock-FS [BF04], Shark [AFM05], Stanford’s
virtual computer migration system [TKS+03] and the OpenCM [SV02] configura-
tion management system employ the above technique for efficient network transfer-
ence. They divide values into contiguous (non-overlapping) chunks, either fixed-
size or variable-size, using content-based chunk divisionalgorithms as proposed
by Muthitacharoen et al. [MCM01] or Eshghi and Tang [ET05].

Other systems use more intricate variations of the technique for higher effi-
ciency. In the rsync utility [TM98], the recipient site (notthe sender site) sends the
hash values of the contiguous, non-overlapping fixed-sizedchunks that form its
current value of each object7 to transfer. For each such object, the sender site com-
pares the received hash values with the hash values of everyoverlappingfixed-size
chunk of the current value that the site holds. This variation reduces the sensitivity
of fixed-size chunk division toinsert and shiftoperations. Experimental results

7In the case of rsync, objects are files.
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[JDT05] suggest that such a variation detects more similarities than content-based
chunk division for a sufficiently fine chunk granularity. However, such a variation
applies only to similarity detection between a pair of values.

The TAPER replicated system [JDT05] optimizes the bandwidth of compa-
re-by-hash with a four-phase protocol, each of which works on a progressively
finer similarity granularity. Each phase works on the value portions that, after the
preceding phase, remain labeled as non-redundant. A first phase detects large-
granularity redundant chunks (whole file and whole directories), using a hash tree.
A second phase runs the base compare-by-hash technique withcontent-based chunks.
A third phase identifies pairs of very similar replicas (at each site) and employs
rsync’s technique upon each pair. Finally, a fourth phase applies delta-encoding to
the remaining value portions.

The Jumbo Store [ELW+07] distributed utility service complements compare-
by-hash by sending hash values organized into a generalization of a Merkle tree
[Mer79], called HDAG. Nodes higher in the tree identify higher granularity chunks.
By sending higher level hash values first, the receiver site may directly identify
large-granularity chunks as redundant; it may therefore avoid the transference and
comparison of the lower-level chunks comprising the higherlevel chunk. This
approach shares resemblance with the first phase of TAPER.

Further analysis [Hen03, HH05] also argues that compare-by-hash is not as
risk-free and advantageous as literature often assumes. Despite the low probabil-
ity8, hash collisions in compare-by-hash may occur, resulting in silent, determinis-
tic, hard-to-fix data corruption [Hen03]. The delta-encoding and cooperating cache
approaches are free from such a crucial limitation.

Compare-by-hash requires two network round-trips (one to compare hashes,
another one to send contents). Furthermore, proposed optimizations of compare-
by-hash (e.g. TAPER and Jumbo Store) add extra round-trips.In high-latency
environments, the incurred delay may substantially reducethe benefit of the tech-
nique. In contrast, delta-encoding and cooperative caching always require only one
round-trip, no matter how optimized the local similarity detection algorithm is and
how many phases it involves.

2.7.4.4 Compare-by-Hash for Storage

The principle of compare-by-hash may also improve storage efficiency. Here, the
technique consists in dividing values into chunks, whose contents are then stored in
a repository and indexed by the corresponding hash value. The site then represents
each value as an ordered list of hash values, which in turn reference individual
chunks in the repository. Chunk redundancy is thus automatically exploited, since
redundant chunks are only stored once in the repository. Examples of systems that
adopt this technique include the Venti [QD02] archival system, Pastiche [CN02]
and Haddock-FS [BF04].

8Different authors define contradicting expressions for such a probability. Namely, Muthi-
tacharoen et al. [MCM01], Cox et al. [CN02] and Henson and Henderson [HH05].
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Since this technique works locally, one may avoid false positives (due to hash
collisions) at the cost of extra work: by complementing positive hash comparisons
with a byte-by-byte comparison. The implementation of Venti employs this vari-
ant.9 Pastiche and Haddock-FS, however, rely exclusively on hashcomparisons
and, hence, are prone to data corruption.

The chunk repository architecture, as we describe it above,is relatively ineffi-
cient for a number of aspects: (i) it requires extra indirectmemory/disk accesses to
read a value, (ii) it increases internal fragmentation, and(iii) by storing chunks in
a randomly organized repository, it penalizes sequential read performance. Venti
reduces such problems by storing chunks contiguously in a log-structured storage
system [RO92] in order to maximize chunk contiguity. However, Venti’s design
does not support version removal from the log.

2.8 Complementary Adaptation Techniques

Complementarily to the core of optimistic replication protocols, some work fo-
cuses on the adaptation of optimistic replication to environments with constrained
resources. Such an adaptation is key to the applicability ofproposed systems to
environments where, for instance, device memory or energy is limited, or network
links are intermittent or have low bandwidth.

Fluid Replication [CN01] divides hierarchically-structured objects (file system
trees) into smaller sub-objects, identifying the subtrees(represented byLeast Com-
mon Ancestors, or LCAs) that are modified with respect to a base version. This
technique exploits the temporal and spatial locality of updates in order to improve
update propagation in networks that may be temporarily poorly connected. A client
exchanges only meta-data updates (which include LCAs) withthe server, deferring
update propagation to moments of strong connectivity. The exchange of meta-data
enables the client to commit updates it generates, even before their actual propaga-
tion to the server. Moreover, deferred propagation may be more network-efficient,
as redundant or self-canceling updates in the batch of pending updates need not be
propagated. As a drawback, Fluid Replication is limited to client-server systems.

Fluid Replication’s separation of control from data is not new in optimistic
replication. In Coda [KS91], servers send invalidations toclients holding repli-
cas of an updated object. Update propagation to invalidatedreplicas is performed
subsequently only. The Pangaea [SKKM02] file system floods small messages
containing timestamps of updates (called harbingers) before propagating the latter.
Harbingers eliminate redundant update deliveries and prevent conflicts. The Roma
personal meta-data service [SKW+02] separates consistency meta-data manage-
ment from data itself. However, such a management is for userpresentation only,
and is not integrated into the underlying replication protocol. Moreover, Roma is
centralized and is designed for personal, not collaborative, scenarios.

9As mentioned in [HH05], even though an earlier paper [QD02] describes the system as exclu-
sively reliant on hash comparisons.
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Systems such as Bayou [PST+97], Rumor [GRR+98], or Footloose [PSYC03]
allow an off-line form of anti-entropy. Off-line anti-entropy does not require the
interacting replicas to be simultaneously accessible across the network. The sender
constructs a packet containing enough information to emulate anti-entropy when
the packet reaches the target replica. In networks with poorconnectivity among
replicas, off-line anti-entropy enables alternative means of anti-entropy. These are
interesting when replicas are not mutually accessible, or if the network links con-
necting them are prohibitively expensive. For instance, alternative means include
transportable storage media, as well as mobile and stationary devices, accessible
through the network, that are willing to temporarily carry off-line anti-entropy
packets.

Off-line anti-entropy has a higher communication overheadthan regular anti-
entropy. Whereas, in regular anti-entropy, the sender may ask the receiver what
is the minimal set of relevant information to send, that is not possible in off-line
anti-entropy. Therefore, packets exchanged in off-line anti-entropy should carry
enough information so that they are meaningful for every potential receiver; hence,
their size may grow significantly.

2.9 Case Study of Optimistic Replication Systems

Optimistic replication exists behind most Internet services and applications [SS05],
which must cope with the limitations of a wide-area network.Examples include
name and directory services, such as DNS [MD95], Grapevine [BLNS82], Clear-
inghouse [DGH+87], and Active Directory [Mic00]; caching, such as WWW ca-
ching [CDN+96, WC97, FGM+99]; or information exchange services such as
Usenet [LOM94] or electronic mail [SBL99]. The semantics ofthese services
already assume, by nature, weakly consistent data. In fact,the definition of their
semantics was moldeda priori by the limitations of wide-area networking; namely,
slow and unreliable communication between sites.

Other optimistic replication solutions support more generic collaborative ap-
plications and semantics, the focus of the present document. Generic replication
systems must cope with a wide semantic space, and be able to satisfy differing con-
sistency requirements. In particular, they must accommodate applications whose
semantics are already historically defined in the context ofearlier centralized sys-
tems or pessimistically replicated systems in local area environments. Here, the
optimistic replication system should provide semantics that are as close as possible
to the original ones, corresponding to users’ expectations.

In the next sections, we survey state-of-the-art general-purpose systems that
rely on optimistic replication. At the end, we compare each solution’s strengths
and weaknesses.
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2.9.1 Coda

Conventional distributed file systems, such as NFS [Now89] and AFS [MSC+86],
can be regarded as replicated systems. Here, the replicatedobjects are files and
directories that are replicated from the server’s disks to client caches for better
performance. These systems are based on a client-server architecture and employ
pessimistic consistency policies.

Such design options are appropriate for operation over a fixed network, where
the server infrastructure is always accessible to the wiredclients. Network parti-
tions and server failures are exceptional events that are expected to occur rarely.
In this context, availability can be traded by stronger consistency policies with file
system semantics that are closer or equivalent to those of local file systems. The
popularity and wide use of these systems in fixed network domains is a symptom
of their effectiveness.

However, when one allows the possibility of mobile clients,network partitions
between such clients and the server infrastructure are no longer negligible [JHE99].
To achieve a better availability in the presence of such potentially disconnected
clients, the Coda distributed file system [Sat02] enables clients to access the files
stored in cache while being disconnected from the server machines [KS91].

2.9.1.1 Disconnected Operation

Coda inherits most of AFS’s design options, including whole-file caching. Un-
der normal operation, clients are connected to the server infrastructure and AFS’s
pessimistic cache consistency protocol is employed. When aclient becomes dis-
connected from the servers, however, it adopts a distinct mode of operation. An
optimistic consistency strategy is then used to enable the disconnected client to
read and update the contents of the locally cached files and directories. A user can
thus work on the documents cached on his disconnected mobiledevice while he is
away from his wired desktop PC.

A client, or Venusin AFS terminology, can be in one of three distinct states
throughout its execution:hoarding, emulationand reintegration. The client is
normally in the hoarding state, when it is connected to the server infrastructure and
relies on its replication services. Upon disconnection, itenters the emulation phase,
during which it logs update operations to the cached objects. When a connection
becomes available again, reintegration starts and the update log is synchronized
with the objects stored in the servers’ disks. The client then enters the hoarding
state.

2.9.1.2 Hoarding

A crucial factor on the effective availability during disconnected operation is the
set of objects that are cached. If, at the moment of disconnection, the set of cached
files contains the files that the user will access in the future, disconnected operation
can successfully achieve the desired availability. If, instead, the set of cached files
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does not include those files that the mobile user will work on during the emulation
phase, cache misses will occur, therefore disrupting normal system operation.

For the purpose of selecting the set of files that should be cached during the
hoarding phase, in anticipation for a possible disconnection, Coda combines two
distinct strategies. The first is based on implicit information gathered from recent
file usage, by employing a traditionalleast recently usedcache substitution scheme.
Secondly, explicit information is used from a customized list of pathnames of files
of interest to each mobile user, configured in ahoard database. Those files have
an initial cache priority that is higher than the remaining cached files, in order to
meet users expectations stated in the hoard database.

2.9.1.3 Conflict detection and resolution

Disconnected operation may lead to replica divergence. This raises the problems
of conflict detection and resolution that characterize any optimistic replication ap-
proaches. The reintegration phase handles such problems.

Being a file system, Coda has to deal with two basic types of replicated objects:
directories and files. In contrast with files, directories have well known semantics,
which can be exploited by the file system to automatically maintain their integrity
in the face of conflicting updates at different replicas. Coda solves the problem
of directory inconsistency by a semantic approach that detects and automatically
resolves conflicts. An example of such conflicts is when two disconnected clients
each create distinct files on a common replicated directory.This will cause a con-
flict when the reintegration phase of both clients happens, since the directory repli-
cas at each client have been concurrently updated. Using semantic knowledge,
however, Coda easily solves this conflict by including both newly created files on
the merged directory.

In the case of files, though, no semantic knowledge is available about their
contents. For this reason a syntactic approach, based on version vectors, is adopted.
Each replicated file is assigned aCoda Version Vector(CVV), which is a version
vector with one element for each server that stores that file.

When a modified file is closed by a client, each available server holding such
a file is sent an update message, containing the new contents of the file and the
CVV currently held by that client,CVVu. Each serveri checks ifCVVu dominates
CVVi (see Section 2.5.2), whereCVVi is the CVV held by serveri for the modified
file. If so, the new update is applied at the server’s replica and its associated CVV
is modified to reflect the set of servers that successfully applied the update. If,
otherwise, a conflict is detected at some server, that file is marked asinoperable
and its owner is notified. If the client is operating in disconnected mode, this
procedure is postponed until the reintegration phase.
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2.9.1.4 Overall Considerations

Disconnected operation as defined by Coda still depends strongly on the server in-
frastructure, since the updates made during disconnectionwill only be available to
other clients after reconciliation with the server. This may be acceptable in cases
where file sharing between mobile clients are rare situations or disconnection pe-
riods are short and infrequent. However, in weak connectivity scenarios, Coda’s
disconnected operation model is inadequate, since the updates made in discon-
nected mode must be first propagated to the server before being visible to other
clients.

In addition to disconnected operation at clients, Coda alsoenables optimistic
read-write server replication in order to achieve better fault-tolerance in the face of
server failures.

2.9.2 Concurrent Versions System and Subversion

The Concurrent Versions System (CVS) [C+93] is a version control system for col-
laborative work over a file system. Similarly to Coda, it letsclients locally replicate
the files of a collaboration project. Clients work directly on file replicas using stan-
dard applications on a local file system. CVS does not offer the transparency of
Coda, as it is not a replicated file system. Instead, users must interact with CVS
by explicit commands; for example, it is the user responsibility to trigger update
propagation to the server and respective commitment.

When a user propagates updates to the server replica (calleda repository), the
server tries to commit them. In case no concurrent work to thesame file has already
been committed, updates are committed. If, instead, concurrent work exists, the
server checks whether the modified file portions overlap. If not, the client may
optionally merge the concurrent work with the new updates, committing the latter.
Otherwise, CVS notifies the user of a conflict; the user shouldthen resolve it and
try to commit again his or her work.

Subversion (SVN) [CMP04] is a successor to CVS, which fixes some design
and implementation flaws of CVS. Among its main distinctive features, SVN sup-
ports data deduplication of transferred versions using delta encoding in both di-
rections (see Section 2.7), versioning of file and directorymeta-data updates, and
eliminates the possibility of corruption when the commit protocol is interrupted.

2.9.2.1 Overall Considerations

Similarly to Coda, CVS and SVN centralize update propagation on the server in-
frastructure. Therefore, they are limited solutions for collaboration within groups
of users disconnected from, or poorly connected to, the server infrastructure. Col-
laboration in poorly connected environments calls for higher flexibility, so that
consistency may also progress through direct client-to-client interactions.
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2.9.3 Gossip Framework

Some systems offer greater flexibility than the previous centralized example by
relying on epidemic replication protocols [DGH+87]. One important example is
proposed by Ladin et al. [LLSG92].

The Gossip framework provides highly available optimisticreplication services
to applications with weak consistency requirements. Furthermore, adaptability to
applications with stronger consistency needs is provided by differentiated update
types, with different availability levels.

The Gossip framework considers three possible update ordering modes: causal,
forced and immediate. Causal mode orders updates after the updates that causally
precede them. Causality relations are stated explicitly bythe application that sub-
mits operation requests, which specifies the set of operations on which the new
operation depends. Internally, version vectors representthe causal dependencies of
each update.

Forced and immediate updates are guaranteed to be totally and causally or-
dered. The difference between the two is that forced updatesare causally and to-
tally ordered with respect to other forced updates, but onlycausally ordered within
the remaining updates. In contrast, immediate updates are causally and totally or-
dered against all updates of all modes.

The choice of which ordering mode to use is left to the application. However,
the two stronger ordering modes have significant costs on theeffective availability.
They require the site issuing an update to belong to a majority partition, which may
significantly limit availability in poorly connected environments.

2.9.3.1 Update Propagation

Each replica maintains an update log and a version vector identifying the logged
updates. Consistency between sites is achieved by the propagation ofgossip mes-
sagesbetween site pairs.

Gossip messages contain information about the updates known to a sender
replica in order to bring the receiver replica up to date. Each message has two
components: the version vector and a relevant segment of an update log of the
replica of the sender site. The sender site determines the log segment to transfer
by consulting a localtimestamp tablethat stores, for each remote site, a version
vector identifying the set of updates that site has already received. Such a table is
maintained lazily; hence, its version vectors are conservative estimates. Therefore,
a site may propagate updates that the receiver site already holds.

Updates are truncated from each site’s log following a conservative scheme,
based on the timestamps stored at each site’s timestamp table. By comparing the
update identifier with each version vector in the table, the local site can determine
whether an update is guaranteed to have been received by all sites. Only in that
case is the update pruned from the log.
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2.9.3.2 Additional consistency guarantees

Clients of the replicated system can access any available site to issue read and write
requests. Since relaxed consistency is employed between sites, a client can perform
requests at sites with different replica values. Thereforeit is possible that a client
contacts a site whose replicas reflect less recent values than other sites which have
already been read by the client. To prevent such inconsistent situations, the Gossip
framework ensures that each client obtains a consistent service over time.

Each client maintains an associated version vector, which reflects the latest
version the client accessed from a given replica. The clientsupplies such a version
vector along with every request to any site. In the case of a read operation, the
contacted site will only return the desired data value if theversion vector of the
request is dominated by the version vector of the current replica value. This con-
dition guarantees that a client always retrieves data from areplica that is at least as
new as the other replicas from which the client has already read from. This ensures
that clients obtain a consistent service over time. Such a condition is equivalent to
themonotonic-reads session guaranteewhich we address in Section 2.9.4.2, in the
context of the Bayou replicated system.

In the case of write operations, a similar scheme is used. This is conceptually
analogous to themonotonic writes session guarantee(Section 2.9.4.2), defined in
the context of the Bayou replicated system.

2.9.3.3 Overall Considerations

The Gossip framework offers high availability replicationservices by providing
weak (causal) ordering guarantees. When stronger consistency is required, appli-
cations may issue forced or immediate updates. Stronger consistency has costs in
availability, since only sites in majority partitions may issue the forced and imme-
diate updates.

The Gossip framework does not support basic features such asoperations con-
flicts (it assumes that every pair of updates is compatible) or eventual convergence
of the causal orderings to a strongly consistent state. Suchabsent features are fun-
damental conditions for many relevant applications.

The conservative log truncation scheme has the drawback that network parti-
tions or failure of any individual site may cause updates to remain indefinitely in a
site’s log. Hence, log size can rapidly grow, as updates continue to be issued while
older logged updates are not being discarded. For sites running at mobile devices,
with typically poor memory resources, this is an important limitation.

2.9.4 Bayou

The Bayou System [DPS+94] is a mobile database replication system that provides
high availability with weak consistency guarantees. Bayouemploys a semantic ap-
proach that supports application-specific update conflict detection and resolution.
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For that purpose, Bayou’s programming interface requires applications to provide
conflict detection and resolution instructions along with each update they request.

A Bayou client can issue updates at any accessible site. Hence, a highly avail-
able service is provided. Sites exchange received updates in pairwise interactions
calledanti-entropy sessions.

Bayou’s semantic approach to conflict detection and resolution markedly dif-
ferentiates it from weak consistency systems whose consistency protocol is based
on a syntactic scheme (such as Coda, Rumor or Roam).

2.9.4.1 Conflict Detection and Resolution

Bayou uses a dynamic variant of version vectors (see Section2.5.3) to syntacti-
cally identify and order replica versions. Tentative updates are epidemically prop-
agated between sites and stored at each one’s update log, ordered by the happens-
before order defined by the version vectors of each update. Additionally, con-
current updates can be totally ordered according to the identifiers of the sites that
issued each such update. Hence, Bayou ensures happens-before and, optionally,
total ordering of tentative updates (see Section 2.1.2).

A semantic strategy complements the syntactic consistencyscheme. Every up-
date contains conflict detection and resolution instructions, respectively designated
asdependency checksandmerge procedures, specified by the application which
issued the update. Such components of an update should reflect the issuing appli-
cation’s semantics.

A site executes an update’s dependency check before applying it. A depen-
dency check contains a query condition which is able to examine any part of the
replicated database to determine whether a conflict exists or not. For instance, an
update that books an appointment in a schedule database could check if, at the
intended hour, any other event is already filling that time slot.

If the dependency check’s query detects a conflict, the update’s merge pro-
cedure is called. A merge procedure reacts to the conflict, producing a revised,
non-conflicting update to be executed. Or, if no suitable alternative is found, the
merge procedure can simply decide to abort the effect of the update.

One important aspect is that merge procedures are deterministic. This means
that, if two sites schedule the same set of updates in the sameorder, their tentative
replica values will be the same.

Being an optimistic replicated system, it is possible that asite receives, through
anti-entropy with other peers, updates which are older thansome of the tentative
updates in the log. Therefore, such updates are placed in itscorrect position in
local schedule, according to their version vectors. In suchcases, conflict detection
and resolution need to be performed, not only for each newly received updates, but
also for the updates that follow them in the log.
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2.9.4.2 Session Guarantees

To accommodate for applications with stronger consistencyrequirements, Bayou
allows an application to place additional consistency guarantees, calledsession
guarantees[DBTW94]. A sessionis an abstraction for a sequence of read and up-
date operations performed on a database during the execution of an application. A
session guarantee is selected by some application, Bayou ensures that the sequence
of operations within the session’s duration will meet the consistency requirements
imposed by the session guarantee. Four session guarantees are offered:Read Your
Writes, Monotonic Reads, Writes Follow ReadsandMonotonic Writes. A detailed
specification of each session guarantee can be found in [DBTW94].

To enforce session guarantees, Bayou can only accept an operation request at
sites where reception of the request does not violate the currently selected session
guarantees. For this reason, a session guarantee decreasesavailability.

2.9.4.3 Update Commitment

Bayou offers explicit eventual consistency (see Section 2.5.3), employing a pri-
mary commit scheme (see Section 2.6.2).

Bayou designates one site as the primary site. The primary site is responsi-
ble for the final ordering of the tentative updates it receives. Those updates then
become stable updates. This ordering information is then propagated to the other
sites by anti-entropy.

When a site receives learns that an update has become stable,it inserts that
update at the tail of the stable prefix of the log. The corresponding tentative update
is removed from the update log.

When a site inserts a new stable update in the stable prefix of the update log, all
the tentative updates that follow it in the log must be undone. The new stable update
is then applied, and its conflict detection and resolution procedures performed.
Finally, all tentative updates that follow it are re-applied.

Update log truncation is dependent in the commit scheme. More precisely, a
site is allowed to discard updates from its log as long as those updates have become
stable [TTP+95].

2.9.4.4 Overall Considerations

Bayou’s semantic approach to conflict detection and resolution enables it to com-
bine concurrent updates in the same schedule, while ensuring that such a schedule
is semantically sound. Consequently, in contrast to syntactic systems, Bayou can
substantially minimize aborts in situations of update contention.

As a drawback, application programmers are now responsiblefor supplying
dependency checks and merge procedures. Depending on the application’s seman-
tics, conflict detection code, along with their corresponding possible resolution
actions, may severely increase the programming complexity. Furthermore, some
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application semantics may have complex conflicts for which an appropriate res-
olution procedure may require an external decision from theuser. Since merge
procedures must be deterministic, user input is not allowed. The effectiveness of
Bayou’s semantic approach is, therefore, restricted to application domains with
relatively simple underlying data semantics.

Secondly, Bayou relies on centralized scheme for update commitment. Hence,
progress towards eventual consistency is dependent on a single point of failure. The
system, being optimistic, remains highly available for accepting tentative updates.
However, temporary inaccessibility or failure of the primary replica means that a
user will wait longer before knowing if her tentative updatewas finally committed
and will no longer rollback.

Finally, the time overhead of running dependency checks andmerge procedures
can be a relevant performance penalty. In particular, when asite receives an update
and inserts it in the middle of the update log, the dependencychecks, and possibly
merge procedures, of the updates that follow it in the log must be re-applied.

2.9.5 OceanStore

Kubiatowicz et al. [KBC+00] propose OceanStore, a large-scale persistent storage
infrastructure. OceanStore relies on an infrastructure ofuntrusted servers, which
optimistically replicate data accessed by nearby clients.

The underlying replication protocol is based on Bayou’s protocol, sharing most
of its strengths and weaknesses. OceanStore enhances Bayou’s protocol with re-
dundancy and cryptographic techniques so as to protect stored data. In particular, a
Byzantine agreement protocol [LSP95] replaces Bayou’s primary commit protocol.

2.9.6 IceCube

IceCube [KRSD01] pushes Bayou’s exploitation of semanticsa step further. It at-
tempts to minimize conflicts by seeking optimized update schedules, based on up-
date semantics. In contrast to the previously described systems, IceCube considers
more flexible orderings that may even violate happens-before. This follows from
the observation that updates ordered by happens-before maystill be semantically
commuting, in which case the happens-before relation is an avoidable constraint on
the space of possible orderings. IceCube is based on an explicit representation of
semantics that is based on a graph of constraints between updates. Later work gen-
eralizes such a semantic model in the Actions-Constraints Framework [SBK04].

Similarly to Bayou, IceCube relies on a central site to compute an optimized
stable schedule. Hence, its fault-tolerance is far from adequate to weakly connected
systems.
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2.9.7 Roam

Roam [RRP99] is an optimistically replicated file system intended for use in mo-
bile environments. Roam allows any site to serve operation requests, without the
need for a centralized server. This contrasts with Coda’s model of disconnected
operation (Section 2.9.1), in which all updates must first propagate to a server ma-
chine that then propagates them to other clients.

Roam is an extension to the Rumor file system [GRR+98], which in turn bor-
rowed much of the replica consistency mechanisms from the Ficus file system
[GHM+90]. Roam operates at application level, relying on the local file system
services to store each replica.

Gossip messagespropagate information about the updates that each replica has
received so far to the remaining replicas. Replica consistency is achieved by per-
forming periodic reconciliation sessions between peers inwhich gossip messages
are exchanged.

2.9.7.1 Conflict detection and resolution

In Roam, directory conflicts are automatically resolved by taking into account their
well know semantics. In the case of files, scheduling is purely syntactic, using dy-
namic version vectors (see Section 2.5.3). File replicas store no update log, just
the current tentative value. Roam assigns each replica witha dynamic version vec-
tor and the consistency protocol ensures strict happens-before ordering guarantees
(see Section 2.1.2.4).

Periodically, each site reconciliates its replicas with another site, according
to the reconciliation topology imposed by the ward model, which we describe
later. The reconciliation procedure itself is divided intothree phases:scan, remote-
contactandrecon.

During the scan phase, the site examines its file replicas to check for new ver-
sions and, if necessary, updates their version vectors. This is done by a simple
comparison of file modification times, which are obtained by querying the local
file system. If the current modification time of a file replica is greater than that
obtained during the last reconciliation, then a new versionexists and the replica’s
version vector is updated to reflect it.

In the second phase, a remote site is contacted, according tothe current ward
topology, and asked to perform a similar version detection on its set of file replicas.
As a result, the list of the file replicas and corresponding version vectors of the
remote site is sent back to the requesting site.

Finally, version vectors of the files that both sites replicate in common are
compared during the recon phase. If the remote version of a file dominates the
local version, its entire content is transferred from the remote peer to update the
local replica value. If, instead, the local version dominates the remote version, no
action is taken since reconciliation in Roam is a one-way operation.

There is support for integration of type-specific file reconciliation tools into the
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conflict resolution mechanisms. In the case of concurrent versions of files of types
for which a reconciliation tool has been installed, a site automatically resolves the
conflict. Otherwise, the user is notified of the conflict by email.

2.9.7.2 Ward model

Roam’s architecture focuses on providing improved scalability by adopting a hi-
erarchical reconciliation topology, called theward model[RRPK01]. It groups
nearby peers into domains calledwards (wide area replication domains), accord-
ing to some measure of proximity. Each ward has an assigned ward master. The
result is a two-level hierarchical topology.

Reconciliation amongst wards is performed exclusively between ward masters.
Inside each ward, all its ward members are configured into a conceptual ring. Such
a ring topology imposes that each ward member reconciles only with the next ring
member. The ring is adaptive, in the sense that it reconfigures itself in response to
changes in the ward composition. Therefore, scalability isenhanced.

2.9.7.3 Overall Considerations

Roam provides a decentralized service, intended for mobilenetworks. By using
an optimistic approach, any mobile site is able to accept operation requests, which
enhances availability.

Replica consistency relies on an epidemic propagation of updates between
sites. Roam adopts a two-level hierarchical topology, in which sites are grouped
into wards. Update propagation is achieved by reconciliation sessions between
pairs of sites within each ward and between ward masters. Theresult is increased
scalability. Such an architectural model, which dynamically adapts itself to reflect
the proximity amongst sites, is particularly effective in supporting scenarios where
ad-hoc co-present groups of mobile devices are frequently formed.

The consistency protocol itself is relatively simple. The absence of an update
log avoids the need to keep track of each update issued to the replicated file system
objects. Instead, new replica versions are detected only during periodic reconcil-
iation phases, by analysis of their modification times. Moreover, since no update
log is maintained, Roam has a low memory overhead. Such a factor is especially
important for mobile devices, which typically have poor memory resources.

Roam’s weak consistency guarantees are a crucial drawback.Roam’s consis-
tency protocol does not regard any notion of update commitment. Therefore, data
is always tentative. This limitation restricts Roam’s applicability to applications
with sufficiently relaxed correctness criteria.

2.9.8 Deno

The Deno system [CKBF03] supports optimistic object replication in a transac-
tional framework for weakly connected environments. Deno is a pessimistic sys-
tem. Nevertheless, Deno could be easily extended to an optimistic system.
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In Deno, updates represent transactions, which commit if the update commits,
and abort in case a concurrent update commits. Deno achievesreplica consistency
through an epidemic update propagation scheme. At any time,conflicting tentative
updates can be issued at distinct replicas. Deno’s consistency protocol is respon-
sible for reaching a consensus amongst all sites on which oneof such conflicting,
tentative updates is to be committed. A distinguishing feature of Deno’s design is
that it relies on an epidemic voting approach (Section 2.6.2) to achieve such a goal.

2.9.8.1 Elections

Deno regards update commitment as a series of elections. Each election decides,
amongst a collection of concurrent tentative updates, which one of them should
be accepted as stable while the remaining updates are aborted. Each site acts as a
voter in such elections. Similarly, each tentative update acts as a candidate for one
election. Once an election is over, a new election is started.

Each site, or voter, has an assignedcurrency, which determines that site’s
weight during each voting round. An invariant of the system is that there is a
fixed amount of currency, 1.0, which is divided among all sites of a given object.
Currencies are not necessarily distributed uniformly among sites. Neither is their
distribution static, since sites can perform currency exchange operations [CK02].

Voting takes place in a decentralized manner, relying on epidemic information
propagation between voters to reach an eventual election result. Each site thus
determines the result of each election, in function of the local information it has
received from its peers. A site unilaterally decides that anelection has terminated
when it knows that some candidate has collected enough votesthat guarantee a
plurality, no matter how the votes that the site still does not know about get dis-
tributed.

Epidemic propagation of vote and election information ensures that all sites
will eventually decide the same outcome for every election.Sites propagate to other
sites the voting information they are aware of, which includes: (i) the elections that
have already terminated and their outcomes, and (ii) the votes that have been cast in
the current election. The receiving voter then updates his election state according
to such information. Additionally, if the receiving voter hasn’t yet cast a vote, he
automatically votes on the same candidate which has been voted by the voter which
initiated the anti-entropy session.

2.9.8.2 Conflict Handling

Deno exploits application semantics by means of optional commutativity informa-
tion about the operations it receives. Such information mayexist in the form of a
pre-definedcommutativity table, which relates abstract classes of operations that
are commutable; or in the form ofcommutativity procedures, which are provided
by applications along with each submitted transaction and are similar to Bayou’s
dependency checks.
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Each site consults the commutativity data structures whenever one or more
updates lose an election. Before aborting such updates, thesite checks whether
such updates are compatible with the update that has just wonthe election and,
hence, committed. If so, the loosing, yet compatible, updates are re-submitted as
candidates for the subsequent election, instead of aborting.

Therefore, provided no conflicting updates updates occur, all concurrent and
compatible updates may eventually commit, one at each election.

2.9.8.3 Overall Considerations

Deno provides highly available replication services, designed for use in mobile
and weakly connected environments. The main contribution of Deno’s protocol
design is the adoption of an epidemic voting scheme for update commitment. In
contrast to a primary commit scheme, a voting scheme does notrely on a single
site. Instead, a quorum of sites is required to decide which update, amongst a
collection of concurrent updates, is to be committed.

The drawback of the voting scheme is its overhead. In fact, when connectivity
is good, defining one site as a primary server improves updatecommitment and
network communication w.r.t. using Deno’s voting scheme [Kel99].

Furthermore, in situations where sites construct sequences of multiple tenta-
tive updates, each one happening-before the next one, Deno requires one election
per update before committing the whole sequence. In contrast, the primary com-
mit scheme can atomically commit the whole sequence with thesame number of
messages as it would require for a single update.

2.9.9 AdHocFS

AdhocFS [BI03] is a distributed file system designed for supporting pervasive com-
puting in mobile ad-hoc environments [CM99]. The system is based on the premise
that, in such scenarios, a fixed server infrastructure that provides the file system’s
services may not always be available. Therefore, AdHocFS’sgoal is to effectively
support information replication between mobile users in the absence of such an
infrastructure.

Furthermore, AdHocFS distinguishes between situations where mobile devices
are working in isolation from any other devices and situations where groups of mu-
tually accessible mobile devices cooperatively share and manipulate information.
To deal with the distinct characteristics of each such scenario, AdHocFS uses dis-
tinct replica consistency strategies for each case, as we describe next.

2.9.9.1 Home Servers and Ad-Hoc Groups

AdHocFS’s architecture considers the existence of a trusted stationary server in-
frastructure and a collection of wireless mobile devices that may be frequently
disconnected from such an infrastructure.
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Each file has a replica stored on a site located on the server infrastructure,
which is designated as thehome serverfor that file. The replica on the server
infrastructure acts as a primary replica, in a primary commit protocol. Mobile
devices can obtain a replica of the files stored at a home server when a connection
is available. Upon disconnection, mobile devices tentatively operate upon the local
replicas using a optimistic replication strategy.

When disconnected from the fixed infrastructure, mobile devices constitutead-
hoc groups. An ad-hoc group is a collection of mobile devices which are mutually
accessible within one-hop wireless links. One extreme caseis a singleton group, in
which a group is formed by only one isolated device. AdHocFS dynamically man-
ages the membership changes of ad-hoc groups as they are merged or separated.

This ad-hoc group model shares some similarities with the ward model of
the Roam replicated system (Section 2.9.7). However, whereas the latter groups
for better scalability, the AdHocFS also explores the high connectivity that exists
among the sites within an ad-hoc group for consistency purposes.

In fact, AdHocFS employs a token-based pessimistic protocol (Section 2.2.2)
within the members of each ad-hoc group, complementing the global optimistic
consistency protocol. As a result, sequential consistencyis accomplished if one
only regards the set of replicas located in each ad-hoc group.

2.9.9.2 Overall Considerations

Using the token strategy of AdHocFS, updates are held back until a write token is
granted to writer site. That, in turn, won’t happen until allthe preceding updates
have been received by that site. Therefore, update concurrency within an ad-hoc
group is eliminated. Of course, inter-group update concurrency, and potentially
conflicts, may still occur. However, the overall global conflict rate is considerably
reduced in situations where substantial update activity happens in the context of
co-present ad-hoc groups.

AdHocFS has three main drawbacks. First, only the home server provides ac-
cess to the stable value of some file. The mobile sites hold only tentative replica
values, where tentative updates are immediately applied upon being received. Hence,
mobile users that are disconnected from the home server are only able to access the
tentative version of files.

Additionally, the home server acts as the primary replica ofa primary commit
scheme (Section 2.6.2). As discussed in the previously in the chapter, network
partitions or failure of the home server may disrupt update commitment.

Finally, a AdHocFS uses an explicit version history (analogous to the first solu-
tion in Section 2.5) to represent the tentative updates at each replica. This approach
requires that, in order to determine the prefix relationshipbetween two replicas,
the contents of the version histories of both replicas be thoroughly examined. This
typically compels one version history to be entirely transferred to the other site in
order to determine if the prefix relationship is met. Such a requirement is partic-
ularly expensive in mobile environments, where network bandwidth is normally
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scarce.

2.9.10 TACT and VFC

Yu and Vahdat propose TACT [YV00], a middleware layer for support of wide-
area collaborative applications. TACT assumes that each update has an associated
weight, which may be defined by applications that issue writerequests. TACT
complements weak consistency guarantees with bounds on consistency according
to three metrics,Numerical Error, Order Error, andStaleness. Numerical Error
limits the weight of updates that can be applied across all replicas before being
propagated to a given replica; Order Error limits the weightof tentative updates
that can be waiting for commitment at any one replica; and Staleness places a real-
time bound on the delay of update propagation among replicas. As a result, TACT
captures the consistency spectrum lying between the strongconsistency guaran-
tees offered by pessimistic replication and the weak consistency guarantees of un-
bounded eventual consistency.

Vector Field Consistency (VFC) combines and extends sophisticated consis-
tency models as TACT’s with the notions of locality-awareness [SVF07]. In VFC’s
model, objects are positioned within an N-dimensional space. At each moment, the
guaranteed consistency of an object replica depends on the current distance of the
object to apivot. Distributed games for ad-hoc networks are one example of an
application of VFC.

To the best of our knowledge, all proposed instantiations ofeither model [YV00,
SVF07] rely on a centralized site for commitment. This dependence restricts the
applicability of the bounded divergence model in weakly connected environments.

2.10 Summary

This chapter surveys optimistic replication, a basic tool for supporting collabora-
tive activity in weakly connected environments. We identify fundamental design
choices in optimistic replication, and describe state-of-the-art design alternatives.
Namely, we address consistency guarantees and their trade-off against availability;
the problem of partial replication; mechanisms for tracking the happens-before re-
lation among updates and versions; approaches for scheduling and commitment;
techniques for efficient replica storage and synchronization; and complementary
adaptation mechanisms.

We claim that, although much research has focused on optimistic replication,
existing solutions fail to acceptably fulfill the crucial requirements for most ap-
plications and users in weakly connected and resource-constrained environments.
Namely, such requirements are rapid update commitment, fewer aborts and adap-
tation to network and memory constraints.

We support such a claim by studying relevant state-of-the-art systems that rely
on optimistic replication, mapping them against the previous design alternatives.
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System Replicated
Objects

Replic.
Type

Replication strategy Version
tracking

Topology

Coda Files and
Directories

Full Optimistic in disconnected
operation. Pessimistic when
connected (assuming no optimistic
server replication).

Version vectors Client-server

CVS Files Full Optimistic Real-
time/logical
stamps

Client-server

SVN Files and
directories

Full Optimistic Real-
time/logical
stamps

Client-server

Bayou Database Full Optimistic Bayou’s version
vectors

Any

OceanStore Database Full Optimistic Bayou’sversion
vectors

2-tiered peer-
to-peer

IceCube Database Full Optimistic Explicit
constraint
graph

Any

Roam Files and
Directories

Full Optimistic Dynamic
version vectors

Ward model

Gossip
framework

Database Full Optimistic Version vectors Any

Deno Database Full (Optimistic) Election counter Any
AdHocFS Files and

directories
Full Optimistic Home server

timestamp +
update log
contents

Any

TACT Database Full Optimistic Version vectors Any
VFC Objects Full Optimistic Array of dirty

blocks
Client-server

Figure 2.6: General characterization of analyzed systems.

Tables 2.6 to 2.8 compare the overall characteristics of each analyzed system.
As discussed earlier in the chapter and summarized in Tables2.6 to 2.8, pro-

posed optimistic replication solutions either do not support update commitment,
or impose long update commitment delays in the presence of node failures, poor
connectivity, or network partitions. Some commitment approaches are oblivious
to any application semantics that may be available; hence, they adopt a conserva-
tive update commitment approach that aborts more updates than necessary. Al-
ternatively, semantic-aware update commitment is a complex problem, for which
semantically-rich fault-tolerant solutions have not yet been proposed. Finally, more
intricate commitment protocols that aim at fulfilling the above requirements have
significant network and memory overheads, which are unacceptable for environ-
ments where such resources are scarce.
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System Scheduling and conflict handling Consistency guarantees Commit.
scheme

Coda Semantic for directories. Syntactic for
files, by default. Supports type-specific
file mergers for semantic conflict
resolution.

Disconnected: strict h-b ordering;
connected: seq. consistency.

Primary
commit.

CVS Syntactic. Tentative: strict h-b ordering;
stable: seq. consistency.

Primary
commit.

SVN Semantic for directories. Syntactic for
files.

Tentative: strict h-b ordering;
stable: seq. consistency.

Primary
commit.

Bayou Semantic, using dependency checks and
merge procedures per update; on top of
syntactic scheduler.

Total + h-b ordering in tentative
view. Seq. consistency in stable
view.

Primary
commit
scheme.

OceanStore Semantic, using dependency checks and
merge procedures per update; on top of
syntactic scheduler.

Total + h-b ordering in tentative
view. Seq. consistency in stable
view.

Byzantine
agreement
protocol.

IceCube Purely semantic. Eventual seq. consistency. Primary
commit
scheme.

Roam Semantic for directories. Syntactic for
files, by default. Supports type-specific
file mergers for semantic conflict
resolution.

Strict h-b ordering. No
commitment

Gossip
framework

Causal updates identify updates that
causally precede them. No support for
conflicting updates.

Causal ordering of causal updates.
Total + causal ordering of forced
and immediate updates. Roaming
clients see monotonic reads and
writes.

No
commitment
for causal
updates.
Majority
multicast for
forced and
immediate
updates.

Deno Syntactic, complemented with semantic
commutativity tables/procedures.

Strict happens-before ordering in
tentative view. Seq. consistency in
stable view.

Epidemic
weighted
voting.

AdHocFS Automatic conflict resolution for
directories. Syntactic approach for files.

Strict causal consistency in tentative
view.
Seq. consistency at home servers.

Primary
commit.

TACT Syntactic, complemented with
dependency checks and consistency
bounds.

Bounded divergence, eventual seq.
consistency.

Primary
commit.

VFC Syntactic with multi-dimensional bounded
divergency

Bounded divergence, eventual seq.
consistency.

Primary
commit.

Figure 2.7: Overall comparison of consistency aspects of analyzed systems. (h-b and seq. consis-
tency stand for happens-before and sequential consistency, respectively.)
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System Storage requirements per replica Synchronization requirements
Coda State-based Update log and stable value

(cached files).
Incremental propagation of state-based
updates.

CVS Single value at client. State-based delta-
encoded log at server.

Transfers compressed whole value to server;
compressed delta to client.

SVN Single value + log of deltas. Compressed delta transference in both
directions.

Bayou Operation-based update log and stable value. Incremental propagation of operation-based
updates.

OceanStore Operation-based update log and stable value. Incremental propagation of operation-based
updates.

IceCube Operation-based log. Incremental propagation of operation-based
updates.

Roam Single value. Whole value transference.
Gossip
framework

Operation-based update log and stable value. Incremental propagation of operation-based
logs.

Deno Single value + operation-based candidate
transactions.

Incremental propagation of operation-based
candidate transactions.

AdHocFS Single-value. Propagates modified blocks only.
TACT Operation-based. Incremental propagation of operation-based

updates.
VFC Single-value. Whole-value transference.

Figure 2.8: Overall comparison replica storage and synchronization requirements of analyzed sys-
tems.



Chapter 3

Architectural Baseline

We start by describing the system model and the base architecture that underlie the
remainder of the present thesis. The system model we assume is common to most
related work on optimistic replication. Further, the base architecture borrows most
design elements and decisions from the state-of-the-art (Chapter 2). It constitutes
an initial solution, which lays the ground for the next chapters, which then intro-
duce the contributions of the thesis. Each contribution extends or modifies parts of
this initial solution, eliminating or minimizing some of its limitations. The general-
ity of the underlying system model and architectural base makes our contributions
widely applicable.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents main
notational conventions that we follow throughout the thesis. Section 3.2 starts by
defining the system model, stating the problem and proposingsuch an initial, yet
limited, solution. Section 3.3 then gives an overview of thecontributions of this
thesis, illustrating how they overcome shortcomings of theinitial solution.

3.1 Notation

In the remainder of the thesis, we use the following notation:

• When referring to sites, we use symbolsA, B, C, etc.

• When referring to replicas, we use symbolsa, b, c, etc.

• When referring to objects, we use symbolsx, y, z, etc.

• When referring to updates, we use symbolsu, u1, u2, u3, etc.

• When referring to versions, we use symbolsv, v1, v2, vC, etc.

The meaning of each notion above will be introduced in the remainder of this
chapter.

55
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Moreover, except where otherwise mentioned, all algorithms presented here-
after are assumed to run atomically. We make such an assumption for presentation
simplicity, and without lack of generality.

3.2 Constructing an Baseline Solution

The following chapters propose an optimistic replication middleware service for
support of distributed, collaborative applications. The replication service builds
on a distributed system, composed of a number of computational nodes, which we
designatesites. Sites may either be stationary or mobile nodes, and the system may
not always be fully interconnected.

The system is asynchronous, and sites have no access to a global state or global
clock. Sites may fail permanently, and only by crash failures.1 Transient network
partitions may also occur, restricting communication to processes inside the same
partition.

3.2.1 Users, Applications and Objects

Each user performs her collaborative work using local applications running at some
individual site. Applications, in turn, interact with the local replication service.
From the user’s and application’s viewpoint, collaboration is extremely easy. It
involves simple tasks such as creating objects, sharing them across the interested
group of users, and accessing and modifying them as if they were local objects.
Each such operation may be performed at any time and anywhereby any user
with access to some individual site, independently of the remaining sites. The
replication service hides any effort associated with supporting such operations.

An application may read from one of two views of the object: atentativeand
a committedview. Write accesses are always performed on the tentative view.
In general, accesses to the tentative view are weakly consistent: writes may later
abort, and reads may reflect writes that will later abort. In contrast, data read from
the committed view are guaranteed to be consistent across the system.

We impose very few assumptions on the objects and the applications. We con-
sider generic objects. In practice, objects may be files and directories, database
items, or Java objects, for example. Applications are external entities to the repli-
cation service, which make requests to the local replication service through some
application programming interface (API). They may requestto create objects, ob-
tain local access to existing objects, and read from and write to the value of some
object. Read and write operations are issued upon individual objects.

1Consequently, we assume byzantine failures do not occur.
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3.2.1.1 Write Requests

Write requests are key to the operation of the replication service. Successive write
requests cause a replica to have different values throughout time, each of which we
call aversion.

Concerning write requests, we make no assumption on (i) the way write oper-
ations are specified via the API, nor on (ii) what semantic information about the
write is made available to the replication service.

Regarding the first aspect, we allow bothstate-basedor operation-basedrep-
resentations. The state-based form is used for transparency, when no operation
specification of the operation causing the write is available. A state-based write
request includes the following components:

1. Value, an opaque array of bits;

2. Offset, an integer value that defines where, within the object value, the value
is to be applied;

3. Truncate, a boolean value that indicates whether the previous value of the
object is to be deleted prior to the write.

If, otherwise, a precise operation specification is passed along the write request,
the request is in an operation-based form. For instance, in the case of database
items, the application may represent a write request using an SQL data manipu-
lation expression [CB74] (whereas a state-based form wouldspecify the modified
value of the affected database items).

Concerning the second aspect, write semantics, the API may provide infor-
mation that allows the replication service to infer relations such as commutativity
and conflict between the requested write and other writes. Among others, such
information may allow the replication service to find out whether, according to
application semantics:

• when executed after a given sequence of writes, the requested write produces
a value that is semantically correct (compatibility) or not(conflict);

• if different orderings of compatible write requests produce values that are
semantically equivalent (commutativity).

The above semantic information may be expressed by different means; for ex-
ample, using Bayou’s dependency checks [TTP+95] or the Actions-Constraints
Framework [SBK04]. As will become clear shortly (in Section3.2.5), such se-
mantic information is useful for combining concurrent workfrom the distributed,
collaborating users.

Evidently, the replication service also supports applications that do not provide
any explicit semantic information along with their write requests. For instance, this
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of system architecture. Mobile and stationary sites replicate objectx and
interact by pair-wise unidirectional anti-entropy.

is the case of already existing applications that use the replication service to access
files via a standard file system interface, such as POSIX [POS90].

A final assumption is that local execution of write requests is recoverable,
atomic and deterministic. The former means that the value ofthe object will not
reach an inconsistent value if the site fails before the write completes. It follows
from the other two properties that the execution of the same ordered sequence of
writes at two copies of an object in the same initial value will yield an identical
final value.

3.2.2 Base Service Architecture

We now focus on the base architecture of the replication service. In practice, each
site maintains replicas of the objects that applications request. We assume that, for
each object, the set of replicas does not change over time. Each site replicating the
object has a unique identifier, and knows the identifiers of the remaining (static) set
of sites replicating that object.

We assume full object replication. A site may dynamically choose which subset
of objects it currently replicates.2 However, for each object, the corresponding
replica stores the complete value of the object.

Considering a given object, we may divide the universe of sites into those that
currently replicate it and those that do not. We refer to the former asreplica
sitesand to the latter asnon-replica sites. Hereafter, when the discussion con-
text clearly considers a particular object, we will sometimes use the term replica
to interchangeably mean replica and the site holding the replica. We shall also use
the term non-replica to designate a non-replica site of the replica being considered.

Sites communicate in order to synchronize replicas as the latter evolve due
to application activity. For communication flexibility, weadopt the peer-to-peer
architectural model among sites.

2In other words, the system does not support partial replication [JI01, HAA02, BDG+06, SSP06].
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Consider a given object. When a replica site (of the object) gets in contact with
another replica site, the former may initiate a pair-wise unidirectional synchro-
nization session, called ananti-entropy session[DGH+87]. Figure 3.1 illustrates
synchronization within a system of sites in a partitioned network, distinguishing
replica sites from non-replica sites (considering a particular object,x). In an anti-
entropy session, a replica site,A, sends to a replica site,B, any new data and/or
meta-data concerningx that the replica atB stores does not hold yet.

The replication service is based on two functional components, (i) replica stor-
age and synchronization, and (ii) update commitment. Figure 3.2 depicts such
components. The first comprises areplica storage subsystem, which maintains
the local data structures associated with each replica; andan update propagation
protocol, which ensures dissemination of updates on local replicas to replicas in
other sites. The second consists of acommitment protocol, which enforces replica
consistency.3

In the next sections, we describe each element of the above architecture, fol-
lowing a logical sequence. We start, in Section 3.2.3, by isolating an individual
site and describing it stores local replicas and allows applications to access them.
In Section 3.2.4 we connect our site to the remainder of the distributed system, ex-
plaining how, in the absence of concurrency, remote applications may collaborate
by accessing their local replicas. Finally, Section 3.2.5 addresses the possibility of
concurrency and conflicts, introducing the update commitment problem.

3.2.3 Local Replica Access

At each site, the storage subsystem maintains replicas of a subset of objects. Ap-
plications may, at any time, create new objects. The creatorsite assigns the new
object, x, a globally unique identifier,idx, composed by a pairidx = 〈sid, lid〉,
wheresid is the site identifier andlid is a locally unique identifier.

3Literature on optimistic replication often designates thecombination of the synchronization pro-
tocol and the commitment protocol as the replication protocol.
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Replicas store and manipulateupdates. Each update results from a write re-
quest that some application issued (either locally or at a remote site).

Conceptually, a replica represents an infinite history of updates, defined by a
schedule. We define a schedule as a totally ordered set of updates. Eachupdateu in
a schedule is marked either asexecuted(denotedu) or not-executed(denotedu).
Given a schedules, we denote bys the sub-schedule ofscontaining only executed
updates; i.e.s= s\{u : u∈ s}. We say that a schedules is soundif each updateu in
s is semantically compatible with the sequence of updates that precedesu in s.

Each replicaa maintains a local replica schedule, or simplyr-schedule, which
we denotescha. The r-schedule includes all updates that the replica has received.
An r-schedulescha grows as the site learns of new updates on the object thata repli-
cated. These may be either updates that a local application issues, or updates that
some remote application issues at a remote site and that propagate through anti-
entropy to the local replica (which Section 3.2.4 addresses).

The ordered execution ofscha yields the current tentative value ofa.

3.2.3.1 Implementing an r-schedule

The notion of an unlimited r-schedule is, evidently, conceptual. In practice, we
need to implement an r-schedule using limited memory. A common implementa-
tion of scha consists of an ordered update log, complemented with a base value of
a.

The log stores a limited number of updates of the r-schedule,starting from the
base value. If too many updates exist in the r-schedule, thenthe replica prunes
some of the updates from the log and applies them onto the basevalue. If a replica
prunes updates by r-schedule-order, then the base value corresponds to the executed
state obtained by executing a prefix (i.e., the pruned prefix)of the r-schedule.

Pruning must not, however, happen arbitrarily. Some updates should or must
remain logged, and not immediately applied onto the base value, for several rea-
sons. First, immediate pruning imposes whole-object propagation when synchro-
nizing replicas, whereas update logging allows more efficient, incremental update
propagation. Second, the commitment protocol may need to rollback or reorder
updates that are not yet stable (see next section). Hence, wecannot discard, by
pruning, the individual knowledge of such updates. Third, conflict detection re-
garding new updates that the system tries to add to an existing r-schedule may
(depending on the system) require inspecting the semantic information associated
with individual, older updates in the r-schedule (e.g. [SBK04]).

Numerous log pruning solutions have been proposed. To the best of our knowl-
edge, none of such solutions is generic enough to be independent of the replication
protocol, since all impose restrictions on the latter. Examples include Bayou’s
[PST+97] and Rumor’s [GRR+98] log pruning solutions, each of which is tailored
to the corresponding system.

Log pruning is out of the scope of the present thesis. Nevertheless, with a few
adaptations, we may use the Bayou solution [PST+97]. For details, please consult
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Appendix A.
Overall, Bayou prunes updates (i) in r-schedule-order, and(ii) only once they

have become stable. It maintains, at each replicaa, a counter (OSNa) reflecting
the number of pruned updates so far. By exchanging such a counter at the begin-
ning of an anti-entropy session, the sender replica is able to determine: whether it
may bring the receiver replica up-to-date by simply sendingindividual updates; or
whether the sender replica needs to also transmit its base value. 4

For simplicity of presentation in the remainder of the thesis, we will reason
about r-schedules whenever we can abstract the discussion away from the imple-
mentation details.

3.2.4 Distributed Operation

So far, we have described how to provide local applications at individual sites with
both read and write access to replicated objects. We now explain how local update
activity disseminates across the replicated system, supporting collaboration among
the distributed users.

As applications issue updates, sites need to synchronize their replicas in order
to ensure freshness. Sites synchronize their replicas via an update propagation
protocol, which runs during pair-wise unidirectional anti-entropy sessions. Assume
that sitesA andB replicate a common object, with replicasa andb, respectively. If
a holds a more recent version thanb (i.e. a knows of every update thatb knows of,
plus some new updates) then, after an anti-entropy session from A to B, b should
be up-to-date witha.

A naive update propagation protocol would have the sender site, A, send the
entire state ofa to the receiver site,B. Obviously, such a protocol is not interesting
since it will often transmit unnecessary data across the network.

A more desirable approach is to have the receiver site,B, start by sending some
space-efficient representation ofschb to the sender site,A. From such information,
A can then derive the minimal set of updates thatA actually needs to propagate
to B in order to bringb up-to-date. Hereafter, we denote such a minimal set of
updates byT .

Algorithm 1 illustrates this approach with a protocol for anti-entropy between a
sender site,A, and a receiver site,B. For the moment, we leave the space-efficient
representation ofschb unspecified. Given a replica,a, we simply assume that a
space-efficient representation ofscha exists and denote it as[scha].

For each object that both sites replicate in common, the sender site,A, starts by
comparing the schedule representations of both sites,[scha] and[schb], determining
T . SiteA then transfers each updateu∈ T to B. As B receives each such update,
B schedulesu into schb.

ThescheduleU pdatefunction adds eitheru or u to some position ofschb, en-
suring that both (i)schb remains sound, and (ii) the stable updates inschb remain

4For safety, such a log truncation solution has assumptions on the underlying commitment proto-
col, as we explain in Appendix A.
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Algorithm 1 Update propagation protocol from siteA to siteB.

1: for all Objectx thatB replicates, in replicab, do
2: B sendsidx and[schb] to A.
3: if A replicatesx, in replicaa, then
4: A determinesT = {u : u∈ scha\[schb]}
5: for all Updateu in scha such thatu∈ T do
6: A sendsu to B
7: B setsschb← scheduleU pdate(u,schb)
8: B changes[schb] to reflectschb

stable (we will shortly define stability). An useful implementation ofschedule-
U pdatetries to insertu to schb (typically trying to appendu to the end ofschb),
in order to minimize user writes that abort. In an ideal execution, updates would
propagate fast enough to ensure that no remote user tries to do some subsequent
work upon its replica before any previously issued updates.Here, update concur-
rency would not exist andscheduleU pdatewould be able to schedule every update
as executed.5

However, even in strongly connected scenarios, concurrency may occur. Hence,
it will not always be possible to addu to schb, due to conflicts with the updates al-
ready inschb. In such a case, in order to addu, while retaining soundness ofschb,
scheduleU pdateis forced to addu instead. The next section will address concur-
rency and the consequent consistency enforcement.

3.2.5 Consistency Enforcement

Concurrent updates on distinct replicas of the same object may occur. If we only
relied on the above synchronization protocol, this would lead to replicas with diver-
gent tentative values. For instance, consider a replicaa that generated some update
u1, adding it toscha. In the meantime, assume that another replica (of the same
object),b, concurrently generates another update,u2. Hopefully, u1 andu2 will
be commutable. This would mean that, after two anti-entropysessions between
both replicas, both would have both updates as executed in their r-schedules. Since
both updates are commutable, both schedules would be semantically equivalent
(i.e. both produce semantically equivalent values of the object), and both replicas
would be consistent.

However, ifu1 andu2 happen to be incompatible, then only one of them can
exist as executed in an r-schedule. Such restrictions may imply reordering or abort-
ing updates. For instance, returning to the above example, and assuming a rea-

5We make the conventional assumption that every update issued at a given replica is compatible
with the local r-schedule at the time the corresponding write was requested. Therefore, in the absence
of concurrent updates, no conflicts may occur. Nevertheless, our contributions are still applicable
should one not consider such an assumption.
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sonable6 update scheduler (scheduleU pdate), after issuing each update,a would
havescha = u1, andb would haveschb = u2. As a receives, via anti-entropy,u2,
scheduleU pdatewill be forced to addu2 to scha; and vice-versa. Hence, both
replicas will reach divergent values.

3.2.5.1 Explicit Eventual Consistency

We need to handle divergencies such as the previous one, by pushing the system
towards a consistent state. We achieve this by complementing the synchroniza-
tion protocol with a commitment protocol. Intuitively, thecommitment protocol
must ensure that,eventually, every replica adopts a schedule that is semantically
equivalent to a single canonical schedule. Formally, we areinterested in commit-
ment protocols that satisfyeventual consistency[SS05], which we may enunciate
as follows:

1. for every replicaa, scha is sound; and

2. at any moment, for each replicaa, there is a prefix7 of scha, denotedallStabler ,
that is semantically equivalent to a prefix ofschb, for every other replicab;
and

3. allStabler grows monotonically over time, by suffixing; and

4. allStabler is sound; and

5. for every updateu, generated at any replica, and for every replicaa, after a
sufficient finite number of anti-entropy sessions,allStabler either includesu
or u.

Figure 3.3 illustrates eventual consistency (and other concepts that we intro-
duce next) with an example execution of a system of three replicas (a, b andc).
During this execution, each replica concurrently issues one update;a,b andc issue
u1, u2 andu3, respectively. The example assumes that semantics consider u3 to
be compatible and commutable with eitheru1 and u2; however,u1 andu2 are
conflicting, hence only one of them may execute in a sound schedule. As pairs of
replicas synchronize via anti-entropy (light grey arrows), they receive and sched-
ule updates. Additionally, a commitment protocol ensures eventual consistency of
the system. To abstract the example from any particular commitment protocol, we
omit the operation of the commitment protocol and show only its effects on each
r-schedule.

Let us restrict our attention to the evolution ofschc andallStablec in Figure
3.3 (we will next address the remaining information in the figure). Initially (att1),
allStablec is empty. Meanwhile,schc changes gradually. Clearly, everyschc is

6I.e., one that does not abort updates when all updates to schedule are compatible.
7We consider the usual reflexive notion of prefix (and suffix); i.e. a schedule is a prefix (and a

suffix) of itself.
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Figure 3.3: Example execution of a system ensuring explicit eventual consistency (EEC), from the
point of view of applications at the site with replicac. The largest stable prefix (stablec)
of schc is identified, at each point in time, by a shaded box.

sound. Sometimes, the evolution ofschc is not monotonic;8 for instance, att5,
whenschc changes fromu3u2 to u3u2. In contrast,allStablec does evolve mono-
tonically (by suffixing). Finally, at timet8, allStablec becomesu3u2u1. Such a
prefix of schc is guaranteed to be semantically equivalent to a prefix ofscha and
schb, which is true: bothscha andschb areu1u3u2, which is equivalent tou3u2u1

sinceu1 andu3 are commutable.
We use the termsdecidedand stabledistinctly to characterize updates and

schedules.9 Intuitively, decision is only concerned with agreement, while stability
implies both agreement and local reception of the update(s)upon which agreement
was reached. We say that a given schedules is decidedat a replicaa if, based
on the local state ofa, the protocol guarantees thats will eventually be a prefix of
allStabler . Furthermore, whens is decided and a prefix ofscha (i.e., s is locally
available atscha), we say thats is stableata.

Given an updateu such that there exists at least one schedule containingu that
is decided (resp. stable) at some replicar, we sayu is decided (resp. stable) ata.
Finally, we say that an update for which one such schedule does not exist (hence,
the update is not yet decided ata) is tentativeata.

We further differentiate between decided and stable updates depending on whether
they appear executed or not-executed in the corresponding schedule. Ifu is decided
ata, we say thatu is decided for commitmentata. Further, ifu is stable ata, we say
thatu is committedat a. In contrast, such a distinction is irrelevant if the decision
(at some replicaa) is u; we always designateu asaborted. In practice, an update
need not be available at some replicaa for a to abort it. Therefore, once some

8Note that eventual consistency requiresallStablec to evolve monotonically by suffixing, but not
schc.

9Although in most related literature both terms are synonyms, this distinction is necessary for
some parts of the thesis.
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updateu becomes decided asu at some replicaa, we implicitly consideru as stable
ata, even if the actual update is not available ata.

We are especially interested in commitment protocols that both:

1. Satisfy eventual consistency;
and

2. Are able to explicitly detect, anytime, whether an updateu (or u) in scha, is
either tentative or stable.

We call such requirementsexplicit eventual consistency(EEC). Given some
replica a, stablea denotes the largest prefix ofscha that is stable ata. We call
stablea thestable r-scheduleof a. The ordered execution of the committed updates
in stablea (i.e. stablea) produces the committed value ofa. As stablea grows with
new committed updates, their execution is guaranteed to never rollback.

We illustrate EEC by revisiting the example in Figure 3.3. Focusing on replica
c, Figure 3.3 depicts each commitment decision thatc takes.stablec starts (att1)
as an empty schedule (similarly toschc). schc grows asc schedules updatesu3 (at
t2) andu2 (at t3). Updatesu3 andu2, being tentative at timet3, are not initially
present instablec. At time t4, c learns that the commitment protocol has decided
u3.10Sincec holdsu3 (u3 is in schc), c commitsu3; hence,stablec includesu3

at t4. Later, att5, c learns that the commitment protocol has agreed onu1 andu2.
Accordingly, c abortsu2, makingstablec = u3u2. Sinceu1 is not yet available at
schc, c decides but does not commitu1. Only whenc receivesa from some remote
replica (att6) will c commitu1, causingstablec to becomeu3u2u1.11

We believe EEC is not only desirable but fundamental for mostcollaborative
applications. EEC allows both non-critical and critical tasks of an application to
use the same replicated system. The former may access the tentative value and
profit from the high availability of optimistic replication. On the other hand, the
latter may impose stronger consistency demands by accessing the committed value,
at the cost of availability. More precisely, critical tasksthat need to read data that
is guaranteed to never rollback will access the committed value. Critical tasks that
need to write and demand the same consistency guarantees as in a pessimistic repli-
cation system may achieve that by (i) writing to the tentative value and (ii) waiting
until the corresponding updates become stable. Such critical tasks will then have
access to a value that ensures the strong consistency criterion of sequential consis-
tency [Lam79], a common guarantee of pessimistic replicated systems. A number
of representative systems offer EEC, such as Bayou [PST+97], IceCube[KRSD01],
Coda [KS91], CVS [C+93], and Deno [Kel99].

10By some means that do not concern us for the moment.
11This example exposes the difference betweenstablec andallStablec. The former consists of a

schedule that the commitment protocol guarantees that willeventually be a prefix of the latter. A
system that ensures EEC must be able to expose the former to applications. The later, in contrast, is
merely conceptual and need not be determined by the system.
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3.2.5.2 Abstract Commitment Protocol

This section describes an abstract commitment protocol ensuring EEC. The input
of the protocol comprises the updates that each replica receives via anti-entropy.
Conceptually, we distinguish two main steps in the commitment protocol, which
occur in parallel to new update activity:

1. Proposing a candidate, where a replica proposes a candidate schedule to be-
come stable.

2. Agreement outcome, where a replica becomes aware of agreement on a
larger stable prefix of r-schedule.

Some distributed agreement algorithm achieves the above agreement. At this
stage, we leave the agreement algorithm as a black box. Algorithm 2 outlines a
generic, abstract commitment protocol.

Algorithm 2 Update Commitment at replicaa (not assumed to be atomic)

1: loop
2: if newscha existsthen
3: proposeSch(scha);
4: ||
5: loop
6: if scha 6= stablea(scha) then
7: stablea← getNewDecidedSch(scha);
8: scha← scheduleU pdates(scha\stablea,stablea);

Algorithm 2 abstracts the two commitment steps, which run ateach replica, by
the proposeSchandgetNewDecidedSchfunctions. The former proposes the local
r-schedule as a candidate for agreement, eventually the replica schedules new tenta-
tive updates. From such a candidate proposal, and possibly from other candidates
that other replicas propose concurrently, the agreement protocol reaches consen-
sus on a singlecanonicalstable schedule, possibly incrementally by successively
growing prefixes.

The r-schedule at every site eventually converges to becomeequivalent to the
canonical stable schedule, as its replica both learns of newagreement outcomes
(i.e. new decided updates) and receives the corresponding decided updates. At
each convergence step,stablea grows to become a larger suffix ofscha. Note that
stablea (and, inherently,scha) may converge to a schedule with a different update
order than the canonical schedule’s order, as long as equivalence between both
holds.

The getNewDecidedSchfunction blocks until the local replica,a, learns of a
larger stable prefix ofscha, returning it so that the replica may adopt it as its new
stable r-schedule (stablea). In other words, each timegetNewDecidedSchreturns,
one or more tentative updates inscha have become decided. Such decisions may
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imply readjustments toscha. First, updates may be decided (by the agreement
algorithm) in a different position inscha and in a different state (eitheru or u)
than when they were tentatively scheduled. Second, updatesthat come after the
decided updates (i.e. updates inscha\stablea) may have to be rearranged in order
to ensure the soundness of the newscha, if a different stable prefix exists. Such a
rearrangement may involve reordering updates, changing updates from an executed
to an not-executed state (i.e. rolling-back updates), and vice-versa.

Recall Figure 3.3. At timet4, c blocks ongetNewDecidedSch. At t5, get-
NewDecidedSchreturnsu3u2. This causesschc to change fromu3u2 to u3u2 (thus
becoming the same asstablec).

3.2.6 Bayou-Like Baseline Solution

The previous description of an optimistic replication system is still open in a num-
ber of aspects, leaving space for many different concrete solutions. This section
presents one particular solution, a variation of Bayou [PST+97].12 We build on the
Bayou approach because it is representative of a large classof existing systems (as
we describe in Chapter 2).

We do not claim any novelty in this particular solution. Instead, it lays the
ground for the novel contributions that the remainder of thethesis introduces.
Hereafter, we call it the baseline solution. From the baseline solution, we later
depart to each contribution, modifying and extending some of the components of
the baseline solution, with the goal of minimizing or eliminating most of its main
shortcomings.

3.2.6.1 Update Propagation

We start by addressing update propagation. In order to instantiate our update prop-
agation protocol (Algorithm 1, Section 3.2.4), we need to have a space-efficient
representation of an r-schedule (denoted[scha] for some replicaa). In the baseline
solution, we use version vectors [PPR+83] as such a representation. A version
vector consists of a vector of counters, one per site replicating the corresponding
object. In order to use version vectors, we impose two constraints on the update
scheduler (scheduleU pdateandscheduleU pdatesfunctions in the previous algo-
rithms) and on the update propagation protocol. Namely:

1. Update scheduling preserves local update order.

The order at which each replica issues updates constitutes apartial order
among all updates in the replicated system. We require that the r-schedu-
les thatscheduleU pdateandscheduleU pdatesconstruct always satisfy this
partial order.

12The variation includes minor terminology differences, restructuration of some algorithmic parts
for a simplified presentation, and an optimization of the update propagation protocol when udpate
truncation is supported.
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For such a purpose, we assign a version identifier to each update, similarly
to object identifiers (see Section 3.2.3). A version identifier consists of a
pair 〈sid, lid〉, wheresid is the identifier of the site that issued the update
andlid is a monotonically-increasing local counter. We require that, for any
pair of updates,u1 andu2, scheduled in an r-schedule, ifu1.sid = u2.sid and
u1.lid < u2.lid , thenu1 is necessarily ordered beforeu2 in the r-schedule.

2. Update propagation ensures theprefix property[PST+97].

The prefix property means that if the r-schedule of some replica a holds
some update withsid= i andlid = x, the r-schedule will also hold all updates
with sid = i and lid < x. The update propagation protocol must propagate
updates in an order that ensures the prefix property (shortly, we explain how).

Given the r-schedule of some replica,a, at siteA, the entry of[scha] corre-
sponding to some siteB (denoted[scha][B]) has the highestlid from the updates
in scha that siteB issued (i.e. those withsid = i). Since an r-schedule is consistent
with local update order and the prefix property holds, such a value corresponds to
the lid of the most recent update in the r-schedule withsid = i. It can be shown
that, given the above two constraints, a version vector holds sufficient information
to represent an r-schedule. In particular, one can use version vectors to compare
two r-schedules, in order to determine which new updates oner-schedule includes
that the other r-schedule does not.

Before describing an update propagation protocol using version vectors, we
must introduce some basic notions. Letx andy be two version vectors. Hereafter,
we say thaty dominates x, or x≤ y, to denote that∀i,x[i] ≤ y[i]; and say thaty
strictly dominates x, or x < y, to denote thatx≤ y and∃ j : x[ j] < y[ j]). Further,
we say thatx andy are concurrent, orx‖ y, when neitherx≤ y nory≤ x. Finally,
givenx andy, their merging is represented by a version vector, denotedmerge(x,y),
such that∀i,merge(x,y)[i] = max(x[i],y[i]).

Using the version vector representation of r-schedules, wemay now easily in-
stantiate the update propagation protocol, as Algorithm 3 shows.

Algorithm 3 Update propagation protocol from siteA to siteB.

1: for all Objectx thatB replicates, with replicab do
2: B sendsidx and[schb] to A.
3: if A replicatesx, with replicaa then
4: Let u be the first update inscha.
5: while u existsdo
6: if [schb][u.sid] < u.lid then
7: A sendsu to B.
8: B setsschb← scheduleU pdate(u,schb)
9: B sets[schb][u.sid]← u.lid

10: Let u be the next update inscha.
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Figure 3.4: Example of update propagation using the baseline solution,in a system with an object
replicated across three sites,A, B andP (at replicasa, b and p, respectively). In the
example, siteA synchronizes fromB.

The minimal set of updates to transfer (setT in Algorithm 1) now includes
the updates in the sender’s r-schedule that have a higherlid than thelid of the
corresponding entry in the version vector of the receiver replica (line 6). In order
to ensure the prefix property, updates must now propagate in the order by which
they appear in the sender’s r-schedule; hence,T is now an ordered set.

Figure 3.4 depicts an example of the above protocol, in a system with an object
replicated across three sites,A, B and P (at replicasa, b and p, respectively).
In the example, replicaa starts withscha = u1u2u3, while b hasschb = u1u4.
SiteA initiates an update propagation session fromB, sending the version vector
representing the r-schedule for the only objectA replicates. Having received such
a version vector (along with the object identifier),B is able to determine thatb has
one update (u4) thata does not yet hold (since[scha][b] < 2), and hence transmits
it. After receivingu4, a tries to scheduleu4 in scha, necessarily afteru1, in order
to preserve local update order. However,a detects that, due to semantics, no such
safe scheduling exists and thus addsu4 to scha.

At the end,a andb have a mutually inconsistent tentative view of the ob-
ject. The next section describes an update commitment protocol, which enforces
convergence towards consistency.

3.2.6.2 Update Commitment

The baseline solution adopts the simple, primary commit approach for update com-
mitment. In this approach, a single, distinguished primaryreplica decides its own
r-schedule as the canonical stable schedule.

In primary commit, theproposeSchfunction (see Algorithm 2), is defined by
Algorithm 4. Line 2 means that, in the case of the primary replica, any new updates
in scha are immediately decided (line 2); otherwise, no decision istaken.

To briefly illustrate the primary commitment protocol, we return to the system
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Algorithm 4 proposeSch(schedules) at replicaa

1: if replicaa is primarythen
2: stablea← scha

3: else
4: Do nothing.
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Figure 3.5: Example of update propagation using the baseline solution.

of the previous example. Some time after the previous example, siteP, holding the
primary replica of the object (replicap), initiates an update propagation session
from siteA. Figure 3.5 depicts such a session. By analysis of[schp], a determines
the minimal set of updates to send top. After receiving such updates,p schedules
them atschp and, by Algorithm 4, immediately determines that such a schedule is
stable.

Having obtained a larger stable r-schedule at the primary replica, the commit-
ment protocol disseminates this information to the remaining replicas. Decision
information explicitly includes, for each newly decided update,u: (i) the identifier
of u and (ii) its state (eitheru or u) at the primary’s stable r-schedule. Implicitly,
decision information also specifies, for each decided update, its order within the
primary’s stable r-schedule, as we explain shortly.

Decision information flows through the same anti-entropy sessions by which
we propagate tentative updates. As each replicaa learns of decisions it was not
aware of,a applies them, incrementing the localstablea with newly decided up-
dates that correspond to the new decision information. As a result, each replica
incrementally builds a stable r-schedule that grows to eventually become identi-
cal13 to the stable r-schedule of the primary replica.

The protocol for decision information propagation is part of the commitment

13The primary commitment protocol ensures a stronger consistency guarantee than EEC, which
we call totally-ordered EEC. Essentially, totally-ordered EEC complements EEC with the constraint
that, more than equivalent,allStabler must beidentical to a prefix ofschb, for every replicab. It is
easy to show that, sinceallStabler grows monotonically by suffixing, the commitment protocol is,
in fact, deciding a total order among the stable updates.
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protocol. Algorithm 5 depicts the decision information propagation protocol from
a sender replica,a, to a receiver replica,b. For efficiency, the sender replica sends
only decision information concerning the stable update identifiers in stablea that
are not yet stable atb. Determining such a minimal set of updates is easy since the
primary commitment protocol ensures that all stable updates are totally ordered.
Therefore, it suffices for both replicas to compare the number of stable updates at
each replica in order to determine which decided updates thesender must actually
propagate. Given some replicaa, the terminology of [PST+97] denotes such a
number of stable updates byCSNa.

Algorithm 5 Decision information propagation from replicaa to replicab, during
anti-entropy from sitesA to B

1: B sendsCSNb and[schb] to A.
2: if CSNb < CSNa then
3: for all updateu in stablea, starting at the one after the position correspond-

ing toCSNb, and following r-schedule orderdo
4: if [schb][u.sid] ≥ u.lid then
5: A sends the identifier ofu and its executed state (u or u) to B
6: B looksu up inschb

7: At B, getNewDecidedScheither returnsstableb;u or stableb;u (de-
pending on the state received fromA)

8: else
9: Break

Essentially, the protocol starts by determining whethera has more stable up-
dates thanb, comparingCSNb with CSNa (line 2). If so (i.e.CSNb < CSNa), then
a, for the updates thatb holds (i.e., those in[schb]), informs b about the corre-
sponding decision that the commitment protocol took (line 5). Such a description
comprises the update identifier and a flag indicating whetherthe update was de-
cided for commitment or abort. The sender replica notifies each decision in (total)
commitment order. The receiver replica simply looks up the (previously tentative)
update corresponding to each identifier it receives and constructs a new stable r-
schedule, whichgetNewDecidedSchthen returns (line 7). By Algorithm 2, such a
new stable r-schedule will then affect the current state of the replica.

We present an example of decision information propagation in Figure 3.6. Re-
call the previous example, where the primary replica,p, had determined a stable
scheduleu1u2u3u4. Assume that siteP had propagated such decision information
to A, and now siteB initiates an anti-entropy session fromA. As a first step, an
update propagation session is carried out, where replicab schedules two previ-
ously unknown updates (u2 andu3) in schb. Sinceb detects conflicts between
such updates and its current r-schedule,b schedules both as not-executed.

As a second step,A propagates decision information toB. Such a step starts by
havingB send the[schb] version vector and the number of stable updatesb holds,
SCNb; in this moment,b has not yet heard of any decision and thus holds no stable
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Figure 3.6: Example of decision information propagation using the baseline solution.

updates. As a result,A notifiesB of the decisions thata is aware of concerning
updates thatb holds (in schb). Since such notifications follow schedule order,
b applies them in that order toschb. Due to the changes to the stable prefix of
schb, other (tentative) updates inschb may be reordered or rolled-back. In this
example,u5 is rolled-back due to conflicts with the new stable r-schedule.

3.3 Overview of Our Contributions

The baseline solution constructed so far has crucial limitations when we consider
the three key requirements of optimistic replication, as Chapter 1 enunciates: rapid
update commitment, abort minimization and adaptation to network and memory
constraints. The baseline solution exhibits the followingmain limitations, among
others:

1. Commitment protocol depends on a single point of failure.

Should the primary replica fail or become temporarily inaccessible due to
network partitioning, the commitment protocol halts. Therefore, in the pres-
ence of weak connectivity, the dependence on a centralized site may severely
compromise the goal of rapid update commitment.

2. Update propagation and commitment protocols restrict the allowed schedule
space.

The baseline solution restricts the tentative schedule space (by imposing
that schedules satisfy the local update order) and on the committed sched-
ule space (by further imposing totally ordered EEC). Such restrictions limit
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the universe of solutions available to each replica scheduler, hence limit-
ing its ability to minimize aborts. Moreover, totally ordered EEC implies
agreement on a total order among stable updates, whereas EECwould only
require a weaker agreement (e.g. on a partial order). Agreement on a total
order typically requires exchanging more messages betweenreplicas than
weaker forms of agreement (e.g. [PS02, Lam05]), hence slowing down up-
date commitment.

3. Replica synchronization evolves only via replica-to-replica interactions.

For some object, both the update propagation protocol and the commit-
ment protocol evolve exclusively via anti-entropy sessions between pairs of
replicas of that object. Other opportunities of interaction, namely between
arbitrary sites, no matter whether they replicate the object or not, are ne-
glected. In weakly connected scenarios, opportunities forreplica-to-replica
anti-entropy with acceptable bandwidth may be relatively rare when com-
pared with the opportunities for interaction between arbitrary pairs of sites.
Hence, by limiting replica synchronization to replica-to-replica interactions,
the baseline solution hinders the progress of update propagation and, conse-
quently, of rapid update commitment.

4. Replicas store and propagate whole, potentially large updates.

The baseline solution tries to reduce memory and storage usage with up-
date data by enabling update pruning, and by determining theminimal set
of updates (and, possibly, base value) to propagate during anti-entropy. In
the baseline solution, replicas store and propagate updates and base values
in a plain form. If we consider cases where updates have non-negligible
sizes, their plain storage and propagation may easily become prohibitive in
either memory-constrained devices and/or bandwidth-constrained networks,
respectively.

The remainder of the present thesis describes novel contributions that eliminate
or minimize each of the above shortcomings, either by extension or by modification
of components of the baseline solution. Figure 3.7 revisitsthe baseline component
diagram (see Figure 3.2), illustrating the components fromthe baseline solution
that our contributions extend or modify. Our contributionscomprise: (i) decen-
tralized commitment protocols that replace the primary commit protocol; (ii) an
extension of commitment agreement algorithms that allows their progress via ex-
change of consistency packets between arbitrary sites, including non-replicas; and
(iii) a data deduplication scheme for reducing effective memory and network usage
with updates and base values.

The next sections give an intuitive overview of such contributions, before the
following chapters plunge into a precise presentation of each contribution.
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applications, non-replica sites and other sites, considering the contributions of this thesis.

3.3.1 Commitment Protocols

We propose commitment protocols that are decentralized andrely on epidemic
quorum systems [Kel99, HSAA03] for agreement.

3.3.1.1 Novel Results on Epidemic Quorum Systems

Epidemic quorum systems allow reliable agreement in weaklyconnected environ-
ments [Kel99, HSAA03]. By requiring only subsets of replicas, called quorums
and anti-quorums, to vote for a proposed schedule to decide it, epidemic quorum
systems avoid the single point of failure of the primary commit approach. Hence,
the unavailability of a particular replica does not necessarily prohibit the progress
of the update commitment process. Most importantly, epidemic quorum systems
can decide even when quorums and anti-quorums are never simultaneously acces-
sible: voting information flows epidemically between replicas and each replica
learns of decisions based solely on its local state.

Taking such advantages into account, literature proposingepidemic quorum
systems [Kel99, HSAA03] argues that they are adequate to weakly connected net-
works, where connected quorums and anti-quorums may be improbable. Accord-
ingly, we base our commitment protocols on epidemic quorum systems.

However, apart from some the proposed epidemic quorum systems, no proper
study, either formal or empirical, has been devoted to analyzing their trade-offs
and comparing the alternatives. Hence, before devising commitment protocols that
rely on epidemic quorum systems, we formally define and studythe availability
and performance of existing alternatives. We obtain novel results that help us bet-
ter understand epidemic quorum systems, which we rely on when devising the ac-
tual commitment protocols. In particular, our study shows evidence that plurality-
based quorum systems have higher availability and performance than majority-
based ones.

We address this contribution in Section 4.1 of Chapter 4.
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3.3.1.2 Commitment Protocol

When no explicit semantic information about the updates is available, we use
a novel commitment protocol, called Version Vector Weighted Voting Protocol
(VVWV). VVWV relates updates by the corresponding happens-before relation
[Lam78], relying on version vectors. VVWV follows a conservative approach: it
considers any concurrent updates (by happens-before) as conflicting (i.e. only one
update among a set of mutually concurrent updates may be executed in a sound
update schedule). Therefore, it always aborts some updateswhen concurrency oc-
curs.

VVWV offers efficient and reliable update commitment through the use of an
epidemic quorum system. For ease of management of the dynamic replica set,
VVWV relies on epidemic weighted voting for defining quorumsand antiquorums
[Kel99]. VVWV uses a plurality scheme for higher availability and performance.
The results we have obtained from the previously mentioned analytical study jus-
tify such a choice.

VVWV regards schedules containing concurrent tentative updates as rival can-
didates in an election. Each replica of a given logical object acts as a voter whose
votes collectively determine the outcome of each election.A candidate schedule
wins an election by collecting a plurality of votes, in whichcase it commits and its
rival candidates abort.

In optimistic replication, applications may often generate more than one ten-
tative update prior to their commitment decision. Since thecommitment decision
may not be taken in the short-term, these applications will then issue a sequence
of multiple, happens-before-orderedtentative updates. Basic epidemic weighted
voting solutions [Kel99] are not efficient in such a scenario, since can only commit
one update per election round. VVWV introduces a significantimprovement by
allowing multiple update candidates to commit in a single election round.

VVWV represents multiple update candidates by the version vector corre-
sponding to the tentative version obtained if the entire update sequence was ap-
plied to the replica. The voting algorithm relies on the expressiveness of version
vectors to decide whether the whole update sequence, or a prefix of it, should com-
mit. Consequently, candidates consisting of one or more happens-before-related
updates may be committed on a single distributed election round. In weakly con-
nected network environments, where such update patterns are expectably domi-
nant, a substantial reduction of the update commitment delay is therefore achiev-
able; not only relatively to basic weighted voting solutions, but also, under certain
conditions, to the primary commit solution. We support suchclaims with experi-
mental results from simulations. In worst case scenarios, VVWV behaves similarly
to basic weighted voting protocols.

We address this contribution in Section 4.2 of Chapter 4.
Complementarily, joint work with Pierre Sutra and Marc Shapiro has general-

ized VVWV in order to take advantage of a rich semantic repertoire to minimize
aborted work and further accelerate commitment. We describe and discuss the
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protocol resulting from such work in Section 4.3 of Chapter 4.

3.3.2 Decoupled Commitment by Consistency Packet Exchange

Considering a given object, anti-entropy sessions restrict progress of the update
propagation and commitment protocols to cases where pairs of replicas of the ob-
ject become accessible. It neglects opportunities of interaction with a possibly
dense universe of non-replicas. Offline anti-entropy (see Section 2.8) would be a
first solution to exploit the presence of such non-replicas.However, it entails rela-
tively high memory requirements on non-replicas when replicated objects are suf-
ficiently large (in state-based systems [SS05]), or writes are frequent (in operation-
transfer systems [SS05]). In these cases, such requirements may be prohibitive
for a significant amount of non-replicas, especially in memory-constrained ubiq-
uitous environments; thus, the presence of such non-replicas would still be largely
neglected.

In alternative to offline anti-entropy, we propose to complement anti-entropy
sessions by the exchange of consistency packets between replicas and non-replicas,
and among non-replicas.14 A consistency packet includes lightweight consistency
meta-data, which is meaningful for the agreement algorithmof the commitment
protocol (concerning some replicated object). When non-replicas are within reach,
a replica produces a consistency packet and delivers it to the former. Non-replicas
buffer consistency packets, delivering them to other sites(either replicas or non-
replicas, in reference to the object associated with each consistency packet) they
may run across. Therefore, non-replicas act as temporary, unreliable carriers of
commitment agreement meta-data, comprising a transport channel that supple-
ments the standard replica-to-replica anti-entropy sessions. This way, the agree-
ment algorithm may also progress as non-replicas carry consistency packets across
replicas.

The lightweight property of consistency packets allows even non-replicas with
significant resource constraints to carry and deliver consistency packets. As our
current real world reaches closer to Weiser’s vision of ubiquitous computing [Wei91],
the set of (possibly resource constrained) non-replicas surrounding any particular
group of replicas becomes denser; thus, their contributionto consistency packet ex-
change becomes more significant.

We need to modify a commitment protocol in order to effectively take advan-
tage of individual consistency packets being disseminated, decoupled from the cor-
responding update data. We achieve that by decoupling of theagreement algorithm
from the remaining phases of a commitment protocol. We propose such a decou-
pling for a generic commitment protocol. Further, we apply it to VVWV.

Figure 3.8 illustrates the new system architecture, when extended to exploit the
presence of non-replicas as carriers of consistency packets. We show that the sim-
ple exchange of consistency packetsby non-replicas may accelerate commitment,

14Note, however, the system may still exploit the (expectedlymore rare) resource-rich non-replicas
with offline anti-entropy.
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reduce aborts, and allow more network-efficient update propagation. We support
such a statement with simulation results.

We address this contribution in Chapter 5.

3.3.3 Versioning-Based Deduplication

We propose a novel scheme for efficient replica storage and synchronization when
state-based updates are employed. In contrast to operation-based updates, which
are typically space- and network-efficient [LLS99], state-based updates impose
significant storage and communication overheads for large objects.

We exploit similarities that may exist across updates (and between updates and
base values), either belonging to the same object, or acrossdifferent objects. This
technique is called data deduplication, and may transparently be combined with
conventional techniques such as data compression or caching. It works by deter-
mining redundant chunks of data, across the updates/base values that some site
stores, or across the updates/base values stored by two sites that wish to propagate
updates to one another. In the former case, the local site needs not store the re-
dundant chunks (but oneroot chunk); when necessary, we may always obtain the
contents of the redundant chunks from the root chunk. In the latter case, the sender
site needs not transmit the chunks that are redundant acrossit and the receiver
site; the receiver site may simply obtain the redundant chunks locally instead of
downloading them from the network.

The key challenge of data deduplication lies in detecting redundant chunks,
most notably in the update propagation situation. Our central contribution con-
sists of a method for distributed chunk redundancy detection that relies on the ex-
change of version vectors representing the version state ofsites. When compared
with other recent prominent solutions for distributed datadeduplication [MCM01,
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CN02, BF04, JDT05, ELW+07, BJD06], which rely on the compare-by-hash tech-
nique [Hen03], our contribution has important advantages.First, we rely on de-
terministic similarity detection, instead of the probabilistic compare-by-hash tech-
nique, hence avoiding the possibility of data corruption due to hash collisions. Sec-
ond, we allow faster distributed deduplication than compare-by-hash, with a lower
network overhead, while attaining (at least) comparable redundancy detection ef-
ficiency. Finally, our solution is also designed with concerns for efficient storage
and local data access.

Intuitively, our scheme starts by having a receiver site,b, exchanging the[schb]
and [prunedb] version vectors of each of its replicas. By comparison with their
own version vectors, the sender site may determine a set of updates/base values
that both sites currently hold in common. Before sending each chunk of data of
some update or base value during anti-entropy, the sender checks whether such
a chunk is also present in any of the common updates/base values; if so, then the
chunk is redundant and the protocol avoids transferring it.By maintaining adequate
data structures, we can perform the latter check efficientlyand in a deterministic
way.

Overall, our solution achieves significant reductions on memory usage, net-
work consumption and synchronization performance. Hence,we contribute to
adapt the optimistic replication service to the resources of more constrained sites
and networks. We support such claims with experimental results obtained with
real workloads. We show that, with real workloads, our scheme: (1) achieves
lower transferred content and meta-data volumes than all evaluated compare-by-
hash solutions; and (2), with few exceptions, synchronizesreplicas faster than all
evaluated alternatives.

We address this contribution in Chapter 6.

3.4 Summary

We propose an abstract optimistic replication middleware service for support of
collaborative applications in weakly connected resource-constrained environments.
It is designed as a replication service for generic objects,supporting both non-
semantic, state-based and semantic, operation-based write requests. A commit-
ment protocol ensures explicit eventual consistency (EEC); intuitively, this means
that, eventually, every replica converges, by monotonic steps, to an equivalent state
and that each such step is explicitly visible to applications. We explain why an ad-
equate instantiation of the described abstract replication service may satisfactorily
support a wide range of collaborative applications, with differing semantics and
consistency demands.

Borrowing techniques from representative state-of-the-art systems, we then
construct a baseline instantiation. It constitutes a baseline solution with important
disadvantages, which are representative of many state-of-the-art systems. It serves
as a common base, from which each contribution of the thesis departs, modifying
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and extending some of components of the baseline solution inorder to minimize
or eliminate a relevant subset of the latter’s shortcomings.

We summarize our contributions, mapping them against the components of the
baseline solution that each one modifies or extends. Namely,we give the intuition
behind: the commitment protocols; decoupled commitment agreement by consis-
tency packet exchange; and our scheme for efficient and corruption-free duplicate
elimination for update storage and propagation. The next chapters pursue these
directions, describing and evaluating each contribution in detail.
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Chapter 4

Update Commitment

This chapter presents the commitment protocol of our replication service. The
commitment protocol is called called Version Vector Weighted Voting Protocol
(VVWV). VVWV relies on an epidemic quorum system, in order totolerate the
partitioning that one expects frequent in the environmentsthat the thesis considers.

We organize the remainder of the chapter as follows. We start, in Section 4.1 by
studying epidemic quorum systems, as a generic means of achieving fault-tolerant
agreement in distributed systems. We obtain novel results,which help better un-
derstand the availability and performance of epidemic quorum systems.

Epidemic quorum systems can be used to directly solve the update commit-
ment problem. Nevertheless, we observe that such a direct solution has the crucial
drawback of requiring one election round per decided update, which becomes in-
creasingly expensive as connectivity weakens.

Driven by such an observation and by the above novel results,we present
VVWV. VVWV leverages the previous solution by an efficient analysis of multiple-
update candidates that allows deciding and committing multiple updates in a single
election round. Underlying such an analysis is the use of version vectors as an ef-
ficient and expressive means for representing and reasoningabout multiple-update
candidates.

Finally, remarking that VVWV is semantic-oblivious, we setout to describe
an extension to VVWV so as to support rich semantics, in Section 4.3. It consists
of an abstract extension of VVWV that is able to incorporate the repertoire of a
representative semantic framework. It is not a complete solution, as it lacks an
adequate definition ofeligible candidates, which we leave open. We propose and
discuss possible definitions, exposing why they are not entirely satisfactory.

4.1 Update Commitment by Epidemic Quorum Algorithms

Quorum systems are a basic tool for reliable agreement in distributed systems
[PW95]. Their applicability is wide, ranging from distributed mutual exclusion,
name servers, selective dissemination of data, to distributed access control and
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signatures [AW96]. In particular, update commitment protocols can also rely on
quorum systems for highly available data replication.

Classical quorum systems require agreement on a value to be accepted by a
quorumof live sites that are simultaneously connected in the same network par-
tition. This is not adequate in weakly connected networks, e.g. mobile or sensor
networks, where connected quorums are improbable.

Epidemic quorum systems eliminate such a shortcoming, allowing unconnected
quorums. An epidemic quorum algorithm tries to ensure agreement by running a
finite number ofelections. Intuitively, in each election, each site may vote for a sin-
gle proposed value. By epidemic propagation of votes, eventually each site should
be able to determine, from its local state, whether the system has agreed on a given
valuew, or the current election is inconclusive and, hence, a new one starts.

Recent work [Kel99, HSAA03] proposed epidemic quorum algorithms for up-
date commitment. However, to the best of our knowledge, neither are epidemic
quorum systems well defined, nor are their availability or performance well stud-
ied. In addition, the extensive studies on classical quorumsystems are not valid for
epidemic quorum systems, as their failure conditions and quorum definitions are
radically distinct.

Taking into account the weakly connected environments addressed herein, the
commitment protocol we propose relies on epidemic quorum systems. Therefore,
it is fundamental to guide the design choices of the protocolby strong results con-
cerning epidemic quorum systems and algorithms.

This section studies epidemic quorum systems and algorithms, unveiling novel
results that help understand such an approach. Such a study will then serve as the
basis for the commitment protocols that we propose in the following chapters. Our
contribution is threefold:

1. We formally define epidemic coteries and a generic epidemic quorum algo-
rithm, and prove its safety. The formalism unifies existing epidemic quorum
systems and is a framework for devising and studying epidemic coteries.

2. Based on the formalism, we characterize formally the liveness of epidemic
quorum systems. Such a characterization enables a novel, analytical compar-
ison of the availability and performance of epidemic quorumsystems. Fur-
ther, we present conditions where epidemic quorum systems decide faster
than classical ones, and identify trade-offs that do not exist in the classic
approach.

3. We compare the availability and performance of two state-of-the-art epi-
demic coteries, majority and linear plurality. To the best of our knowledge,
this constitutes the first comparative evaluation between the two epidemic
coteries.

We start by formally defining epidemic quorum systems and algorithms, pre-
senting some fundamental properties, in Section 4.1.1. We then proceed, in Sec-
tion 4.1.2, to formally study their liveness, both concerning their availability and
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performance. Finally, we focus our attention on two existing epidemic coteries,
comparing their theoretical availability and performancein Appendix 4.1.3.

We have proven all the results presented in the next sections. When absent from
the text, the proof of each theorem/lemma/proposition may be found at the end of
the Chapter, in Section B.2. We should also mention that the results we present
next have been successfully validated by a brute-force execution generator1, up to
z= 4 andy = 4 (we define these parameters shortly).2

4.1.1 Epidemic Quorum Systems

Consider that the set of distributed sites, denotedSites, wishes to agree on a single
value, taken from a set of values, denotedVal, each of which was proposed by
some site. In the case of a commitment protocol, the values correspond to con-
flicting schedules that compete for commitment. Accordingly, z= |Val| measures
contention:z= 0 andz = 1 correspond to the trivial scenarios of no contention,
while z > 1 imply some contention between two or more concurrently proposed
values.

We approach the above problem using epidemic quorum algorithms. Simi-
larly to classical quorum algorithms [PW95], epidemic quorum algorithms ensure
agreement on a single value by having coteries of sites vote for the proposed val-
ues. However, the epidemic and classical notions of coteries are distinct, as well as
the corresponding algorithms.

4.1.1.1 Epidemic Coteries

We start with some definitions and lemmas that will allow us toconstruct and
reason about epidemic quorum systems in the remainder of thepaper.

Definition 1. Vote set, vote configuration and value-vote configuration
A vote set v is a set of sites, v⊆ Sites.
A vote configuration c is a set of non-empty vote sets, c= {vc

1,v
c
2, ..,v

c
n} such

that, for all vc
i and vcj in c, vc

i ∩vc
j = ø.

A value-vote configuration vc is a set of pairs, vc= {〈 a1,vvc
1 〉, ..,〈 an,vvc

n 〉},
where:

• each a1, ..,an ∈Val,

• for all i and j, ai 6= a j ,

• and the set formed by{vvc
1 , ..,vvc

n } is a vote configuration.

1For a given set of system parameters (such asy andz), the generator simulateseverypossible
execution of the algorithms addressed. The obtained results are then compared against the ones
obtained by the analytical expressions.

2Due to the exponential growth of brute-force execution generation time, the time to process
higher values ofz andy is unacceptable (order of magnitude of hours, or higher).
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We will use vote and value-vote configurations to reason about the votes that
each site is aware of in a given moment.

To simplify our presentation when handling value-vote configurations, we in-
troduce the following two auxiliary notations. Given some value-vote configura-
tion vc = {〈 a1,vvc

1 〉, ..,〈 an,vvc
n 〉}, we denote the vote configuration obtained by

{vvc
1 , ..,vvc

n } asVC f g(vc). Furthermore, for each valueai in vc, we denote the
corresponding vote set (i.e.vvc

i ) asvotesvc(ai).
Hereafter, when reasoning about setsA and B, we use the notationA\B to

denote the set difference betweenA andB.
When considering agreement on a given value, we will also be interested in

differentiating the votes for such a value from the other votes. For this reason, we
introduce the definition of q-vote configuration.

Definition 2. Q-vote configuration.
A q-vote configuration qc is a pair, qc= 〈Qqc,{Aqc

1 ,Aqc
2 , ..,Aqc

n }〉,
where{Qqc,Aqc

1 , ..,Aqc
n } is a vote configuration.

We call setQqc thequorumof q-vote configurationqc, and each setAqc
i as an

anti-quorum3 of qc. Intuitively, we will use q-vote configurations when reasoning
about a particular distribution of votes, either real or hypothetical, with respect
to some value being considered. The quorum represents the set of voters for the
considered value, while each anti-quorum represents the different sets of voters for
each rival value.

Deciding election outcomes will require speculating aboutthe votes that some
value may potentially receive in the best case; i.e. if all sites whose vote is still
unknown by the local site happen to vote for that value. The potential vote set
reflects such a notion.

Definition 3. Potential vote set
Let v be a vote set. The potential vote set of v in a vote configuration c, denoted

[v]c, is defined as[v]c = v∪ (Sites\(
⋃

vi : vi ∈ c)}.
In particular, [ø]c = (Sites\(

⋃

vi : vi ∈ c)}.
Further, the potential vote set of s in a q-vote configurationqc, denoted[s]qc, is

defined as[s]qc = s∪ (Sites\ (Qqc∪ Aqc
1 ∪ ..∪ Aqc

nqc)).

We are now able to define the notions of coverage and potentialcoverage of a q-
vote configuration by another one, the building blocks for a definition of epidemic
coterie. We say that a larger q-vote configuration,qc, covers a smaller one,qd,
(qc≻ qd) when each vote set in the latter is a subset of a distinct voteset of
the former, andQqc is a superset ofQqd. Similarly, potential coverage (qc⊲ qd)
means that a q-vote configuration may still grow (with the unknown votes) to cover
another one.

Definition 4. Coverage of a q-vote configuration.

3The expression is due to Holliday et al [HSAA03].
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Let qc= 〈Qqc,{Aqc
1 ,Aqc

2 , ..,Aqc
n }〉 and qd= 〈Qqd,{Aqd

1 ,Aqd
2 , ..,Aqd

m }〉 be q-vote
configurations. We say that qccoversqd, or qc≻ qd, if and only if:

1. Qqc⊇ Qqd, and

2. There exists an injective function f: {1, ..,m} → {1, ..,n} such that, for all
1≤ k ≤ m, Aqc

f (k) ⊇ Aqd
k .

Definition 5. Potential coverage of a q-vote configuration.
Let qc= 〈Qqc,{Aqc

1 ,Aqc
2 , ..,Aqc

n }〉 and qd= 〈Qqd,{Aqd
1 ,Aqd

2 , ..,Aqd
m }〉 be q-vote

configurations. We say that qcmay coverqd, or qc⊲ qd, if and only if:

1. [Qc]qc⊇ Qqd, and

2. There exists an injective function f: {1, ..,m} → {1, ..,n} such that, for all
1≤ k ≤ m, [Aqc

f (k)]qc⊇ Aqd
k or [ø]qc⊇ Aqd

k .

Otherwise, we say that qccannot coverqd, which we denote qc⋫ qd.

We illustrate coverage and potential coverage with a simpleexample. Consider
a system with five sites,Sites= {A,B,C,D,E}. Let qc andqd be q-vote configu-
rations such that:

qc= 〈{A},{C}}〉

qd = 〈{A,E},{{B},{D}}〉

It is easy to see thatqcdoes not coverqd; in fact, the quorum ofqc is a subset of
the quorum ofqd, andqc has no anti-quorum that is a superset of the anti-quorum
{D} of qd. However, it is true thatqc may coverqd. Intuitively, we may observe
this by noting that it is possible to add the missing sites (B,D andE) to qc in such
a way that the resulting q-vote configuration will coverqd. One possibility is to
addE to the quorum, andB andD to the first and second anti-quorums ofqc, thus
obtainingqc′ = 〈{A,E},{{B},{C,D}}〉.

We may finally define epidemic coteries (EC).

Definition 6. Epidemic Coterie
Let E be a non-empty set of q-vote configurations.E is anEpidemic Coterie

(EC) if, ∀qc,qd∈ E : qc 6= qd:

1. ∀ j : 〈Aqc
j ,{Qc}∪{Aqc

i : i 6= j}〉⋫ qd, and

2. 〈ø,{Qc}∪{Aqc
1 , ..,Aqc

n }〉⋫ qd, and

3. qc⊁ qd.
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We note QSet(E) the set of quorums ofE , i.e. the set of every Qqc : qc∈ E ;
and by AQSet(E) the set of anti-quorums ofE , i.e. the set of every Aqc

j : qc∈ E ,
for all j.

Intuitively, the above definition ensures the following. Consider that, given a
set of votes, we may form a q-vote configuration whose quorum votes for a valuew
and which covers a q-vote configuration in the EC. Then, no arbitrary assignment
of the missing votes may reach another vote configuration whose quorum votes for
a value other thanw. (Note that other vote configurations may be reached, as long
as their quorums vote forw.) This will ensure the safety of an epidemic quorum
algorithm to to decidew, as we will show shortly.

4.1.1.2 Examples: Majority and Linear Plurality ECs

This section defines two relevant examples of ECs,EMa j and LP , in a system
with five sites,Sites= {A,B,C,D,E}. EMa j and LP are instances of majority
and linear plurality constructions, respectively; such constructions are subjacent to
the systems proposed and empirically studied by Holliday etal. [HSAA03] and
Keleher [Kel99].4

The Majority EC,EMa j, is the set of q-vote configurations such thatQSet(EMa j)
is the collection of all sets of 3 sites (i.e.(|Sites|+ 1)/2 in an odd sized system),
andAQSet(EMa j) is the empty set. The absence of any anti-quorum fromEMa j is
explained by observing that the majority of votes for some value implies that no
other value may obtain a majority from the other votes,independentlyof how such
votes are distributed. Hence, anti-quorums are not needed to defineEMa j.

Definition 7. Majority EC

EMa j = {〈q,ø〉 : q⊆ Sites∧ |q|= 3}

The linear plurality EC,LP , is a superset ofEMa j. We defineLP as follows:

Definition 8. Linear plurality EC

LP =























qc :























∀k, |Qqc|> |[ø]qc| or (|Qqc|= |[ø]qc|∧Qqc <break [ø]qc

and
∀k, |Qqc|> |[Aqc

k ]qc| or (|Qqc|= |[Aqc
k ]qc|∧Qqc <break [Aqc

k ]qc

and
∀qd∈ LP ,qc⊁ qd























where<break is the tie-breaking relation between vote sets. Formally,<break is
defined as follows: given two vote sets, v and v′:

v <break v′ if and only if ∃i ∈ v : ∀l ∈ v′, i < l.

4It should be noted that they do not present the mentioned ECs using our EC formalism.
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Quorum Anti-Quorums

p1, p2, p3

p1, p2, p4

p1, p2, p5

p1, p3, p4

p1, p3, p5

p1, p4, p5

p2, p3, p4

p2, p3, p5

p2, p4, p5

p3, p4, p5

Quorum Anti-Quorums

p1, p2 {p3}, {p4}
p1, p2 {p3}, {p5}
p1, p2 {p4}, {p5}

p1, p3 {p2}, {p4}
p1, p3 {p2}, {p5}
p1, p3 {p4}, {p5}

p1, p4 {p2}, {p3}
p1, p4 {p2}, {p5}
p1, p4 {p3}, {p5}

p1, p5 {p2}, {p3}
p1, p5 {p2}, {p4}
p1, p5 {p3}, {p4}

Quorum Anti-Quorums

p2, p3 {p1}, {p4, p5}
p2, p3 {p1}, {p4}, {, p5}

p2, p4 {p1}, {p3, p5}
p2, p4 {p1}, {p3}, {, p5}

p2, p5 {p1}, {p3, p4}
p2, p5 {p1}, {p3}, {, p4}

p3, p4 {p1}, {p2}, {, p5}

p3, p5 {p1}, {p2}, {, p4}

p4, p5 {p1}, {p2}, {, p3}

p1 {p2}, {p3}, {, p4}, {, p5}

Figure 4.1: Q-vote configurations comprisingLP , as obtained from Definition 12.EMa j is a subset
of LP , and corresponds to the left-most table only.

Intuitively, given two candidate values, the tie-breakingrelation chooses in
favor of the value that is voted for by a site that has a lower identifier than any
site that may potentially vote for the other value.

In contrast toEMa j, some q-vote configurations ofLP include anti-quorums.
These correspond to non-majority cases, where the electionof some value depends
on how the remaining votes are distributed among the other values.

The plurality condition requires that, in order to decide a valuev, the number
of voters forv (the quorum) must be higher than the size of the potential vote set of
voters for every all other value (the anti-quorums). Linearplurality assumes a total
order among sites, and weakens the previous plurality condition.

In addition to q-vote configurations that respect plurality, linear plurality also
allows q-vote configurations whose quorum is equally sized as some anti-quorums
in the same q-vote configuration, as long as the lowest sites of the potential vote sets
of the former are higher than that of the latter. This is ensured by the tie-breaking
relation.

Figure 4.1 presents the q-vote configurations that respectively compriseEMa j

andLP in a system with 5 processes. Naturally,EMa j is a subset ofLP . As the
reader may confirm, bothEMa j andLP are ECs.

4.1.1.3 Epidemic Quorum Algorithm

This section presents an algorithm that relies on a given EC,E , for achieving dis-
tributed consensus, and proves its safety. We start by defining the local state the
algorithm maintains at each site. LetA ∈ Sitesbe a site. The local state ofA
includes:

1. A current election identifier, eA ∈ N;

2. A value-vote configuration,VA = {〈 a1,vA
1〉, ..,〈 an,vA

n〉}.
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We call eachvotesVA(ai) the local vote setat A for valueai . We designate the
vote configurationVC f g(VA) as thelocal vote configurationat A. For simplicity
of presentation, we usevotesA(i) to denotevotesVA(i); further, when there does not
exist any value-vote pair for some valuei in VA, votesA(i) denotes the empty set, ø.

Having introduced the state, we now describe the epidemic quorum algorithm,
which Algorithm 6 outlines.

Algorithm 6 Epidemic Quorum Algorithm (not assumed atomic)

1: loop // Value Proposal
2: Choose a value v∈Val
3: propose(v)
4: ||
5: loop // Vote Propagation
6: Choose an accessible site B
7: receiveVotesFrom(B)
8: ||
9: loop // Wait For Election Outcome

10: checkOutcome()

The state of each siteA evolves asA proposes a value, receives voting infor-
mation from other sites, and determines the outcome of each election. Algorithms
8, 9 and 10 describe each of such steps, respectively. For presentation simplicity,
we impose that each such algorithm runs atomically; nevertheless, the algorithms
may be broken down in finer atomic grains. Algorithm 7 is an auxiliary function
that Algorithms 8 and 9 call.

Algorithm 7 merge(value-vote configurationVr )

1: for all 〈 ai ,vr
i 〉 ∈ Vr do

2: if votesA(ai) 6= ø then
3: votesA(ai)← votesA(ai)∪vr

i
4: else
5: Vp← Vp∪〈 ai ,vr

i 〉

Algorithm 8 propose(valuev)

1: if ∀i : p /∈ vA
i then

2: merge({〈 v,{p}〉})
3: else
4: merge({〈 v,ø〉})

When a valuev is proposed at siteA (Algorithm 8), A votes for it if A has not
yet voted for another value in the current election; this means addingA to the vote
set corresponding tov in Vp (line 2). For fairness, the algorithm ensures that, even
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if A has already voted in the current election,Vp includes an entry forv, possibly
with an empty vote set (line 4); this way, sites other thanA may still learn ofv and
vote for it.

Algorithm 9 receiveVotesFrom(siteB)

1: if eA < eB then
2: eA← eB

3: for all 〈 ai ,vA
i 〉 ∈ Vp do

4: vA
j ← ø

5: if eA = eB then
6: merge(Vr )
7: if ∀v∈VC f g(Vp), p /∈ v then
8: choose somej : 1≤ j ≤ |Vp|
9: propose(a j )

WhenA is accessible from some siteB, A may receive voting information from
B, as Algorithm 9 describes. IfB already holds information about a later election,
thenA discards its obsolete vote information (inVp) and setseA to the more recent
election,eB (lines 1 to 4).

Finally, if both sites end up in the same election (this does not happen ifeB <
eA), thenA complementsVp with new votes learned fromB (line 6). Further, in
caseA has not yet voted in its current election, it may cast a vote for one of the
newly received values (lines 7 to 9).

Algorithm 10 checkOutcome()

1: if repeat-conditionthen
2: Vp← ø
3: eA← eA +1
4: if decide-condition(w)then
5: decidew

Based exclusively on its local state, each site determines if an election is guar-
anteed to produce the same outcome at every other site. Two possible outcomes are
possible: the election may either decide one of the proposedvalues (decide), or not
decide any value (repeat). In the latter case, a new election starts; this is repeated
until some election decides, as Algorithm 10 describes.

The conditions for each outcome are based on the EC the algorithm uses. They
are the following.

Definition 9. decide-condition(w)and repeat-condition
Let p∈ Sites be a site in an ECE .

• decide-condition(w)at A is defined as:

∃w∈Val : ∃qd∈ E : 〈votesA(w),{votesA( j) : j 6= w}〉 ≻ qd.
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• repeat-conditionat A is defined as:

∀w∈Val : ∄qd∈ E : 〈votesA(w),{votesA( j) : j 6= w}〉⊲ qd.

Intuitively, each local vote set atA, votesA(i), grows monotonically as votes
are cast and propagated. Ideally, the local vote sets shouldgrow so that eventually
they can form a q-vote configuration that covers one q-vote configuration in the
EC. When that happens, the valuew associated with the quorum of such a q-vote
configuration (i.e.votesA(w) is the quorum in such a q-vote configuration) will be
decided atA.

Otherwise, whiledecide-condition(w)is not verified yet, one may determine if
the local vote sets may still grow to form a q-vote configuration that will cover some
q-vote configuration in the EC. If that does not hold for any q-vote configuration
in the EC, then the current election round will never decide any value, and a new
one may then safely start; in this case, eachvotesA(i) is emptied and its monotonic
growth restarts.

As an example, recall the ECsEMa j and LP , introduced in Section 4.1.1.1.
Consider thatA has the following local vote sets:votesA(a) = {B,D}, votesA(b) =
{C} andvotesA(c)= {E}. At this moment, neitherdecide-condition(a), nordecide-
condition(b), nordecide-condition(c), norrepeat-conditionare verified (neither for
EMa j, nor forLP ).

Hence,A waits for further votes. Consider thatA later learns thatA has voted
for c (i.e. votesA(c) = {A,E}). If we considerEMa j, then clearly the local vote-sets
of A cannot coverany q-vote configuration inEMa j; hence,repeat-conditionis true
and a new election starts.

Let us, otherwise, considerLP . In this case,A decides, since the votes that
A knows of form a q-vote configuration that covers some q-vote configuration
in the LP EC. It is trivial to show that one such q-vote configuration isd =
〈{A,E},{{B},{C}}〉, since〈votesA(c),{votesA(a),votesA(b)}〉 (which corresponds
to 〈{A,E},{{B,D},{C}}〉) coversd. Since the quorum of the local q-vote config-
uration is the set of voters for valuec, A decides valuec.

Naturally, it is crucial that, havingA decidedc, any other site will also decide
the same value. The definition of EC ensures the safety of the values that the system
agrees on, according to the requirements of classical consensus [Lam05]. The next
lemmas are useful to prove such a statement.

Lemma 1. Let qc and qd be q-vote configurations such that qd≻ qc. For any Aqd
i ,

either there exists Aqc
j such that[Aqc

j ]qc⊇ [Aqd
i ]qd, or [ø]qc⊇ [Aqd

i ]qd.

Lemma 2. Let A and B be two sites where eA = eB. Then, votesA(x)⊆ [votesB(x)]cr

for all x ∈Val.

We can finally prove that previous algorithms are safe.

Theorem 1. The epidemic quorum algorithm satisfies the following requirements:

1. Any value decided must have been proposed at some site (nontriviality).
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2. A site can only decide a single value (stability).

3. Two different sites cannot decide different values (consistency).

Proof. Clearly, the algorithm ensures nontriviality and stability.
To prove consistency, assume, for purposes of contradiction, that two sites,A

andB, decide different valuesa andb (resp.), at electionseA andeB (resp.). Let
us first assume thateA = eB. By Definition 9, we know that, whenA decides,
there exists a q-vote configuration,qd in E , such that〈votesA(a),{votesA( j) :
j 6= a}〉 ≻ qd. So, by Lemma 1, for any valuei, there either exists someAqd

j

such that[Aqd
j ]qd ⊇ [votesA(ai)]Vp, or [ø]qd ⊇ [votesA(ai)]Vp (1). SinceE is an

EC, definition 6 tells us that, for anyqc∈ E (qc 6= qd), ∀ j : 〈Aqd
j ,{Qqd}∪{Aqd

i :

i 6= j}〉⋫ qc, and〈ø,{Qqd}∪{Aqd
1 , ..,Aqd

n }〉 ⋫ qc (2). From (1) and (2), we know
that〈votesA(b),{votesA( j) : j 6= b}〉⋫ qc (3).

However, the outcome of the same election atB wasdecidefor valueb. There-
fore, we know that, at the time of such a decision, there exists someqc∈ E such
that 〈votesB(b),{votesB( j) : j 6= b}〉 ≻ qc. Then, by Lemma 2, for any valuei,
votesB(i)⊆ [votesA(i)]VA.

Hence,〈votesA(b),{votesA( j) : j 6= b}〉 ⊲ 〈votesB(b),{votesB( j) : j 6= b}〉,
and, transitively,〈votesA(b),{votesA( j) : j 6= b}〉⊲ qc, which contradicts (3).

Let us now assume thateA < eB (or vice-versa). Clearly, at least one siteC
(possibly the same asB) must have determined the outcome of electioneA asre-
peat; otherwise,B would not have reachedeB. In such a moment, by Def. 9,
∄qc∈ E : 〈[votesC(b)]VC,{[votesC( j)]VC : j 6= b}〉 ≻ qc. However, since the out-
come of the same election atA was decide, ∃qd ∈ E : 〈votesA(b),{votesA( j) :
j 6= b}〉 ≻ qc. It follows from Lemma 2 that, for alli, votesA(i)⊆ [votesC(b)]VC.
Hence,〈[votesC(b)]Vc,{[votesC( j)]VC : j 6= b}〉 ≻ 〈votesA(b),{votesA( j) : j 6= b}〉,
and, transitively,〈[votesC(b)]VC,{[votesC( j)]VC : j 6= b}〉 ≻ qc, which is a contra-
diction.

4.1.2 Liveness of Epidemic Quorum Systems

We characterize the liveness of an EC by its availability andthe time to decide.
Since we deal with a distributed system, measures are obtained at a particular,
arbitrary siteA; e.g. availability means theavailability seen by arbitrary site A.
Also, we start measuring the timeA takes to decide at the moment whenA first
votes for some arbitrary value.

We divide time intocommunication rounds(or simply rounds). We assume a
round to be an upper bound on the time needed forA to send and, subsequently,
receive vote information to/from every other correct (i.e.not faulty) site in its
current partition. Further, we assume communication is live between sites simul-
taneously in the same partition and partition changes occuronly at the end of each
communication round.
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We use a simple probabilistic failure model where the probability of permanent,
non-byzantine failures is constant and uniform; we denote it by pf . For simplicity,
we assume the probability that a correct site votes in a valuein Val to be uniform,
1
z. Finally, we assume eventual vote propagation between correct sites; i.e., in spite
of transient partitioning,A is able to eventually send and receive vote information
to/from any other correct site.

Given a particular EC,E , we characterize it by two probability distribution
functions, namelydecE (n) andrepE (n). ValuedecE (n) (resp. repE (n)) denotes
the (conditional) probability thatA, having collectedn votes in a given election,
evaluatesdecide-condition(w)for some valuew (resp. repeat-condition) as true.
More precisely:

Definition 10. decE and repE
Let Tall (n) be the collection of value-vote configurations such that, for each

vci ∈ Tall (n), ∑s∈VC f g(vci ) |s|= n. Given an ECE , let TE
d (n) and TE

r (n) be:

TE
d (n) = {c : c∈ Tall (n) and∃s∈VC f g(c) : ∃d ∈ E : 〈s,{t : t ∈ (VC f g(c)\{s})}〉 ≻ d}

TE
r (n) = {c : c∈ Tall (n) and∀s∈VC f g(c) : ∄d ∈ E : 〈s,{t : t ∈ (VC f g(c)\{s})}〉 ⊲ d}

We define decE and repE as: decE (n) = |TE
d (n)|/zn and repE (n) = |TE

r (n)|/zn.

Clearly, repE (n) anddecE (n) correspond to exclusive events. Hereafter, we
restrict our analysis to ECs where∀n : repE (n) < 1.5

We are able to characterize availability and number of rounds to decide in any
generic EC, as long as we know itsdecE (n) andrepE (n). Such probability distri-
butions enable us to abstract our study from the details of each particular EC.

Hereafter, we write(x
y) to denote the binomial coefficient ofx andy.

4.1.2.1 Availability

We adopt the conventional definition of availability [PW95]of quorum systems,
according to which availability is the probability that thesystem will eventually
agree on some value. Since we assume eventual vote propagation between cor-
rect sites, transient partitioning is irrelevant when quantifying eventual decision;
thus, we look at the system of correct sites as co-existing inthe same (imaginary)
partition.

Agreement is achieved by a possibly null, finite sequence of elections with
a repeatoutcome, followed by one election with adecideoutcome. Therefore,
the probability that the system decides is given by the probability that it either
decides in the first election; or that the first election hasrepeatoutcome and the
second election decides; and so forth. We precisely derive the availability of an EC
quantifying such a probability, as follows.

5This means that we leave out useless ECs that can only infinitely repeat elections, and never
decide.
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Theorem 2. The availability of ECE is given by:

|Sites|

∑
n=0

(

y
n

)

(1− pf )
n p(|Sites|−n)

f decE (n)

1− repE (n)
(4.1)

Due to [FLP85], availability is less than one if at least one site may be faulty.
Looking at the above expression, this implies∀n,decE (n)+ repE (n) < 1, which
means that an election may block (i.e. never return any outcome).

4.1.2.2 Communication Rounds To Decide

Availability determines the probability that a system decides within a finite period
of time, no matter how long it is.

we are also interested in knowing how fast it reaches such a decision. We may
characterize that by the probability of decision within a given number of rounds,r.
We denote such a probability distribution asPE

d (r).
In order to derivePE

d (r), we need to obtain the probability thatA collects new
votes at each round.pv(vi → vf ; r) denotes the probability that, starting fromvi

votes,A collectsvf votes afterr rounds. pv depends on how one models network
inaccessibility due to transient partition changes. However, independently of such
a model, we know thatpv(vi → vf ; r) = 0 if vf < vi ; it is trivial to show that the
algorithm ensures such a property.

Different models of network inaccessibility may be considered. Their study is
out of the scope of the present thesis. As an illustration, one possible model of net-
work inaccessibility is the following: at the end of a given communication round,
the partitionA belongs to does not include a givencorrectsite with a constant and
uniform probability,h. We designate such a model asMp. We precisely quantify
(and prove correct) the probability distributionpv with modelMp in Appendix B.2.

We may finally obtain the probability of decision within a given number of
rounds.

Theorem 3. Probability of decision within r rounds
The probability that an arbitrary site, A, starting with Vp = ø, decides any value

within r or less rounds, PEd (r), is given by:

PE
d (r) =

{

0, if r = 0

∑|Sites|
vr=0 pv(0→ vr ; r)decE (vr)+ f (0, r), if r > 0

(4.2)

where f is defined as:

f (vi , r) =
|Sites|

∑
vx=vi

pv(vi→ vx;1)[(repE (vx)−repE (vi))P
E
d (r−1)+ f (vx, r−1)] (4.3)
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Figure 4.2: Values ofdec(n) andrep(n) for EMa j andLP in a system with five sites. We consider
the cases where 3, 4 and 5 values are proposed (z= 3..5); we omit the cases of 0, 1 and
2 values proposed, since bothEMa j andLP behave identically in such cases.

Clearly,PE
d (0) is zero sincedecide-conditionis impossible with an emptyVp.

With r > 0, one may distinguish two situations that fulfilldecide-condition. A first
one corresponds to the cases where, afterr or less rounds,A collected enough votes,
vr , to decide in a single election; this situation correspondsto the first term of the
equation withr > 0 in (4.2). The second term of such an equation corresponds to
the cases where at least onerepeat-conditionis verified, and followed by adecide.
A detailed description of both terms is complex, and can be found in Appendix
B.2.

The above theorem unveils an interesting trade-off betweenavailability and
performance that is intrinsic to ECs. Such a trade-off will become clear in the next
section, which illustrates it by studying the liveness the majority (EMa j) and linear
plurality (LP ) ECs.

4.1.3 Liveness Study of Majority and Linear Plurality ECs

This section studies the liveness characteristics of the majority (EMa j) and linear
plurality (LP ) ECs (as Section 4.1.1.2 defines) in the light of the previousdefini-
tions. The obtained results are the first formal results concerning the state-of-the-
art systems [Kel99, HSAA03] that rely on such ECs.

From EMa j and LP (see Figure 4.1), and by standard combinatorics, one
may obtain the correspondingdecEMa j andrepEMa j , anddecLP andrepLP , respec-
tively. Figure 4.2 presents such values, for different numbers of values proposed
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Figure 4.3: Availability of LP andEMa j, in a system with five sites (3 to 5 concurrent values pro-
posed). LP yields higher availability thanEMa j for any failure probability and any
number of proposals.

(z= |Val|). As expected,repLP is always zero, asLP always decides in the first
election, provided enough votes are collected. Further,decEMa j anddecLP are sim-
ilar whenz is either one or two; in this case, the q-vote configurations of LP with
more than one anti-quorum are of no use, and thus, in practice, LP induces a sim-
ilar behavior asEMa j.6

Whenz≥ 3, decLP is higher thandecEMa j , while repLP is lower thanrepEMa j .
Intuitively, this suggests the following trade-off. On theone hand, the higherdecLP

means thatA will more easily satisfydecide-condition(w), (i.e. with less votes),
thus increasing availability and performance.

On the other hand, when one considersrepeat-condition, the effect of larger
ECs is inverse. The higherdecEMa j allowsA to more easily fulfillrepeat-condition.
A repeatoutcome is useful in situations where the local vote set has reached a state
wheredecide-condition(w)depends on the votes of a number of inaccessible sites
(e.g. permanently faulty sites). In such a situation, arepeatoutcome triggers a new
election, which acts as a new opportunity for decision; in spite of the inaccessible
sites, the new election may eventually lead to a different local vote configuration
that finally fulfills repeat-condition. If, instead,repeat-conditionis not met, the
election outcome is halted until new votes arrive, which maynever happen. There-

6This is easy to understand from Figure 4.1, since the only q-vote configurations that differentiate
LP from EMa j have three or more vote sets (one quorum plus two to three anti-quorums); hence,
they only become relevant forz≥ 3.
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Figure 4.4: Decision probabilities withinr rounds ofLP andEMa j ECs, assumingpf = 0.1,h= 0.1,
and 3 concurrent values proposed (z= 3).

fore, the higherrepEMa j increases availability, at the cost of more elections (hence,
more communication rounds).

We can now analytically deduce the effective outcome of the trade-off on avail-
ability and performance. For the results that we present next, we assume the
Mp model for network inaccessibility (see Section 4.1.2).

We start by analyzing availability. By calculating the expression for availability
(from Theorem 2), using the probability distributions in Figure 4.2 and varying the
failure probability, we obtain the results in Figure 4.3. They show thatLP achieves
higher availability for all values ofpf , no matter how many values are proposed.
Hence, in what concerns availability, the effect of a higherdecLP always dominates
the effect of a higherrepMa jE p.

We now turn our attention to performance, by analyzing the probability of de-
cision within a given number of rounds (using the expressionfrom Theorem 3). As
an example, we analyze a particular case, wherepf = 0.1 andh = 0.1 (whereh is
the probability that, in theMp model, the partition to whichA belongs to does not
include a given correct site). Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 present the corresponding
performance results ofEMa j andLP . We can see that, in this case, the effect of
a higherdecLP always dominates the effect of a higherrepMa jE p, asLP always
achieves higher performance. We have obtained similar results for varying failure
probabilities andh.

The results presented above support the statement thatLP achieves higher
availability and performance thanEMa j. Such a statement has guided the next sec-
tions, which propose to solve the problem of update commitment using epidemic
quorum systems based onLP .
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Figure 4.5: Decision probabilities withinr rounds ofLP andEMa j ECs, assumingpf = 0.1,h= 0.1,
and 4 concurrent values proposed (z= 4).

4.1.4 Summary

Epidemic quorum systems are a basic tool for highly available update commitment
weakly connected networks, e.g. mobile or sensor networks,where connected quo-
rums are improbable. Although recent work has proposed epidemic quorum algo-
rithms, neither were epidemic quorum systems well defined nor was their liveness
well studied.

We formalize epidemic quorum systems and provide a generic characterization
of their availability and performance. Our contribution highlights previously un-
documented trade-offs that arise in epidemic quorum systems. Further, to the best
of our knowledge, it provides the first analytical results that compare proposed
epidemic quorum systems. Finally, the formalism serves as aframework for the
definition of novel epidemic quorum systems, and for subsequent obtention of new
results concerning these systems.

With regard to the present thesis, the obtained results allow us to formally de-
termine which proposed epidemic quorum system is best to base our commitment
protocols on. More precisely, the results confirms the intuition that plurality-based
systems provide better availability and performance than majority-based ones. We
follow this option in the next chapters.
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Figure 4.6: Decision probabilities withinr rounds ofLP andEMa j ECs, assumingpf = 0.1,h= 0.1,
and 5 concurrent values proposed (z= 5).
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4.2 Version Vector Weighted Voting Protocol

We now apply epidemic quorum systems to solve the problem of commitment in
optimistic replication systems in an efficient and fault-tolerant manner. This sec-
tion proposes Version Vector Weighted Voting Protocol (VVWV), a commitment
protocol that is based on a novel extension of the epidemic quorum algorithm that
the previous section introduced. VVWV may be used with any epidemic coterie
(EC).

We take the results in Section 4.1.3 into account, which showthat the linear
plurality EC (LP ) has higher availability and performance than the majorityEC
(EMa j). Accordingly, we adopt the former EC in the following presentation of
VVWV. Nevertheless, VVWV may easily be changed to adopt any EC. Further-
more, VVWV implements epidemic coteries by using weighted voting. As we
explain in the following sections, weighted voting allows for easy self organization
of the static set of replicas.

VVWV handles update commitment when explicit semantic information about
the updates is not available. In the lack of such information, VVWV exclusively re-
lies on the happens-before relation among updates. VVWV assumes the following
reasonable premiss:

Any update issued at some replica, upon its tentative value,is seman-
tically compatible with the sequence of updates that produce that very
tentative view.

u1

u2

u3

u4

u5

u6

u7

u1

u2

u3

u4

u5

u6

u7

  VVWV

Figure 4.7: Example of semantic-oblivious commitment, the policy adopted by VVWV. From an
ever-growing tree of updates, whose edges are the happens-before relations between
them, VVWV eventually agrees on a single path of updates linking the root to a leave to
be committed. All updates concurrent (by happens-before) with such a path abort.

As a direct consequence, update conflicts may only arise fromconcurrent up-
dates. Accordingly, VVWV follows the conservative approach of assuming that
update concurrency (by happens-before) always results in conflicting update sched-
ules.7 In the presence of a set of concurrent updates, it guaranteesthat com-
mitted schedules are always sound by always aborting all updates in the set but

7Although, in practice, two concurrent updates are not necessarily semantically conflicting.
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one. Hence, the distributed system produces a tree of updates, related by happens-
before. VVWV eventually commits the updates along a single connected path from
the root to one of the tree’s leaves, aborting every other update. Figure 4.7 depicts
an example.

One possible solution would be to directly apply the epidemic quorum algo-
rithm that Section 4.1.1.3 introduced to iteratively decide which update to commit
at each level of the tree. Considering the above example, we would run the epi-
demic quorum algorithm to elect one update amongu1 andu2; then, assumingu1

wins, rerun the algorithm to elect one update amongu3 andu4 (or, if u2 wins, to
electu5); and so forth. This is the approach that the Deno replicatedsystem [Kel99]
follows.

In some cases, replicas issue more than one tentative updateprior to its com-
mitment decision. This is increasingly probable when connectivity is weak and
commitment has to wait for significant delays before the other replicas become ac-
cessible. In the meantime, a replica may continue to issue a sequence of happens-
before-ordered tentative updates. In this case, the previous approach, which re-
quires one election to commit each update, is clearly not appropriate.

Instead, it is more efficient to commit sequences of multipleupdates related
by happens-before in a single election. Intuitively, this requires extending the epi-
demic quorum algorithm so as to support multiple-update votes. More than simply
expressing the intention of voting for a given tentative update, a multiple-update
vote might also express the fact that, if the first update doesbecome elected, then
the voter also supports a second update, and so forth. Using such richer vote in-
formation, an adequate extension of the epidemic quorum algorithm would be able
to, when possible, elect more than one update in only one election round.

VVWV achieves such a goal by employing version vectors to identify election
candidates. The flexibility brought by version vectors allows a sequence of one or
more updates to run for the current election as a whole. The candidate is repre-
sented by the version vector corresponding to the tentativeversion obtained if the
entire update sequence was applied to the replica. As the next sections explain,
the election algorithm of VVWV relies on the expressivenessof version vectors
to decide if the update sequence or a prefix of it are to become committed. Con-
sequently, candidates consisting of one or more happens-before-related updates
may commit on a single distributed election round. In weaklyconnected network
environments, where such update patterns are expectably dominant, a substantial
reduction of the update commitment delay is therefore achievable.

A version vector holds one counter per site that replicates the object being
considered. For presentation simplicity, and without lackof generality, we assume
only one object. Furthermore, when some siteA replicates the object with a replica
a, we denote the counter in some version vectorvv that corresponds toA asvv[a]
(instead of the correct notation,vv[A]).

We recall our notation when reasoning about version vectors. Given two ver-
sion vectorsx andy, we write x≤ y to denote that∀i,x[i] ≤ y[i], andx < y to
denote thatx≤ y and∃ j : x[ j] < y[ j]). Further,x ‖ y means thatx andy are not
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comparable, that is, neitherx≤ y nor y≤ x.
The remainder of the section is as follows. Section 4.2.1 addresses the use of

a weighted voting approach based on a plurality coterie. Section 4.2.2 describes
the state maintained at each replica and the two distinctly consistent views that
the protocol offers of each replica. Section 4.2.3 addresses the storage of tentative
updates and their corresponding commitment upon a replica value. Section 4.2.4
describes the epidemic flow of consistency information and Section 4.2.5 defines
how candidates are elected. Finally, Section 4.2.7 summarizes.

4.2.1 Epidemic Weighted Voting with Plurality Coteries

VVWV employs the approach ofweighted voting with fixed per-object currency
[Kel99] to define epidemic coteries. Each replicaa is associated with a given
currency,currencya, which determines its weight in the elections. This approach
allows easy self organization of the system, as weight needsto be redistributed as
network properties change [CK02].

Weights may be easily redistributed by atomic pair-wise interactions, where
replicas exchange fractions of their currency. Replicas need not have a global
knowledge of the currency that each other replica owns. Instead, the may simply
rely on the property that the sum of the currencies held by allreplicas remains
equal to (or lower than) a fixed amount (e.g. 1), in order to take safe commitment
decisions. Hence, some replica may deliver some amount of its current currency to
some other replica by by simply exchanging the latter atomically; no coordination
with the remaining replicas is necessary.

We define the epidemic coterie that VVWV uses in terms of the currencies held
by replicas. We denote such a coterie asW LP . It varies dynamically as currencies
are exchanged among replicas.

W LP is based on a variant of the Linear Plurality EC (LP , which we defined
in Section 4.1.1.2), and was initially proposed by Keleher in [Kel99]. When cur-
rencies are evenly divided among replicas, the epidemic coterie used by VVWV
is equivalent to the Linear Plurality EC (LP ) defined in Section 4.1.1.2. The an-
alytical results we obtain in Section 4.1 justify such a choice over other epidemic
coteries proposed in literature.

Prior to definingW LP , we need to define the auxiliary notion of set currency:

Definition 11. Set Currency.
Let s be a set of replicas. The set currency of s, denoted cur(s), is given by

cur(s) = ∑a∈ scurrencya.

We definition theW LP EC as follows:

Definition 12. Weighted Linear Plurality EC.
The Weighted Linear Plurality EC,W LP , is defined by the set of q-vote config-

urations, such that, for each q-vote configuration, qc= 〈Qqc,{Aqc
1 ,Aqc

2 , ..,Aqc
n }〉 ∈

W LP :
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1. ∀k,cur(Qqc) > cur([ø]qc) or (cur(Qqc) = cur([ø]qc)∧Qqc <break [ø]qc

and

2. ∀k,cur(Qqc) > cur([Aqc
k ]qc) or (cur(Qqc) = cur([Aqc

k ]qc)∧ Qqc<break[A
qc
k ]qc,

and

3. ∀qd∈W LP ,qc⊁ qd.

The above<break relation among vote sets is the same as defined in Section
4.1.1.2.

Having defined the epidemic coterie, it is straightforward to use the algorithm
described in Section 4.1.1.3 to devise an update commitmentprotocol. In such
a protocol, each tentative update that a replica issued would be submitted as a
candidate to the current epidemic election.8

However, such a protocol would not efficiently handle sequences of multiple
updates related by happens-before. In such a case, it would require one election
per update, where intuitively it would seem possible to elect a whole sequence in
a single election round. The next sections show how VVWV extends the above
algorithm so as to attain such a goal.

4.2.2 Replica State and Access to Committed and Tentative Views

Each replicaa maintains the following state:

• decidedForCommitr , which consists of a version vector that identifies the
most recent decided-for-commitment version thata is currently aware of;

• votesa[1..N], which stores, for each replicak = 1,2, ..,N, the version vector
corresponding to the candidate voted for byk, as known bya; or ⊥, if the
vote of such a replica has not yet been known toa;

• cura[1..N], which stores, for each replicak = 1,2, ..,N whose vote replicaa
has knowledge of, the currency associated with such a vote;

• committeda[1..ca], which stores each committed update ata according to
the agreed commitment order (whereca denotes the number of committed
updates ata);

Each site offers two possibly distinct views over the value of a replicaa: the
committed view and one tentative view. The first reflects a strongly consistent value
of the replicated object that is obtained by the ordered application of the updates
in committeda. On the other hand, the tentative view exposes a weakly consistent
value that corresponds to the candidate version that is currently voted by the local
replica,votesa[r].

8Wheretentative updateswould correspond to what the notation in Section 4.1 callsproposed
values.
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Write requests from applications are performed upon the tentative view. Each
write request results in a new tentative update,u, that is appended to the end of
the r-schedule as executed (i.e. asu). The resulting new r-schedule causes the
replica to propose and vote for a new candidate. More precisely, the proposeSch
(see Section 3.2.5) is, in VVWV, specified as follows:

(adva advances the counter corresponding toa in the supplied version vector
by one.)

Algorithm 11 proposeSch(schedules) at replicaa, in VVWV

1: if votesa[r] =⊥ then
2: votesa[r]← adva(decidedForCommitr ).
3: cura[r] = currencya.
4: else
5: votesa[r]← adva(votesa[r])

In casea has not voted yet, then it casts a vote for the candidate representing
the new tentative schedule, which includes the new update,u, which was issued
upon the current committed version. Otherwise, it means that u is issued upon the
value resulting from the ordered application of the tentative updates of the current
vote ofa. In this case, its vote is extended to a candidate that representsu and the
tentative updates that precede it.

4.2.3 Update Propagation and Commitment

The protocol proposed hereafter requires only that the replicated system ensures
the prefix property. Apart from that requirement, VVWV is orthogonal to the the
issues of actual propagation and storage of tentative updates.

VVWV does not impose the decision of whether to transfer and store, at each
individual replica, (1) the tentative updates belonging toevery candidate in the
current election or, alternatively, (2) only those concerning the replica’s own can-
didate. This means that, at the time a replica determines that a given candidate
has won the election and, thus, its updates should be committed, such updates may
not be immediately available (if the replica adopts mode (2)). Instead, they will be
eventually collected through later anti-entropy sessionswith other replicas.

Consequently, there may occur a discrepancy between the most recent version
that VVWV has decided at a given replicaa and the actual stable value that is
locally accessible ata. In fact, the number of updates incommitteda, notedca,
may be lower than the number of updates that have actually been determined by
VVWV as belonging to the decided-for-commitment path. In such a case, the
replica’s committed value does not yet reflect the most recent decided versiona is
aware of.

As a consequence, VVWV is flexible enough to support sites with differing
memory limitations. On one hand, sites with rich memory resources may store
every update associated with each candidate, hence being able to immediately gain
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access to the most recent known decided value as each new stable version is de-
termined by VVWV. On the other hand, memory-constrained devices may opt to
restrict themselves to storing only the updates of their owncandidate and, thus, al-
low for occasional delays in the availability of the most recent decided value when
rival candidates win an election. In either case, however, the efficiency of VVWV
in taking commitment decisions is not affected. Both strategies may transparently
co-exist in a system of replicas of the same logical object.

From the viewpoint of VVWV, the procedure for committing a sequence of
updatesu1, ..,um is therefore comprised of the following steps:

1. For each update,uk(k = 1..m), committeda[ca +k]← uk;

2. ca← ca +m;

The above procedure occurs onceu1, ..,um become both available at replicaa
and eachu has been decided for commitment by VVWV.

4.2.4 Anti-entropy

Voting information is propagated through the system via anti-entropy sessions es-
tablished between pairs of accessible sites. Voting information may be piggy-
backed to the anti-entropy sessions that Section 3.2.4 described. During an anti-
entropy session, a requesting site, holding replicaA, updates its local election
knowledge with information obtained from another site, holding replicaB. In case
B has more up-to-date election information, it transfers such information toA. Fur-
thermore, ifA has not yet voted for a candidate that competes against the one voted
for by B, A accepts the latter, thus contributing to its election.

At each anti-entropy session, the following procedure is carried out atomically:

1. If decidedForCommita < decidedForCommitb then

(a) decidedForCommita← decidedForCommitb;

(b) Let toCommita = u1, ..,um be the totally ordered sequence of uncom-
mitted updates that, starting from the currently committedvalue ata,
produces the newdecidedForCommita version. If a prefix oftoCommita,
u1, ..,uk(k≤ m) is locally available ata, then commit such updates in
that order;

(c) If ca < cb then commit update sequence
committedb[ca +1], ..,committedb[cb].

(d) ∀k s.t. votesa[k]‖decidedForCommita or
votesa[k]≤ decidedForCommita, thenvotesa[k]←⊥;

2. If (votesa[a] =⊥ anddecidedForCommita < votesb[b]) or
votesa[a] < votesb[b] then

votesa[a]← votesb[b] andcura[a]← currencya;
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Figure 4.8: Example of update generation and anti-entropy: four replicas with unevenly distributed
currencies start from a common initial stable versiondecidedForCommitr = 〈0,0,0,0〉.

3. ∀k 6= a s.t. (votesa[k] =⊥ anddecidedForCommita < votesb[k])
or votesa[k] < votesb[k] then

votesa[k]← votesb[k] andcura[k]← curb[k].

The first step ensures that, in caseb knows about a more recent decided-for-
commitment version,a will adopt it. This means thata will regard the elections
that originated the newly decided-for-commitment versionas completed (1a) and,
therefore, commit the winner updates that are available at the moment.

In (1b), any winner updates that are already locally stored (tentatively) are
committed. After that, the set of committed updates held byb that have not yet
been committed at replicaA are collected and committed by the latter (1c). Finally,
further elections are prepared by keeping only the voting information that will still
be meaningful for their outcome (1d). Namely, these are the votes on candidates
that succeed (by happens-before) the decided-for-commitment version.

As a second step of anti-entropy,a is persuaded to vote for the same candidate
as the one voted byb, provided thata has not yet voted for a competing candidate
(2). Subsequently,a updates its current knowledge of the current election with
relevant voting information that may be held byb (3). Namely,a stores each vote
that it is not yet aware of or whose candidate is more completethan the one it
currently has knowledge of.

Figure 4.8 depicts an example with four replicas of a given object. After some
update activity, a conflict occurs betweenu′1 andu′4; hence, two rival candidates
end up running for the election.

4.2.5 Election Decision

The candidates being voted in an election represent update paths that traverse
through one of more versions beyond the initial point definedby the decided-for-
commitment version,decidedForCommitr . These possibly divergent candidate up-
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date paths may share common prefix sub-paths. The following definition expresses
this concept.

Definition 13. Maximum Common Version.
Given two version vectors, v1 and v2, their maximum common version is a

version vector, mcv(v1,v2), s.t.∀k,mcv(v1,v2)[k] = min(v1[k],v2[k]).
For simplicity, we represent mcv(mcv(mcv(v1,v2)), ...),vm) by mcv(v1,v2, ..,vm).

Theorem 4. Let v1, ..,vm ∈ votesa, be one or more candidate versions known
by replica a, each denoting a tentative update path startingfrom the decided-
for-commitment version, decidedForCommitr . Their maximum common version,
mcv(v1, ..,vm), constitutes the farthest version of an update sub-path that is mu-
tually traversed by the update paths of v1, ..,vm. Complementarily, the total cur-
rency voted for such a common sub-path is obtained by voteda(mcv(v1, ..,vm)) =
cura[v1]+ ...+cura[vm].

Proof. Assume, by contradiction, thatm= mcv(v1, ..,vm), is not the farthest ver-
sion of an update sub-path that is shared by the update paths of v1, ..,vm; in-
stead, such a version is given bym′ 6= m. By definition of mcv, m′ ≯ m; oth-
erwise,m′ ≤ vi ,∀i, wouldn’t be verified. So,m′ < m, which implies that∃k s.t.
m′[k] < m[k]≤ v1[k] andm′[k] < m[k]≤ v2[k]. Sincem′ identifies the farthest com-
mon sub-path, the differences betweenm′[k] andv1[k], as well asm′[k] andv1[k],
must have respectively resulted from concurrent tentativeupdates generated by
replicak. However, replicak is not allowed to issue concurrent updates when hold-
ing the samedecidedForCommitk: if votesk[k] = ⊥ (Section 4.2.2), it means that
∄i 6= k s.t. votesk[i] represents any tentative update fromk. By anti-entropy, this is
also verified at any other replica.

VVWV is responsible for progressively determining common sub-paths of can-
didate versions that manage to obtain a plurality of votes. Before describing this
decision, we define the notion of currency collectable by a candidatec:

collectablea(c) = ∑(cur[k] : votesa[k] =⊥ ∨votesa[k] < c).

The currency collectable by a candidatec is obtained from the currencies of the
votes that, despite not supportingc, may evolve to such a condition; namely, votes
on candidates that happen-beforec or⊥.

We may now define the election condition of VVWV.

Definition 14. Let w be a version vector s.t. w= mcv(w1, ..,wm) where w1, ..,wm∈
votesa and1≤m≤ N. w wins an election when:

1. voteda(w) > 0.5, or

2. ∀l s.t. l = mvc(l1, .., lk), l1, .., lk ∈ votesa, 1≤ k≤ N, and l‖ w,
and also∀l s.t. l = mcv(l i : l i ∈ votesa∧ l i < w),
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Figure 4.9: Election decision for replicarB at the final state of the example in Figure 4.8. Candidate
〈1,0,0,1〉 has collected a plurality of votes and, thus,u1 andu4 will be committed in
that order.

(a) voteda(w) > voteda(l)+collectablea(l), or

(b) voteda(w) = voteda(l)+collectablea(l) and w≺a l.

The above rules state the conditions that guarantee that a candidate has col-
lected sufficient votes to win an election. Essentially, therules imply that each
individual update that becomes elected acquires the required quorum of votes (and
its concurrent updates the necessary anti-quorum of votes)of some q-vote config-
uration from theW LP epidemic coterie.

The votes may constitute a majority, when the amount of currency voted on the
winning candidate surpasses 0.5; or a plurality, when the voted currency is greater
than the maximum potentially obtainable currency of any other rival candidate.
This includes not only common sub-paths ofknownconcurrent candidates; but
also a hypotheticalunknownconcurrent candidate for which non-concurrent votes
can still potentially evolve to.

It should be noted that only the non-concurrent votesvi such thatvi < w may
evolve tov′i > vi wherev′i ‖ w. Instead, this is not the case for votesv j such that
v j ≥ w, asw will happens-before anyv′i > v j .

Finally, the case of ties is decided by the≺a relation; we discuss it shortly, in
Section 4.2.6.1.

Determining if a candidate has won an election depends exclusively on in-
formation that is locally available at each replica. This means that, once having
collected enough voting information, a given replica is able to decide, by its own,
to commit a candidate version that locally fulfills the election winning conditions.
Hence, update commitment is accomplished in a purely decentralized manner. Fig-
ure 4.9 illustrates the different maximum common versions that replicarB analyzes
after the example in Figure 4.8 in order to determine the election outcome;rB is
able to decide that updatesu1 andu4 should be committed as soon as available at
r2.

After finding a new winner version vector,w, a replicaa atomically takes the
following steps to accept the election decision and preparefor the next election:

1. decidedForCommitr ← w;

2. ∀vk ∈ votesa s.t. vk‖w or vk ≤ w, votesa[k]←⊥;
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3. Let toCommita = u1, ..,um be the totally ordered sequence of uncommitted
updates that, starting from the currently committed value at a, produces the
new decidedForCommitr version. FunctiongetNewDecidedSch(see Sec-
tion 3.2.5 returns the prefix oftoCommita, u1, ..,uk(k ≤ m) that is locally
available ata.

After accepting the election result by setting the winning version as the new
decided-for-commitment version, the second step resets all the defeated candidates
to⊥. Depending on the local availability of the updates that belong to the winning
candidate, they may be returned in a new stable schedule bygetNewDecidedSch
and, consequently, then commit into the replica’s stable value (as defined in the
generic protocol in Section 3.2.5); otherwise, further anti-entropy sessions will
ensure that such updates are eventually collected and, then, committed. A new
election can then take place.

4.2.6 Correctness

VVWV satisfies the criterion of eventual consistency (EEC).Namely:

1. for every replicaa, scha is sound; and

2. at any moment, for each replicaa, there is a prefix ofscha, denotedallStabler ,
that is semantically equivalent to a prefix ofschb, for every other replicab;
and

3. allStabler grows monotonically by suffixing over time; and

4. allStabler is sound; and

5. for every updateu, generated at any replica, and for every replicaa, after a
sufficient finite number of anti-entropy sessions,allStabler either includesu
or u.

We do not present an extensive proof of the above statement. VVWV clearly
ensures the first and third conditions of EEC. It is easy to prove the second and
fourth conditions from the following lemma.

Lemma 3. After all elections have been completed at every replica andall updates
belonging to the resulting decided-for-commitment path have been committed at
every replica,∀r, t, replica a has committed the same ordered sequence of updates
as t.

Proof. We present an outline of the proof, which is based on the prooffor the
Deno replicated system [Kel99]. Assume that all replicas start with a common
decided-for-commitment value,decidedForCommit0. It follows directly from the
protocol that, ifvotesa[ j] = k for any r, j,k, then for anyl such thatdecidedFor-
Commitl = decidedForCommitr = decidedForCommit0, votesl [ j] will either be⊥
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or v, wherev is comparable withk (i.e., v≤ k or v > k). Let S= v1, ..,vm, where
v1, ..,vm ∈ votesa, andw = mcv(v1, ..,vm). Assume now thata decides thatw wins
the election, thus settingdecidedForCommitr ← w; hence, the currency collected
by w prevented any rivalc ‖ w to be declared winner. For each replicam such
that decidedForCommit0 ≤ decidedForCommitm < w, it can be shown that, for
eachs∈ S, votesm[s] must either be⊥ or comparable withw; this prevents any
rival c ‖ w to be decided winner atm. By anti-entropy,m will eventually receive
enough voting information to determine thatw has collected a plurality, or directly
receive the outcome of the election from another replicap having decidedFor-
Commitp ≥ w. As the totally ordered set of updates that producew is eventually
propagated to every replica, they will be accordingly be committed in that order,
the same at every replica.

4.2.6.1 Tie Breaking with Multiple-Update Candidates

TheW LP EC, which we define in Section 4.2.1, relies on an order relation among
vote sets (the<break relation) in order to resolve situations where two vote sets
obtain the same currency; i.e. to break tied elections. In Section 4.2.1, we have
proven that the<break relation ensures thatW LP is an EC. This implies that, in
the presence of a tie,<break will always break it in favor of the same candidate; no
matter which replica (whose partial view of the current voteconfiguration of the
system may differ with other replicas) we consider.

For the moment, we only know that the above proposition is true when we use
the basic epidemic quorum algorithm, which Section 4.1.1.3defines, and which
can only handle single-update (or single-value) candidates. Nevertheless, VVWV
reasons about multiple-update candidates. It is, then, necessary to devise an order
relation, which we denote≺a, among vote sets on multiple-update candidates that
still ensures that ties are broken consistently at every replica.

In this section, we define≺a and prove its safety
A tie between candidatesx andy is decided at replicaa by choosingx if the

partial relationx≺a y holds. Intuitively,x≺a y if a replicavx contributes with its
vote to the candidatex and no other voter with a lower identifier thanvx contributes,
or may ever contribute whilex is still a candidate, with its vote to candidatey.
Formally,≺a is defined as follows:

Definition 15. Tie breaking relation. Let x and y be two version vectors so that
x‖ y and that, at replica a,∃ i, j : decidedForCommitr < x≤ votesa[i] and decid-
edForCommitr < y≤ votesa[ j].

We say that a tie between x and y at a is broken in favor of x, or x≺a y, if and
only if ∃vx such that

1. votesa[vx] > mcv(x,y) and votesa[vx]≥ x, and

2. ∀vy < vx, votesa[vy] > mcv(x,y) and votesa[vy] ‖ y.
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Since≺a is a partial relation, it may happen that, at some point in time, two
candidatesx andy are not related by≺a. In this case, the tie breaking decision
is deferred until sufficient voting information is receivedto decide eitherx≺a y
or y≺a x (or until the tie ceases to be verified). The following theorem ensures
the correctness of VVWV when election decisions are made by breaking ties using
≺a. Intuitively, it states that, if a tie between two rival candidatesx andy at a given
election is broken at a replicaa by deciding the victory ofx, then no different tie
breaking decisions will ever be obtained at any replica.

Theorem 5. If, at some moment, x≺a y is verified at a replica a, then y≺i x will
never be verified at any replica i= 1..N.

Proof. Assume that, at a given moment,x≺a y and thatvx is defined as in Def-
inition 3. Then, it follows directly from the definition of≺a that y ⊀a x. Fur-
ther, assume, by absurd, thaty ≺r ′ x, wherer ′ denotesa in some point in the
future. This means that either (a)votesr ′ [vx] � x, or (b) ∃vy < vx : votesr ′ [vy] >
mcv(x,y) andvotesr ′ [vy] is comparable to y, i.e.votesr ′ [vy] < y or votesr ′ [vy] ≥ y
(where previously, by definition of≺a, votesa[vy] ‖ y since x ≺a y). Accord-
ing to the protocol,∀i,votesa[i] 6= ⊥, votesa[i] may only be changed, at each
single step, tov > votesa[i], or to ⊥; it follows from this that (a) and (b) im-
ply that, at some step,votesa[vx] ← ⊥, or votesa[vy] ← ⊥, respectively. Such
an assignment is caused by a newdecidedForCommit′r version ata such that
decidedForCommit′r 
 mcv(x,y) (otherwise, neithervotesa[vx] > mcv(x,y) nor
votesa[vy] > mcv(x,y) would have been changed). So, one of two cases must have
occurred: (1)decidedForCommit′r ‖ mcv(x,y), and hencedecidedForCommit′r ‖ x
anddecidedForCommit′r ‖ y; or (2)decidedForCommit′r > mcv(x,y), and thus (by
a corollary of Theorem 1, and asx ‖ y) eitherdecidedForCommit′r ‖ x or decid-
edForCommit′r ‖ y (or both). It can easily be proven that VVWV ensures that
∀ i,votesa[i] > decidedForCommit′r ; so, neither bothx and y will be candidates
with decidedForCommit′r , as at leastx ‖ decidedForCommit′r or y ‖ decidedFor-
Commit′r , and thereforey ⊀a x; this contradicts the initial hypothesis. A similar
reasoning extends the proof to the case of other replicas.

4.2.7 Summary

We propose a protocol, VVWV, based on epidemic weighted voting for achieving
such a goal with better availability than traditional primary commit approaches. We
improve previous epidemic weighted voting solutions by allowing commitment of
multiple, happens-before-related updates at a single distributed election round.
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4.3 Decentralized Commitment With Rich Semantics

VVWV does not need any explicit semantic information about the updates as it
relies on the happens-before relation among updates. VVWV follows a conser-
vative approach, which assumes that any concurrent updates(by happens-before)
may conflict. Hence, in the presence of a set of concurrent updates, it guarantees
that committed schedules are sound by always aborting all updates in the set but
one. However, such a conservative approach has the drawbackof aborting updates
unnecessarily.

In some cases, some richer semantic knowledge about the issued updates is
available. For instance, Bayou’s applications provide dependency checks [TTP+95]
along with each update. A dependency check is an application-specific conflict de-
tection method, which receives the value resulting from a given schedule as input.
The output tells whether the update may be safely appended tothe end of such a
schedule or not, which respectively yields compatibility or conflict relations be-
tween the update and the schedule. Even richer semantic information is available,
in IceCube [KRSD01] or the Actions-Constraints Framework (ACF) [SBK04]. The
approach of IceCube and the ACF reifies semantic relations asa graph where nodes
correspond to updates, and edges consist of semantic constraints of different kinds.

When rich semantic knowledge is available, one would expectthe commitment
protocol to take advantage of it. The advantage should be twofold. On one hand,
richer semantics should minimize aborts needed for combining divergent tentative
updates into a sound schedule, to later become decided. On the other hand, richer
semantics should accelerate commitment by permitting a weaker-than-total order
among the stable schedules of the system. We illustrate bothpotential improve-
ments with an example.

Consider the classic example of a bank account whose state isreplicated op-
timistically. The bank account is co-owned by Alice and Bob,each requesting
account operations (i.e., writes) to a distinct replica. The bank account is modified
by debit and credit operations, and its semantics require that it must never have a
negative balance. Assume that, right before a partition disconnects both replicas,
they have an identical value, with a balance of 100 euro. During disconnection,
Alice requests to debit the account by 100 euro, which results in tentative update
u1. Concurrently, Bob requests the following operations, in this order: to debit the
account by 50 euro (u2), to credit it by 100 euro (u3), and to credit it by 70 euro
(u4).

If we use VVWV, it eventually decides to either commitu1 and abortu2, u3

andu4, or vice-versa. However, if richer semantics were available, a commitment
protocol could take better decisions. For instance, it could ignore concurrency
and orderu1 after u3, e.g., committingu2;u3;u1;u4, which is sound according to
semantics; therefore preventing any aborts, while satisfying the semantic condition
of non-negative balances.

Furthermore, the commitment protocol could be more flexible, deciding com-
mitment orders that are weaker than a total order. Recallingour example, the pro-
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tocol may notice that, havingu2;u3 committed, no matter the order by which each
individual site executesu1 andu4, the same correct balance is eventually achieved
system-wide. Hence, the commitment protocol may simply agree on a partial order
(sinceu2 andu3 need not be ordered), rather than a total order; expectedly,such a
weaker agreement should be easier, and thus more rapidly attainable.

Previous work on commitment for semantic optimistic replication, such as
Bayou [DPS+94] or IceCube [KRSD01], centralizes agreement at a centralsite.
This is clearly not fault-tolerant, which violates the requirements of our work.
Other work decentralizes commitment (e.g., [Kel99]) but ignores semantics, hence
ignoring the above potential advantages.

It is difficult to reconcile semantics and decentralization. One possible ap-
proach would be to incrementally compute a total order amongupdates as they are
issued, using some decentralized algorithm (e.g. Paxos [Lam98]); then abort any
updates that semantically conflict with the preceding schedule in the total order.
However this approach still aborts updates unnecessarily,since the generation of
the total order is oblivious of semantics. To illustrate, recall the above example
and assume the agreed total order isu1;u2;u3;u4; according to semantics,u2 must
abort. Furthermore, such an approach always computes a total order, neglecting
opportunities where semantics allow weaker, hence less costly in number of mes-
sages, orders.

Naturally, a better approach is to partially order updates taking semantics into
account. However, to the best of our knowledge, no previously proposed solution
achieves such a goal in a decentralized fashion.

In joint work with Pierre Sutra and Marc Shapiro [SBS07], we have extended
VVWV and, assuming that rich semantic knowledge is available, so as to achieve
the goal of decentralized semantic commitment. This section describes and dis-
cusses such work, which complements our contributions in the previous sections
of the chapter.

We consider one already existing formalism for expressing semantics, the Actions-
Constraints Framework (ACF) [SBK04], which is able to express a rich semantic
repertoire. The result is a protocol that is able to produce the ideal commitment
decisions that we illustrate in the initial example above.

Similarly to VVWV, its semantic extension is decentralized, achieving con-
sistency by means of the same epidemic voting approach as VVWV. Instead of
agreeing on happens-before-related update sequences, theprotocol handles seman-
tic graphs, calledmultilogs, as candidates for commitment. Commitment evolves
by incrementally agreeing on candidate sub-graphs as decided. Consequently, and
as the next sections show, agreement requires a more complexanalysis and com-
parison of candidates than in the semantic-oblivious case.

We hereafter present an abstract protocol, whose operationdepends on the def-
inition of eligible candidates, which we leave open. We describe the properties
that eligible candidates must satisfy and, as an exercise, propose two possible defi-
nitions. As we discuss, the proposed definitions are not entirely satisfactory, either
because they do not fully exploit semantics, or because theydepend on a single
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point of failure. Nevertheless, we advocate that such an analysis lays the ground
for an appropriate definition of eligible candidate and, consequently, for solving
the decentralized semantic commitment problem.

We should note that the issue of adequate semantic formalisms is out of the
scope of the present thesis. In particular, this section does not aim at claiming
that the ACF is the most appropriate semantic formalism for the environments that
the thesis considers. In the scope of the thesis, the choice of the ACF is merely
justified by its very rich semantic expressiveness [SBK04] and by its relevance as
a semantic formalism among other existing alternatives (e.g. [KRSD01], [Lam05]
or [FG00]).

The remainder of the section is organized as follows. Section 4.3.1 starts by
introducing the Actions-Constraints Framework, mapping it against the system
model and terminology that we present in Chapter 3. Section 4.3.2 then describes
how to generically support optimistic replication with theACF. The issue of update
commitment is left for the subsequent sections. Section 4.3.3 discusses centralized
approaches to achieve update commitment in a system relyingon the ACF. Sections
4.3.4 and 4.3.5 then addresses the problem of decentralizedsemantic update com-
mitment, proposing two possible solutions and analyzing their limitations. Finally,
Section 4.3.6 summarizes.

4.3.1 Actions-Constraints Framework

The ACF designates a request to execute some logical operation as anaction. An
action corresponds to an update in the terminology introduced in Section 3.2; in
the remaining sections, we will use the term action, for coherence with the ACF.

The ACF designates applications and users running at a givensite as the local
client. Clients propose actions, denotedα,β, . . . ∈ Actions. An action might re-
quest, for instance, “Debit 100 euros from bank account number 12345.” The ACF
assumes actions to be unique and distinguishable from one another. Furthermore,
the ACF does not differentiate individual objects; hence, we can regard actions as
applied to a single universal object that all sites fully replicate.

The central data structure of the ACF is themultilog. A multilog is a quadruple
M = (K,→,⊳,∦), representing a graph where the verticesK are actions, and→, ⊳
and∦ (pronounced NotAfter, Enables and NonCommuting respectively) are three
sets of edges calledconstraints.9 We will explain their semantics shortly.

The current knowledge of siteA at time t is the distinguishedsite-multilog
MA(t). Initially, MA(0) = ({INIT},∅,∅,∅), and it grows over time, as we will
explain later.

In the ACF, aschedule Sis a sequence of distinct actions ordered by<S exe-
cuted from the common initial stateINIT . The NotAfter and Enables constraints
of a multilog determine the universe of sound schedules thatmay result from the

9Multilog union, inclusion, difference, etc., are defined ascomponent-wise union, inclusion, dif-
ference, etc., respectively. For instance ifM = (K,→,⊳,∦) andM′ = (K′,→′,⊳′,∦′) their union is
M∪M′ = (K∪K′,→∪→′,⊳∪⊳

′,∦∪∦′).
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multilog. On one hand,α→ β implies that, if bothα andβ appear in a given
schedule, then the schedule ordersβ afterα. On the other hand,α⊳β means that,
if β appears in a given schedule, also doesα. NotAfter is, hence, a (non-transitive)
ordering relation, while Enables is right-to-left (non-transitive) implication.10 An-
tagonism11 between two actionsα andβ, i.e., eitherα or β (or both) must abort, is
represented by having:α NotAfter β andβ NotAfter α.

The ACF denotes the set of schedulesSthat aresoundwith respect to multilog
M asΣ(M). Formally, we may express the previous rules as follows:

S∈ Σ(M)
def
= ∀α,β ∈ Actions























INIT ∈ S
α ∈ S⇒ α ∈ K
α ∈ S∧α 6= INIT ⇒ INIT <S α
(α→β)∧α,β ∈ S⇒ α <S β
(α⊳ β)⇒ (β ∈ S⇒ α ∈ S)

A site’s current state is thesite-schedule SA(t), which is a schedule∈ Σ(MA(t)).
In caseSA(t) has more than one schedule, we assume the site chooses one of the
schedules according to some policy, which is out of the scopeof our work.

We illustrate with an example from [SBS07]. Consider a database system
(more precisely, a serializable database that transmits transactions by value). Let
us assume that shared variablesx,y,z start as zero. Two concurrent transactions
T1 = r(x)0;w(z)1 andT2 = w(x)2 are related byT1→T2, sinceT1 reads a value that
precedesT2’s write.12 T1 andT3 = r(z)0;w(x)3 are antagonistic, thusT1→T3 and
T3→T1. In an execution whereT1 completes and thenT4 = r(z)1 runs, the latter
transaction depends causally on the former, i.e., they may run only in that order,
andT4 aborts ifT1 aborts; we writeT1→T4∧T1⊳T4.

The third constraint type is Non-commutativity. It requires that, given each pair
of non-commuting actions, the sound schedules resulting from every site-multilog
must eventually order the action pair similarly. More precisely, whenα ∦ β, the
system must put either aα→β or β→α at every site-multilog.

Note that schedules may be sound but not satisfy Non-commutativity. In other
words, Non-commutativity is a liveness obligation, and is irrelevant to schedule
soundness.

As an example, transactionsT1 andT5 = r(y)0 commute ifx,y andz are inde-
pendent. In a database system that commits operations (as opposed to committing
values), we may execute transactionsT6 =“Credit 66 euros to Account 12345” and
T7 =“Credit 77 euros to Account 12345” in any order, as addition is a commuta-
tive operation. However, consider that applications require that the order in which
users see the committed deposits be the same, no matter whichsite each user uses
to access the account; in other words, thatT6 andT7 are non-commutative. Then,

10A constraint is a relation in×. By abuse of notation, for some relationR , we write equivalently
(α R β)∈M or α R β or (α,β)∈R . ∦ is symmetric and⊳ is reflexive. They do not have any further
special properties; in particular,→ and⊳ are not transitive, are not orders, and may be cyclic.

11We use ACF terminology for coherence.
12r(x)n stands for a read ofx returning valuen, andw(x)n writes the valuen into x.
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Algorithm 12 ClientActionsConstraints(L)

Require: L⊆ Actions
1: KA :=KA∪L
2: for all (α,β) ∈ KA×KA such thatα→M β do
3: →A :=→A∪{(α,β)}
4: for all (α,β) ∈ KA×KA such thatα⊳M β do
5: ⊳A :=⊳A∪{(α,β)}
6: for all (α,β) ∈ KA×KA such thatα ∦M β do
7: ∦A :=∦A∪{(α,β)}

each site may commitT6 andT7 in any order, as long as that order is the same at all
sites.

4.3.2 Optimistic Replication with the ACF

We now describe a generic optimistic replication protocol using the ACF formal-
ism.

4.3.2.1 Client Behaviour and Client Interaction

A client performs tentative operations by submitting actions and constraints to its
local site-multilog. Actions and constraints will eventually propagate to all sites
by a protocol such as the one we present in Section 3.2.6. As the client submits a
set of actions,L, they are added to its site-multilog. Complementarily, theclient
also adds the constraints that exist between the actions inL, as well as between the
actions inL and the actions already present in the site-multilog.

We assume that, given a pair of actions,α andβ, any client will determine the
same set of constraints betweenα andβ. This is a realistic assumption, generally
present in semantic optimistic replication systems; e.g. Bayou’s conflict checks are
deterministic functions, which always produce the same output when applied upon
the same update schedule.

We abstract such a property of constraint determination by postulating that
clients have access to a sound multilog containing all the semantic constraints be-
tween any possible action that may be submitted:M = (A,→M ,⊳M ,∦M ). As
the client adds actions to its site-mutilog, functionClientActionsConstraints(Al-
gorithm 12) adds constraints with respect to actions that the site already knows.13

To illustrate, consider Alice and Bob working together. Alice uses their shared
calendar at SiteA, and Bob at SiteB. Planning a meeting with Bob in Paris, Al-
ice submits two actions:α =“Buy train ticket to Paris next Monday at 10:00”
andβ =“Attend meeting”. Asβ depends causally onα, M containsα→M β and
α⊳M β. Alice callsClientActionsConstraints({α}) to add actionα to site-multilog

13In the pseudo-code, we leave the current timet implicit. A double-slash and sans-serif font
indicates a comment, as in// This is a comment.
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Algorithm 13 ReceiveAndCompare(M)

Declare: M = (K,→,⊳,∦) a multilog that siteA receives from a remote site
MA :=MA∪M
for all (α,β) ∈ KA×KA such thatα→M β do
→A :=→A∪{(α,β)}

for all (α,β) ∈ KA×KA such thatα ∦M β do
∦A :=∦A∪{(α,β)}

MA, and, some time later, similarly forβ. At this point, Algorithm 12 adds the con-
straintsα→β andα⊳ β taken fromM .

4.3.2.2 Multilog Propagation

The new actions and constraints that a client adds form a multilog that is sent
to remote sites during synchronization sessions with such sites. Upon reception,
receivers merge this multilog into their own site-multilog. By anti-entropy, every
site eventually receives all actions and constraints submitted at any site.

When SiteA receives a multilogM, it executes functionReceiveAndCompare
(Algorithm 13), which first merges what it received into the local site-multilog.
Then, if any constraints exist between previously-known actions and the received
ones, it adds the corresponding constraints to the site-multilog.14

Let us return to Alice and Bob. Suppose that Bob now adds action γ, meaning
“Cancel the meeting,” toMB. Action γ is antagonistic with actionβ; hence,β→M

γ∧ γ→M β. Some time later, SiteB sends its site-multilog to SiteA; when SiteA
receives it, it runs Algorithm 13, notices the antagonism, and adds constraintβ→
γ∧ γ→β to MA. Thereafter, site-schedules at SiteA may include eitherβ or γ, but
not both.

4.3.2.3 Commitment

Epidemic communication ensures that all site-multilogs eventually receive all in-
formation, but site-schedules might still differ between sites.

For instance, let us return to Alice and Bob. Assuming users add no more
actions, eventually all site-multilogs become({INIT ,α,β,γ},{α→ β,β→ γ,γ→
β},{α ⊳ β},∅). In this state, actions remain tentative; at timet, Site A might
executeSA(t) = INIT ;α;β, SiteB SB(t) = INIT ;α;γ, and justINIT at t +1. A com-
mitment protocol ensures thatα, β andγ eventually stabilize, and that both Alice
and Bob learn the same outcome. For instance, the commitmentprotocol might
addβ ⊳ INIT to MA, which guaranteesβ, thereby both guaranteeingα and killing
γ. α, β andγ are now decided and stable at SiteA. MA eventually propagates to

14ClientActionsConstraintsprovides constraints between successive actions submitted at the
same site. These consist typically of dependence and atomicity constraints. In contrast,
ReceiveAndComparecomputes constraints between independently-submitted actions.
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other sites; and inevitably, all site-schedules eventually start with INIT ;α;β, andγ
is dead everywhere.

Before proposing solutions for the commitment problem, we formalize it using
the ACF. In the ACF, an action executes tentatively only, because of conflicts and
related issues. However, an action might have sufficient constraints that its execu-
tion is stable. The ACF distinguishes the following interesting subsets of actions
relative toM.

• Guaranteedactions appear in every schedule ofΣ(M). By definition,INIT is
always guaranteed. Formally,Guar(M) is the smallest subset ofK satisfy-
ing: INIT ∈Guar(M)∧ ((α ∈Guar(M)∧β⊳α)⇒ β ∈Guar(M)).

• Deadactions never appear in a schedule ofΣ(M). Dead(M) is the smallest
subset ofActionssatisfying:((α1, . . . ,αm≥0 ∈Guar(M))∧ (β→α1→ . . .→
αm→β)⇒ β ∈ Dead(M))∧ ((α ∈ Dead(M)∧α⊳β)⇒ β ∈ Dead(M)).

• Serializedactions are either dead or ordered with respect to all Non-Com-
mutativity constraints.

Serialised(M)
def
= {α ∈ K|∀β ∈ K, α∦β⇒ α→β∨β→α∨β ∈Dead(M)∨

α ∈Dead(M)}.

• Decidedactions are either dead, or both guaranteed and serialized.

Decided(M)
def
= Dead(M)∪ (Guar(M)∩Serialised(M)).

• Stable(i.e.,durable) actions are decided, and all actions that precede them by

NotAfter or Enables are themselves stable:Stable(M)
def
= Dead(M)∪{α ∈

Guar(M)∩Serialised(M)|∀β ∈ Actions (β→α∨β⊳α)⇒ β∈Stable(M)}.

Using the terminology introduced in Section 3.2, acommitted actioncorre-
sponds to one that is both guaranteed and stable. Similarly,an aborted action
corresponds to a dead action.

The commitment protocol is responsible for deciding actions. To decidean
action α, relative to a multilogM, means to add constraints toM such thatα ∈
Decided(M). More precisely:

• To guaranteeα, we addα⊳ INIT to the multilog. SinceINIT is, by definition,
guaranteed, this implies that must also be guaranteed.

• To kill α, we addα→α. This makes it impossible forα to appear in any
sound schedule.

• To serialize non-commuting actionsα and β, we add eitherα→ β, β→
α, α→α, or β→ β. This either imposes an order between both actions,
which eventually becomes reflected at every site-multilog,or aborts one of
the actions.
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α < β < γ Decision
β ∦ γ (Serialise) β→ γ

guar. ← β (Kill β) β→β
dead ⊳ β (β is dead)

β ⊲ γ (Kill β) β→β
β not dead by above rules (Guaranteeβ) β⊳ INIT

Figure 4.10: AConservative(<): Applying semantic constraints to a given total order

Multilog M is said sound iffΣ(M) 6= ∅, or equivalently, iffDead(M)∩Guar(M)
is empty. An unsound multilog is definitely broken, i.e., no possible schedule can
satisfy all the constraints, not even the empty schedule.

We are interested in a solution that achieves Explicit Eventual Consistency, as
defined in Section 3.2. The ACF [SB04] defines a related property which, in ACF
terminology, we express by the following conditions:

Definition 16. Eventual Consistency in the ACF. An optimistically replicated sys-
tem is eventually consistent iff it satisfies all the following conditions:

• Local soundness (safety): Every site-schedule is sound:

∀A, t SA(t) ∈ Σ(MA(t))

• Mergeability (safety): The union of all the site-multilogsover time is sound:

Σ(
⋃

A,t

MA(t)) 6= ∅

• Eventual propagation (liveness):∀A,B∈ Sites ∀t ∃t ′ : MA(t)⊆MB(t ′)

• Eventual decision (liveness): Every submitted action is eventually decided:

∀α ∈ Actions ∀A∈ Sites ∀t ∃t ′ : KA(t)⊆ Decided(MA(t ′))

Local soundness guarantees that every execution is safe. Mergeability ensures
that, globally, the system remains sound. Eventual propagation ensures that infor-
mation available at some site is eventually known everywhere. Eventual decision
guarantees that every action is eventually decided.

A commitment algorithm aims to fulfill the obligations of Eventual Decision.
Of course, it must also satisfy the safety requirements. Thenext sections describe
solutions for such a problem. We start by easier centralizedsolutions, and then we
depart to a more interesting decentralized solution.
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4.3.3 Centralized Semantic Commitment

Previously, existing solutions that solve commitment while taking into account a
rich semantic repertoire as the ACF’s were centralized. We denoteA(M) any such
centralized algorithm.A(M) offers decisions based on a single multilogM (the
site-multilog of a distinguished site).

AssumingM is sound, and noting the resultM′ = A(M), A must satisfy the
following requirements:

• A extends its input:M ⊆M′.

• A may not add actions:K′ = K.

• A may add constraints, which are restricted to decisions:

α→′ β ⇒ (α→β)∨ (α ∦ β)∨ (β = α)
α⊳

′ β ⇒ (α⊳β)∨ (β = INIT )
∦′ = ∦

• M′ is sound.

• M′ is stable:Stable(M′) = K.

A could be any algorithm satisfying the above requirements.
One possible algorithm, which we denoteAConservative(<) , starts by ordering

actions, then kills actions for which the order is unsafe. Figure 4.10 illustrates
its operation. Assume that theAConservative(<) has determined a total order,<, of
the actions in a a sound multilog,M. The algorithm decides one action at at time,
iterating over all actions, following the previous order. Let us call the current action
β. Consider actionsα andγ such thatα < β < γ: α has already been decided, while
γ has not. Ifβ ∦ γ, thenAConservative(<) serializes them in schedule order. Ifβ→α,
andα is guaranteed, thenAConservative(<) kills β, becauseβ is incompatible with
the previous decisions. Ifγ⊳ β, AConservative(<) kills β; in this case, it is not known
whetherγ can be guaranteed, soAConservative(<) takes a conservative option. By
definition, if α ⊳ β andα is dead, thenβ is dead. Ifβ is not dead by any of the
above rules, thenAConservative(<) addsβ ⊳ INIT to the multilog, thus decidingβ
guaranteed. The resultingΣ(AConservative(<)(M)) contains a unique schedule.

This approach is safe. However, it should be clear that it tends to kill actions
unnecessarily. The Bayou system [TTP+95] appliesAConservative(<) , where< is the
order in which actions are received at a single primary site.An action aborts if
it fails its dependency check fails (and the corresponding merge procedure does
nothing); we can reify this case as a→ constraint.

An alternative toAConservative(<) is that of IceCube system [KRSD01].AIceCube

does not compute an arbitrary order on actions, rather triesto minimize the number
of dead actions inAIceCube(M). It does so by an optimization algorithm, which
heuristically compares all possible sound schedules that can be generated from the
current site-multilog. The system then outputs a set of possible decisions to the
user, who chooses which one to follow.
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4.3.4 A Generic Decentralized Commitment Protocol

We now address decentralized approaches for semantic commitment. To decen-
tralize commitment, one approach might be to determine a global total order<,
using a decentralized consensus algorithm such as Paxos [Lam98], and to apply
AConservative(<). As above, this order is arbitrary andAConservative(<) tends to kill
unnecessarily.

Instead, the algorithm proposed here allows each site to propose decisions that
minimize aborts and to reach consensus on these proposals ina decentralized man-
ner. This is the subject of the next sections.

4.3.4.1 Overview

Intuitively, one can regard eventual consistency as equivalent to the property that
the site-multilogs of all sites share a commonwell-formed subset(which we de-
fine hereafter) of stable actions, which grows to include every action eventually.
Commitment tries to agree on subsequent extensions of this subset; while, in the
meantime, clients continue to make optimistic progress beyond this subset.

In our protocol, different sites run instances ofA to make proposals for decision
of the actions in their site-multilogs. A proposal is a subset of the site-multilog in
which all its actions are decided. Sites incrementally agree on subsets of proposals,
calledeligible candidates, using an epidemic weighted voting protocol. This works
even ifA is non-deterministic, or if sites use differentA algorithms. Any algorithm
that satisfies the requirements of Section 4.3.3 is suitable.

In what follows,i represents the current site, andj,k range overSites.
We distinguish two roles at each site, proposers and acceptors. A proposer at

some site chooses candidate decisions upon the actions in the corresponding site-
multilog. We employ an epidemic voting approach for commitment, similarly to
VVWV. Each proposer has a fixedweight, such that∑A∈SitesweightA = 1. For pre-
sentation simplicity, and without loss of generality, weights are distributed ahead
of time and remain static.

An acceptor at some site computes the outcome of an election once it becomes
aware of enough votes, and inserts the corresponding decision constraints into the
local site-multilog.

Each siteAstores the most recent proposal received from each proposerin array
proposalsA, of sizen = |Sites| (the number of sites). To keep track of proposals,
each entryproposalsA[B] carries a logical timestamp, denotedproposalsA[B].ts.
Timestamping ensures allows eventual dissemination of proposals even when net-
work links are not FIFO.

Algorithm 14 determines the behavior of each site. First it initializes the site-
multilog and proposals, then it runs a number of parallel iterative threads, which
we detail next. Within a thread, an iteration is atomic, and iterations are separated
by arbitrary amounts of time.
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Algorithm 14 Algorithm at SiteA (each parallel loop is assumed atomic)

Declare: MA: local site-multilog
Declare: proposalsA[n]: array of proposals, indexed by site; a proposal is a mul-

tilog
1: MA :=({INIT},∅,∅,∅)
2: proposalsA :=[(({INIT},∅,∅,∅),0), . . . ,(({INIT},∅,∅,∅),0)]
3: loop // Epidemic transmission
4: Choose B 6= A;
5: Send copy of MA and proposalsA to B
6: ||
7: loop // Epidemic reception
8: Receive multilog M and proposals P from some site B 6= A
9: ReceiveAndCompare(M) // Compute conflict constraints

10: MergeProposals(P)
11: ||
12: loop // Client submits
13: Choose L⊆ Actions
14: ClientActionsConstraints(L) // Submit actions, compute local constraints
15: ||
16: loop // Compute current local state
17: Choose SA ∈ Σ(MA)
18: Execute SA

19: ||
20: loop // Proposer
21: UpdateProposal// Suppress redundant parts
22: proposalsA[A] :=A(MA∪ proposalsA[A]) // New proposal, keeping previous

23: Increment proposalsA[A].ts
24: ||
25: loop // Acceptor
26: w :=Elect()
27: MA :=MA∪w

4.3.4.2 Epidemic Communication

The first two threads (lines 3–10) exchange multilogs and proposals between sites.
FunctionReceiveAndCompare(defined in Algorithm 13, Section 4.3.2.2) performs
conflict detection, comparing newly received actions to previous ones, hence com-
puting constraints among the former and the latter. In Algorithm 16 a receiver
updates its own set of proposals with more recent ones.
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Algorithm 15 UpdateProposal

1: Let P = (KP,→P,⊳P,∦P) = proposalsA[A]
2: KP :=KP\Decided(MA)
3: →P :=→P∩KP×KP

4: ⊳P :=⊳P∩KP×KP

5: ∦P :=∅
6: proposalsA[A] :=P

Algorithm 16 MergeProposals(P)

1: for all B∈ Sitesdo
2: if proposalsA[B].ts< P[B].ts then
3: proposalsA[B] :=P[B]
4: proposalsA[B].ts:=P[B].ts

4.3.4.3 Client, Local State, Proposer

The third thread (lines 12–14) handles tentative activity that the local users submit.
An application submits tentative operations to its local site-multilog, which the site-
schedule will try to execute in the fourth thread. Constraints relating new actions
to previous ones are included at this stage by functionClientActionsConstraints
(which Algorithm 12 defines).

The fourth thread (lines 16–18) computes the current tentative state by selecting
and executing some sound site-schedule.

The fifth thread (20–23) computes proposals by invokingA . A proposal ex-
tends the current site-multilog with proposed decisions. Aproposer may not retract
a proposal that it has already proposed (as it may already have been received by
some other site). Passing argumentMA∪ proposalsA[A] to A ensures these two
conditions. However, once a candidate has either won or lostan election, it be-
comes redundant;UpdateProposalremoves it from the proposal (Algorithm 15).

The last thread (25–27) conducts elections. It waits for eligible candidates
(taken from the proposals that the the site knows of) to be elected. When a site
determines that an eligible candidate,w, has collected enough votes to be elected,
it adds the actions and constraints ofw to the site-multilog. Since the actions inw
are decided actions, they also become decided in the site-multilog. This achieves
the goal of the commitment protocol.

The next section describes the election decision algorithm(Elect).

4.3.5 Election Decision with Semantics

Election decision constitutes the crucial and most difficult step of our decentralized
semantic commitment protocol. We start by describing this step in abstract, expos-
ing the requirements for election safety. We then introducetwo particular solutions
and discuss their appropriateness.
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Essentially, we use the same approach as VVWV, i.e., epidemic weighted vot-
ing. Each proposal (cast by a proposer) is a multilog that possibly includes multiple
candidates, each consisting of a different sub-multilog ofthe proposal that contains
decided actions only. From such candidates, only some well-formed candidates are
eligible candidates. For the moment we leave the notion of eligible candidates un-
defined; we return to it at the end of the section.

Proposers vote for proposals. A vote for a proposal means a vote for each
eligible candidate in the proposal’s multilog. As with VVWV, the election decision
is taken locally at each site, exclusively using local knowledge. Intuitively, an
eligible candidate is elected once it collects enough votesto win the election no
matter the votes that any otherincompatibleeligible candidate (that some other
proposer may propose) may obtain (according to a particularepidemic coterie). As
with VVWV, we consider the epidemic plurality coterie,LP (see Section 4.1.1.2).

As votes become locally available, the election decision algorithm checks wheth-
er any eligible candidate from one of the known proposals satisfies the election
condition. We formalize the election condition at a given site A as follows.

Definition 17. Election Condition.
Let w be an eligible candidate such that∃B : w⊆ proposalsA[B]. w wins an

election when, for all eligible candidate x such that x and w are incompatible:

1. votedA(w) > votedA(x)+collectableA(x), or

2. votedA(w) = votedA(x)+collectableA(x) and w≺A x.

≺A is the tie-breaking rule, as defined in Section 4.2.6.1.

The above condition is practically identical15 to the election condition of VVWV
(see Section 4.2.5). In fact, the intuition behind the condition is similar. Neverthe-
less, the definitions ofincompatible candidates, votedandcollectableare now de-
fined in terms of the ACF, as we describe next. The notion of compatibility is now
more general than in VVWV, as it takes into account the rich semantics contained
in the multilogs.

Definition 18. Two multilogs M and M′ are compatible (which we denote by

compatible(M,M′)) when their union is sound: compatible(M,M′)
def
= Σ(M∪M′) 6=

∅. Otherwise, we say M and M′ are incompatible.

The votes for some eligible candidate,c, are now given by the votes for propos-
als containing the candidate. A proposal that votes for an eligible candidate does
not vote for any other incompatible eligible candidate; otherwise, the proposal

15In fact, it leaves out the condition ofw having more than 50% of votes. VVWV needs such a
condition in order to deal with votes equal to⊥. Since our description of the semantic algorithm
does not allow⊥ proposals, such a condition becomes obsolete. Notice that we consider⊥-votes in
VVWV for the sake of presentation simplicity, only; VVWV mayalso be described without⊥-votes
and using the above election condition.
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would not be sound. Furthermore, as long as none ofc’s incompatible candidates
becomes elected, a proposal voting forc will always hold on to such a vote; this is
easily proven by noting that, in such a case, the proposal canonly evolve monoton-
ically by addition of new actions and constraints. Hence, the following definition
of votedcaptures an equivalent meaning as the homonymous definitionin VVWV:
as long as none ofc’s incompatible eligible candidates is elected, a vote forc will
always supportc and never support any of its incompatible eligible candidates, no
matter how the vote evolves.

Definition 19. The votes for a given eligible candidate, c, at a site A, denoted
votedA(c), are given by:

votedA(c)
def
= ∑

B:c⊆proposalsA[B]

weightB

Finally, we need to define collectable votes in the semantic context. Clearly, a
proposal that does not yet vote for an eligible candidate,c, but is still compatible
with c may potentially grow to includec. For that, it just suffices to add the missing
actions and constraints to the proposal. If, otherwise, we consider an incompatible
proposal, it will never grow to includec; otherwise, the resulting proposal would
not be sound. Consequently, the collectable votes ofc consist of the votes for any
proposal that, not includingc, are compatible withc.

Definition 20.

collectableA(c)
def
= ∑

B:c*proposalsA[B]∧compatible(c,proposalsA [B])

weightB

We return to our example of Alice and Bob. Recall that, once Alice and Bob
have submitted their actions, andA andB have exchanged site-multilogs, both site-
multilogs are equal to({INIT ,α,β},{α→β,α→γ,γ→α},{α⊳β},∅). Now Alice
(SiteA) proposes to guaranteeα andβ, and to kill γ: proposalsA[A] = MA∪{β ⊳

INIT}. In the meanwhile, Bob at SiteB proposes to guaranteeγ andα, and to kill
β: proposalsB[B] = MB∪{γ⊳ INIT ,α⊳ INIT}. These proposals are incompatible;
therefore the commitment protocol will eventually agree onat most one of them.

Consider now a third site, SiteC; assume that the three sites have equal weight
1
3. Imagine that SiteC receives SiteB’s site-multilog and proposal, and sets its own
proposal to one identical to SiteA’s. Some time later, SiteC sends its proposal to
SiteA. At this point, SiteA has received all sites’ proposals. Now SiteA might run
an election, considering a candidateX equal toproposalsA[A].

Now suppose thatX is eligible. votedA(X) = 2
3 is greater than the votes that

any incompatible eligible candidate may potentially collect, which is1
3. Therefore,

SiteA electsX and mergesX into MA. Any other site will either electX (or some
compatible candidate) or become aware of its election by epidemic transmission of
MA.
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Evidently, the safety of election decisions requires that no two incompatible
eligible candidates be elected at any two sites. Interestingly, it is key to such a
requirement that the definition of eligible candidate be sufficiently strict.

We illustrate with an example. Let us naively define eligiblecandidate asany
subset of a proposal; i.e., any multilog would be an eligiblecandidate. Now, con-
sider that three different sites,A, B andC, each concurrently issued actionα, β and
γ, respectively. Further, let their semantics be such thatα→β, β→γ, andγ→α; in
other words, the commitment protocol must abort (at least) one of the actions, in
order to break the cycle.

Assume that, by anti-entropy, every (undecided) action propagate to every site-
multilog. Further, assume thatA proposes to guaranteeα andβ; B proposes to
guaranteeβ and γ; while C proposes to guaranteeα and γ. WhenA receives
C’s proposal, it learns that the eligible candidate corresponding to “α guaranteed”
(α ⊳ INIT ) has collected2

3 of votes, which is enough to elect it. However, ifB re-
ceivesA’s proposal, andC receivesB’s proposal,B andC will also determine that
the eligible candidates ´´β guaranteed” and ´ γ́ guaranteed” (respectively) have
collected enough votes for election. Hence, this counter-example results in each
site having guaranteed one of the three actions. This clearly violates the merge-
ability property of eventual consistency, since at most twoof α, β andγ can be
guaranteed.

Intuitively, we can solve the problem exposed above by requiring that eligible
candidates be larger multilogs. Nevertheless, there is an inherent trade-off in the
definition of eligible candidates, because we also want eligible to be as small as
possible. Allowing small eligible candidates means that wemay earlier consider
them for eligibility (and, hence, commitment). For instance, if a given sub-multilog
of a proposal (held at some site) does not contain all the actions and constraints that
are required for it to be an eligible candidate, then the sitemust wait to receive such
elements from other sites.

Furthermore, a smaller eligible candidate will collect votes faster, since a higher
number of proposals will include the smaller candidate multilog, in comparison to
a superset of it. For instance, it is easy to see that, in the above example, small
eligible candidates of one action would receive more votes than in the case where
eligible candidates had to include all the actions of each cycle of NotAfter con-
straints.

The next sections describe and discuss two safe definitions of eligible candi-
dates.

4.3.5.1 Solution 1: Happens-Before-Related Eligible Candidates

To illustrate a safe definition of eligible candidate, we start by devising one such
definition from VVWV. As Section 4.2 explains, the sole semantics that VVWV
considers about its actions are derived from the happens-before relation between
them. More precisely, if two actions,α and β, are related by happens-before,
then VVWV assumes them to be causally related; if, otherwise, the actions are
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concurrent by happens-before, VVWV regards them as antagonistic. Using ACF’s
terminology, this means that the universe of multilogs in VVWV is restricted to
those constructed as follows.

Given a pair of actions,α andβ:

• If α happens-beforeβ (or vice-versa), there exists a possibly empty (happens-
before-related) sequence of actions,γ1, ..γn, such thatα→ γ1∧α ⊳ γ1∧ ..∧
γn→β∧ γn⊳β (or, respectively,β→ γ1∧β⊳ γ1∧ ..∧ γn→α∧ γn⊳ α);

• If α andβ are concurrent by happens-before, thenα→β andβ→α.

• No more client constraints exist betweenα andβ.

The eligible candidates are subsets of the above multilogs.Each eligible candi-
date includes a given action and all the actions that causally precede it, all of which
are guaranteed. In other words, an eligible candidate triesto commit a sequence
of happens-before-related actions (starting from the initial state), as Section 4.2.5
defined.

Using this definition of eligible candidates, we obtain VVWV. The safety of
VVWV implies that this definition of eligible candidates is safe. However, in prac-
tice this definition assumes a semantic-oblivious protocol, in which multilogs can-
not be more expressive than the construction we described above.

4.3.5.2 Solution 2: Stable-Closed Eligible Candidates

A more interesting eligible candidate definition would consider the full semantic
power of the ACF, i.e. eligible candidates taken from the complete universe of
sound multilogs. This section describes one such definition, as proposed by Sutra
[SBS07], and proven safe by Sutra in [SBS06]. We designate itasstable-closed
eligible candidates.

A stable-closed eligible candidate16is a multilog that satisfies two conditions.
First, the multilog must be awell-formed prefixof some proposalP:

Definition 21. Well-formed prefix. Let M= (K,→,⊳,∦) and M′ = (K′,→′,⊳′,∦′)

be two multilogs. M′ is a well-formed prefixof M , noted M′
wf
⊏ M, if (i) it is a

subset of M , (ii) it is stable, (iii) it is left-closed for itsactions, and (iv) it is closed

16Stable-closed eligible candidates allow for a smaller set of incompatible eligible candidates to
be considered in the election condition. More precisely, given a stable-closed eligible candidatew,
the election condition forw needs only consider the incompatible eligible candidates that contain the
same set of actions asw. A formal definition may be consulted in [SBS07].
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for its constraints.

M′
wf
⊏ M

def
=































M′ ⊆M
K′ = Stable(M′)

∀α,β ∈ Actions β ∈ K′⇒







α→β⇒ α→′ β
α⊳ β⇒ α⊳

′ β
α ∦ β⇒ α ∦′ β

∀α,β ∈ Actions (α→′ β∨α⊳
′ β∨α ∦′ β)⇒ α,β ∈ K′

For instance, if a→ or ⊳ cycle is present inM , every well-formed prefix either
includes the whole cycle, or none of its actions.

Unfortunately, because of concurrency and asynchronous communication, it is
possible that some sites know of a→ cycle, while others do not. Moreover, some
sites may only be aware of parts of a cycle. Therefore, we alsoneed the following
second condition for eligibility:

Definition 22. Omniscience Condition. A multilog M satisfies the omniscience
condition if, for any action in K, all the action’s predecessors by client17 NotAfter,
Enables and NonCommuting constraints are in M.

More precisely: omniscient(M)
def
= ∀α,β ∈ Actions×K (α→M β∨α ∦M β∨

α⊳M β)⇒ α ∈ K.

At the time a site issues an actionα, any other site may concurrently be issuing
actions that have constraints withα. Therefore, in order for a site to guarantee om-
niscience for a candidate containingα, the site must have previously learned about
the multilogs ofall sites in the system. This requirement introduces a fundamental
limitation on fault tolerance. Let us divide the commitmentof a given candidate in
two consecutive phases, (i) ensuring its omniscience and (ii) electing the (eligible)
candidate. Phase (i) halts in the presence of any fault; we discuss such a limitation
in Section 4.3.6. Once omniscience is guaranteed and the eligible candidate runs
for election, the phase (ii) may finally complete despite a higher number of faults
(it may complete when only a majority of processes is available).

However, it is not sufficient for a site to learn about all the concurrent actions at
a given moment in order to ensure omniscience of some candidate. The site must
also ensure that, from that moment on, no more actions that affect omniscience
of the given candidate are added by any site. It is out of the scope of this thesis
to present a solution to implement omniscience. A possible implementation is
outlined in [SSB06].

4.3.6 Summary and Discussion

The focus of the contribution of this section is on applications with rich seman-
tics. Previous approaches to replication either do not support a sufficiently rich
repertoire of semantics, or rely on a centralized primary commit protocol.

17A client constraint is a constraint that was added by the client, not the proposer.
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This section describes complementary work to VVWV, seekinga decentral-
ized extension of VVWV for semantically-rich systems. In contrast to Section 4.2,
this section considers that the commitment protocol has access to a rich semantic
information relating the updates that applications submit. We assume that such
a semantic repertoire is expressed using a representative state-of-the-art formal-
ism, the Actions-Constraints Framework (ACF), which reifies semantic relations
as constraints.

The constraints restrict scheduling behavior of the system. More precisely: an
atomic group of actions is either entirely guaranteed or entirely dead; a dependent
action may execute only after those it depends on; if actionsare antagonistic, they
may not all become guaranteed, and the system must choose at least one and make
it dead; if actions are non-commuting, the system must choose an execution order.
Eventual consistency puts an obligation on the commitment protocol to resolve
antagonism and non-commutativity relations, and to eventually execute equivalent
schedules at all sites.

We propose an abstract commitment protocol that, having access to seman-
tic knowledge as an ACF multilog, achieves eventual consistency using epidemic
weighted voting. The protocol depends on an appropriate definition of eligible
candidates, which we leave as an open direction for future work. As an exercise,
we describe and discuss two possible definitions. The first definition, which rep-
resents VVWV, does not exploit the full semantic repertoirethat the ACF may
express; hence, it is not a semantically rich solution.

The second solution, stable-closed candidates, in turn, considers the full se-
mantic repertoire of ACF. However, its omniscience condition requires that every
site be accessible before committing any piece of tentativework. Therefore, the
usefulness of the commitment protocol when instantiated with such a definition
is arguable. More precisely, the advantages that it attainsby exploiting semantics
come at a cost in terms of fault tolerance that may be too high for most appli-
cations. As an example, consider two sites, temporarily in different partitions,
that issue semantically-compatible updates. If we used thesemantic protocol with
stable-closed eligible candidates, none of the sites wouldbe able to commit any up-
date while the partitioning persists. In the environments that this thesis considers,
partitioning constitutes the norm. If, instead, the systemrelied on the semantic-
oblivious VVWV commitment protocol, then the site in the majority partition
would normally be able to commit its work; as a drawback, sucha commit would
imply aborting the other concurrent, yet compatible, updates. We believe that, for
many applications, the second alternative is preferable than the first one.

On one hand, the work this section describes is incomplete due to the absence
of a more satisfactory definition of eligible candidates. Onthe other hand, we be-
lieve that it contributes to an eventual accomplishment of the goal of decentralized
semantic commitment. More precisely, the abstract protocol presented previously
reduces the problem to the simpler one of devising an appropriate definition of
eligible candidate; i.e. one that is sufficiently strict to guarantee safety, and that,
simultaneously, considers sufficiently small eligible candidates so as to allow rapid
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and fault-tolerant commitment.
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Chapter 5

Decoupled Update Commitment

This chapter describes how to complement our system of replicas with non-replicas
acting as carriers of consistency packets. Replicas generate consistency packets re-
flecting their state. The size of a consistency packet shouldbe of a lower order of
magnitude than the information normally exchanged in anti-entropy. As consis-
tency packets are delivered to non-replicas through ad-hocencounters, and even-
tually to replicas, they should contribute to the progress of replica consistency.
This requires extending the consistency protocol so that itbecomes able to make
someprogress by exchange of asufficiently smallsubset of the information that is
handled in anti-entropy.

Conceptually, anti-entropy exchanges information for twobasic functions, up-
date propagation and update commitment. The latter ensuresthat updates are con-
sistently committed at all replicas, by (i) proposing a tentative update schedule; (ii )
detecting and resolving conflicts; and (iii ) agreeing on a schedule to be consistently
committed.1 We propose that consistency packets contain only the meta-data nec-
essary for the agreement step (iii ). This follows from the observation that (a) we
may complete the agreement on a schedule independently of the remaining phases;
and, (b) if decoupled from such phases, agreement is possible by the exchange of
some lightweight meta-representation of schedules instead of the updates them-
selves (plus some algorithm-specific control data). This information comprises a
consistency packet. In most systems, such a consistency packet will be sufficiently
small for our intents, as the next sections explain.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 introduces an
abstraction of generic commitment protocols, which Section 5.2 extends so as to
support consistency packet exchange. Section 5.3 discusses the attainable benefits
of such an extension. Section 5.4 addresses the particular case of commitment
protocols based on version vectors, which Section 5.5 illustrates with the example
of VVWV. Section 5.6 addresses consistency packet management. Finally, Section
5.7 summarizes and discusses future work.

1Note that some protocols may omit some of these steps.
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5.1 Base Protocol Abstraction

We start by recalling the replication algorithms from Chapter 3.2. Algorithm 17
presents a simplified, abstract algorithm that addresses the phases of update com-
mitment with which we are mainly concerned in this chapter. Namely, such phases
are: (i) scheduling, (ii ) conflict detection and resolution, and (iii ) agreement. We
abstract such phases by the functionsconstructSch(representing phasesi and ii
combined), andproposeSchandgetNewDecidedSch(phaseiii ). For the sake of
generalization, we leave the update propagation componentunspecified. All these
phases make progress by information exchanged during anti-entropy.

Note that Algorithm 17 is a simplified combination of the abstract algorithms
from Chapter 3.2. For presentation simplicity, and withoutlack of generality, it
considers only one object.

Algorithm 17 Update Commitment at replicaa (each loop iteration assumed
atomic)

1: loop
2: if new updates{u1, ..,um} exist then
3: scha← constructSch(scha,{u1, ..,um});
4: proposeSch(scha);
5: ||
6: loop
7: if scha 6= stablea(scha) then
8: sch′← getNewDecidedSch(scha);
9: scha← constructSch(sch′ ,scha\ sch′);

As sets of new updates,{u1, ..,um}, are either generated at a replicaa, or re-
ceived ata by anti-entropy fromschb of another replicab, they are inserted into
scha by constructSch, in some order and state (i.e.,ui or ui) that keepsscha sound.
As new schedulesscha are incrementally built, they may then be proposed for
agreement. This is described in lines 3 and 4 of Algorithm 17.

At each replicaa, the agreement algorithm incrementally decides, locally at
each replicaa, which updates inscha have become stable (ata), and at which order
and state. Such a decision is output bygetNewDecidedSch. Given an original
schedule,s, as input,getNewDecidedSch(s) returns, as soon as a new agreement is
reached ata, a sound schedule,s′, (a) that is completely stable ata (i.e. stablea(s) =
s), and (b) that suffixes the stable prefix of the original one (i.e. stablea(s) is a
prefix ofstablea(s′)). getNewDecidedSchis called iteratively at a replicaa as long
as there are still tentative updates inscha (line 8 of Algorithm 17).

Figure 5.1 gives an example of update commitment with the above abstraction,
in a partitioned 3-replica system. It assumes a voting algorithm for agreement
that requires two replicas to vote for a tentative schedule to decide it as stable.
When replicas A and B become accessible, two anti-entropysessions enable the
commitment of updateu.
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A
u is generated.

schA   constructSch(schA;{u});
proposeSch(schA);

voteA=u

voteB=u

schB   constructSch(schB;{u});
proposeSch(schB);

getAgreedSch returns u stable.
u is committed.getAgreedSch returns u stable.

u is committed.

schA=u

schB=u

B C Pair-wise
Connectivity

Anti-Entropy

time

Figure 5.1: Example of update commitment.

5.2 Incorporating Consistency Packets

The above abstraction defines the agreement phase by functions (proposeSchand
getNewDecidedSch) that manipulate updates included in schedules, plus some
complementary control information specific of each particular algorithm.2

However, if we decouple the agreement phase from the remaining phases,
we observe that proposed agreement algorithms (e.g. Bayou’s primary-commit
[PST+97] or VVWV’s weighted voting [BF05b] agreement algorithms) do not ac-
tually require access to all the information an update holds; namely, they are not
concerned with theopu and precondu components of updates in a schedule. In-
stead, they may simply deal with some meta-data representation that identifies the
(i) updates, (ii ) their order, and (iii ) their state (i.e. executed or aborted) in each
schedule that is proposed or agreed. We call such a representation of a schedules
ameta-schedule, and denote it bymeta(s).

We designate the necessary information sent from one replica to another for the
sole purpose of agreement as aconsistency packet. It encapsulates meta-schedules
as well as complementary control information of the agreement algorithm.

Hence, given a particular agreement algorithm, implemented by thepropose-
Schand getNewDecidedSchfunctions, one may directly obtain their meta-data
versions. We designate them asm-proposeSchandm-getNewDecidedSch. Their
input and output, respectively, are meta-schedules, instead of schedules. Whereas
agreement byproposeSchandgetNewDecidedSchprogresses by anti-entropy, agree-
ment bym-proposeSchandm-getNewDecidedSchevolves by exchange of consis-
tency packets; these may be exchanged normally in the courseof anti-entropy, or
propagated individually through non-replicas.

A trivial meta-schedule consists of a list of update identifiers, idui , ordered

2For instance, in weighted voting agreement (e.g. [BF05b]),such control information includes
the weights and the replica identifier associated with each vote.
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according to the corresponding schedule, and marked eitherasexecuted(denoted
idui ) or aborted(denotedidui ). More efficient protocol-specific meta-schedules are
also possible in some cases; the important case of version vectors is described in
Section 5.4.

A meta-schedule is smaller in size than a schedule, as it no longer includes the
opu andprecondu components of scheduled updates. For most systems, it will be
of a lower order of magnitude in size than the corresponding schedule. We are
interested in such systems. As a particular example, in the case of state-transfer
systems [SS05] of reasonably sized objects, the size of schedules is dominated by
the size of object state data (theopu component); such a component is absent in
meta-schedules. A second example is that of operation-transfer systems [SS05]
with frequent updates; meta-schedule representations that do not depend on the
number of updates (e.g. version vectors) will be significantly smaller in size than
long schedules.

5.2.1 Protocol Extension

So far, we have a generic protocol that (i) fits into the abstraction defined in Sec-
tion 5.1, relying onproposeSchandgetAgreed, which manipulate and exchange
schedules; but (ii ) whose agreement algorithm may also work with meta-schedules,
encapsulated in consistency packets (i.e.m-proposeSchandm-getNewDecidedSch
exist).

We need to extend the protocol in order to usem-proposeSchandm-getNew-
DecidedSchinstead ofproposeSchand getNewDecidedSch, respectively. This
section describes such an extension by proposing adaptation functions,propose-
SchExandgetNewDecidedSchExwith a similar interface asproposeSchandget-
NewDecidedSch, respectively. They rely onm-proposeSchand m-getNewDec-
idedSch. Hence, the original protocol may be extended by transparently replacing
proposeSch andgetNewDecidedSchby proposeSchExand getNewDecidedSch,
respectively. The adaptation functions require the maintenance of a meta-schedule,
m-schr , at each replicaa. It represents the most recent stable meta-schedule that is
known so far bya.

Algorithm 18 proposeSchEx(schedule s)

1: m-proposeSch(meta(s));

Algorithm 19 schedule getNewDecidedSchEx() (not assumed atomic)

1: Return the first of the following:
2: returncommitOneLocalU pdate();
3: ||
4: m-schr ←m-getNewDecidedSch();
5: returncommitOneLocalU pdate();
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A
u is generated.

schA   constructSch(schA;{u});
m-proposeSch(meta(schA));

voteA=idu

schB   constructSch(schB;{u});
...
commitOneLocalUpdate completes.
getAgreedSchEx returns u stable.
u is committed.

schA=u
m-schA=idu

BX

voteA=idu

voteB=idu

voteB=idu

m-getAgreedSch returns idu stable.

m-getAgreedSch returns idu stable.
getAgreedSchEx returns u stable.

u is committed.

C Pair-wise
Connectivity

Anti-Entropy

Cons. Packet
Exchange by
Non-Replica

commitOneLocalUpdate blocks,
as u is not available in schB....

m-schB=idu

schB=u

voteA=u

t1

t3

t2

time

Figure 5.2: Example of update commitment with exchange of consistency packets.

Algorithm 20 schedule commitOneLocalU pdate() (not assumed atomic)

1: // Let stablea(scha) = u1; ..;uk, and
stablea(m-schr ) = idu1; ..; iduk ; ..; idum (k≤ m).

2: s′← stablea(scha);
3: wait until m> k and uk+1 ∈ scha;
4: if iduk+1 ∈ m-schr then

5: s′← stablea(scha);uk+1;
6: else
7: s′← stablea(scha);uk+1;
8: mark uk+1 as stable in s′;
9: return s′;

The adaptation functions are convert schedules (manipulated by the original
protocol) into meta-schedules (handled by the meta-data agreement versions), and
vice-versa. FunctionproposeSchEx, presented in Algorithm 18, performs the first
conversion; by definition, this is trivial. On the other hand, functionm-getNewDec-
idedSch, described in Algorithms 19 and 20, converts meta-schedules into sched-
ules. This conversion requires synchronization, since theupdates identified by a
meta-schedule may not yet be locally available in order to compose the correspond-
ing schedule. In that case, the conversion waits for subsequent anti-entropy ses-
sions until having received each needed update (Algorithm 20, line 3).
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5.3 Benefits

The exchange of consistency packets via non-replicas adds an additional possibil-
ity of progress. Figure 5.2 illustrates that, continuing the example of Figure 5.1
with a passer-by non-replica,X. Instead of votes containing schedules, replicasA
andB exchange consistency packets withX representing votes as meta-schedules.
Despite being inaccessible for an initial period,A andB are able to exchange con-
sistency packets throughX. Consequently, agreement on a meta-schedule corre-
sponding tou arrives beforeA andB could perform anti-entropy.

The direct effect of agreement acceleration does not, however, seem tobe of
great value to applications of the replicated system. However, it enables more
interestingindirect improvements to the overall efficiency of the protocol. These
are described as follows.

A. Commitment Acceleration. When agreement on a meta-schedule com-
pletes, the corresponding updates may be immediately committed if already avail-
able inscha (in a tentative form). Hence, agreement acceleration meanscommit-
ment acceleration in this case. An example is that of replicaA of Figure 5.2 (see
t2) after having received a consistency packet fromB throughX. Since updateu
is already available inschA, its actual commitment atA is also accelerated, even
without anti-entropy.

B. Conflict Prevention. Accelerated agreement may cause the meta-schedule
of a replicaa to reference updates not yet included inscha. This denotes the ex-
istence of concurrent updates, whose awareness ata is anticipated by consistency
packets. It implies that, if new updates are generated ata, there is a higher conflict
probability than if no concurrent updates were known to exist. Applications may
react to it by postponing planned writes to a time where the missing concurrent
updates are received, hence reducing the conflict probability. An example is that
of replicaB in Figure 5.2, in momentt1, after receiving a consistency packet from
A denoting the existence of updateu.

C. Reduction ofHidden Conflicts. Besides conflicts caused between updates
generated concurrently at distinct replicas, conflicts mayalso arise when one up-
date is generatedafter a another one has already been locally received. We desig-
nate this ahidden conflict.

To illustrate, letu1 andu2 be two updates received at replicaa that are con-
flicting so that a sound schedule may only either includeu1 andu2, or u1 andu2.
Assume thatscha includesu1 andu2, both still tentative. In this case, the tentative
value ofa, which applications access, will reflect the outcome ofu1 but not ofu2.
Now, consider that an application issues an updateu3, added tentatively asu3 to
scha. Given the natural assumption that issued updates are not conflicting with the
value of the replica upon which they are issued,u3 will be compatible withu1;
however, it may (or may not) conflict withu2. Let us consider the case where such
a conflict holds. Finally, assume that the agreement algorithm chooses a stable
schedule withu1 andu2 (contrarily to the previous tentative schedule), and thus
both commit ata. Accordingly,u3 will abort (u3) in scha, due to a hidden conflict
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with committed updateu2.
Clearly, the agreement delay of a tentative schedule determines the time win-

dow during which hidden conflicts may arise. Hence, an accelerated agreement
shortens such a window and, therefore, contributes to reducing the ratio of aborted
updates.

D. Efficient Update Propagation. Agreement acceleration increases the fre-
quency of updates that are already stable at the receiving replica, a, prior to being
propagated to it. We designate such a situation aspre-reception agreement. In par-
ticular, letu be one such update; i.e.u /∈ scha andidu∈ m-schr . Sinceu already has
its final order withscha agreed, the following optimizations may take place before
propagatingu from some other replica toa by anti-entropy:

1. If idu ∈ m-schr , u needs not be propagated;

2. If idu ∈ m-schr , precondu may be left empty, as it is no longer needed (int3
of Figure 5.2, this is the case of updateu before being propagated by anti-
entropyfromA to B);

3. Redundant or self-cancelling updates in a batch of consecutive (according to
m-schr ) stable updates need not be propagated.

5.4 Version Vector Meta-Schedules

A particularly efficient meta-schedule representation is aversion vector [PPR+83].
This representation is applicable in systems with the following two properties.
First, commitment respects the happens-before relation [Lam78] in the sense that,
if updateu1 happens-before updateu2, then the inclusion ofu2 in a schedulescha

implies thatu1 also appears inscha, in a previous position thanu2. Second, propa-
gation of updates ensures the prefix property [PST+97]. Recall from Section 3.2.6
that the prefix property means that, if some replicaa holds an updateui that was
issued at a given replicab, thena will also have received all updates thatrepBhas
issued beforeui .

For example, Bayou [PST+97], Coda [KS91], and VVWV [BF05b] satisfy
the above properties. Furthermore, our baseline solution from Section 3.2.6 also
satisfies both properties.

Let each updateu in scha be time-stamped by a version vector,vvu, that ex-
presses the happens-before relation between updates.

One may show that, when the above properties hold, the partial order defined
by the version vectors of each update is consistent with the total order of any r-sche-
dule in the system.3 This means that, when the above properties hold, a schedule
s, such thats = u1; ..;un, may be identified by a version vector,vvs, that is the
component-wise maximum of eachvvu1,..,vvun.

3We use the term consistent in an analogy of Schwarz’s and Mattern’s notion of consistency with
causality [SM94]. In our case, we are not interested in the causality order, but on r-schedule order,
however.
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Provided that, for allu∈ s, vvu is available,vvs represents a meta-schedule. In
fact, fromvvs one can tell that whether, for a given updateu, (a) idu is in the meta-
schedule (whenvvu≥ vvs); or (b) idu is in the meta-schedule (whenvvu andvvs are
concurrent); or (c)idu is not in the meta-schedule (otherwise). Further, the orderof
the update identifiers within the meta-schedule is any that respects the partial order
defined by the happens-before relation.

However, if a replicaa receivesvvs from a remote replica,a will not always
holdvvui for every updateui in the meta-schedule; instead,a has onlyvvui for each
updateui ∈ scha. Hence,vvs may only identify, at each moment, meta-schedules
corresponding to updates currently inscha. However, such partial representation
is sufficient for the Algorithms presented in Section 5.2.1,since they are not con-
cerned with updates identified in meta-schedules until the updates are inscha.

5.5 Decoupled Version Vector Weighted Voting Protocol

In this section, we exemplify our decoupled update commitment approach by ap-
plying it to the VVWV protocol. The result is an extended variant of VVWV that
can progress by exchange of consistency packets.

The VVWV protocol closely fits into the structure of the base protocol abstrac-
tion upon which we propose our generic extension for decoupled update commit-
ment. Recalling from Section 4.2, we present VVWV with relation to the pro-
poseSchandgetNewDecidedSchfunctions from the abstract update commitment
protocol from Section 3.2.5. Therefore, having identified such key functions, the
decoupled variant of VVWV results from a almost direct application of the generic
extension that we describe in Section 5.2.1.

In VVWV, version vectors may be used as meta-schedules, as the protocol
satisfies the conditions stated in Section 5.4. In particular, the protocol respects
the happens-before relation and the prefix property. Hence,one extends VVWV
by applying the abstract extension described in Section 5.2.1 and using version
vectors as meta-schedules. Here, the meta-agreement algorithm is the same as
described for VVWV, except for the fact that updates are no longer propagated,
only version vectors and currency values.

The consistency packets that some replicaa issues will hold thedecidedFor-
Commitr andvotesa[1..N] version vectors, as well as thecura[1..N] values. If cur-
rencies and version vector entries are implemented as integers, then a consistency
packet will carry a maximum of(N + 1)N integers; this is independent of update
activity and update size.

The only aspect that requires special care is candidate proposal in VVWV, as
handled byproposeSch. More precisely, our decoupled update commitment ex-
tension requires modular independence between theproposeSchandconstructSch
components. However, such an independence is not present inthe original VVWV
specification (see Section 4.2), which assumes that the current tentative schedule
alwayscorresponds to the current proposal voted for by the replica, votesa[a]. Nev-
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ertheless, to makeproposeSchandconstructSchindependent, one must allow the
replica to be voting for some proposal that does not coincidewith its current tenta-
tive schedule.

Hence, we need to change the originalproposeSchin VVWV to the following
new version, denotedproposeSch−ext:

Algorithm 21 proposeSch−ext(schedule s) at replicaa, in extended-VVWV

1: Let newTentVbe the version vector that identifies the new schedules.
2: if votesa[r] =⊥ then
3: votesa[r]← newTentV;
4: cura[r] = currencya.
5: else ifnewTentV> votea[a] then
6: votesa[r]← newTentV.
7: else
8: Do nothing.

In contrast to the originalproposeSchof VVWV, proposeSch− ext checks
whether the replica that is issuing the new update has already voted for a candidate
that the new schedules does not dominate; in such a case, the local replica cannot
vote for its new r-schedule (line 8). Such a situation can occur if the issuing replica
has already voted for some concurrent candidate for which ithas received the iden-
tifier (the corresponding version vector) by consistency packet exchange, but not
the corresponding updates.

5.6 Consistency Packet Management

Resilience to malicious non-replicas is achieved by havingreplicas encrypt and
digitally sign consistency packets using a secretobject key. The object key is as-
sociated with the corresponding logical object, and is exclusively known by its
rightful replicas. This ensures the privacy and integrity of consistency packets.

The object key also securely identifies the logical object ofa consistency packet,
as follows. Each consistency packet includes a secure hash of the corresponding
object key. A replica may verify that a consistency packet corresponds to a logi-
cal object of interest by hashing the object’s key that is owned by the replica and
comparing the result with the hash contained in the consistency packet. Since such
a hash is included in the digitally signed contents of the consistency packet, the
integrity of the consistency packet identification is also ensured.

A second issue is buffer management at non-replicas. Non-replicas have lim-
ited buffers, which means that, due to contention of consistency packets (from
different logical objects and even from the same object), some may have to be dis-
carded. Two techniques may reduce such an occurrence. Firstly, an appropriate
erasure method such as those studied in [SHPF04] may avoid obsolete consistency
packets consuming network bandwidth and buffer space.
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Secondly, a substitution method may prevent older consistency packets from
being stored and propagated simultaneously with more recent ones belonging to
the same object. A solution is to assign each consistency packet p a version vec-
tor vpacketp with N entries, one for each replica. Accordingly, each replicaa
also maintains the version vector of the most recent consistency packet it has re-
ceived or generated,vpacketr . Upon reception of a consistency packetp, replicaa
mergesvpacketr with vpacketp (vpacketr [k]← max(vpacketp[k],vpacketr [k]), for
k = 1..N); also, upon generation of a new consistency packetp′, a increments
vpacketr [r] by one and assignsvpacketp′ ← vpacketr . Finally, each non-replica
can compare the version vectors of consistency packets stored at its buffer that
pertain to the same object; ifvpacketp1 < vpacketp2, packetp1 may be discarded
because all its relevant information is already reflected inthe more recent consis-
tency packetp2.

5.7 Summary

We formally present a generic extension of optimistic replication protocols that
decouples the agreement phase from the remaining phases of update commitment.
Hence, it enables consistency to evolve, to some extent, by exchange of meta-data
that is a small subset of the information exchanged in regular æinteractions. Con-
sequently, potentially memory-constrained non-replicassurrounding the system of
mobile replicas may be exploited as carriers of such meta-data.

Non-replicas constitute a low-bandwidth transport channel. Due to decoupled
update commitment, such a channel may be used for dissemination of consistency
packets, whereas it is prohibitive for anti-entropy. Similarly, our contribution is
also applicable to other instances of transport channels with limited bandwidth or
high monetary or energy costs, for example.



Chapter 6

Versioning-Based Deduplication

Many interesting and useful systems require transferring large sets of data across
a network. Examples include network file systems, content delivery networks,
software distribution mirroring systems, distributed backup systems, cooperative
groupware systems, and many other state-based replicated systems as the ones that
the present thesis targets. Unfortunately, bandwidth remains a scarce resource for
most networks [ZPS00, DCGN03], including the Internet and mobile networks.
Furthermore, in some cases, network access is an expensive resource, for instance
in terms of battery or monetary cost.

As a practical consequence, users are often forced to choosebetween either
using a system that does not perform acceptably, possibly ata significant cost,
or simply not using the system and wait until high-bandwidthand inexpensive
connectivity become available. Evidently, neither one is agood decision. We need
mechanisms for efficient replica synchronization transference across the network.

Although this problem is not new, its importance grows as theabove con-
strained networks become omnipresent. Much recent work hasproposed data
deduplication techniques, which may be combined with conventional techniques
such as data compression or caching. Data deduplication exploits the content sim-
ilarities that exist across objects (such as files) and across versions1 of the same
object. It works by avoiding the transference of redundant chunks of data; i.e. data
portions of the contents to send that already exist at the receiving site. The receiv-
ing site may hence obtain the redundant chunks locally instead of downloading
them from the network, and only the remaining, literal chunks need to be trans-
ferred.

The key challenge of data deduplication is in detecting which data is redundant
across the contents to send and the contents the receiver site holds. Most recent

1For coherence with the terminology that is common in literature on data deduplication, in this
chapter we reason aboutversionsinstead ofupdates, and implicitly assume that all updates are state-
based and whole-object updates. For the same reason, our presentation in this chapter diverges
slightly from the definitions in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3. Namely, we consider that the termversion
has the same meaning as a state-based, whole-objectupdate; when, according to the definition in
Section 3.2, a version only corresponds to the value component of the latter.
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solutions rely on thecompare-by-hashmethod2 [MCM01, CN02, BF04, JDT05,
ELW+07, BJD06]. Compare-by-hash identifies chunks by a cryptographic hash of
their contents; such an identifier is assumed unique due to the low probability of
hash collisions. By simple exchange and comparison of chunkhashes, the protocol
can then determine which chunks are redundant. Compare-by-hash is very pow-
erful, as it is able to detect any cross-object and cross-version chunk redundancy
while maintaining no shared state between the communicating sites.

Nevertheless, compare-by-hash suffers from two major disadvantages. Both
result from the intrinsic difficulty of distributed similarity detection. First of all,
and contrary to much literature that advocates compare-by-hash, further analysis
[Hen03, HH05] argues that this technique is not as risk-freeand advantageous as
the former often assumes. Despite the low probability,3 hash collisions may occur,
either accidentally or by malicious attack of the hash function [Sch95]; resulting
in silent, deterministic, hard-to-fix data corruption [Hen03]. It is very questionable
that this possibility is acceptable for most applications and systems.

Second, compare-by-hash adds a significant overhead to the data transfer pro-
tocol, in terms of the number of network round-trips, exchanged meta-data vol-
ume and local processing time. In situations of low or no chunk redundancy, such
an overhead may not compensate for the gains in transferred data volume, and
may actually degrade network performance. Moreover, proposed improvements to
compare-by-hash [JDT05, ELW+07] to leverage its precision in detecting redun-
dancy come at the cost of increasing at least two of the previous items (see Section
2.7.4.3).

We propose an alternative to compare-by-hash that eliminates the its crucial
limitations. It is based on two practical observations.

Firstly, many existing replicated systems store, at each site, a substantial part
of the recent version history of each replica. In contrast tobandwidth, storage is
a plentiful resource, as disks become cheaper and larger. This makes it possible
to log, along with the current versions of replicas, considerable portions of their
version histories. In fact, we observe that several storagesystems already keep
long-term logs, for purposes of recovery from user mistakesor system corruption
[SFH+99], backup [CN02, QD02, SGMV08], post-intrusion diagnosis [SGS+00],
auditing for compliance with electronic records legislation, such as U.S. Congress
Acts HIPAA [Con96] or SOX [Con02] [PBAB07], or versioning support for col-
laborative work [C+93]. The base solution that lays the ground for the present
thesis is an example of one such system.

A second observation is that data similarity in replicated systems mostly propa-
gates across versions under control of the replicated system, in a causal flux of data
from earlier versions copied to newer versions of possibly distinct files. Let us des-
ignate such similarity relations asin-band redundancy(as opposed to out-of-band

2There are other usages for this method. Hereafter we use the expressioncompare-by-hashto
meandata deduplication through compare-by-hash.

3Different authors define contradicting expressions for such a probability. Namely, Muthi-
tacharoen et al. [MCM01], Cox et al. [CN02] and Henson and Henderson [HH05].
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Figure 6.1: Example of replicated system for code development of the Linux kernel sources.

redundancy, which we address later on).
For instance, consider the example of the evolution of Linuxkernel source

code version that Figure 6.1 depicts. Two sites,A andB, initially hold a common
version, 2.6.20, of the kernel (comprising a directory treeof source code files).
Concurrently, the users at each site start working on divergent versions of the ker-
nel. The user atA adds new features to the files in version 2.6.20, producing a first
release candidate version, 2.6.21-rc1. Meanwhile, the user atB fixes bugs and adds
security updates to version 2.6.20, producing version 2.6.20.1. Most redundancy
that exists between the contents of Linux kernel source codeversions 2.6.20.1 and
2.6.21-rc1, which diverge from the common ancestor version2.6.20, is in-band.4

It is due to the fact that the file versions of the latter kernelversions mostly result
from a series of partial modifications to contents copied from the files in version
2.6.20 of the kernel, which in turn derive from earlier versions, and so on.

Of course, it is easy to devise examples of situations causing out-of-band re-
dundancy. For instance, when two distinct users import identical data chunks from
some external data source (which is not under the control of the replication system,
such as a web page) and write it on different versions. Nevertheless, as we show in
Section 8.3.4.1, empirical evidence suggests that the volume of out-of-band redun-
dancy in the collaborative scenarios that the present thesis addresses is practically
negligible, when compared to in-band redundancy.

Essentially, we propose a novel scheme that combines versioning information
and local similarity detection algorithms to exploit in-band redundancy. It does not
resort to distributed hash comparisons, consequently it does not exploit out-of-band
redundancy.

Intuitively, scheme works in four steps. First, the receiver site,B, informs the
sender site,A, of the version set thatB currently stores (for any replica inB), using
some space-efficient representation of such set information. Second, the sender
site comparesB’s version set with its own, determining the intersection containing
the versions whose contents both sites store in common. Third, using some local
similarity detection algorithm,A determines which chunks among the versions to
send toB are redundant with relation to the previous intersection. Any chunk that

4Assuming that the contents of all three kernel versions are stored on the same replicated system,
hence traceable by the latter.
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A finds redundant with the common version sets is guaranteed tobe redundant with
relation to the contents thatB currently stores. Finally,A transfers the contents of
the remaining, literal chunks of the versions to propagate,and replaces the contents
of the redundant chunks by a reference to one common version whereB can locally
retrieve them.

Let us illustrate the above steps by recalling the previous kernel development
example. Assume that, after both sites produce divergent versions of the contents
of the initial kernel version (2.6.20), siteB initiates a synchronization session from
A. Site B sends sufficient information toA to let it know thatB currently stores
the file versions of the 2.6.20 and 2.6.20.1 kernel versions.From such information,
A will be able to determine that both sites hold the contents ofkernel version 2.6.20
in common. Then, before sending the new versions thatA holds (those in kernel
version 2.6.21-rc1),A checks whether such new versions share any chunks with
the contents of kernel 2.6.20; since all such versions are available locally, this step
is local. At the end,A needs not send the contents of the chunks that it found
redundant, replacing them by a simple reference that tellsB where, within the
versionsB stores for kernel 2.6.20,B may obtain the redundant contents.

Overall, our solution achieves three fundamental properties. First, the actual
process of similarity detection is local, unilaterally performed at the sender site
across the data it stores (third step). Consequently, such astep is no longer con-
strained by network bandwidth, as happens with compare-by-hash solutions. We
may therefore employ more data-intensive techniques, which both avoid the pos-
sibility of false positives and can detect more in-band redundancy. Furthermore,
shifting similarity detection to the local context ensuresa very small network over-
head and no additional network round-trips.

Second, the whole method may be achieved by deterministic techniques; again
in contrast to compare-by-hash, which is probabilistic. The first step is a well stud-
ied problem in the domain of version tracking in replicated systems [RS96], which
we solve very efficiently using Vector Sets [MNP07], a variant of version vectors.
The second step, as mentioned above, is now able to detect chunk redundancy de-
terministically.

Finally, provided that:

1. out-of-band redundancy occurs at sufficiently low levels, when compared to
in-band redundancy, and

2. the logs that each site holds cover a sufficiently deep version history of its
replicas,

then the redundant volume that our approach can detect is comparable to what
any compare-by-hash solution may potentially achieve (i.e. both in-band and out-
of-band). On one hand, the first condition implies that most redundancy will be
in-band. On the other hand, the second condition means that our approach will
be able to detect most of such dominant in-band redundancy. The reason to that
being that, under condition 2, the intersection between theversion sets from both
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synchronizing sites will often be large enough to connect transitive relations of in-
band chunk redundancy from the contents to send to the contents at the receiver
site.

Summing up, our contribution may be seen as a pragmatic alternative to com-
pare-by-hash. It ignores out-of-band redundancy, tradingit for safer and more
efficient deduplication of in-band redundancy. Overall, the outcome may be con-
siderably advantageous in most systems and workloads, a claim we support with
experimental results in Section 8.3.

As a secondary contribution, we propose novel compression schemes for local
log storage. They take advantage of redundancy across localversions, obviating
the actual storage of redundant chunks. Evidently, such compression schemes con-
tribute to achieve the above second condition, as logs take up considerably less
space, naturally delaying the need to prune old versions from logs.

We describe our approach in the scope of a distributed archival file system,
called dedupFS. Yet, our approach may be generically applied to other kinds of
systems. In particular, we may directly apply it to improve the initial solution that
we have introduced in Section 3.2.6.

In the following, we start by laying out the basic data structures that comprise
the state of each dedupFS site, in Section 6.1. We then present the data dedupli-
cation protocol in Section 6.2, which relies on such a state.Section 6.3 describes
how long-term version logs are efficiently stored and kept within the limited stor-
age capacity of each site. Section 6.4 then addresses the maintenance of chunk
redundancy relations among the local version contents thata site stores. Section
6.5 discusses the problem of out-of-band redundancy. Finally, Section 6.6 summa-
rizes the chapter.

6.1 Simple Transfer Synchronization Protocol

dedupFS provides replicated file system services to a numberof distributed sites.
Essentially, dedupFS replicates, at each site, a number of files and directories. It
offers local access to replicated files and directories through a standard file system
API. dedupFS is an archival file system, offering access to a partial history of the
versions of the replicated objects.

We are mainly concerned with file synchronization efficiency, which should
dominate storage and network usage in dedupFS.5 So, for simplicity of presenta-
tion, this chapter intentionally excludes directory hierarchies and considers a flat
file space; as Section 7.2 describes, the actual implementation of dedupFS fully
supports multi-level directory trees.

dedupFS divides the logical file space into disjoint sets of files, calledr-units.
The minimum replication grain in dedupFS is the individual r-unit. Each site may

5Efficient directory storage and synchronization has already been addressed elsewhere (e.g.
[KS93],[SGSG02]).
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replicate any arbitrary set of r-units. However, a full r-unit is completely replicated,
i.e. a site replicating a r-unit maintains replicas for all files of that r-unit.

As will become evident in the remainder of the section, larger r-units allow the
synchronization protocol to exchange less meta-data and perform faster local dedu-
plication processing; while smaller r-units enable finer granularity in the choice of
which versions to prune and which files to replicate. A particular case is the initial
solution from Section 3.2.6, in which each r-unit is atomic,i.e. it corresponds to
one object. Clearly, the meta-data overhead of atomic r-units (e.g., in the initial so-
lution, due to one version vector per replica) makes such an option hardly scalable
to large numbers of replicas.

Given a set of files, their optimal partitioning in r-units isout of the scope of
the thesis.6 Hereafter, we assume that users and applications explicitly construct
r-units by grouping related files together; for instance, the working-set of a collab-
orative project, such as the files of the Linux kernel project, can form a r-unit.

For each r-unit, there is a set of sites that replicate the r-unit. Such sites may
create new files in the r-unit, as well as read and modify existing files in the r-
unit. For simplicity of presentation, and without loss of generality, the set of sites
replicating each r-unit is static and each of its members hasa unique identifier.

6.1.1 Versioning State and Synchronization

When two sites replicating a common r-unit synchronize, they need to determine
the minimum set of file versions from the r-unit that the sender site needs to trans-
mit to bring the receiver site up-to-date. They do that by exchanging an efficient
representation of the set of versions each site stores for that r-unit.

We use a representation of version sets that derives from Vector Sets (VSs)
[MNP07] (which Section 2.5.6 analyzes). VSs represent the set of versions of
a given r-unit by a single vector, with one counter per site replicating the r-unit,
provided that every synchronization session completes without faults [MNP07]. In
contrast to the solution of one version vector per object in the r-unit, VSs scale well
to large numbers of objects, provided that the number of r-units is kept low and that
faults during synchronization are rare.

VSs are originally designed for state-based systems that donot log replica ver-
sions, thus simply store the most recent version each replica knows of.7 In order to
fit VSs with our log-based architecture, we need to adapt VSs and the correspond-
ing synchronization protocol to our log-based model.

We now partially redefine our initial solution in order to incorporate r-units and
our variant of VSs. Since we are only concerned with synchronization, we do not
address update commitment in this chapter; Section 6.1.3 discusses how we can

6A possible partitioning strategy may be to select root directories holding the files concerning a
given task, belonging to a given team of users, as r-units.

7Therefore, the original VS synchronization protocol maintains only the knowledge vector. Since
it does not consider version logging, the pruned knowledge vector, which we introduce next, is not
necessary in the original VS solution.
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complement the solution we propose next with the update commitment protocols
from the previous chapters.

Similarly to the initial solution, we store, along with eachfile version, a version
identifier consisting of a pair〈sid, lid〉. Such a pair is system-wide unique. When
a site replicating the r-unit creates a new version, it identifies it by the site identi-
fier and by a locally-unique, monotonically-increasing number. For example, the
versions created by siteA within a given r-unit have identifiers〈A,1〉, 〈A,2〉; and
so on. Due to faulty synchronization, a version may also be temporarily assigned a
predecessor vector, as defined in [MNP07]. For presentationsimplicity, and with-
out loss of generality, we assume that faults never occur during synchronization
and thus omit predecessor vectors from our description.

Any site, A, maintains, along with each replicated r-unitu, two vectors: a
knowledge vector, denotedKVA(u), and apruned knowledge vector, denoted
PrVA(u). KVA(u) identifies the set of versions (inu) that happen-before the
versions that the site currently stores in r-unitu (including the latter versions).
PrVA(u) identifies the subset of the set denoted byKVA(u) that was pruned from the
log and is no longer available at the site. The set of versionsthatA currently stores
for r-unit u is given by the set difference beween the set denoted byKVA(u) and the
set denoted byPrVA(u).

Both vectors start out null. Naturally,KVA(u) changes asA creates or receives
new versions atu, while PrVA(u) changes asA prunes versions atu. As siteA adds
a new version of a file,〈B,c〉, to a r-unitu, the entry inKVA(u) that corresponds to
site B (denotedKVA(u)[B]) is updated toc, if c is higher than the previous entry.
VectorPrVA(u) is updated accordingly for each version thatA prunes inu.

Given a versionv, identified by〈B,c〉, of a file of a given r-unitu, thenv is in
the knowledge (resp. pruned knowledge) set ofu at siteA, iff c≤ KVA(u)[B] (resp.
c≤ PrVA(u)[B]).

We may finally redefine the base synchronization protocol that we introduced
for the initial solution in Section 3.2.6, in order to use r-units and knowledge vec-
tors. We present it in Algorithm 22.

A synchronization session between sitesA andB starts by havingB send the
identifiers of the r-units it replicates, as well as its knowledge vectors (line 2).
Accordingly, A determines the subset of the previous r-units that are common to
both sites (line 3), and proceeds to send the new versions of each common r-unit to
B.

Before synchronizing each common r-unit,A needs to ensure that, by sending
the new versions thatA holds toB, B will still ensure the prefix-property (see
Section 3.2.6); such a property is required for correctnessof our deduplication
scheme. However, ifA has already pruned at least one version of some object in a
given common r-unit andB has not yet received such a version, then ifA propagates
more recent versions of the same object toB, there can occur a gap atB’s logs that
violates the prefix-property. To avoid such a situation, we require that the pruned
knowledge ofA be a subset of the knowledge ofB (line 5). Otherwise, we simply
forbid synchronization of this r-unit between this pair of sites.
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Algorithm 22 Update propagation protocol from siteA to siteB.

1: for all r-unit u thatB replicatesdo
2: B sends the identifier ofu, along withKVB(u) andPrVB(u), to A.
3: A determines the set of r-units (denotedR ) that bothA andB replicate.
4: for all r-unit u in R do
5: if PrVA(u)≤ KVB(u) then
6: for all Objectx thatA replicates (with replicaa) and belongs tou do
7: A sends the identifier ofx to B.
8: B looks up a local replica ofx, denotedb.
9: if B does not replicatex then

10: B creates an empty replica ofx, denotedb.
11: Let u be the first update inscha.
12: while u existsdo
13: if KVB(u)[u.rid ] < u.lid then
14: A sendsu to B.
15: B setsschb← scheduleU pdate(u,schb).
16: Let u be the next update inscha.
17: else
18: Missing versions among both sites; skip synchronization ofr-unit u.
19: for all u∈ R synchronized successfullydo
20: A sendsKVA(u) to B.
21: B merges the receivedKVA(u) with KVB(u) into KVB(u).

In the latter case,B will only be able to synchronize the previous r-unit with
some other site that has not yet pruned the necessary versions. Evidently, it is cru-
cial that one such site does exist. In practice, we may consider that there exists
some back-up site, with large storage resources, whose purpose is to store suffi-
ciently long logs, in order solve any situation as above thatmay arise.

In contrast, if the prefix-property is guaranteed betweenA andB for some com-
mon r-unit,A propagates the versions (of the objects in the r-unit) thatA holds but
B does not (by checking the condition at line 13). For each version B receives,
B schedules it in the log of the corresponding replica. If sucha replica does not yet
exist atB (sinceB is not yet aware that some site created the corresponding object
into the r-unit),B creates an empty replica of the new object (recall that r-units are
fully replicated), at line 10.

Finally, B updates the knowledge vectors of the r-units for which synchroniza-
tion was carried out, by mergingB’s each knowledge vector withA’s (line 21).

With regard to the above protocol, we are concerned with the content transfer
at line 14. Furthermore, we also need to ensure that each replica’s version log, as
needed by the above protocol, is stored efficiently.

Before describing our contribution to optimize such aspects through data dedu-
plication, we draw some considerations on log pruning and update commitment
with the above protocol.
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6.1.2 Log Pruning and Pruned Knowledge Vectors

Similarly to the initial solution, sites prune versions from replica logs according to
the corresponding log-order, starting at older versions. This ensures that pruning
does not violate the prefix-property, on which our deduplication scheme relies.

Pruning, however, may cause the pruned knowledge vector to represent a set
that is greater than the effective set of pruned versions. Weillustrate with a simple
example. Consider two objects,x andy, belonging to the same r-unit,u. Let us
assume that some site,A, replicating the r-unit, stores, at the log ofx’s replica,
version〈B,1〉; while, aty’s replica, the site logs versions〈B,2〉.

Assume that the pruned knowledge vector was, at this moment,a null vector. If
the site decides to prune the oldest version fromy’s log (〈B,2〉), it will update the
respective pruned knowledge vector with such a version. Accordingly, PrVA(u)[B]
will become 2. This means that the pruned knowledge set will now represent a set
that contains both versions〈B,1〉 and〈B,2〉, while in fact the site has only pruned
the former.

The first immediate consequence of such an imprecision is that the condition at
line 5 of Algorithm 22, which analyzes the pruned knowledge vector of the sender
site, may yield false negatives. Therefore, the previous algorithm may prohibit syn-
chronization of some r-units between a given pair of sites because it assumes that
the prefix-property will be violated when, in fact, it would be safe. Nevertheless, it
is not a critical limitation, as it does not violate synchronization safety.

We believe this is an inevitable consequence of using a pruned knowledge vec-
tor that covers a whole r-unit, while pruning occurs at the finer granularity of indi-
vidual objects within the r-unit. Two alternative solutions may eliminate the above
false negatives, introducing different drawbacks. A first solution is to use smaller
r-units. The smaller the r-unit, the lower the probability of situations as above (the
limit being atomic r-units, where such a situation is impossible); however, smaller
r-units imply higher overhead with knowledge vectors, due to more r-units to rep-
resent the same amount of objects. A second solution is to further restrict the
pruning order to respect the order at which a given site created versions within
the r-unit; i.e., in the above example, the first version to prune would necessarily
be〈B,1〉, which belongs to objectx. This solution has the important drawback of
stealing the choice of which object from which to prune from the user, imposing a
system-defined order.

6.1.3 Update Commitment and dedupFS

dedupFS, by itself, does not include any update commitment protocol. It may,
however, be combined with the commitment protocols that we propose in Chapter
4, hence producing a more complete replicated system.

dedupFS imposes one important condition to the commitment protocol that
may complement it: that any update that the commitment protocol decides as
aborted be still propagated to the replicas that do not hold the corresponding ver-
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sion. In the VVWV protocol (see Section 4.2), for instance, we can optimize net-
work usage by not propagating updates that have already beendecided as aborted.
If VVWV is to be used as a complement of dedupFS, such an optimization must
be turned off. Nevertheless, as Sections 8.1 and 8.3 show, experimental results
show that, under realistic update ratios, aborted updates are rare; while, in real
workloads, the bandwidth gains of dedupFS largely surpass the penalty of having
to transfer a small number of aborted updates.

With respect to the VVWV protocol (see Section 4.2), combining it with de-
dupFS has the problem that the former relies on per-replica version vectors (one
per replica), while the latter on per-r-unit knowledge vectors.

One direct solution is to let both representations co-existin the integrated sys-
tem. Nevertheless, this solution increases the space overhead with version tracking,
which is redundantly done at the layers of update propagation (dedupFS) and up-
date commitment (VVWV).

A second solution is to use atomic r-units, in which case knowledge vectors ef-
fectively consist of the same conventional version vectorsthat VVWV uses. With
this solution, both dedupFS and VVWV could share the same version tracking rep-
resentation. However, atomic r-units imply important performance and efficiency
penalties for dedupFS, when the number of files (thus, atomicr-units) is large.

In our opinion, neither solution is entirely satisfactory.A direction for future
work is, inevitably, to adapt VVWV to non-atomic r-units andknowledge vectors.

6.2 Distributed Data Deduplication Protocol

Having described the basic data structures and the synchronization protocol for
plain transfer, we now extend dedupFS so as to achieve distributed data deduplica-
tion during synchronization.

6.2.1 Chunk Redundancy State

Each site maintains state about the content redundancy across its replicas. Such
a state connects identical disjoint, contiguous portions of the set of versions that
the site stores. We call each such portion achunk. Furthermore, given a set of
versions, if two chunks taken from a set of versions have identical contents, we
designate them as redundant across the set of versions. Chunk redundancy may
either occur between chunks of the same version, versions ofthe same file, distinct
files, or even distinct r-units. If otherwise, a chunk has no other chunk, within the
version set, with identical contents, we designate the former as literal.

Conceptually, we may represent chunk redundancy relationsamong the ver-
sions that a site stores as a set of two-levelsimilarity trees. Given a set of chunks
sharing identical contents, we distinguish one chunk as theroot chunk, and the
remaining chunks as thechild chunks. While the root chunk is guaranteed to al-
ways have its contents available in-place, the system may discard the (redundant)
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Figure 6.3: A possible chunk redundancy state is depicted. Example of chunk redundancy state.
Site A stores the versions of Figure 6.2 (f ,g,h, i, j), identified by their unique version
identifiers (〈B,9〉,〈D,7〉, etc). SiteA internally represents such a state by the chunk
reference lists and the similarity table above.

contents of child chunks for storage efficiency (as Section 6.3 explains). As an
example, Figure 6.2 depicts a possible set of similarity trees for a set of versions,
f , g, h, i and j.

In practice, a site internally represents its redundancy graph by means of two
data structures, which form its chunk redundancy state. Figure 6.3 depicts such a
state for a site holding the redundancy graph of the previousexample. The first
data structure consists of a chunk reference list associated with each version the
site stores. The chunk reference list of a given version identifies the chunks of the
version that are children in some similarity tree. Each chunk reference identifies:
the child chunk (by its offset and length within the version the reference belongs
to) and the corresponding root chunk (by the identifier of theversion where the
root chunk is located and the corresponding offset within that version).

The chunk reference lists of all versions in a site are sufficient to construct its
redundancy graph. However, for performance, each site alsomaintains asimilarity
table. The similarity table stores pairs of〈 child version identifier, root version
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identifier 〉; where each pair means that the version identified by the child version
identifier has at least one chunk that is a child of a root chunkin the value identified
by the root version identifier. The similarity table accelerates the detection of chunk
redundancy during synchronization, as will become clear inthe next section.

For the moment, we do not explain how a site maintains its chunk redundancy
state as its replicas contents evolve. Section 6.4 addresses such an issue.

6.2.2 Data Deduplication Protocol

Having described the state that each site maintains, both concerning the set of
locally stored versions and the chunk redundancy across such a set, we now explain
how we exploit such a state for data deduplication during synchronization. Let us
consider a synchronization session from a siteA to a siteB, as defined in Algorithm
22 (see Section 6.1.1). In particular, let us focus on the line where actual version
transference occurs (line 14).

We replace such a line with the following three steps, which ensure distributed
data deduplication:

1. B sends theKVB(ui) andPrVB(ui) of each r-unitui thatB replicates. For each
r-unit, A determines, by comparison of the pruned knowledge and knowledge
vectors that it receives fromB with its own vectors, two sets of versions: (i)
T , the minimum set of new versions thatB does not yet store, and thus
should be transferred; and (ii)C , the maximum set of versions that both sites
store in common.

2. A analyzes its local redundancy state to identify which chunks are redundant
betweenT andC . Such chunks are guaranteed to be redundant between the
versions to transfer and the versions thatB already holds, thus need not be
transferred.

3. Finally, a third step propagates the contents of literal chunks inT , as well as
lightweight references to chunks in common versions in the case of redun-
dant chunks.

Figure 6.4 depicts our data deduplication protocol. We detail each step in the
following sections.

6.2.2.1 T and C Set Determination

By simple comparison of the received vectors with its own vectors, A is able to
define the membership conditions for theT and C sets. LetR be the set of r-
units that bothA andB replicate. Consider a versionv stored byA, identified by
〈D,c〉, belonging to r-unitu in R .

Thenv∈ T if and only if:

KVB(u)[D] < c (6.1)
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Figure 6.5: The three possible cases of chunk redundancy between versions inT andC . The version
in black is inT , while the gray version belongs toC .

Furthermore,v∈ C if and only if:

∃k∈ R : PrVB(k)[D] < c≤ KVB(k)[D] (6.2)

Equation 6.1 captures the versions that do not yet belong to the knowledge set
of the receiver replica regarding the r-unitu (otherwise,KVB(u)[W] ≥ c). Such
versions are necessarily new versions that the receiver site has not received before.
Equation 6.2 selects the versions that siteA stores and, having been received by
siteB, at some replica of some r-unitk (c≤ KVB(k)[D]), have not been pruned atB
(PrVB(k)[D] < c). Therefore, such versions are currently available at bothsites.

6.2.2.2 Chunk Redundancy Identification

For each version,v, to transfer (i.e.,v∈ T ), A resorts to its local chunk redundancy
state to identify the chunks that are redundant acrossT andC . Take each chunk
of v. Clearly, such a chunk is redundant if at least one chunk of its similarity tree
belongs to a value inC . This may happen in three different cases, which Figure
6.5 depicts. Namely:

• Case 1. A chunk inv has a root chunk in a version inC .

• Case 2. A chunk inv is a root chunk of a child chunk in a version inC .

• Case 3. A chunk inv has a root chunk which has a child chunk in a version
in C .
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We look for case 1 by iterating over the chunk reference list of v and checking
if each referenced version,vr , is in C , using the membership condition ofC . For
cases 2 and 3, we need an auxiliary function,getInboundRefs , that determines
the set of chunk references of versions inC that point to a given target value.
getInboundRefs accesses the similarity table to identify versions that have any
reference to the target version. Then, it iterates over the chunk reference lists of
each such version and returns the chunk references that effectively point to the
target version.

By calling getInboundRefs for v, we directly detect the chunks ofv in case 2.
For case 3, we iterate over the chunk reference list ofvand, for each referenced root
chunk, we callgetInboundRefs on the latter’s version; we then identify which
references both (i) are from versions inC and (ii) point to the offset of the given
root chunk.

So far, we have considered thatC contained the versions that both sites hold
prior to synchronizing, and have identified chunk redundancy across such versions.
We can still widenC by observing that, since we propagate versions inT in a total
order, whenB receivesv, B will already have received every version sent before
v. Clearly, the latter versions are already common to both sites at the timev is
about to be sent; hence,C should also include them. The algorithm achieves this
by keeping a set of identifiers of the versions that it has already processed in a set
C ′. When testing inclusion inC , it also checks for inclusion inC ′. As a result, we
are able to identify chunk redundancy also across the valuesin T . In the remainder
of the thesis, we call the above situationrecursive redundancy.

6.2.2.3 Chunk Transference

Having identified the redundant chunks, we are now able to efficiently transfer the
versions inT . For each version, we transfer three components. A first component
identifies the version identifier and the corresponding size. The second component
is an array of chunk references that identify where the target site, B, may locally
obtain each redundant chunk of the version. We send references in the order by
which the corresponding chunks appear in the version. Each chunk reference iden-
tifies one chunk inC that has similar contents. For each case (1, 2 and 3), it is
straightforward to determine such a chunk inC . The third component consists of
the contents of every literal chunk of the version, again in their order of appearance
within the version.

Upon reception of the above components,B may reconstruct the version by
copying the referenced contents from the local versions to the specified offsets.
The gaps are filled with the contents in the third component.
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6.3 Efficient Log Storage

The effectiveness of the data deduplication protocol of dedupFS depends on the
maintenance, at each site, of long-term logs for each replica. Although disk space is
normally an amply available resource, a large number of filesmay easily consume
it if logs are not stored efficiently.

This section presents two ways of compressing stored logs, which substan-
tially reduce their space requirements. We designate the first by redundancy-
compression and the second by partial log pruning. Both may still be comple-
mented by conventional methods, such as data compression, to further increase
space efficiency.

6.3.1 Redundancy-Compression

Redundancy-compression excludes redundant child chunks from the stored repre-
sentation of a version. A redundancy-compressed version stores only its chunks
that are, according to the local chunk redundancy state, literal. We redundancy-
compress a version by a simple iteration of the respective chunk reference list,
removing the child chunks in the list from the stored contents of the version and
coalescing the remaining (literal) contents.

Figure 6.6 depicts redundancy-compression of a site with two versions. Clearly,
redundancy-compression is lossless, since all the contents of the version remain
available. However, in the case of read accesses to portionsof a version that be-
long to a child chunk (in the example, versiong), extra random disk accesses are
required to fetch the desired contents from the root chunks that reside at other
versions. Hence, the performance cost of redundancy-compression grows with re-
dundancy, as the more redundant chunks in the version, the more child chunks
exist.

Being an archival file system, a significant amount of the log of a file will
comprise archived versions, and not current versions. Since the former are typically
rarely accessed and, when accessed, the performance expectations of applications
are not as high as for the latter, such a penalty in access performance is acceptable
with archived versions. The same does not apply for most current versions; those
should be left uncompressed.
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6.3.2 Partial Log Pruning

In cases where the storage savings by redundancy-compression are not sufficient,
one step to resort to is to prune old versions from replica logs. However, log prun-
ing, in contrast to redundancy-compression, is a lossy method of reclaiming stor-
age, which erases the literal contents from the pruned versions. Even if the pruned
versions were already obsolete from the local user’s point of view, discarding short-
ens log depth. As discussed previously, this can hinder dedupFS’s ability to detect
distributed in-band redundancy, as version set intersections between two sites may
become smaller, possibly breaking the chain of redundancy relations from the ver-
sions to send (T ) to the versions in common (C ).

We may, instead, opt for an intermediate solution, which we call partial log
pruning (or simply partial pruning). The idea of partial pruning is to discard the
literal contents of the versions to prune, which typically dominate the storage re-
quirements of such versions, but still keep theirredundancy footprint. The redun-
dancy footprint of a version is a lightweight data structurethat may partially replace
the pruned version for the sake of deduplication. As we describe next, the redun-
dancy footprint allows dedupFS to detect most redundancy that it would detect had
the version not been pruned.

The redundancy footprint of a versionv consists of its chunk reference list. In
order to partially prunev, we proceed in the following steps:

1. For any root chunk inv, we look for one of its child chunks that belongs to
another (not yet partially pruned) version. If one such child chunk exists,
then we update the chunk redundancy state so that the child chunk becomes
the new root chunk (Section 6.4.3 details such an operation).

2. We discard the entire stored contents ofv (again, updating the chunk redun-
dancy state accordingly, as Section 6.4.3 describes).

3. We mark the log entry corresponding tov as partially pruned. The corre-
sponding chunk reference list implicitly becomesv’s redundancy footprint.

4. We update the pruned knowledge vector in order to includev (as we describe
in Section 6.1.1 for full log pruning).

As happens with versions, we cannot store redundancy footprints for ever. Sim-
ilarly to versions, we may also prune partially pruned entries from replica logs, as
long as such a pruning starts by the oldest entries. In order to track which redun-
dancy footprints a site has already discarded, each siteA maintains a third vector
along with each r-unitu, which we designate theuntraceable knowledge vector, or
simplyUntrVA(u).

The traceable knowledge vector evolves analogously to the pruned knowl-
edge vector; when siteA prunes the partially pruned entry of some version iden-
tified by 〈B,c〉 (belonging to some r-unitu), it updatesUntrVA(u)[B] to c if c >
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Figure 6.7: Example of the version sets that each knowledge vector represents, for some site. Ver-
sionsv1,v2 andv3 have already been received and logged at the site. Assuming that no
false inclusion has occurred (see Section 6.1.2), versionsv1 andv2 have already been
partially pruned. Versionv1 has been fully pruned.

UntrVA(u)[B]. Similarly to the pruned knowledge vector, the untraceableknowl-
edge vector suffers from false inclusions, as Section 6.1.2explains.

Summing up, we may now distinguish three stages in the lifecycle of a log
entry, each captured by each knowledge vector. Figure 6.7 illustrates the evolution
of such three stages. Initially, the entry is created and inserted to the log, hence the
corresponding version is added to the knowledge vector of the site. Secondly, the
version may be partially pruned, having its literal contents lost and being added to
the pruned knowledge vector. Finally, the version may be fully pruned, having its
redundancy footprint erased and being added to the untraceable knowledge vector.

dedupFS takes advantage of redundancy footprints for distributed deduplica-
tion. As we describe next, we may exploit redundancy footprints exclusively at the
sender site or at both sites.

6.3.2.1 Exploiting Sender-Side Footprints

Recall that, originally, dedupFS’s deduplication protocol relies on a set intersection
between the versions that both synchronizing sets know and have not yet pruned
(either partially or fully) (see Section 6.2.2. Redundancyfootprints allow dedup-
FS to enlarge the above condition to encompass more versions; hence achieving a
larger interception set and, consequently, improved ability to detect in-band redun-
dancy.

More precisely, since redundancy footprints provide us with some information
concerning the partially pruned versions (in contrast to the fully pruned ones), we
may also consider them when calculating the intersection. Such additional inclu-
sion has some implications on the protocol, which depend on whether we exclu-
sively consider partially pruned versions at the sender site or at both sites.

We start by the easier case, the first one. Adapting the deduplication protocol
from Section 6.2.2 to also consider the partially pruned versions that the sender site
holds is straightforward. When identifying redundancy across the new versions to
propagate (setT ) and the common version set (the intersection setC ), we now
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.

consider both unpruned as well partially pruned local versions as possible members
of C (in the algorithm described in Section 6.2.2.2).

Note that the deduplication protocol exclusively uses chunk references from the
local versions inC that happen to share some chunk with some version inT , and
never the contents of the former. Since redundancy footprints of partially pruned
versions hold the former information, the above adaptationis sufficient.

We illustrate it with an example taken from the system that Figure 6.8 depicts.
Let us consider a synchronization session from siteB to A. After receivingA’s
knowledge vectors,B knows that it should transfer versionk, asA does not hold it
yet. If versiong were fully pruned atB, the common set of versions of both sites
would be a null intersection; hence,B would have to transfer the entire contents of
k.

Nevertheless, if we enable exploitation of partially pruned versions in the dedu-
plication, thenB concludes that partially pruned versiong is common to both sites.
From the redundancy footprint ofg, B determines that one chunk ofk is redundant
across both sites. Hence,B avoids sending the contents of such a chunk. Instead, it
sends a chunk reference to versiong, including its version identifier (〈D,7〉) and the
the offset and size of the chunk. All such elements are available fromg’s footprint.
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6.3.2.2 Exploiting Footprints at the Receiver Side

Let us now try to exploit partial pruned at the versions at thereceiver side. A naive
adaption of the deduplication protocol to consider the partially pruned versions at
the receiver site would simply replace the pruned knowledgevectors that the re-
ceiver site sends by the respective untraceable knowledge vectors. More precisely,
for each r-unit that a receiver siteB replicates,B would sendUntrVB(u) instead of
PrVB(u) (in line 2 of Algorithm 22 from Section 6.1.1).

However, such an adaptation is not always correct, as we now explain.
In contrast to the sender-side case, the deduplication protocol involves obtain-

ing contents of chunks in the local versions that belong to the common version set
(C ) that the sender determined. If we allow some of such local versions inC to
be partially pruned versions, there will be situations where the receiver site will
receive a chunk reference to contents in such partially pruned versions.

Two cases may happen in such a situation: (a) the referenced chunk is re-
dundant in the receiver site, thus it is available at some unpruned version; or (b)
the referenced chunk was literal by the time the containing version was partially
pruned, which means that the contents of the chunk are no longer locally available.
Using the redundancy footprint of the partially pruned version, we can detect in
which case we are, for each chunk reference that the site receives. Essentially, if
the contents covered by the footprint’s chunk reference list include the chunk that
the received chunk reference points to, then we are in case (a). In such a case,
we may obtain the required contents from the local, unprunedversions that the
footprint references.

Otherwise, we are in case (b). This case means that there are some contents
that the sender site assumed that would be locally availableat the receiver site, yet
are no longer locally available. The only solution in this case implies a second
protocol round, in which the receiver site explicitly requests a plain transfer (i.e.
without deduplication) of the missing chunks.

We illustrate both cases by recalling the example in Figure 6.8. Let us assume
synchronization fromC toB. SiteC has one new version thatBhas not yet received,
l . As the Figure depicts, versionl shares two distinct chunks with versiong, which
is partially pruned atB. If we disable redundancy footprint exploitation at the
receiver side, thenC will consider that both sites share no version in common (i.e.
C = ø). Hence,C will send the entire contents ofg to B.

However, if we exploit redundancy footprints at the receiver side, thenC will
infer that there is, in fact, a common version (g) in relation to which versionl has
two redundant chunks. Thus,C will not send the contents of such two chunks
to C, instead sending two chunk references to chunks in〈D,7〉 (i.e. g). Upon
receiving both chunk references,B will analyzeg’s footprint and infer that: (a) the
contents which the first chunk reference points to are actually available in version
k, thus may be obtained locally; (b) the second chunk reference, however, points
to contents that the redundancy footprint ofg does not cover, thereforeB can no
longer obtain them locally. To repair the second situation,B has no option but to
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send a second request toC, asking for the plain transfer of the contents that the
latter chunk reference points to.

In contrast to exploiting redundancy footprints at the sender side, the receiver
side counterpart has a relevant network cost. In some cases,it imposes an ad-
ditional round-trip to our, otherwise simple, deduplication protocol. This reveals
a trade-off between more effective in-band redundancy detection and less round-
trips to complete synchronization. Hence, depending on theactual system and
workload, enabling exploitation of redundancy footprintsat the receiver side may
or may not compensate. In the remainder of thesis, we adopt the option of protocol
simplicity and assume that dedupFS exploits sender-side footprints only.

6.4 Similarity Graph Maintenance

So far, we have introduced the chunk redundancy state of a site and described how
we may exploit it for data deduplication. This section explains how a site dynam-
ically maintains such a state as it discards old versions andstores new ones. The
former occurs as the site prunes versions from a r-unit or decides (or is instructed)
to cease replicating a given r-unit, discarding the corresponding replicas. The latter
occurs as new versions are created locally or arrive from remote sites.

As a result, new similarity trees may appear; and existing trees may gain nodes,
loose nodes (possibly changing their root chunk) or disappear. The system must,
therefore, react to such changes and update its chunk redundancy state accord-
ingly. Such a procedure may be slow; hence, it runs in background, and not syn-
chronously with synchronization sessions.

6.4.1 Version Addition

We start by describing the technique we employ to detect chunk redundancy be-
tween new versions and previously stored versions, at a given site. It is important to
note that our architecture supports a vast diversity of techniques for such a purpose.
The sole requirements are that the chosen technique be able to output the chunk re-
dundancy state used by our data deduplication protocol and not be prone to false
positives. In particular, approaches such as the fixed-sizesliding block method of
rsync [TM98] (if adapted to not produce false positives) or diff-encoding [Mac00],
among others [PP04, YK04], can easily replace the method that we propose as
follows.

Our method divides new versions into variable-sized chunksusing the content-
based technique proposed by Muthitacharoen et al [MCM01]. Acontent-based
approach minimizes the impact ofinsert-and-shiftoperations (i.e. operations that
modify a file by inserting some bytes and shifting the remaining contents) on the
chunk redundancy that is detectable between the newer and the original versions
[MCM01].

For each version, we run a 48-byte sliding window along the contents of the
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version. For every such an (overlapping) 48-byte region, wecalculate a fingerprint.
Similarly to [MCM01], we use Rabin fingerprints [Rab81] due to their efficiency
when computing on a sliding window. When a pre-defined numberof lowest-order
bits of the fingerprint of the current region equal a pre-defined integer, we consider
the region a chunk boundary. Accordingly, the current chunkends at the boundary,
and a new chunk starts at the next byte.

We may parameterize the expected chunk size by the number of lowest-order
bits compared. A higher number of bits implies a lower probability of boundary
selection, and thus a larger expected chunk size. More precisely, n lowest-order
bits entail an expected chunk size of 2n.8 For the moment, we leave the value ofn
unspecified; Section 8.3 evaluates and discusses possible values ofn.

The last region of a value implicitly constitutes a boundary. Furthermore, we
impose a minimum and a maximum chunk length in order to prevent abnormal
chunk sizes. More precisely, we ignore any chunk boundariesbefore the minimum
size; while we always consider the first region that makes themaximum size of the
current chunk as a boundary, independently of its fingerprint.

Having delimited a new chunk, we detect whether a chunk with similar con-
tents is already locally stored or not. We avoid an exhaustive byte-by-byte compar-
ison of the contents of every previously stored chunk with a help from compare-by-
hash. We maintain achunk hash tablethat associates hash values with references
to actual chunks within the versions stored by the site. The chunk hash table only
needs to comprise entries for either root chunks or literal chunks; it references no
child chunks.

For each new chunk, we look up the chunk hash table for chunks with a match-
ing hash. For each match, we compare the bytes of the new chunkwith those of the
equally-hashed chunk. In the case of a false positive match,we continue our search
in the chunk hash table, as more than one equally-hashed, yetdistinct chunks may
exist. Therefore, we prevent data corruption due to potential hash collisions at the
cost of byte-by-byte comparison when hashes match.

Figure 6.9 illustrates the process of chunk division and lookup for a new ver-
sion,k, at some siteA. The Rabin fingerprints calculated for each region ofk yield
three boundaries. Hence, we divide version’s contents intofour chunks, for which
we obtain a hash value. Looking up each such hash value in the chunk hash ta-
ble of A, we determine that the third chunk of the version has the samehash value
as one chunk thatA already stores (belonging to version〈A,6〉). We then compare
the contents of both chunks, byte by byte, in order to check whether they are effec-
tively redundant. The remaining chunks ofk are necessarily literal atA, since no
equally-hashed chunks exist in the chunk hash table.

Since hash collisions are no longer a critical event, we may increase the per-
formance of hash computation by using a fast, non-cryptographic, hash function.9

8Assuming infinite version size. In practice, average chunk sizes will be lower due to chunks that
end at end-of-file bytes, rather than at a boundary.

9Following the guideline suggested by Henson in [HH05].
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0x9ACC3323 target version = <B,9>; offset=0; count=1297

0x02020447 target version = <A,4>; offset=775; count=203

0xD9835521 target version = <D,7>; offset=0; count=98

0x33221497 target version = <C,3>; offset=772; count=81

0x33245BA2 target version = <A,6>; offset=0; count=597

Hash value Chunk reference

... ...
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Hash:
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Entries in site A’s chunk hash table��<A,6>
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Figure 6.9: Example of chunk division and lookup for a new version,k that siteA is about to store.
SiteA already stores other versions, whose root and literal chunks are represented inA’s
chunk hash table.

More precisely, we recycle the Rabin fingerprints that chunkdivision already cal-
culates for such a purpose. Our hash function consists of a 64-bit exclusive-or
(XOR) of the Rabin fingerprints of each 48-byte portion of thechunk, which are
already available for free (in terms of computational cost)from the chunk division
phase.

The space requirements of the chunk hash table may take up a non-negligible
portion of the space requirements of dedupFS if parametern of the chunk division
procedure is set for sufficiently small chunks. A solution for minimizing such an
overhead is out of the scope of the paper. Possible solutionsto alleviate it include
the compressed representation of a chunk hash table proposed in the context of
the figerdiff system [BJD06]; or the use of bloom filters [Blo70] to identify large
groups of chunks, replacing their individual hashes. As an alternative option, the
chunk hash table may be completely constructed and, afterwards, discarded each
time the chunk redundancy step is executed. Notice that sucha data structure is not
necessary for the data deduplication protocol.

For each new version, we run the above-described chunk redundancy detection
method. Such a method needs not run immediately once a new version exists, and
may instead be postponed to idle-processor periods. However, synchronization
sessions that may take place in the meantime will not be able to exploit any chunk
redundancy that affects the new versions.

Whenever the chunk redundancy detection method gets a matchfor a chunk
of a new version, we define it as a child chunk of the chunk referenced in the
chunk hash table. More precisely, i) we add a reference to thechunk referenced
in the chunk hash table to the chunk reference list of the new version, and ii) we
add an entry to the similarity table, pairing the new versionto the older value. If,
otherwise, no identical chunk is found, then we simply add a chunk reference to
the new chunk in the chunk hash table.

We illustrate the above steps by recalling the previous example, in Figure 6.9.
Let us assume that the third chunk of versionk (identified by〈C,5〉) has the same
contents as the chunk at version, and thus byte-by-byte comparison detected such
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0x7763982B target version = <C,5>; offset=0; count=402

0x23447782 target version = <C,5>; offset=402; count=610

0x34432127 target version = <C,5>; offset=1609; count=399

Hash value Chunk reference

... ...

Entries in chunk hash table

... ...
0x33245BA2 target version = <A,6>; offset=0; count=597...

<C,5> : <A,6>
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Table
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Chunk Reference Lists

... ...

Chunk Redundancy State at Site A

Figure 6.10: Chunk redundancy state ofA afterA receives and stores versionk from the example in
Figure 6.9. Changes to such each data structure are in highlighted in gray. Versionk
is identified by〈C,5〉. One of its chunk is literal with a chunk in version〈A,6〉, which
A already stores; allk’s remaining chunks are literal atA.��������f
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transfer/
storage

Deduplication
with large
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reference
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Figure 6.11: Example of effective volumes in storage or synchronizationof versiong with different
approaches: plain storage/transfer, and deduplication with a large expected chunk size,
small expected chunk size, small expected chunk size with reference coalescing. Large
chunk sizes yield lower precision in redundancy detection,while smaller chunk sizes
yield higher detection precision but may have a higher spaceoverhead due to chunk
references to chunks that are contiguous at the target version (v). Reference coalescing
achieves the accuracy of small chunks, at acceptable chunk reference overheads.

a redundancy relation. Recall that the remaining three chunks of k are literal atA.
Figure 6.10 depicts the changes to the chunk redundancy state ofA after it receives
and stores versionk. The chunk reference list ofk includes a single entry, which
points to the chunk at version〈A,6〉, with which k’s only redundant chunk (the
third one) shares its contents. Hence, the latter chunk becomes becomes a child
chunk of the former. Accordingly, the similarity table ofA now holds a new entry
denoting thatk has a child chunk of a root chunk in version〈A,6〉. Finally, the
chunk hash table now includes entries that reference each literal chunk ofk.

6.4.2 Reference Coalescing and Chunk Size Trade-Offs

We complement the above procedure with a simple step ofreference coalescing.
Before adding a new chunk reference to the chunk reference list of the new ver-
sion, we check if the chunk reference points to a post-contiguous portion of the
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previous reference in the list. If so, then we simply modify the previous reference,
by incrementing its length field with the length field of the new reference.

We illustrate the advantage of reference coalescing with anexample, in Figure
6.11. Reference coalescing retains the memory overhead of the chunk reference
lists at a low level, even if average chunk size decreases. Chunk redundancy detec-
tion can be made more aggressive by decreasing the expected chunk size, which
increases the probability of redundancy detection. Apart from pathological ex-
ceptions (which we address in Section 8.3.2.1), reference coalescing ensures that
decreasing chunk sizes (down to nearly the size of a chunk reference) will mono-
tonically decrease the aggregate size of literal chunk contents plus chunk reference
lists. In fact, if a large chunk was detected before, then subdividing it into a consec-
utive set of smaller chunks will also result in a single chunkreference, as originally.
In fact, new chunk references will (coalesced) typically only arise when small re-
dundant chunks, which were previously hidden inside largerliteral chunks, become
detectable.

Hence, the aggregate size of literal chunk contents will decrease more rapidly
than chunk reference lists will grow, due to reference coalescing. From the view-
point of the data deduplication protocol, such an aggregatesize is very important,
as its components directly affect the bandwidth efficiency of the protocol. There
is, however, a trade-off if we regard the negative consequences of smaller chunk
sizes on the memory requirements of the chunk hash table and to the performance
of the chunk redundancy detection procedure. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that,
if we exclusively focus on the time and bandwidth efficiency of the data dedupli-
cation protocol, such a consequence is irrelevant. Namely,the data deduplication
protocol does not use the former structure, and the latter procedure is run off-line,
rather than during synchronization.

6.4.3 Version Removal

Version removal (due to log pruning or replica discard) implies removing the chunks
of a given set of versions from the chunk redundancy state of the site. For some
version,v, to remove, it takes the following two steps to accordingly update the
chunk redundancy site.

A first step moves any root chunk thatv may hold to some other version that
holds (at least) one child of the root chunk. We obtain, from the similarity table,
the list of versions that have at least one chunk reference pointing to v. For each
versionv′ in such a list, we check which of its chunk references point toa chunk
in v. If we find one such reference, we choose it as the new root chunk. Accord-
ingly, we (i) erase the latter chunk reference from the chunkreference list ofv′; (ii)
change the chunk reference in the hash table to point to the new root chunk; and,
(iii) if the version that includes the new root chunk,v′, does not store the chunk’s
contents (due to redundancy-compression, as Section 6.3 describes), we insert the
chunk contents (fromv) in v′, at the corresponding position among the chunks with
contents already stored inv′. We continue the search for references to chunks in
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Figure 6.12: Example of changes to chunk redundancy state after successively removing versionsg
and f from A. Versiong has one redundant, child chunk (besides other literal chunks),
while f has both child and root chunks.

v. If we find references to chunks inv for which we have already performed the
above steps, and chosen a new root chunk, then we simply change it to point to the
new root chunk.

Finally, a second step removes any entry in the similarity table that refers tov.

We illustrate the above steps with the example that Figure 6.12 depicts. In the
example, siteA starts by removing versiong, identified by〈D,7〉. By inspecting
the initial chunk redundancy state ofA, g has no root chunks, as no other version
references any chunk ofg. Hence, removingg is straightforward: we erase its
chunk reference list, the entries from the similarity tablethat havek as the source
version and the entries in the chunk hash table that targetg (not depicted in Figure
6.12). WhenA removes versionf (identified by〈B,9〉), however, we further need
to move the single root chunk thatf holds to some other version that holds one
of its child chunks. In this case, the only version that has a child chunk of f ’s
root chunk is〈C,3〉 (as we can see from the similarity table). Hence, we erase the
corresponding chunk reference from the chunk reference list of 〈C,3〉; update the
chunk hash table to point to the new root chunk (not depicted in Figure 6.12); and,
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if 〈C,3〉 is redundancy-compressed, copy the contents of its new rootchunk from
the stored contents off to 〈C,3〉.

Contrary to the case of new versions, a site can only prune versionv after after
the above steps complete. Otherwise, the content of any rootchunks inv would
be discarded without checking if any of its child chunks had the chunk’s contents
available. If every child chunk was redundancy-compressed, then immediately
discarding the root chunk would result in content loss.

6.5 On Out-Of-Band Redundancy

Compare-by-hash has the distinctive property of being ableto detect redundancy
amonganypair of chunks. In turn, dedupFS is only able to detect in-band redun-
dancy. Chunk redundancy between a pair of chunks where none of them belongs
to the common version set of the communicating hosts escapesfrom dedupFS’s
redundancy detection scheme. This seems to be an unavoidable limitation of any
solution that follows our approach.

As we discuss previously and confirm with experimental results in Section
8.3.4.1, out-of-band is close to negligible in a very representative set of work-
loads. Under such a condition, the advantages of dedupFS over compare-by-hash
are effective.

Nevertheless, in a system with strong sources of out-of-band redundancy, de-
dupFS may no longer be more efficient than compare-by-hash. We distinguish
three main sources of such out-of-band redundancy, which weexemplify as fol-
lows:

1. Non-copy transformations on common data.As an example, consider
two concurrent versions,v1 andv2, of a given source code project, sharing numer-
ous redundant chunks with a common earlier version,v0. Host A storesv1 and
v0, while hostB storesv2 andv0. Clearly, the transference of eitherv1 or v2 to
B or A, respectively, would perform efficiently in dedupFS, as it would be able
to detect the existing chunk redundancy. Now, suppose both hosts compile their
versions, obtaining the corresponding sets of binaries,b1 andb2, respectively. If
the compiler and the execution environment are the same,b1 andb2 will also share
significant similarity, a direct consequence of the similarity between their source
code versions. However, dedupFS can not detect such a similarity.

2. Data propagation through external sources.If two beginner program-
mers, working on separate projects, access a common web pagecontaining code
examples, then it is possible that both will copy&paste similar code portions from
the web page. In theory, both projects share similarities with a common version
(the web page). However, dedupFS is not able to infer that.

3. Common application-produced contents.Two binary executable files,
produced by the same compiler, may share similar headers. These do not consist
of similarities due derived from data versions, but insteadconsist of a common
pattern due to the usage of a common application.
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A careful analysis of the sources of out-of-band redundancyin a particular
system is needed to determine whether dedupFS is, in fact, a better option than
compare-by-hash in such a system. Evidently, if the concerned users and applica-
tions impose a solution that resists hash collisions, then the second solution is not
a valid option.

6.6 Summary

The storage and synchronization of replicas whose updates use a state-based rep-
resentation may introduce important memory and network overheads. Such over-
heads may easily render the replicated system inadequate for operation in environ-
ments where memory and bandwidth are limited resources.

We propose a novel technique for data deduplication in distributed storage sys-
tems. Our solution is able to eliminate two crucial limitations of data deduplica-
tion through compare-by-hash. Namely, we (i) eliminate thepossibility of data
corruption due to hash collisions; and (ii) we impose a significantly lower pro-
tocol overhead, both in terms of meta-data sent across the network and message
round-trips; (iii) while detecting redundant volumes thatare, at least, compara-
ble to compare-by-hash, for most workloads we expect. We have implemented a
distributed archival file system, dedupFS, which employs our solution.

Our approach follows the principle that, if a sender host is able to determine
which of its local versions are also stored at the receiver host, then the sender may
detect chunk redundancy by simply comparing the contents tosend with those of
the common set of versions. Such a principle has always lied underneath older ap-
proaches for data deduplication, such as Delta-Encoding and Cooperating Caches,
though not exploited to its full potential. In this sense, our contribution can be seen
as an enhancement over such older approaches. It enlarges the set of detectable
chunk redundancy, hence attaining higher data deduplication efficiency, by a novel
combination of modern techniques. Namely, vector sets, content-based indexing
and reference coalescing.
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Chapter 7

Implementation

We have implemented two prototypes incorporating the contributions that the pre-
vious chapters propose. A first project consists of a simulator of a distributed repli-
cated system. The simulator runs a set of mobile and stationary sites, each holding
replicas and applications that modify the latter. It allowsa thorough evaluation of
generic commitment protocols under a wide range of network and workload condi-
tions. We have used the simulator to evaluate implementations of the commitment
protocols in Chapter 4, as well as the extension of such protocols that Chapter 5
proposes.

For the contributions on efficient state-based replica storage and synchroniza-
tion (Chapter 6), we have implemented a prototype of a concrete replicated system.
More precisely, it consists of a replicated file system, called dedupFS, a represen-
tative example of a state-based system. Here, the focus is onevaluating replica
storage and synchronization, and not on the commitment protocol. Therefore, the
prototype runs a replication protocol that has no commitment protocol.

The following sections detail such implementations, starting by the simulator
in Section 7.1, and then proceeding to the replicated file system in Section 7.2.
Finally, Section 7.3 summarizes the chapter.

7.1 Simulator

The simulator was implemented in C# and consists of a Windowsapplication. Fig-
ure 7.1 presents the user interface. The simulator includes17 classes, and more
than 5000 lines of code.1

1The source code of the simulator project, including the protocols
and simulator described in the following sections is publicly available at
http://www.gsd.inesc-id.pt/ ˜ jpbarreto/VVWVSim.zip .
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Figure 7.1: Snapshot of the simulator’s graphical user interface.

7.1.1 Base Classes

The simulator includes a collection of mobile sites, implemented by classSite .
Sites are randomly distributed by a set of network partitions. The simulator as-
sumes a set of objects, each of which may be replicated at a subset of sites. For
each object, a site may either hold a replica or not. A non-replica site may be will-
ing to carry consistency packets, in which case we designateit a non-replica carrier
(NRC).

ClassReplica implements replicas. Each replica runs one or more com-
mitment protocols. Any commitment protocol is a subclass ofthe abstract class
ConsProtocol . Among others,ConsProtocol provides two important public
(abstract) methods to the replica:issueUpdate and pullReplica . The replica
calls the former method to notify that a new update has been issued. The lat-
ter method is called when synchronization occurs, requesting the local protocol
instance to pull update data from a remote commitment protocol instance, run-
ning on another replica. Furthermore, in order to support the exchange of con-
sistency packets,ConsProtocol has the public methodsgenConsistencyPacket
andapplyConsistencyPacket ; which respectively generates a consistency packet
(classConsPacket ) reflecting the current replica state, and receives a consistency
packet, incorporating its meta-data into the replica’s state.
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numSteps Number of time steps of each simulation.
numSamples Number of simulations to run.

numObjs Number of objects.
numSites Number of mobile sites.
numPart Number of network partitions.
mobProb Probability of a site migrating to a different partition.

numReplicas Number of replicas per object.
numActive Number of active replicas per object.

probUpdHigh Update probability of active replica.
probUpdLow Update probability of inactive replica.
activateProb Activation probability.

failProb Failure probability of a site.
resumeProb Probability that a failed site resumes operation.

bidirAE Bidirectional anti-entropy if true, unidirectional if false.

Table 7.1: Simulation parameters.

7.1.2 Update Commitment Protocols

We have implemented a number of relevant commitment protocols, as subclasses
of ConsProtocol . A first one is our proposed protocol,VVWV. For a comparative
evaluation of VVWV, we have also implemented relevant state-of-the-art commit-
ment protocols. Namely, the primary commit protocol (Primary ) and Deno’s basic
weighted voting protocol (BasicWV ). In the case of Deno, the implementation ex-
tends the original protocol specification with optimistic replication support.

Every commitment protocol class implements the methodsissueUpdate and
pullReplica , for regular operation. OnlyVVWVsupports the exchange of consis-
tency packets, implementing thegenConsistencyPacket andapplyConsisten-
cyPacket methods. It exchanges consistency packets with the protocol’s specific
meta-data, instances of classVVWVConsPacket, a subclass ofConsPacket .

7.1.3 Simulation Cycle and Parameters

Table 7.1 enumerates the variables that parameterize each simulation. The simula-
tor divides time into logical time steps. At each time step, each siteA:

1. With a given mobility probability,mobProb, A migrates to a different, ran-
domly chosen, network partition;

2. If A is replica or NRC, thenA randomly selects a site,B, from the set of
sites inA’s current partition. For each object,A either performs anti-entropy
from B (if A andB are replicas); or receives a consistency packet fromB (if
B and/orA are NRCs);

3. If A is a replica,A generates an update with a given update probability.
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Anti-entropy may be either unidirectional or bidirectional; parameterbidirAE
determines such an option. Each replica may be active or inactive. A replica’s up-
date probability depends on whether the replica is active (probUpdHigh) or inactive
(probUpdLow). An inactive replica exchanges, with a given activation probability,
activateProb, its inactive status with an active replica after pulling anti-entropy
information from it. The differentiation between active and inactive replicas al-
lows us to simulate non-uniform update models; in particular, the hot-spot model
[RRP99], which assumes, based on empirical evidence, that updates occur with
greater probability in a small set of replicas.

Furthermore, each site may fail temporarily at the beginning of a time step,
with a given failure probability,failProb. A failed site neither issues any updates
nor synchronizes with other sites. A failed site may resume its operation at a sub-
sequent time step, recovering the previous state, with a given resume probability,
resumeProb.

Each simulation runs the above phases for a number of time steps, outputting
results from such an execution. In the case of multiple protocols, they run side-
by-side during each execution of the simulator; this enables a fair comparison of
each protocol. For more statistically meaningful results,the simulator repeats each
experiment a number of times (defined bynumSamples); each such experiment
is different, as it uses distinct randomization seeds. The simulator then outputs
average results, as well as individual results. For evaluation of ranges of parameter
values, a bath simulation option is available. A batch simulation automatically runs
multiple simulations, traversing the range of values that are specified for a subset
of the parameters.

Finally, one may replace the random mobility and partitioning of sites by sub-
mitting a mobility trace to the simulator. A mobility trace consists of a list of tuples,
each specifying an encounter, at a given moment, between twosites. The mobility
trace is an ASCII text file, where each line represents one tuple. For instance, the
following line denotes an encounter between sites 12 and 18 at a given moment in
time:

2003-11-20 18:08:52 12 18
Mobility traces allow the emulation of mobility and partitioning traces ob-

served from real systems. When a mobility trace is specified,all sites exist in a
single partition, and anti-entropy occurs only due to encounters specified in the
trace file.

7.1.4 Measures

Each commitment protocol notifies the simulator of commitment-related events.
These include an update becoming stable, aborting, or committing. Furthermore,
the simulator may inquire for memory and bandwidth consumption with protocol-
specific control data (e.g., version vectors).

From such information, the simulator is able to measure, foreach replica, the
average, minimum and maximum values of:
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1. Number of stable, aborted and committed updates;

2. Number of updates that became stable, aborted or committed after regular
anti-entropy; and number of updates that became stable, aborted or commit-
ted after reception of a consistency packet;

3. Stability and commitment delays, which consist of the number of time steps
between the step where an update was issued and the step whereit became
stable and committed, respectively;

4. Memory and network consumption with control data;

5. Dimension and number of consistency packets in the local buffer.

The above results are output as a file in the Comma-Separated Value Format
(CSV) [Sha05].

7.2 dedupFS

We have implemented dedupFS as a file system for the Linux operating system.2

dedupFS complements the basic file system services with a versioning service.
Complementarily to the current version of each object (file or directory), it main-
tains and offers access to older versions of such objects. Versioning is an impor-
tant feature for many users and applications for a number of reasons [SGSG02].
They allow recovery from user mistakes or system corruption[SFH+99], backup
[CN02, QD02, SGMV08], post-intrusion diagnosis [SGS+00], auditing for com-
pliance with electronic records legislation [PBAB07], or versioning support for
collaborative work [C+93].

More than a local versioning file system, dedupFS supports distributed collab-
oration through sharing of files and directories. Groups of users may share subsets
of their file-spaces. dedupFS enables applications to create new shared objects, as
well as read from and write to them in an optimistic fashion. dedupFS runs a repli-
cation protocol that ensures synchronization of shared object replicas that each site
holds.

dedupFS is an instantiation of the generic replication service that the present
thesis addresses, where replicated objects consist of filesand directories. Being
a file system, it is a concrete example of a state-based replicated system; here,
state-based updates consist of file versions. Hence, the implementation of dedup-
FS allows a realistic evaluation of the contributions for efficient state-based replica
storage and synchronization, which Chapter 6 proposes. As the next sections ex-
plain, dedupFS incorporates such contributions in order toattain space-efficient file
system versioning, and network-efficient synchronization.

2The source code of dedupFS is publicly available at:
https://www.gsd.inesc-id.pt/ ˜ jpbarreto/dedup.zip .

https://www.gsd.inesc-id.pt/~jpbarreto/dedup.zip
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The focus of implementing dedupFS is on evaluating replica storage and syn-
chronization, and not on the commitment protocol. Therefore, the following sec-
tions describe a system with no commitment protocol.

The remainder of the section is organized as follows. Section 7.2.1 starts by
presenting the implementation details of the basic file system, including those
concerning version tracking and distributed collaboration features. Section 7.2.2
describes the local similarity detection process. Section7.2.3 then describes the
mechanisms for efficient replica synchronization.

7.2.1 Base File System

dedupFS relies on the Filesystem in Userspace (FUSE) kernelmodule, version
2.6.3. FUSE provides a bridge between dedupFS’s code, whichruns in user space,
and the actual Linux Virtual File System kernel interfaces.The choice of FUSE
allowed for rapid prototyping of dedupFS; namely by allowing user-level debug-
ging and significantly quicker unmount-compile-mount cycles. As a trade-off, the
performance of the FUSE-based prototype is worse than wouldbe achievable with
a traditional kernel-level file system. However, as Chapter8.3 later discusses, such
a performance degradation does not affect the aspects that we are interested in
evaluating in the protocol; that is, those regarding our contributions.

Any non-privileged users may mount dedupFS at a given mount point, as well
as unmount it. dedupFS supports a large set of interfaces from the POSIX file
system API, which is sufficient for most legacy applicationsto correctly use de-
dupFS to store and access files and directories.

In its current form, dedupFS does not store data directly on disk. Instead, it
uses the native file system to as an lower-level storage layer. The native file system
stores dedupFS’s state in the form of files and directories. Such a choice imposes
additional performance overhead due to the extra layer, andhas the problem of
leaving dedupFS’s state exposed to users that have access tothe native file sys-
tem. Again, the need of rapid prototyping justifies such a choice. A future version
should implement direct disk access.

dedupFS’s unit of storage is the i-node, identified by a unique version identifier,
as defined in Section 6.1.1. Every directory and file version has one corresponding
i-node that stores its data. Each i-node, in turn, is stored as a file in the native
file system, whose name is a string with the corresponding version identifier. For
instance, a file version created by writer 2 and assigned a counter value 3 is stored
at file "3 2" of the native file system directory.

For directories, we adopt a similar solution as in the Elephant file system
[SFH+99]. A directory is stored in a single i-node, identified by the directory ver-
sion, which comprises a directory entry for each object in the directory. Changes to
the directory (e.g., objects added, removed, or attributeschanged) result in append-
ing a new entry to the directory i-node and setting theactive flag of the previous
entry corresponding to the affected object to false. As filesand directories, direc-
tory entries are also assigned a version identifier, stored along the entry. At a given
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moment, the contents of a directory comprise the active entries in its i-node.
Files are identified by the identifier of their first version. Directory entries store

such an identifier, which remains constant throughout the file’s lifetime. When
opening a file, located at a given path, we need to be able to mapthe file identifier
(obtained from the directory entry corresponding to the path) to the identifier of
its current version. dedupFS maintains a version information table, indexed by
file identifier, which contains, for each file: version identifier, size, compression
mode (plain, redundancy or reference), andhasRefs flag (explained below) for
the current version of the file; and the i-node identifier of the file log (if any). de-
dupFS stores the version information table as a file in the native file system. By
looking up such a table, dedupFS is able to open and correctlyretrieve the contents
of the current version of a file.

If a file has only a single version, it has no log i-node. This isan important stor-
age optimization since many files of a file system are never changed. If, otherwise,
new versions are added to a log-less file, then dedupFS creates a new i-node to
the log (and assigns a version identifier to it, as well), updating the file’s entry the
version information table. The log consists of a list of version information entries,
similar to the ones in the version information table. Such entries allow access to
the archived versions. Currently, dedupFS implements on-close version creation.
It may be easily extended to support other policies [SFH+99].

For general i-node caching, dedupFS transparently relies on the cache of the na-
tive file system. However, for improved directory lookup, a frequent performance-
critical task, dedupFS needs to prioritize caching of directory entries. Since de-
dupFS cannot prevent the native file system cache from blindly replacing older
directory i-nodes with lower-priority i-nodes, dedupFS maintains an independent
in-memory directory entry cache. The cache adopts a FIFO replacement policy.

7.2.2 Local Chunk Redundancy Detection

As new versions are added to the system, they are added to a list of unchecked
versions. A user command explicitly initiates chunk redundancy detection across
the unchecked versions and the remaining locally stored versions.3

We maintain an in-memory chunk hash table. We garbage collect entries of
the chunk hash table by maintaining a reference counter along each entry. When
chunk redundancy detection starts, it divides unchecked versions in chunks, checks
whether similar chunks already exist in the chunk hash table. If so, dedupFS uses
the information in the chunk hash table entries and adds a newchunk reference
to the list of the version, incrementing the reference counter of former entries. If
not, dedupFS adds entries to the chunk hash table, which point to the respective
non-redundant chunks.

3The choice of an explicit command for redundancy detection was motivated for increased control
during the experimental evaluation of dedupFS. Naturally,a release version of dedupFS would have
automatic redundancy detection in background.
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Chunk reference lists are stored at the head of a version, prefixed by a short
integer that indicates the length of the list. If a list has noelements, then such a
head is omitted. Each element takes up 20 bytes. dedupFS determines whether it
should look for a chunk reference list or not by consulting the hasRefs flag in the
version information entry of the version.

Chunk division and hashing code is based on the source code ofLBFS [MCM01],
modified in order to use the XOR of Rabin fingerprints as chunk hashes, instead of
the original SHA-1 hash function. Chunk matches are complemented with byte-by-
byte comparisons between the contents obtained from the i-nodes of the matching
chunks, in order to avoid false positives due to hash collisions. For evaluation pur-
poses, we have also implemented a SHA-1 mode, which computesand compares
SHA-1 chunk hashes instead.

We implement the similarity table as a file that stores a variable sized array of
version identifier pairs. Therefore, look up of such a structure is linear with the
number of stored pairs. A perhaps better option consists of implementing the si-
milarity table as a disk-resident hash table, as proposed byQuinlan and Dorward
[QD02]. We plan to study such an option for a future version ofdedupFS.

7.2.3 Synchronization

Site communication is supported by SUN RPC [Sri95] remote procedures over
UDP/IP, according to the protocol that Section 6.2.2 describes. Currently, dedup-
FS does not support multiple r-units; instead, every objectis included in a single,
system-wide r-unit.4

After receiving a request for synchronization, the sender site replies with the
new directory entries and new file version meta-data, including the references for
the redundant chunks in such versions. The remaining non-redundant chunk con-
tents are sent over a TCP/IP socket, which is established between both sites imme-
diately after the RPC request is made.

For evaluation purposes, we have also implemented an alternative synchro-
nization protocol, which uses the compare-by-hash protocol of LBFS for content
transference. This mode is used with the SHA-1 mode of local chunk redundancy
detection.

7.3 Summary and Discussion

We have implemented two prototypes incorporating the contributions that the pre-
vious chapters propose. A first prototype is a simulator of a distributed replicated
system. It allows an exhaustive evaluation of generic commitment protocols under
a wide range of network and workload conditions. It allows usto evaluate imple-
mentations of the commitment protocols in Chapter 4, as wellas the extension of
such protocols that Chapter 5 proposes.

4A multiple r-unit version is, naturally, planned for futurework.
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A second prototype is a functional archival, distributed file system for Linux,
called dedupFS. dedupFS is a state-based optimistically replicated system that
incorporates the versioning-based data deduplication scheme that we propose in
Chapter 6. The implemented system enables evaluating of ourdata deduplication
scheme with real file usage workloads, as well as comparing itwith other existing
solutions for file synchronization and storage.

The next chapter presents and discusses the experimental results that the above
implementations produced.
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Chapter 8

Evaluation

This chapter evaluates the contributions that the previouschapters introduced. Sec-
tion 8.1 starts by evaluating VVWV. We use the replication simulator to compare
VVWV against other epidemic alternatives, namely epidemicprimary commit and
Deno’s epidemic weighted voting protocol. Section 8.2 thenevaluates the benefits
of complementing VVWV with decoupled agreement by exchangeof consistency
packets with non-replicas. Again, we resort to results fromthe simulator for such
an analysis.

Section 8.3 then evaluates our data deduplication solutionfor replica storage
and update propagation. Such an evaluation is based on real executions of the
dedupFS implementation, using practical workloads.

Finally, we summarize our conclusions in Section 8.4.

8.1 Version Vector Weighted Voting Protocol

This section evaluates the commitment efficiency of VVWV, which Section 4.2
described. For the moment, we focus only on the protocol, anddo not consider
its agreement decoupling using consistency packet exchange. For most of the as-
pects that we evaluate, we compare VVWV with two representative solutions for
epidemic update commitment. A first one, which we designate as Primary, uses
a primary commit approach (similarly to Bayou [PST+97]). A second one con-
sists of Deno’s epidemic weighted voting approach, which requires one election to
commit each individual update.

Similarly to VVWV, all solutions are semantic-oblivious. We chose not to in-
clude semantic solutions due to the lack of reference results, benchmarks or simu-
lation models concerning the commitment efficiency evaluation of such approaches
in related literature (e.g. [DPS+94, TTP+95, PSTT96, KRSD01]). Furthermore,
the present evaluation omits non-epidemic commitment solutions such as tradi-
tional quorum systems for commitment in strongly-connected distributed database
systems [AW96]. Our focus is on weakly connected environments, where such tra-
ditional approaches are not appropriate, as discussed elsewhere [HSAA03, Kel99].

179
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The present evaluation does not consider permanent site failures, only tempo-
rary partitioning, and hence does not study protocol availability. We justify such a
decision by the limited meaning that measurements from finite experiments have to
characterize availability; and by the fact that we have already compared the avail-
ability of all three protocols on a theoretical ground, in Section 4.1.3. Therefore,
the conclusions that we draw in this chapter do not take into account the crucial
limitation in availability of Primary (which depends on a single point of failure)
when compared to the weighted voting solutions.

We have obtained all results concerning VVWV in Store-One mode (see Sec-
tion 4.2.3), as we have observed that the difference in measurements from the
Store-All mode is negligible. We fundament such an observation with experimen-
tal results in Section 8.1.2.

In the following analysis, measurements are obtained from executions of the
replication simulator that Section 7.1 described. For coherence and fairness of our
comparative results, the underlying simulation model is based on the same model
adopted by the reference work on epidemic commitment protocols by Keleher et al,
in the context of the Deno replicated system [Kel99]. We extend their basic simula-
tion model with additional parameters and measures, which Section 7.1 described.
Such an extension enables a richer analysis under a larger universe of networking
and workload scenarios than those that Deno’s evaluation considers.

Consistently with the central concerns of the present thesis, we are mainly
interested in using experimental results to answer the following questions:

1. How much time does it take for an average update to be committed?

2. What is the proportion of updates that are effectively committed, and not
aborted?

Furthermore, not only are we interested in studying the above aspects in differ-
ent networking conditions (e.g. varying the level of partitioning of our system, and
the mobility of sites in transit between partitions), but also in different workloads
(e.g. varying the rate at which applications issue updates,and how active replicas
are distributed among the system).

By default, we consider a system of five replicas, which we consider repre-
sentative of the scenarios that the thesis addresses. Furthermore, all replicas are
active by default; for those experiments where we consider alower number of ac-
tive replicas, the activation probability is 30%. A global update probability of 5%,
evenly divided by the active replicas (i.e.updProb= 0.5%

numActive), was considered.
Unless noted in the text, the variation of the previous parameters was found

to not have a relevant impact on the obtained results and, most importantly, not to
affect the conclusions that we draw from the results. For those measures on which
the variation of some of the previous parameters does have a relevant impact, we
present results for a varying range of values of such parameters.

We adopt the following procedure for obtaining the measurements on which
our evaluation is based. We consider samples comprising measurements from five
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simulation runs. Each run lasts for 2000 logical time steps and, before each run,
we initialize the simulator with a distinct randomization seed, so that each of the
five runs is effectively distinct. The results we present next are an average of the
measurements taken from the five runs.

8.1.1 Average Agreement Delays (AAD)

Many applications using an optimistic replication system will tolerate accessing a
weakly consistent tentative value for some of their operations, but will wait until
their tentative work is finally incorporated into the strongly consistent value before
proceeding with some critical operations. The delay separating both moments is,
naturally, a crucial aspect to the effectiveness of a commitment protocol.

One way to evaluate such an aspect is to measure the agreementdelay of a
commitment protocol, which reflects the protocol’s commitment and abort delays.
We define commitment delay for an update,u, at some replica,r, as the number
of time steps separating the step where some replica issuedu and the step where
r committedu. Whenu aborts, rather than committing, we reason about its abort
delay. We define the abort delay ofu at r as the number of logical time steps sep-
arating the issue ofu and the first step wherer commits a concurrent update (by
happens-before) withu. Note that this definition does not requirer to actually re-
ceiveu and then abort it; it is sufficiently general to also considerthe cases whereu
does not even propagate tor, becauser has already (implicitly) abortedu by com-
mitting a concurrent update. Finally, the agreement delay of an update is either its
commitment and abort delay, depending on whether the updatecommits or aborts.

A first experiment studies the average agreement delays (AAD) of Primary,
DenoandVVWVunder different networking conditions, both in terms of number
of partitions and of mobility probabilities. Figures 8.1 to8.3 present the results,
distinguishing two mobility scenarios (low mobility, withmobProb=25% and high
mobility, with mobProb=75%) over an increasing number of partitions. Each figure
considers a decreasing number of active replicas; this way,we are able to analyze
different update models. In the experiments with three and one active replica,
we set the activation probability to 30%. Naturally, AAD is not constant across
replicas. Hence, each figure depicts the AADs at each replica, in increasing order
of individual AAD.

8.1.1.1 Analisys of AAD

As expectable, AADs increase significantly as the number of partitions hinders
replica accessibility. Such an increase may be of almost oneorder of magnitude as
we depart from a single-partition situation to 11 partitions with low mobility. High
mobility of replicas strongly reduces the effect of higher partitioning, typically
accelerating agreement to less than half the delay with low mobility.

We start by comparing the AADs of Primary and VVWV (we proceedshortly
to compare VVWV with Deno). Table 8.1 presents the relative increase in AAD as
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# ith Replica to Agree ith Replica to Agree ith Replica to Agree
Partit. 1st 3rd 5th 1st 3rd 5th 1st 3rd 5th

1 -4,5% -8,9% 3,0% -3,8% -10,4% -2,3% -3,6% -14,9% -0,9%
11 23,7% -5,8% -7,7% 16,9% -4,7% -7,9% 14,6% -12,9% -14,2%
21 76,7% 17,5% 4,1% 93,7% 15,9% 6,8% 5,8% -10,0% -13,7%
31 73,3% 14,3% 1,9% 59,5% 3,6% -1,0% -7,7% -21,7% -20,5%
41 152,6% 21,8% 1,8% 65,5% 13,7% -1,2% 21,6% -17,4% -19,0%

All Replicas Active Three Active Replicas One Active Replica

Table 8.1: Relative increase in AAD from Primary to VVWV (i.e.,AADVVWV−AADPrimary
AADPrimary

), with low
mobility, for different network settings.

one changes from Primary to VVWV, which we obtain from the results in Figures
8.1 to 8.3. (Positive percentages denote an increase when one compares the AAD
of VVWV with the AAD of Primary.) With all and three replicas active, Primary
generally performs substantially better thanVVWVfor the first few replicas1. Fur-
thermore, the advantage concerning the first replicas to agree tends to grow as one
weakens connectivity (by increasing the number of partitions and lowering replica
mobility2) and as one increases the number of active replicas.

For a higher replica order, however, the AADs ofPrimary converge with and,
in some cases, become higher than the AADs of the weighted voting alternatives
(VVWV and Deno). Such a behavior becomes more evident as one considers larger
systems. To illustrate, Figure 8.4 shows the AADs for systems with 6 to 10 replicas
in the particular setting of 31 partitions, low site-mobility and all replicas active.
In such larger systems, there always exists a replica order after which Primary is
outperformed (in AAD) by the weighted voting protocols.

This observation has already been documented in the contextof the Deno repli-
cated system [CKBF03]. Keleher et al. explain it by the fact that, although the
Primary is able to commit rapidly (since it suffices for the update to arrive at one
replica, the primary), such a decision propagates relatively slowly to other repli-
cas. This is because all other replicas must learn of the commitment, directly or
indirectly, from the primary replica. In contrast,DenoandVVWVenable distinct
replicas to either learn the decision from other replicas (as in the case ofPrimary),
or decide the update independently by receiving sufficient votes.

Interestingly, in the case of the voting solutions (DenoandVVWV), the first
small group of replicas (2 replicas in the 5-replica system)exhibit relatively similar
AADs, while the remaining delays seem to approximate a linear function on the
order of replicas. Such an effect is much less pronounced with Primary.

Of course, an important aspect is to compare both epidemic weighted voting
protocols. Table 8.2 shows the relative increase of the AADsof Deno, when com-

1The exception being the single partition case. However, taking into account the relatively low
AADs of this case (under 2.2 time steps, on average), when compared to the measurement precision
(of one logical time step), we do not consider this exceptionas statistically meaningful.

2This observation is not deducible from Table 8.1.
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# ith Replica to Agree ith Replica to Agree ith Replica to Agree
Partit. 1st 3rd 5th 1st 3rd 5th 1st 3rd 5th

1 0,9% 0,6% 0,5% 0,2% 0,4% 0,0% 0,5% 0,7% 0,1%
11 4,0% 2,4% 1,3% 4,3% 3,0% 2,2% 26,9% 24,5% 16,2%
21 8,6% 5,6% 3,3% 16,7% 12,6% 5,1% 75,0% 59,3% 35,3%
31 12,8% 8,0% 4,5% 29,8% 25,2% 13,5% 79,4% 64,2% 41,9%
41 16,3% 10,9% 3,8% 8,1% 5,3% 2,2% 76,4% 56,6% 27,0%

All Replicas Active Three Active Replicas One Active Replica

Table 8.2: Relative increase in AAD from VVWV to Deno (i.e.,AADDeno−AADVVWV
AADVVWV

), with low mobil-
ity, for different network settings.

pared with VVWV; again, we derive the values from the resultsin Figures 8.1 to
8.3.

As expectable, the AADs ofVVWVbecome increasingly lower than those of
Denoas connectivity degrades with partitioning and/or low mobility. This is the
natural consequence of the higher frequency of situations of multiple-update can-
didates. A narrower set of active replicas also contributesto such an advantage of
VVWV over Deno, for the same reason. Let us consider the case where all replicas
are active. Starting with a single partition, where both protocols achieve practically
similar AADs, the 3rd replica of Deno to agree takes 2.4%, 5.6%, 8.0% and 10.9%
more time than the corresponding replica of VVWV, with 11, 21, 31 and 41 par-
titions, respectively, and low mobility. If, instead, we consider the extreme where
only one replica is active, we substantially amplify such a difference to 24.5%,
59.3%, 64.2% and 56.6%, respectively.

Curiously, the relative advantage of VVWV over Deno decreases with replica
order. We explain this by the fact that, in Deno, once multiple updates have com-
mitted at some replica (at the cost of one election per update), any other replica that
does not know about the commitment of the multiple updates may learn of it in a
single anti-entropy session with the former replica. Therefore, for the replicas that
commit an update by collecting votes (typically the first ones to commit), Deno is
not as efficient as VVWV; however, for the replicas that learnof commitment after
the elections is complete (typically, the last replicas to commit), Deno can be as
efficient as VVWV.

It is very relevant to note that, as we narrow update activitydown to a single
active replica, VVWV is the only protocol that exposes a graceful degradation of
its AADs. In contrast, both Primary and Deno react to smallernumbers of active
replicas with significant increases of their AADs. For example, with 31 partitions
and low mobility, the third replicas of Primary and Deno to agree take, on average,
8.1% and 13.6% more time steps as we go from all to three activereplicas. Their
AADs further grow 49.3% and 48.0%, respectively, as active replicas drop from
three to one. Regarding VVWV, the above variations are relatively small: 0% from
five to three active replicas, and 12.9% from three to one active replicas.

Such an effect has important consequences to the relative performance, in terms
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of AAD of the three protocols as less replicas are active. As we show previously, it
boosts the relative performance of VVWV over Deno. Moreover, it causes VVWV
to even outperform Primary in AAD for nearly all replicas, aswe drop the number
of active replicas to two or one. This observation is especially important when
we take into account that numerous experimental evidence from real workloads of
representative replicated systems suggest that the set of active replicas is typically
very small in practice [Rat98].
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Primary, Low Mobility Deno, Low Mobility VVWV, Low Mobility
Primary, High Mobility Deno, High Mobility VVWV High Mobility

Figure 8.1: Average agreement delays vs. number of partitions, for low site mobility
(mobProb=25%) and high site mobility (mobProb=75%). All replicas active,up-
dProb= 0.5%

numActive= 0.1%.
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Primary, Low Mobility Deno, Low Mobility VVWV, Low Mobility
Primary, High Mobility Deno, High Mobility VVWV High Mobility

3 Active Replicas

Figure 8.2: Average agreement delays vs. number of partitions, for low site mobility
(mobProb=25%) and high site mobility (mobProb=75%). Three replicas active,up-
dProb= 0.5%

numActive= 0.167%.
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Primary, Low Mobility Deno, Low Mobility VVWV, Low Mobility
Primary, High Mobility Deno, High Mobility VVWV High Mobility

1 Active Replica

Figure 8.3: Average agreement delays vs. number of partitions, for low site mobility
(mobProb=25%) and high site mobility (mobProb=75%). One replica active,up-
dProb= 0.5%

numActive= 0.5%.
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Figure 8.4: Average agreement delays vs. number of replicas. 31 Partitions,mobProb=25%, all
replicas active,updProb= 0.5%

numActive= 0.1%.
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Figure 8.5: Average decision vs. commitment vs. abort delays in a high-contention scenario. 41
Partitions,mobProb=25%, all replicas active,updProb= 0.9%

numActive= 0.18%.

8.1.1.2 Considerations on AAD

AAD gives a realistic picture of the user experience that a commitment protocol
provides, since it tells us how much time a user has to wait before receiving either
a commit or an abort decision on some tentative piece of work.However, we
argue that AAD is not sufficiently meaningful as a measure of the effectiveness of
a protocol. We support such an argument by decomposing AAD into commitment
and abort delays, which allows for a better understanding ofthe actual meaning of
the AAD measure.

Figure 8.5 distinguishes the commitment and abort delays (as well as the com-
pound, agreement delays) of the three protocols in a particular setting, with 41
Partitions andmobProb=25%. We chose a relatively high update probability (up-
dProb=0.18%), so that it induced a high contention scenario wherecomparable
numbers of commitments and aborts occurred. As the results show, the time neces-
sary to commit an update is markedly higher than to abort an update. In the setting
that Figure 8.5 considers, commitment delay in Deno is 31% and 15% higher than
abort delay for the first replica and last replica (to either commit or abort), respec-
tively. Significant differences also exist with VVWV (18% and 9%) and Primary
(25% and 12%). Moreover, other values ofmobProb, updProb, numPartandnu-
mActivealso yield relevant differences between commitment and abort delays.

Intuitively, we may justify the above difference by the factthat committing
an update requires a complete election to initiate (by proposing the update as a
candidate) and complete (by having the system vote for the update and electing it);
whereas aborting does not. In fact, aborting a given update happens once some
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update that is concurrent with the former commits; the election of the latter update
may already have started when the aborted update was issued.As an example,
consider that an updateu1, issued at time step 10, has already collected a majority
of votes, but a given replica,r, has neither yet received the update nor its voting
information. Assume that, at time step 21,r issues updateu2, concurrently with
u1. Then, at time step 22,r receivesu1 and its voting information. Hence, at
time 22,r commitsu1, which has a commitment delay of 22−10= 12 atr; and,
consequently,r abortsu2, which has an abort delay of 22−21= 1 atr.

Therefore, the AAD measure tends to benefit (undesirable) protocols that may
be slow to commit but abort frequently. When compared to a (more interesting)
protocol that commits faster and more frequently, the former protocol may achieve
AADs that are only slightly higher or possibly even lower than those of the latter
protocol. This is due to the deceiving impact ofsmall delays of frequent aborts,
which replace longer-to-complete commitments. Furthermore, abort delays have
a considerably high variance, due to their arbitrary nature, as described above.
Hence, when comparing two protocols that commit similar number of updates,
abort delay contributes with arbitrary noise to the overallAADs.

The previous observations reduce the value of comparing theeffectiveness of
the three protocols by their AADs. A more meaningful alternative is to consider
only commitment delay, which we do in the next section.
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# ith Replica to Commit ith Replica to Commit ith Replica to Commit
Partit. 1st 3rd 5th 1st 3rd 5th 1st 3rd 5th

1 -5,0% -9,7% 2,7% -3,9% -10,4% -2,2% -3,6% -14,9% -0,9%
11 19,5% -6,4% -8,8% 9,9% -8,0% -11,2% 14,6% -12,9% -14,2%
21 54,7% 9,4% 0,4% 78,5% 11,6% 3,9% 5,8% -10,0% -13,7%
31 63,7% 10,7% -0,6% 49,4% 3,0% -1,4% -7,7% -21,7% -20,5%
41 113,5% 17,9% -1,9% 61,7% 11,0% -5,4% 21,6% -17,4% -19,0%

All Replicas Active Three Active Replicas One Active Replica

Table 8.3: Relative increase in ACD from Primary to VVWV (i.e.,ACDVVWV−ACDPrimary
ACDPrimary

), with low
mobility, for different network settings.

8.1.2 Average Commitment Delays (ACD)

Figures 8.6 to 8.8 present average commitment delays (ACD) for each protocol, in
different network scenarios, with varying numbers of partitions and replica mobil-
ity. As in the case of AAD, each figure considers a decreasing number of active
replicas, therefore addressing different update models.

8.1.2.1 Analysis of ACD

Every observation that we make above for AAD remains valid inthe case of ACD.
Namely:

• ACD grows as partitions increase and as mobility decreases.

• Primary obtains lower ACDs for the first replicas, while the weighted voting
protocols outperform Primary for higher order replicas to commit.

• VVWV attains lower ACDs than Deno, especially as the number of parti-
tions grows.

• VVWV adapts better to narrower active replica sets, retaining comparable
ACD levels, while Primary and Deno notice visible degradations in ACDs;
as a result, the difference in ACD from VVWV to Deno grows substantially,
and VVWV is able to completely outperform (i.e. for all replicas) Primary
for a sufficiently low number of active replicas (in the case of our experi-
ments, this occurs with a single active replica).

The essential difference between ACD and AAD, as we discussed in Section
8.1.1.2, is that ACD is immune to the noise that abort delays introduce in AAD.
Since ACD does not take abort delays into account, it is generally higher than
AAD, as expectable.

Tables 8.4 and 8.4 derive, from Figures 8.6 to 8.8, the relative variation in ACD
from Primary to VVWV, and from VVWV to Deno, respectively.

Curiously, ACDs reveal that the noise of abort delays on AAD always ben-
efits Primary over VVWV. In fact, the difference between the ACDs of Primary
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# ith Replica to Commit ith Replica to Commit ith Replica to Commit
Partit. 1st 3rd 5th 1st 3rd 5th 1st 3rd 5th

1 0,9% 0,6% 0,5% 0,2% 0,4% 0,0% 0,5% 0,7% 0,1%
11 4,6% 3,1% 1,8% 4,6% 3,3% 2,5% 25,5% 21,8% 12,3%
21 14,7% 10,2% 4,5% 16,4% 12,2% 5,1% 78,7% 61,8% 38,7%
31 8,9% 4,3% 2,1% 28,1% 23,1% 12,8% 83,5% 67,0% 43,8%
41 31,4% 19,4% 10,4% 27,5% 20,7% 10,0% 87,6% 69,6% 32,5%

All Replicas Active Three Active Replicas One Active Replica

Table 8.4: Relative increase in ACD from VVWV to Deno (i.e.,ACDDeno−ACDVVWV
ACDVVWV

), with low mobil-
ity, for different network settings.

and VVWV decreases in comparison to the corresponding difference in terms of
AAD. For instance, to the highest difference between the AADs of VVWV and
Primary, 152.6% (which occurs with 41 partitions, low mobility and all replicas
active; see Table 8.1), corresponds an ACD of 113.5%. We verify the inverse when
concerning Deno: the difference between the ACDs of VVWV andDeno increases
substantially in comparison to the corresponding difference in terms of AAD. As an
example, in the previous setting, the AAD of Deno is 16.3% higher than VVWV’s,
while the difference in ACD is of 31.4%. Summing up, the evaluation of the pro-
tocols from the point of view of ACD, rather than of AAD, is substantially more
positive for VVWV.

We may further characterize each protocol by individually comparing the evo-
lution from its AADs to its ACDs. Interestingly, in general (with some exceptions),
Deno has the highest gap between AACs and ACDs; this is especially evident with
lower numbers of active replicas. Since aborts tend to contribute to lowering AAD
(in relation to ACD), such an observation suggests that Denohas lower commit
ratios than the other protocols, particularly as the numberof active replicas drops.
Comparing VVWV with Primary, a similar phenomenon happens for a number
of cases; accordingly, this suggests a lower commit ratio ofVVWV in relation to
Primary.

However, recalling the arbitrarity of the noise of abort delays in AAD, the
above previsions are very limited in accuracy. The next section tries to validate
them by studying the effective commit ratios of each protocol.

As Section 4.2.3 explains, the choice of the Store-All and Store-One storage
modes of VVWV directly affects the commitment delay, thus ACD. All results that
we present above were obtained with the Store-One mode. Therefore, in order to
confirm that our conclusions generalize to the Store-All mode, we reran all the ex-
periments described above using such a mode (using similar randomization seeds
for the simulator, in order to reproduce similar executions). The measured differ-
ences are negligible. Figure 8.9 shows the results for one ofthe settings where
ACD of both modes shows a larger difference. Overall, a maximum improvement
of 1.8% was attained by storing the updates of all candidates(Store-All), which
suggests that the more resource-efficient alternative of storing only the updates of
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a replica’s own candidate (Store-One) is acceptable.

8.1.2.2 Considerations on ACD

ACD gives a better understanding of the efficiency of a protocol, since it avoids
the noise that abort delays introduce in AAD. However, it is still not a completely
meaningful measure, due to the effect of hidden conflicts, aswe explain now.

As Section 5.3 describes, aborts due to hidden conflicts are prone to occur since
commitment is not immediate. By using a protocol that effectively commits faster,
one reduces the probability of hidden conflicts; hence, on average, one aborts less
updates. Therefore, the number of discarded updates also characterizes the effec-
tive efficiency of a protocol.

However, ACD does not take discarded updates into account. It is a useful mea-
sure to compare the efficiency of two protocols in executionswhere both commit
a similar (or nearly similar) set of updates. However, when one protocol discards
more updates because it is not as fast as another one, ACD doesnot necessarily
expose such a difference. We ought, thus, to analyse the average commit ratios
of Primary, Deno and VVWV in order to have a complete understanding of their
commitment efficiency. This is the subject of the next section.
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Primary, High Mobility Deno, High Mobility VVWV High Mobility

Figure 8.6: Average commitment delays vs. number of partitions, for lowsite mobility
(mobProb=25%) and high site mobility (mobProb=75%). All replicas active,up-
dProb= 0.5%

numActive= 0.1%.
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3 Active Replicas

Figure 8.7: Average commitment delays vs. number of partitions, for lowsite mobility
(mobProb=25%) and high site mobility (mobProb=75%). Three replicas active,up-
dProb= 0.5%

numActive= 0.167%.
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Figure 8.8: Average commitment delays vs. number of partitions, for lowsite mobility
(mobProb=25%) and high site mobility (mobProb=75%). One replica active,up-
dProb= 0.5%

numActive= 0.5%.
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Figure 8.9: Commit delay of Store-All vs. Store-One modes of VVWV, in a high-contention sce-
nario (41 Partitions,mobProb=25%, all replicas active,updProb= 0.9%

numActive= 0.18%.).
In Store-All mode, a site stores all concurrent tentative schedules that it receives by
anti-entropy; once a commitment decision is made locally, the replica may immediately
commit the corresponding updates. In Store-One, a site stores only the first tentative
schedule that is receives; if the commitment decision chooses another concurrent sched-
ule, the replica must wait for the corresponding updates to arrive in order to commit
them.
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8.1.3 Commitment Ratio

The previous study of AADs and ACDs provides hints on the relative frequency
of updates that each protocol commits and aborts. This section measures the exact
value of such frequencies, and validates some of the predictions that the previous
study made.

We define commitment ratio as the percentage of issued updates that each pro-
tol commits as executed at all replicas (as opposed to the updates that it aborts).
Figure 8.10 compares the commitment ratios of each protocol. As in previous
measures, we consider both low and high mobility, and different numbers of active
replicas, for and increasing number of partitions.

Commitment ratio is directly affected by the efficiency of each evaluated proto-
col, since if updates remain in their tentative state for longer periods, the probability
of aborts is higher. The reason for this is hidden conflicts (see Section 5.3). Hence,
lower commitment ratios reflect longer delays imposed by theupdate commitment
process.

Figure 8.10 shows that, as expected, update commitment ratios decrease as
the connectivity among replicas is weakened by an increasing number of parti-
tions. However, Primary and VVWV are able to ensure higher ratios than Deno
as partitioning grows and/or mobility decreases. Situations of multiple happens-
before-related tentative updates occur more frequently asupdates remain tentative
for longer periods. Hence, such results are explained by theefficiency of the for-
mer protocols in commiting of multiple happens-before-related updates, in contrast
to Deno. Such situations also increase as one considers a smaller number of ac-
tive replicas. Accordingly, decreasing the number of active replicas accentuates
the advantage of Primary and VVWV over Deno. On the other hand, Primary and
VVWV have nearly similar ratios.

We should remark that higher update probabilities yielded equivalent, yet mag-
nified, conclusions.
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8.2 Decoupled Update Commitment

We evaluate the exchange of consistency packets via non-replicas by immersing
the system of five replicas, which we considered in the previous sections, in a
larger system of 40 non-replicas. We then evaluated a decoupled protocol against
an increasing portion of non-replicas that collaborate with the replicas by buffering
and propagating consistency packets. In the remainder of the section, we designate
each such collaborating non-replica an NRC.

For simplicity, this section limits its analysis to a singleprotocol, namely the
decoupled version of VVWV (which Section 5.5 describes). Asthe remainder of
the section shows, such a choice is representative enough toallow a meaningful
analysis of every benefit that decoupled update commitment may achieve. We
should also note that we do not evaluate buffer management issues. We assume
that only a single object is replicated; hence, there is no contention of consistency
packets of distinct objects at the buffers of NRCs. Such an evaluation is out of the
scope of this thesis, and left for future work.

We evaluate the incorporation of NRCs against two variants.A first one as-
sumes that no NRCs exist (NoNRCs); thus, the system behaves similarly as an
isolated system of five replicas. In the second variant, NRCscarry enough infor-
mation (namely, update data) to emulate complete off-line anti-entropy [PST+97,
GRR+98, PSYC03] (FullNRCs).

We have simulated all variants in the same conditions and with the same ran-
domization seeds. As in the previous experiments, each run lasted for 2000 logical
time steps, and the results that we present next are average values from samples
of five runs. Each run considered 45 nodes, among which five were replicas, all
active. We reproduced each experiment with 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 NRCs. Except
when noted otherwise, the results presented below assume five partitions, and 20%
mobility probability; the variation of such parameters wasfound not to invalidate
our conclusions.

8.2.1 Agreement and Commitment Acceleration

A first experiment considered a contention-free situation,with updProb=0.02%3

Figures 8.11 to 8.13 show how AAD varies in function of an increasing number
of NRCs. As expected, AADs decrease as we introduce NRCs. This is the direct
effect of NRCs. Such an effect is only visible, however, withmore than 10 NRCs.
For this reason, we omit the 10 NRCs case from the next results, as its null effect
on AAD also implies a null effect on any indirect benefit resulting from agreement
acceleration.

For numbers of NRCs higher than 10, AADs drop substantially.In general,
weaker connectivity, either by more partitions and/or by lower mobility, accen-
tuates the relative reduction in AADs that NRCs introduce. Interestingly, rela-

3This update probability was sufficiently low to not cause anycase of concurrent updates during
every experiment run.
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Figure 8.11: Average agreement delays, in a scenario of no update contention (updprob=0.2%), with
five replicas in a single-partition network.

tive agreement acceleration is higher for higher order replicas. For example, with
mpbProb=20% and five partitions, the first replica to agree takes 11.6%, 34.3% and
59.7% less time to agree with 20, 30 and 40 CNRs, respectively; such reductions
become 12.7%, 35.7% and 65.8% (respectively) for the third replica to agree; and
15.5%, 37.3% and 73.8% (respectively) for the last replica to agree.

As expected from benefit A (commitment acceleration; see Section 5.3), not
only do NRCs accelerate agreement, but also commitment. Figures 8.14 to 8.16
show that such an acceleration is substantial for a sufficiently high density of NRCs
surrounding the replicated system. Reflecting the same tendency as with AAD
acceleration, the relative acceleration in ACDs is higher for higher order replicas.
As an example, five partitions andmobProb=20%, 40 NRCs reduce ACD by 46.5%
and 16.0%, respectively for the first and last replicas to commit.

In practice, such an evidence means that commitment agreement is oftentimes
the actual bottleneck delaying commitment, rather than update propagation. In
other words, situations where replicas have received an update in a tentative form
but have to wait for the corresponding commitment agreementbefore committing
the update do occur in significant frequency.

One perhaps surprising fact becomes evident when we turn ourattention toward
the difference between incorporating NRCs and FullNRCs. For a sufficient number
of NRCs, their ACD acceleration is comparable to, or better than, the one that
FullNRCs achieve (though with a lower number of FullNRCs). For example, with
five partitions andmobProb=20%, 30 NRCs ensure better commitment delays than
20 FullNRCs for all but the last replica to commit.

This suggests that the commitment acceleration that a set ofresource-rich Full-
NRCs attains may still be achieved by replacing them with a larger set of resource-
constrained NRCs. This constitutes a very significant observation, which is es-
pecially meaningful in the context of ubiquitous computingand sensor networks,
where the latter (resource-constrained NRCs) are the norm.
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Figure 8.12: Average agreement delays, in a scenario of no update contention (updprob=0.2%), with
five replicas in a 5-partition network.
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Figure 8.13: Average agreement delays, in a scenario of no update contention (updprob=0.2%), with
five replicas in a 10-partition network.
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Figure 8.15: Average commitment delays, in a scenario of no update contention (updprob=0.2%),
with five replicas in a 5-partition network.
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Figure 8.17: Commit and abort decision ratios, with detailed analysis ofthe reasons behind the
aborts prevented with CNRs, in comparison to a NoCNR setting. One partition, all
replicas active, high update contention (updprob=2%).

8.2.2 Abort Minimization

A second experiment considered a scenario of high update contention, yielding
frequent conflicts (updprobof 2%). This allowed us to study the impact of CNRs
on abort minimization; namely, to measure benefits B (conflict prevention; see
Section 5.3) and C (reduction of hidden conflicts; see Section 5.3). We exploited
benefit B as follows: when simulation step 3 (update issuing)decides to generate
an update at some replicar, r defers the update’s generation until the schedule
corresponding tom-schr becomes available.

More than determining how many update aborts we avoid by introducing CNRs
into the system, we are interested in distinguishing the reasons behind each saved
update. For such a purpose, we have instrumented the simulator in order to trace,
from the updates that commit in a run with CNRs, which ones abort in a run with
similar parameters and randomization seeds but with no CNRs. For each such up-
date, the simulator further determines, when possible, thereason behind the abort
prevention; namely, whether:

• the update aborts in the NoCNRs run due to a hidden conflict;

• the update aborts in the NoCNRs run and has its generation postponed in the
CNRs run (where it commits).

For most prevented aborts, we were able to correlate them to benefits B or C.
In some cases, however, neither one of the above conditions holds. In such cases,
we leave the reason for the abort prevention unspecified.

Figures 8.17 and 8.18 present the ratios of committed and aborted updates, for
varying numbers of partitions, mobility, as we incorporatemore CNRs into the
system. Starting at 20 NRCs, we observe important decreaseson the frequency of
aborted updates. For example, withmobProb=20%, and five partitions, 20, 30 and
40 CNRs cause aborted updates to drop by 8%, 40%, 73%, respectively.

More valuable conclusions are possible by analyzing the reasons behind such
improvements in abort ratios. Starting by benefit B, it contributes to a substantial
abort prevention by suggesting users and applications not to issue updates during
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conflict-prone periods, when consistency meta-data indicates concurrent work go-
ing on. Its impact becomes dominant as the number of NRCs grows. For instance,
with five partitions andmobProb=20%, 5.4%, 10.3% and 27.5% of the issued up-
dates commit because their generation was postponed thanksto the meta-data dis-
seminated by 20, 30 and 40 CNRs, respectively; had they not been postponed, they
would have aborted.

Of course, such an improvement comes at the cost of temporary(though op-
tional) unavailability. It is, thus, important, to determine the extent of conflict-
prone periods, where users and applications are suggested not to issue updates.
Figure 8.19 shows the duration of such periods, relatively to the total duration of
each simulation run. Additionally, it depicts how many updates, initially deter-
mined to be issued inside one such period, were postponed. Its results show that
the percentage of conflict-prone logical time steps is substantial, growing with the
number of CNRs.

However, when compared to the percentage of aborts that it prevents, conflict-
prone periods prove to be reasonably effective. We illustrate such a statement with
an example with the same settings as above (five partitions and mobProb=20%). In
this case, the consistency packets disseminated by 20, 30 and 40 CNRs yield, on
average, 8.2%, 20.7% and 42,6% of conflict-prone time steps,respectively; during
such periods, an average of 15.2, 41.6 and 83.0 updates were postponed, respec-
tively. By comparing with the previous abort prevention results, we deduce that
66.0%, 49.8% and 64.6% (with, respectively, 20, 30 and 40 CNRs) were decisive,
since the corresponding updates would abort commit if issued earlier. Such per-
centages assert the high value of the meta-data carried by CNRs as hints to which
are the safest periods to generate updates, in terms of conflict probability.

Returning our attention to Figures 8.17 and 8.18, we also observe that benefit
C has a relevant contribution to abort minimization, by preventing hidden conflicts.
Taking the case of five partitions andmobProb=20% as a representative example,
20, 30 and 40 NRCs prevent 1.0%, 2.4% and 3.4% of issued updates from aborting,
respectively. From the simulator traces, we know that the NoNRCs runs had an
average of 16% of aborts due to hidden conflicts. Therefore, NRCs largely prevents
them (30 and 40 NRCs avoid more than 50% of such hidden conflicts).
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Figure 8.19: Update postponement statistics.
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8.2.3 Improvements on Update Propagation Efficiency

The benefit of commitment acceleration arises from situations where, without any
CNRs, agreement (regarding some update) occurs after the reception of the corre-
sponding update. As we have shown, CNRs accelerate agreement, possibly antic-
ipating it to a point in time that is closer to the moment wherethe replica receives
the update (in a tentative form). Agreement acceleration may, however, go beyond
the above limit, causing agreement to occur evenbeforethe reception of the cor-
responding update. In this case, the replica will already receive the corresponding
update in a stable form, rather than in a tentative form. Section 5.3 designates such
situations aspre-reception agreement. As it explains, the protocol may profit from
such pre-reception agreement to more efficiently propagatethe corresponding up-
dates. Namely, the protocol needs not propagate updates that are already decided
to abort; and it may more efficiently propagate updates that are already decided to
commit (see Section 5.3).

To understand how often pre-reception agreement occurs dueto the incorpora-
tion of CNRs, we have counted how many received updates were still in a tentative
form, versus how many were already decided for commitment atthe receiving
replica. For the former, we further distinguish between theupdates that the pro-
tocol later decided to commit, and to abort. In order to observe the three situa-
tions, we have considered the same update probability as in the previous section
(updprob=2%), which yields frequent concurrent updates.4 Such a setting yields
frequent concurrent updates.

Figure 8.20 presents the number of updates that each replicaindividually re-
ceived, distinguishing the updates by their form (already stable, then committed;
tentative, eventually committed; or tentative, eventually aborted) at propagation
time; for an increasing number of partitions.

An immediate observation is that the number of update commitments (i.e.
resulting from the updates propagated as stable, then committed, plus the up-
dates propagated as tentative, and eventually committed) grows with the number of
CNRs. This is a direct consequence of the effect of CNRs on abort minimization,
which the previous section studied. From the network efficiency point of view, an
ideal protocol would: (i) propagate only updates that eventually commit (i.e. it
would not unnecessarily propagate any update that would eventuallly abort); and
(ii) propagate every update only once pre-reception agreement (concerning such
an update) occurs.

Increasing the density of CNRs pushes the protocol toward such an objective.
On the one hand, increasing CNRs significantly reduces the relative network over-
head associated with (unnecessarily) propagating updatesthat the receiving repli-
cas later abort. From the results in Figure 8.20, we obtain such a relative overhead
by dividing the number of propagated updates that eventually abort by the num-

4We should add that we obtained similar conclusions in a contention-free setting (naturally, in
this case, all tentative updates later became decided as committed).
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ber of propagated updates that eventually commit.5 The relative overheads are as
follows:

NumPartitions NoCNRs 20 CNRs 30 CNRs 40 CNRs
1 36.7% 24.4% 9.6% 2.4%
5 35.5% 30.4% 18.8% 3.0%
10 31.3% 28.4% 12.6% 2.0%

Table 8.5: Relative overhead with unnecessarily propagated updates (which the protocol later
aborted).

Especially for 30 and more CNRs, the attained acceleration in AAD drastically
lowers the relative overhead associated with unnecessarily propagated updates.

On the other hand, CNRs also increase the number of updates that each replica
already receives in a stable (for commitment) form, which may thus be propagated
more efficiently. The following table presents their proportion within the total
number of updates that the protocol propagates and eventually commits, using the
results in Figure 8.20:

NumPartitions NoCNRs 20 CNRs 30 CNRs 40 CNRs
1 33.9% 47.3% 63.7% 80.3%
5 35.5% 45.1% 61.4% 76.1%
10 40.3% 47.0% 59.5% 73.2%

Table 8.6: Proportion of eventually-committed updates that the protocol already propagates in a sta-
ble form.

These results show that the impact of CNRs on the proportion of updates that
the protocol propagates in a stable form is significant. Notably, such an increase
is more marked when less partitions exist. We know, from Section 5.3 (benefit D),
that a higher proportion of updates that are stable at propagation time allow more
efficient update propagation. The exact quantification of such an improvement is
application-specific, hence not obtainable from our generic measures and out of
the scope of our evaluation.

5Taking a look at Figure 8.20, one might try to assert the magnitude of the increase of pre-
reception agreement situations by comparing the absolute reductions in the number of updates that
the protocol propagates and later aborts. However, such a comparison does not fairly measure the
impact of increased frequency of pre-reception agreement.In fact, the absolute reduction in propa-
gated updates that later abort is rather a combined result of(i) abort minimization, which the previous
section addressed, and (ii) more frequent situations of pre-reception agreement.
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8.3 Versioning-Based Deduplication

This section evaluates dedupFS under different aspects, from bandwidth efficiency
to synchronization performance, comparing it with relevant alternatives such as
rsync, xdelta, diff, LBFS and gzip-compressed file transference. We analyze ex-
perimental results taken from representative workloads.

8.3.1 Experimental Setting

We have obtained the results by synchronizing different workloads between two
distributed sites.

A first site ran Ubuntu 6.06 (kernel version 2.6.15) on a Pentium 4 3GHz pro-
cessor with 1GB of RAM. The second site ran Debian 4.0 (kernelversion 2.6.18)
on an Athlon 64 processor 3200+ with 2 GB of RAM. All experiments were run
during periods of negligible load from other processes running at each machine
(approximately< 1% CPU usage by other applications). A 100 Mbps full-duplex
Ethernet LAN interconnected both sites.

8.3.1.1 Methodology

We consider different, real workloads when emulating collaborative update activity
at each site. For different workloads and settings, we measured both the transmitted
volume of data, and the access and synchronization performance of each evaluated
solution. For the first measures, we use statistical data that each evaluated solution
outputs (as we explain next). Hereafter, we use the symbol B to represent an 8-
bit byte, and the symbols KB, MB and GB to, respectively denote 1024 B, 1024
KB and 1024 MB.

With respect to performance measures, we used thetime command of Linux,
with millisecond precision. Unless when stated, the performance results are an
average of 3 executions of the same experiment.
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Each workload represents the evolution of a shared directory, containing a
given set of files and sub-directories, along a given time period. The workload
directory consists of a single r-unit. We study two types of workloads:sequential
andconcurrentworkloads.

Sequential workloads. Sequential workloads capture scenarios where a single
writer site is producing a chronologically ordered sequence of versions of the
workload directory,d1,d2, ..,dn. At each version, the writer site may modify files
and sub-directories from the previous version, as well as create new files and sub-
directories. Reader sites, in turn, keep replicas of the workload directory and occa-
sionally synchronize with the writer’s replicas, in order to obtain new versions as
they become available.

Except where noted, we restrict our evaluation to the transition from d1 to dn,
for two reasons. The first reason is simplicity, since analyzing each intermediate
version transition is not relevant for most of following evaluation.6 Secondly, for
most workloads we consider (e.g. open-source code projects), the intermediate
versions are not publicly available.

The experimental procedure emulates the synchronization of the shared work-
load directory from one writer site to one reader site.7 Starting with both sites
empty, the procedure consists of the following steps, whichFigure 8.21 depicts:

1. We recursively copy the contents ofd1 into the writer site. In the case of
dedupFS, such files and directories are copied into directory ”1” of the local
dedupFS mount directory.

2. We synchronize the (previously empty) reader site with the writer site. In
this moment, both sites holdd1.

3. We recursively copy the contents ofdn into the writer site. In the case of
dedupFS, into directory ”2” of the local dedupFS mount directory.

4. We again synchronize the reader site with the writer site.In this moment,
both sites holdd1 anddn.

Concurrent workloads. Concurrent workloads illustrate multiple-writer scenar-
ios. In this case, two writer sites,a andb, start with a common, initial version of
the workload directory,d1. Each writer site then independently modifies its local
replica of the workload directory, respectively producingversionsda anddb. After
such a concurrent update activity, both sites synchronize their replicas.

More precisely, the procedure is the one that Figure 8.21 presents:

6The option of a two-version analysis was also taken for the evaluation of most relevant related
work, e.g. [MCM01, JDT05, ELW+07, Hen03].

7Again, this is the same experimental procedure that relevant related work, such as [MCM01,
JDT05, ELW+07, Hen03], follows.
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Workload Type #Files d1 size (B) dn size (B)

course-docs Concurrent 9,485 29,567,088 82,480,704 (da); 43,418,272 (db)
student-projects Concurrent 6,487 22,643,346 30,160,055 (da); 9,083,818 (db)
gcc Sequential 42,036 142,105,997 173,078,627
emacs Sequential 4,210 45,988,215 54,730,114
linux Sequential 28,573 156,568,220 162,381,404
usrbin Sequential 8,101 201,681,977 333,910,547

Table 8.7: Overall characteristics of evaluated workloads.

1. We recursively copy the contents ofd1 into directory ”1” of A’s mount di-
rectory.

2. We synchronizeB with A. In this moment, both sites holdd1.

3. We recursively copy the contents ofda into directory ”2a” of A’s mount
directory. In parallel, we recursively copy the contents ofdb into directory
”2b” of B’s mount directory.

4. We synchronizeB with A. In this moment,B holdsd1, da anddb.

The contents ofda anddb can reflect out-of-bound interactions that have passed
unnoticed by dedupFS while each site concurrently producedeach such divergent
version, as Figure 8.21 illustrates. Notice, however, thatsuch interactions are al-
ready implicit in the contents ofda anddb and, therefore, do not constitute any
explicit step of the experiment.

8.3.1.2 Workloads

Workload selection was initially driven by the standard workloads that related data
deduplication literature uses to evaluate proposed solutions. In particular, we have
closely followed the set of workloads adopted by Jain, Dahlin and Tewari when
evaluating the TAPER protocol [JDT05]. Their workloads reflect a wide range of
realistic usage scenarios. Furthermore, with rare exceptions8, their set of workloads
is representative of the workloads found in other related work.

The standard workloads consist of sequential workloads. Inorder to attain a
more complete evaluation, we introduce two concurrent workloads, obtained from
real data.

Table 8.7 presents the considered workloads along with their overall charac-
teristics, including number of versions, number of files andplain sizes. Every
workload comprises considerably large overall contents (ranging from more than
100 MB up to more than 2 GB) and file sets (ranging from more than850 files
up to more than 42,000 files). The large dimensions of the considered workloads

8For instance, [ELW+07] uses animation rendering data snapshots. We could not use such a
workload, since it was not publicly available.
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prove the robustness of the current dedupFS prototype implementation, which was
able to correctly store and synchronize such large file sets.At the same time, such
large samples lend strong statistical value to the results that we present next.

We may divide the workloads into the following three categories:

1. Collaborative document editing.

This category is the closest to the collaborative scenariosthat the thesis
mainly targets. Furthermore, it is the only category to include concurrent
workloads.

Two workloads exist in this category. We obtained both from real data from
the Distributed Systems (DS) and Software Engineering (SE)undergradu-
ate courses of the Instituto Superior Técnico faculty of Lisbon. Data spans
across a complete 6-month semester.

A first workload, calledcourse-docs , consists of snapshots of the CVS
repositories used by the lecturers of both courses to keep pedagogical mate-
rial (e.g. tutorials, lecture slides, code examples and project specifications)
and private documents (e.g. individual student evaluationnotes and man-
agement documents). The type of files varies significantly, ranging from
text files such as Java code files or html files, to binary files such as pdf
documents, Java libraries, Microsoft Word documents and Microsoft Excel
worksheets.

Both courses were tightly coordinated, since their students are partially eval-
uated based on a large code project that is common to both courses.9 Conse-
quently, lecturers of both courses carried an eminently collaboratively activ-
ity, involving regular meetings.

The lecturers maintained two CVS repositories: a common DS&SE reposi-
tory, which lecturers of both courses accessed to share documents related to
both courses; and a DS-only repository, which only DS lecturers used.

Thecourse-docs workload starts (d1) with a snapshot of both repositories
at the beginning of the semester. In this moment, both repositories have
old documents from previous years. Such an initial version then diverges
to two concurrent versions. A first one,da, contains a snapshot of the DS-
only repository at the end of the semester; a second one,db includes the new
contents of the common DS&SE repository at the end of the semester.

We believe that this workload is an very good case to evaluatethe amount
of out-of-band redundancy. The concurrent evolutions fromd1 to da anddb

depend on data that was copied fromd1, which dedupFS is able to detect
and exploit. However, the users of both repositories had regular out-of-band
interactions, such as frequent email exchanges, and weeklymeetings. Such

9The difference being that each course evaluates different aspects of the project that students
deliver.
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out-of-band interactions allow new data (i.e. not originally present ind1) to
be exchanged betweenda anddb outside the control of dedupFS. By study-
ing this workload, we are able to quantify the amount of such out-of-band
redundancy.

A second workload,student-projects , captures the collaborative work
among students of both courses. Teams of 9 students were given the as-
signment of developing a code project in Java, which they were demanded
to develop on a CVS repository. To ease their coding effort, they were pro-
vided with a bundle of auxiliary Java libraries and illustrative code examples.
Most teams relied on this bundle as a basis from which they started develop-
ing their final project.

The project lasted for 3 months. The workload starts (d1) with a snapshot
of the initial library/code bundle that was made available to every student.
We then randomly selected two final projects from the CVS repositories,
respectively calling themda anddb. The snapshots consist mainly of binary
Java libraries, Java code files and text-based configurationfiles, as well as
Microsoft Word and pdf documents.

Similarly to thecourse-docs workload, the collaborative scenario captured
by student-projects had sources of out-of-band redundancy. During the
3 months, the students were provided with additional code examples via the
courses’ web sites. The students could freely download and use such exam-
ples in their projects; such a web source is not traceable by dedupFS, hence
contributing to out-of-band redundancy. Furthermore, thetwo teams had
weekly laboratory courses together, where they discussed their current solu-
tion and borrowed possibly similar ideas and code samples from a common
teaching assistant.

We have also evaluated the previous concurrent workloads assequential
workloads. In this case, we considered the sequential transition from d1

to da.

2. Software development sources.

A second set of workloads focuses on collaborative code development sce-
narios. These workloads include, for different real-worldopen-source projects,
two consecutive versions of their source code releases. Namely, we have se-
lected the source trees of recent versions of the gcc compiler, the emacs
editor, and the Linux kernel. The choice of projects and versions is the same
as adopted10 for the evaluation of the TAPER data deduplication scheme
[JDT05]. Using similar workloads as those used with TAPER allows us to
compare our results with theirs.

10With the exception of the rsync workload, which we omit because we were not able to find
identical versions as those that [JDT05] consider.
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The gcc workload comprises the source tree for GNU gcc versions 3.3.1
and 3.4.1. Theemacs workload includes the source code for GNU Emacs
versions 20.1 and 20.7. Thelinux workload contains the source tree of the
Linux kernel versions 2.4.22 and 2.4.26. With the exceptionof some files in
gcc , the source trees consist exclusively of ASCII text files.

3. Operating system executable binaries.

The previous workloads contain a large amount of text-basedfiles. This last
workload, usrbin , considers binary files, which have very different char-
acteristics when compared with text-based files; e.g. the achievable data
compression rates and cross-file and cross-version data similarity tend to be
substantially lower for binary than text-based files.

Theusrbin workload includes the full contents of the/usr/bin directory
trees of typical installations of the Ubuntu 6.06 and 7.10 64-bit Linux dis-
tributions. The/usr/bin directory contains most of the executable code
binaries that are bundled with a Linux installation. Many ofthe executable
files in the /usr/bin directories of versions 6.06 and 7.10 have common
names; however, most of them differ in the source code version from which
they originate, or in the compilation options that producedthe code binaries.

8.3.1.3 Evaluated Solutions

We evaluate dedupFS with and without zlib compression. We considered different
expected chunk sizes, namely 128 B, 2 KB and 8 KB. The maximum and mini-
mum chunk size parameters were set in function of the expected chunk size; the
maximum size was twice the expected chunk size, while the minimum size was a
quarter of the expected chunk size.

In dedupFS, we used a directory cache of 150 directories, where each cached
directory includes a maximum of 10,000 entries. Further, the size of the index array
of the in-memory chunk hash table is 1024 elements. Variations to directory cache
size and hash table index array size affect the performance of dedupFS. However,
in order to limit our analysis to an acceptable number of variables, we assume the
previous parameters as constant in the remainder of the section. We believe that
the chosen values are reasonable for most devices that dedupFS targets.

We compare dedupFS with a relevant set of state-of-the-art alternative solu-
tions to data deduplication. Every approach to data deduplication that Section 2.7
mentions is represented by at least one solution. Moreover,we also consider the
basic approaches of plain transference and compression-only transference.

Table 8.8 sums up the characteristics of each solution evaluated, which we
detail next.

• rsync, a Linux tool that employs compare-by-hash with fixed-size chunks
[TM98]. We used version 2.6.3 of rsync. For a fair comparisonwith dedup-
FS, we disabled data encryption. We evaluated transferenceboth with and
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Solution Approach Version Options

rsync Compare-by-hash 2.6.3 -rz
TAPER Compare-by-hash results in [JDT05]
dedup-lbfs Compare-by-hash protocol described in [MCM01]
diff Delta-encoding 2.8.1 -ruN
xdelta Delta-encoding 1.1.3 -n -0
version-control-only Version control
plain None
gzip Data compression 1.3.5

Table 8.8: Overall characteristics of evaluated workloads.

without zlib compression [Deu50] (-r and-rz options, respectively). When
compression was on, we used the default compression level ofzlib (level 6),
the same zlib level used with dedupFS. We used the default fixed chunk size,
700 B. For data volume measures, we resorted to information output by the
--stats option.

The sender site ran an rsync daemon, with access to the version directories
of some workload. The experiment consisted of running rsyncat the receiver
site, each time requesting one workload directory version (d1, dn, etc) to a
target directory in the sender file system. Therefore, successive synchroniza-
tion sessions took advantage of similar contents that already existed in the
target directory, belonging to the previously downloaded version directory.

• TAPER, a compare-by-hash-based distributed data deduplicationprotocol
[JDT05]. Although TAPER is not publicly available, their authors have pub-
lished experimental results [JDT05] taken with some of the sequential work-
loads that we consider. For some of such measures, we were able to replay
the same experiments with the same exact workloads, therefore obtaining
results that allow a meaningful comparison with TAPER.

The results used with TAPER were obtained with an expected chunk size of
4 KB and a maximum chunk size of 64 KB for TAPER’s variable-size chunk
phase (Phase II [JDT05]). TAPER further complements such a phase with
three other phases, as Section 2.7.4.3 describes.

• dedup-lbfs, our implementation of the compare-by-hash protocol with varia-
ble-sized chunks used by the Low-Bandwidth File Solution (LBFS) [MCM01],
(as Section 7.2.3 describes). We do not directly evaluate LBFS because no
public stand-alone implementation of the original solution was available.11

11In fact, the implementation of LBFS is partially available inside the SFS [Maz00] framework.
However, such an implementation does not allow running LBFSas a stand-alone file solution, as de-
scribed in the original paper. In particular, it uses a cryptographic transport, which adds a significant
overhead to the synchronization performance of LBFS. For this reason, we chose to re-implement
LBFS using dedupFS as a base framework.
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The experimental methodology with dedup-lbfs was analogous to the one we
followed with dedupFS.

• diff, the popular Linux tool relying on delta-encoding. diff detects similar-
ities between two text files, outputting a sequence ofadded, deletedand
changedtext extracts. Such extracts encode a space-efficient deltathat is
sufficient to reconstruct the second file from the first file.

diff does not support distributed data deduplication by itself. However, diff
can be easily complemented with some simple synchronization protocol,
such as the one from the initial solution we describe in Section 3.2.4, to offer
distributed data deduplication. With measurements taken with stand-alone
diff, we are able to evaluate the relevant aspects of one suchhypothetical
distributed solution.

We used version 2.8.1 of diff. We recursively applied diff between the root
directories ofd1 anddn (-ruN options). We set diff for highest precision in
similarity detection (-d option). Since diff only works with text files, we
only consider diff with the workloads that exclusively include text files.

• xdelta, a Linux tool for archiving and compressing consecutive versions of
a file [Maca]. Similarly to diff, xdelta uses the delta-encoding approach.
It runs a different algorithm to detect similarities between two consecutive
versions of a given file [Maca]. xdelta then encodes the second version of the
file as a delta file, consisting of a sequence ofinsertandcopyinstructions.

Similarly to diff, xdelta does not support distributed datadeduplication if
used stand-alone. We used the same procedure as the one used with diff
to partially evaluate an hypothetical solution that leveraged a simple syn-
chronization protocol with xdelta. One fundamental difference to diff is that
xdelta is able to compute deltas for both text and binary files. Hence, we
evaluate xdelta with all workloads that this section considers.

We used version 1.1.3 of xdelta, both with and without zlib compression
of deltas (again, we used the default zlib compression level). We disabled
xdelta’s option of MD5 checksums in delta files for a fair datavolume com-
parison of with other solutions.

• version-control-only, which consists of a simple shell script that approxi-
mately emulates synchronization protocols such as CVS’s [C+93] or the ini-
tial solution’s (see Section 3.2.4). Essentially, the script recursively com-
pares two workload directory versions (e.g.d1 anddn) file-by-file and filters
out the files with similar relative pathnames under each workload directory
version that have identical contents. If some version tracking took place, the
synchronization protocol would only propagate the remaining files, and ig-
nore the unmodified files (which would have the same version inboth work-
load directory versions).
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This script is useful since it tells us the data volume that wewould be able
to avoid propagating during synchronization by tracking version histories,
without resorting to data deduplication or compression.

• plain, plain transference of files. This alternative consisted ofdedupFS with
the deduplication protocol disabled.

• gzip, direct transference of zlib-compressed files [Deu50]. Thesame as
above, with the difference that each file is compressed before being trans-
ferred.

8.3.2 Sequential Workloads

In a first experiment, we ran each sequential workload with every solution (and
corresponding variants). Since out-of-band redundancy may only arise from con-
current work (as Chapter 6 notes), sequential workloads have no out-of-band re-
dundancy. Hence, the following results evaluate the effectiveness of the considered
solutions when detecting in-band redundancy only.

Most of the sequential workloads that we evaluate next closely resemble the
very workloads that recent literature on data deduplication uses as motivational
scenarios and based on which their authors advocate their solutions. More pre-
cisely,gcc , emacs, linux andusrbin are either the same workloads or very simi-
lar equivalents of the ones used by [MCM01], [JDT05] and [Hen03], for example.

Before actually experimenting with different solutions, we deduce some intrin-
sic compressibility and redundancy characteristics of each sequential workload we
consider. Namely:

1. A first value is given by the zlib-compressed size ofdn, relative to its plain
size; this constitutes a good estimate of the data compressibility of each
workload.

2. A second value was obtained by dividing the file contents ofdn into chunks,
using LBFS’s algorithm with an expected chunk size of 128 B, and adding
such chunks to a repository that already held the chunks ofd1. Then, we
measured the size of the chunks ofdn that didn’t yet existed in the repository,
i.e. which were not redundant acrossd1 anddn. This value, obtained with
an efficient algorithm using a relatively low expected chunksize, is a strong
estimate of the data redundancy ofdn acrossd1 anddn.

3. Finally, a third value indicates how much workload contents reside in files
whose contents and names remain the same fromd1 to dn. We calculated
such a value by runningdiff between files with similar relative pathnames
from both directories,d1 anddn. This value helps us understand the write
patterns that producedn. From it, we can distinguish whether write activity
is concentrated in a small number of files of spread across many files.
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Workload Compressed Size literal Chunks Size of Untouched Files

course-docs 69,7% 55,3% 5,9%
student-projects 31,5% 57,1% 0,0%
gcc 24,0% 44,3% 11,6%
emacs 28,7% 46,4% 12,4%
linux 25,5% 11,1% 61,5%
usrbin 42,8% 71,6% 0,2%

Table 8.9: Analysis of evaluated sequential workloads, regarding compressibility, touched files and
chunk redundancy. Compressibility assumes zlib’s data compression algorithm, while
chunk redundancy assume LBFS’s algorithm with an expected chunk size of 128 B, ap-
plied locally.

Table 8.9 presents the previous values for each sequential workload. It shows
that the set of sequential workloads we study covers a wide space of workloads,
whichever axis we consider. The majority of workloads are highly compressible, in
contract tocourse-docs andusrbin , which exhibit relatively low compressibility.
Workloads such asstudent-projects andusrbin have no or almost no file that
remains unmodified, while inlinux only less than 40% of file content belongs
to files that were actually written. Finally, most workloadshave relatively high
redundancy across their contents (42% to 55% in redundant chunks). usrbin is
the negative exception, with less than 30% of redundant content, whilelinux sets
the redundancy record with 88%.

Before proceeding with the evaluation of each solution, it is pertinent to dis-
cuss the effective meaning of an analysis of sequential workloads. In theory, the
conclusions that we take from the results we present next areinevitable incomplete.
For, in an optimistically replicated system, concurrency across replicas can always
occur and, consequently, out-of-band redundancy may arise.

However, provided that, in practice, such out-of-band redundancy is negligible
when compared to in-band redundancy, the present analysis is completely valuable
to evaluate dedupFS. For the moment, we assume such a premiss: that out-of-
band redundancy only arises at negligible levels (when compared to the in-band
redundancy). Section 8.3.4.1 will then try to validate sucha premiss with real
concurrent workloads.

8.3.2.1 Transferred Volumes

We start by analyzing how much data and meta-data each solution needs to transfer
to bring a reader site, initially holdingd1, up-to-date with a writer site holding both
d1 anddn. Figures 8.22 to 8.24 present such measures for each sequential workload
and solution.

For most solutions, we are able to distinguish between file content data and
meta-data such as directory entries, version vectors or chunk references. In the
case of diff and xdelta, we were not able to make such a distinction, and hence we
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Transferred Volume - course-docs
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Transferred Volume - student-projects
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Figure 8.22: Transferred data volumes for collaborative document editing workloads.

do not differentiate their transferred volume. Furthermore, in the case of TAPER,
the meta-data only considers information exchanged by the deduplication protocol,
lacking the overhead of directory meta-data of TAPER.

In what follows, we follow a bottom-up analysis of dedupFS. We start by focus-
ing on dedupFS only, comparing the different its evaluated instances. We then turn
our attention to compare-by-hash and delta-encoding solutions, comparing them
with dedupFS. Finally, we consider plain and gzip-compressed transference.

dedupFS with varying expected chunk sizes, with and withoutdata compres-
sion. We start by focusing our attention on the different dedupFS instances, be-
fore comparing dedupFS with other solutions. The evaluateddedupFS instances
include dedupFS with different expected chunk sizes, namely 128 B, 2 KB and 8
KB, both with zlib data compression turned on and off.
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As expected, the results confirm that smaller chunk sizes yield higher precision
in detecting redundancy and therefore achieve lower transferred data volumes. In
fact, such a decrease is substantial for all workloads except for the binary workload,
usrbin . This suggests that redundancy across binary executables mostly occurs at
coarse-grained chunks; as decreasing expected chunk size from 8K to 2K, and then
to 128 B, detected only 2,4% and 2,9% more redundant data, respectively.

On average (over all workloads), dropping from 8 KB to 2 KB expected chunk
size results in more 17,1% data detected as redundant, whilefurther decreasing to
128 B expected chunk size finds more 15,0% redundant data (relative to 2 KB ex-
pected chunk size). Turning data compression on attenuatessuch differences to
15,1% and 11,0%, respectively. Such an effect is natural as,with finer-grained
chunks, less literal data is compressed, hence less gains are achieved from data
compression.

Evidently, literal data volume is not sufficiently meaningful to evaluate dedup-
FS, as it neglects the overhead with chunk references that dedupFS introduces. If
we take such an overhead into account, the gains in transferred volume, relative to
the gains in data volume, inevitably drop.

Figure 8.25 takes a closer look at such gains for every workload, confronting
them with the number of chunk references that dedupFS transmits. From it, we can
see that reducing expected chunk size from 8K to 2 KB, and thento 128 B, yields
more 15,4% and 12,4% reductions in transferred volume, respectively (in contrast
to 17,1% and 15,0% reductions in data volume, respectively).

Most importantly, reducing chunk size is always beneficial in terms of trans-
ferred volume. The reference coalescing step of dedupFS (see Section 6.4.2) is key
in ensuring such an important condition. An interesting observation is that, when
data compression comes into play, reference coalescing mayno longer ensure the
previous condition. Thestudent-projects workload exposes such an evidence:
when going from 8K- to 2 KB expected chunk size, with data compression active,
the latter actually transfers more 9% volume than the largerchunk alternative.

The reason behind this pathological effect is the difference in compressibility
between chunk references and the chunk contents that the former replace. Since
reference coalescing does not take data compressibility into account, it ignores the
fact that dedupFS does not zlib-compress chunk references,while it does compress
chunk contents.12 Hence, opting for a smaller volume of chunk references instead
of a larger volume of chunk contents may not always be the bestchoice when we
enable data compression.

Although not as evident as in thestudent-projects workload, the previous
effect is present in all the other workloads. With data compression on, when we
drop from 8 KB expected chunk size to 2 KB, and from 2 KB to 128 B,the gains in
transferred volume become 10,2% (in contrast to 15,4% without data compression)
and 3,0% (in contrast to 12,4% without data compression), respectively.

12Even if dedupFS did compress chunk references, the attainedcompression gains would be small,
as chunk references are poorly compressible.
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Comparison with compare-by-hash solutions. We now proceed to compare de-
dupFS with the remaining solutions, starting at those that adopt the compare-by-
hash approach. Let us recall Figures 8.22 to 8.24. Unless where noted, we use
dedupFS with 128 B expected chunk size, which we abbreviate as dedupFS-128,
as the reference in what follows.

With few exceptions, which we address next, dedupFS attainssignificantly
higher reductions in transferred volume than any compare-by-hash solution, for
any workload. Essentially, the key reason for such an advantage is the fact that
dedupFS matches similar chunks by running a highly accuratelocal algorithm on
local file contents. Consequently, dedupFS is able to be highly accurate in redun-
dancy detection while keeping meta-data volume exchanged during synchroniza-
tion to low levels. This contrasts with the considered compare-by-hash solutions,
which employ adistributed redundancy detection algorithm. Hence, they cannot
avoid the trade-off between higher accuracy and more overhead with transferred
deduplication they transfer across the network meta-data (namely, hash values and
chunk references).

Needless to say, the present evaluation leaves out the unmeasurable advantage
of dedupFS of not being prone to data corruption due to hash collisions. By defini-
tion, all compare-by-hash solutions we consider are vulnerable to such a possibility.

We take rsync as a first example. On average over all workloads, rsync trans-
fers 35% more (data and meta-data) volume than dedupFS-128 when we disable
data compression. Turning data compression on worsens rsync efficiency, as it
transfers, on average, 48% more volume than dedupFS-128. Such a value suggests
that rsync’s current implementation applies zlib in a less effective manner (e.g.
compressing individual chunk, instead of chunk streams).

Three main factors contribute to the difference in volume efficiency between
rysnc and dedupFS-128. First, the increased deduplicationoverhead of rsync’s
distributed redundancy detection algorithm.13 Second, rsync’s algorithm works
with larger chunks than dedupFS-128; otherwise, previously mentioned overhead
would grow to unacceptable levels. Third, rsync’s algorithm works exclusively on
between pairs of files, matched by pathname. Hence, rsync is only able to detect
redundancy across files with a similar pathname.

The third factor is probably the crucial factor for the differences in rsync’r
efficiency with each workload. On the worst extreme, rsync drops to 66% and
67% more volume than dedupFS-128 with thecourse-docs andstudent-pro-
jects workloads (without data compression). This is easily explained by the fre-
quent file renaming activity in these workloads.

On the other hand, in workloads where pathnames are practically stable (gcc ,
emacs, linux ), rsync is able to reach closer to the dedupFS-128’s levels of trans-
ferred volume. In particular, we found one exception,linux with compression
enabled, where rsync actually transfers -17% volume than dedupFS-128 with com-

13Unfortunately, rsync does not output the size of such an overhead and, therefore, we are not able
to quantify it.
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pression enabled. The previous results of Jain et al. [JDT05] seem to explain such
an exception. Jain et al. show evidence that, for cases of small changes randomly
distributed in a file that does not change its pathname, rsync’s similarity detection
algorithm is more efficient than a variable-size chunk algorithm (on which dedup-
FS is based).

Note, however, that dedupFS may also employ rsync’s algorithm for local sim-
ilarity detection, or even combine it with dedupFS’s current algorithm. More gen-
erally, dedupFS may adopt any distributed redundancy detection algorithm, em-
ploying it locally across the local contents at each site.

Another interesting analysis is to compare dedupFS with thehigly optimized,
4-tiered distributed deduplication scheme of TAPER. Such acomparison is pos-
sible with thegcc , emacs and linux workloads, for which TAPER results are
publicly available [JDT05]. Both solutions transfer comparable data volumes: on
average over the three workloads, TAPER is only 0,29% betterthan dedupFS-128.
However, distinguishing transferred volume between content and deduplication
meta-data volume allows more meaningful conclusions.

On one hand, both solutions exhibit very similar accuracy inredundancy detec-
tion with some workloads. On average over the three workloads, TAPER detects
more 0,14% more redundant data than dedupFS-128 (with a maximum of more
4,0% redundant data detected withgcc , and a minimum of less 2,9% withemacs).

On the other hand, TAPER’s more intricate distributed algorithm generally re-
quires transmitting more bytes of deduplication meta-data(more 21,3% than de-
dupFS-128, on average over the three workloads). Figure 8.26 illustrates such an
advantage of dedupFS. It presents the overheads with deduplication meta-data for
dedupFSand TAPER, as well for other solutions. Forgcc andemacs, TAPER im-
poses substantially more deduplication overhead than dedupFS-128 (21,2% and
73,9%, respectively), in contrast tolinux , where TAPER’s scheme has 31,0% less
overhead.

More importantly than the differences in deduplication overhead, TAPER 4-
tiered algorithm exchanges such meta-data by a 4-round-trip protocol. If com-
pared with dedupFS’s single-round-trip protocol, the increased latency of the ad-
ditional network round-trips may be a decisive disadvantage of TAPER. However,
the present evaluation could not quantify such a disadvantage, as TAPER was not
publicly available for testing.

Finally, we compare dedupFS with our implementation of LBFS’scheme, de-
dup-lbfs. dedupFS and dedup-lbfs employ practically similar algorithms for sim-
ilarity detection, with some important differences. The results expose three such
differences.

Firstly, dedup-lbfs, following LBFS’s original algorithm[MCM01], does not
exploit recursive redundancy (see Section 6.2.2), i.e. redundancy that may exist
exclusively across the contents to send. dedupFS incorporates such an optimiza-
tion. Its effects are significant: they are evident on the differences between the data
volume that each solution considers as redundant. On average over all workloads,
such an optimization detects 10,8%, 14,4% and 20,8% more redundant chunk con-
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tent for expected chunk sizes of 8K, 2K and 128 B.
We should note that the recursive redundancy optimization is not exclusively

applicable to dedupFS. One can directly incorporate it LBFS’s original algorithm,
hence eliminating the above differences in detected chunk contents.

The second relevant difference is that dedupFS applies the similarity detection
algorithm locally across the local contents at each site. Incontrast, dedup-lbfs
applies the algorithm in a distributed manner across the newversions at the sender
site and the contents that the receiver site holds. Consequently, dedup-lbfs needs
to exchange the hash values of the chunks that comprise the versions to propagate.
This is not the case with dedupFS.

It is easy to show that, theoretically, the number of hash values that dedup-
lbfs transmits grows linearly as the expected chunk size decreases. Hence, as one
decreases the expected chunk size from 8 KB to 2 KB or 128 B, theextra accuracy
comes at the expensive cost of a linear growth of overhead with hash values. This
is a well known result [MCM01, JDT05, ELW+07, BJD06].

In practice, this cost is worsened by the fact that the small dimensions of most
files in typical file system workloads [Vog99] (including theones we consider).
Our evidence shows that small files bias the actual chunk sizes to at most 2 KB, no
matter how high we set the expected chunk size. For example, the highest average
chunk size that we found while dividing chunks using an expected chunk size of 8
KB was 2.5 KB (student-projects workload).

As a consequence, dedup-lbfs introduces a substantially larger overhead with
deduplication meta-data that one might predict theoretically. Recalling Figure
8.26, such an increase is evident and grows as expected chunksize decreases. On
average over all workloads (includingcourse-docs andstudent-projects , not
present in Figure 8.26), dedup-lbfs-8K exchanges 147% moremeta-data than de-
dupFS-8K, fundamentally due to hash values. If we step down to dedup-lbfs-2K,
such a difference rises to 387% more deduplication overheadthan dedupFS-2K.
Finally, dedup-lbfs-128 increases deduplication overhead by over an order of mag-
nitude, relatively to dedupFS-128.

The impact of the higher overhead on the overall transferredvolume (i.e. literal
data plus deduplication meta-data) is relevant. This is true even if we assume that
dedup-lbfs incorporates the optimization of exploiting recursive redundancy (by
replacing the data volume measures of dedup-lbfs by dedupFS’s). Under such
an assumption, dedup-lbfs-128, dedup-lbfs-2K and dedup-lbfs-8K would transfer
35%, 7% and 2% more bytes than dedupFS-128, dedupFS-2K and dedupFS-8K,
respectively, on average over all workloads.

Thirdly, since dedup-lbfs has no mechanism as dedupFS’s reference coalescing
step, it may easily transfer a larger volume than the plain approach. This is the
case of theusrbin workload, where the low redundancy does not compensate
for the overhead of exchanging hash values (see Figure 8.24). Note that, despite
unobserved with our workloads, such a situation may also arise with the remaining
compare-by-hash solutions we have evaluated. As noted before, such a situation
cannot arise with dedupFS (except in rare cases if data compression is enabled, as
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explained earlier in this Section).

Comparison with delta-encoding solutions. Interestingly, the delta-encoding
solutions, diff and xdelta, proved to be strong contenders of dedupFS, with regard
of transferred volumes. In half the workloads, delta-encoding was significantly
more efficient in exploiting redundancy than any other solution, including dedup-
FS.

Namely, these are the workloads with high redundancy between the same files
of d1 anddn (whose pathnames remain the same in both versions). More precisely,
the most efficient delta-encoding solution, xdelta, would transfer 29%, 39% and
44% less volume than dedupFS-128 ingcc , emacs andlinux , respectively.14

Delta-encoding solutions are specifically tailored to detect similarities between
pairs of versions of the same file, which explains such an advantage. They em-
ploy special purpose similarity detection algorithms thatare limited to running
locally, and between two versions only. Furthermore, the delta encoding format
[HHH+98] is lighter than the chunk references that dedupFS (and compare-by-
hash) exchanges. For instance, the former takes advantage of the fact that the
referenced version identifier is already implicit; hence, it needs not be explicitly
encoded.

When file renaming and copy become frequent, or redundancy across multi-
ple versions/files becomes significant, delta encoding looses its efficiency to de-
dupFS. Namely, for the remaining three workloads,course-docs , student-pro-
jects andusrbin , xdelta transfers 68%, 66% and 33% more volume than dedup-
FS-128, respectively. Moreover, in such workloads, xdeltaperformed worse than
any compare-by-hash solution.

We may regard delta encoding as a particular instance of the versioning-based
deduplication approach that dedupFS follows. The difference being that delta en-
coding is a more constrained solution, which may only exploit redundancy between
pairs of consecutive versions of the same object (i.e., filesin this context). If most
redundancy occurs with such a pattern, delta encoding can bevery efficient, as
some of our results suggest. However, dedupFS’s ability to exploit multiple cross-
version and cross-object redundancy relations allows dedupFS to adapt well to
general patterns of file system usage.

As a final remark, the previous conclusions suggest that a possible direction for
future work would be to leverage dedupFS with xdelta’s algorithm and encoding
format in situations where redundancy occurs between consecutive versions of the
same file.

14Such an advantage drops to 15%, 27% and 44% when we enable datacompression in both
solutions. However, the most recent version 3 of xdelta claims to have a more efficient, self-contained
data compression algorithm, specifically designed for the VCDIFF encoding format [Macb].
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Transferred Volume - gcc
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Transferred Volume - emacs
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Transferred Volume - linux
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Figure 8.23: Transferred data volumes for software development workloads.
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Transferred Volume - usrbin
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Figure 8.24: Transferred data volumes for the executable binaries workload.
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Transferred Volumes vs. Chunk Size in dedupFS (course-docs)
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Transferred Volumes vs. Chunk Size in dedupFS (emacs)
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Transferred Volumes vs. Chunk Size in dedupFS (student-projects)
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Transferred Volumes vs. Chunk Size in dedupFS (gcc)
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Transferred Volumes vs. Chunk Size in dedupFS (linux)
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Transferred Volumes vs. Chunk Size in dedupFS (usrbin)
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Figure 8.25: Transferred volumes vs. chunk size in dedupFS
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Figure 8.26: Transferred volume overheads due to deduplication (i.e. transferred meta-data such as
hash values and chunk references).
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8.3.3 Synchronization Performance

Measuring and comparing transferred volumes gives us a valuable estimate of the
performance of each solution. However, low data and meta-data volumes does not
necessarily mean good performance. Factors such as number of network round-
trips and local processing time may also strongly affect itsoverall performance.

As a second experiment, we set out to measure the time that each solution
takes to complete synchronization. This experiment does not include some solu-
tions, namely: TAPER, for which a running executable was notpublicly available;
diff and xdelta, which do not support distributed synchronization in their current
implementation.

The experiment used a 100Mbps local ethernet connection between the sender
and receiver sites. Such a bandwidth is one or two orders of magnitude higher than
the typical bandwidth in the environments that dedupFS mainly targets, namely
the Internet and mobile networks. From the viewpoint of dedupFS, we may regard
such a setting as anear-worst-casescenario. It conceals the positive impact of the
reductions in transferred volume (which we have already evaluated in the previous
section), while amplifying the performance overhead of theadditional processing.

Figures 8.27 to 8.29 present the performance results for every sequential work-
load. For all solutions except rsync, we were able to differentiate two components
of the total synchronization time: a pre-download time, which includes all protocol
steps before the actual download of the contents of the new versions starts; and the
remaining, download time.

On average over all workloads, dedupFS-2K with no compression exhibits the
best performance among all dedupFS variants. However, turning data compression
on does compensate on some highly compressible workloads: dedupFS-8K+zlib
takes 40,2% less time to synchronize than dedupFS-2K with nocompression in
thestudent-projects workload, while dedupFS-8K+zlib and dedupFS-128+zlib
achieve marginal performance gains in thegcc andlinux workloads, respectively.

In spite of the high bandwidth, the download times of dedupFSdominate pre-
download times (download time takes more than 80% of the total synchronization
time) for the majority of workloads.

Some pathological cases of excessive pre-download time occur, which expose
a weakness of dedupFS’s current design and implementation,which we discuss
as follows. dedupFS’s optimization of exploiting recursive redundancy is, in its
current implementation, an inefficient step. Currently, such a step implies, for
every chunk reference of every version to send, traversing asingly-linked list that
holds the identifiers of the versions to send that the pre-download phase has already
handled.

Hence, the performance penalty of such an optimization grows quadratically
with the number of versions/objects to send at a single synchronization session.
Notwithstanding the significant reductions in transferreddata volume of such an
optimization (see Section 8.3.2.1), such a penalty has a strong impact in the work-
loads wheredn comprises a large number of files. This is the case of thegcc and
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linux workloads (for any variant of dedupFS) and thestudent-projects work-
load with dedupFS-128, where dedupFS exhibits excessive pre-download times
that range from 38% to 89% of the total synchronization time.

Disabling the detection of recursive redundancy considerably reduces the pre-
download times in the above pathological cases. For instance, the pre-download
time of dedupFS-128 (with no compression) drops from 7.476 ms to 441 ms. As an
inevitable consequence, transferred data volume rises from 17.2 MB to 22.9 MB.
Such an increase, however, has no significant impact on the overall performance
with 100Mbps. It may, of course, become relevant if one considers environments
of lower bandwidths.

Eliminating the performance penalty of recursive redundancy detection is, there-
fore, a key goal of future work. A potential solution must consider more efficient
membership inclusion tests, rather than the current list traversal test.

When compared to the other solutions, dedupFS achieves better performance,
with a small number of exceptions in some of the pathologicalworkloads that we
mention above. The advantage over rsync is substantial. On average over all work-
loads, rsync almost doubles dedupFS-2K’s total time (91.7%and 105.8% slower
with zlib compression off and on, respectively). Even in theworst workloads for
dedupFS, rsync is at least 40.8% slower than dedupFS-2K. It is worth noting that
rsync never accomplishes better performance than the plaintransfer alternative.

Concerning dedup-lbfs, its performance degrades considerably as we decrease
the expected chunk size. With an expected chunk size of 128 B,dedup-lbfs re-
flects the strong penalty of a large network overhead with hash values and chunk
references and, most importantly, the delay of numerous lookups to the chunk hash
table. Its synchronization time is, on average over all workloads, 17 times slower
than plain transfer and 26 times slower than dedupFS-2K.

Its performance rises substantially as we increase expected chunk size to 8
KB. In that configuration, dedup-lbfs is, on average over allworkloads, 29.5%
slower than dedupFS-2K. More notably, dedup-lbfs-8K outperforms dedupFS in
the pathological workloads that we mention above: dedup-lbfs-8K is 11.6% and
11.7% faster than dedupFS-2K ingcc and linux , respectively. Nevertheless, if
we disable recursive redundancy detection, dedupFS-2K becomes faster than any
deduplication solution for every workload.

As a final remark, we compare dedupFS with the plain and compress-only al-
ternatives. In general, dedupFS substantially outperforms the previous solutions,
in almost all workloads with relatively high redundancy (onaverage, 25.6% and
27.8% faster than plain and compress-only, respectively).The exception is the
gcc workload, where the performance penalty of the pathological cases we de-
scribe previously is sufficient to make dedupFS a worst alternative than the plain
and compress-only alternatives (16.8% and 17.8% slower, respectively).15 Again,
disabling recursive redundancy detection eliminates suchperformance losses.

15Another exception is dedupFS-128 and dedupFS-128+zlib in thestudent-projects workload.
In this workload, however, all other variants of dedupFS outperform both plain and compress-only.
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Figure 8.27: Synchronization times for collaborative document editingworkloads.

When the redundancy degree is low, which is the case of theusrbin workload,
dedupFS (with no data compression) is still able to attain better performance than
the plain and compress-only solutions. However, the low compressibility of this
workload (see Table 8.9) causes dedupFS+zlib to be slower than plain transfer, due
to the additional processing time the former spends with zlib functions.
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Synchronization Performance - gcc
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Figure 8.28: Synchronization times for software development workloads.
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Figure 8.29: Synchronization times for the executable binaries workload.
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8.3.4 Asserting Our Results with More Realistic Assumptions

As we explain in Chapter 6, the advantages of dedupFS over other solutions will
only be effective as long as two conditions hold: (i) out-of-band redundancy, which
dedupFS cannot exploit, is not significant; and (ii) the synchronizing sites are able
to maintain sufficiently old version logs.

As we discuss before, the promising results in Section 8.3.2do not completely
evaluate dedupFS, as they exclusively consider two-version sequential workloads
where out-of-band redundancy does not arise, and both sites’ logs are assumed
sufficiently deep to hold a common ancestor version (d1). Hence, we can only
accept the results from Section 8.3.2 as meaningful in situations where the two
conditions above hold.

This section aims at understanding whether the scenarios that this thesis con-
siders verify the two conditions. In the next two sub-sections, we gradually weaken
the assumptions of the previous section. In Section 8.3.4.1, we evaluate concurrent
workloads, where out-of-band redundancy finally occurs. Then, in Section 8.3.4.2
evaluatesn-version workloads (n > 2) with version logs of limited size.

8.3.4.1 Out-of-band Redundancy

We measured the amount of out-of-band redundancy using real-world concurrent
workloads,course-docs and student-projects . Both workloads result from
collaborative activity among different teams of users, as we explain in Section
8.3.1.2. In both workloads, two sites started with a replicaof a common, initial
version. During a considerable period of time – 6 months forcourse-docs and
3 months forstudent-projects –, both replicas evolved independently with fre-
quent concurrent updates (typically, more than one update per day).

The experiment assumes that, during such periods, the underlying file system
can only trace the local evolution from the initial version to the final version of
each replica. As Section 8.3.1.2 details, considerable information was potentially
exchanged between both replicas via channels that are untraceable by the underly-
ing file system (e.g. dedupFS). Inevitably, such out-of-band exchanges may lead
to out-of-band redundancy, which dedupFS cannot detect.

We measured the amount of out-of-band redundancy that each workload col-
lected at the end of its lifetime with a fairly simple experiment. Recalling Figure
8.21 from Section 8.3.1, each replica holds, after such a period, versionda and
db, respectively (besidesd1). For each workload, we synchronized both divergent
replicas, the receiver replica holding versionsd1 and da, and the sender replica
holding versionsd1 anddb. Firstly, we synchronized using dedupFS-12816, where
the sender replica could only exploit in-band redundancy; i.e. the chunks that are
redundant acrossd1 anddb. We then repeated the same experiment using dedup-

16We disabled recursive redundancy detection. Without such an optimization, dedupFS attains
exactly the same efficiency in decting in-band redundancy asdedup-lbfs, for the same expected
chunk sizes.
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Figure 8.30: Differences in detected redundant data volume in the concurrent workloads (cour-
se-docs and student-projects ), between a solution that can only detect in-band
redundancy (dedupFS) and a solution that can detect both in-band and out-of-band
redundancy (dedup-lbfs).

lbfs-128. In this case, the distributed redundancy detection protocol can detect
both in-band and out-of-band redundancy; i.e. the sender can exploit chunk redun-
dancy across any workload versions,d1, da anddb. Therefore, by subtracting the
redundant data volumes17 of dedupFS from dedup-lbfs, we obtain an estimate of
out-of-band redundancy in the workload.18

Figure 8.30 shows the results for both concurrent workloads, considering dif-
ferent instances of dedupFS and dedup-lbfs, as well as the plain transfer solution.
For simplicity, and without lack of generality, we disableddata compression in all
solutions.

17I.e., without accounting for exchanged meta-data.
18Of course, the previous values are estimates because neither dedup-lbfs’s nor dedupFS’s redun-

dancy detection algorithms are optimal. Nevertheless, using small chunk sizes (namely, 128 expected
chunk size), we obtain an accurate estimate.
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Perhaps surprisingly, the redundant data volume that results from out-of-band
data exchanges during several months is almost insignificant when compared to
in-band redundancy. In thecourse-docs workload, dedup-lbfs-128 detects just
1,01% more (out-of-band) redundant contents than dedupFS.Thestudent-pro-
jects workload exhibits more out-of-band redundancy, but still at insignificant
levels: dedup-lbfs-128 detects 4,37% more redundant data.

It is certainly easy to identify scenarios where out-of-band redundancy is sub-
stantial, as we discuss in Section 6.5. Nevertheless, the results from the above
two real concurrent workloads are very meaningful. They capture collaborative
scenarios that are very representative of the ones that the present thesis mainly
addresses. Furthermore, in both workloads there are numerous evident sources
of out-of-band redundancy, which Section 8.3.1.2 enumerates; in fact, our results
show that out-of-band redundancy does occur. However, our results confirm that
almost all redundancy that we can exploit when synchronizing the new contents at
each divergent replica results from contents copied from the initial version,d1; in
other words, in-band redundancy.

The above small advantage in detected redundant data volumeof dedup-lbfs
over dedupFS does not eliminate the overall advantage of thelatter over the former;
either in terms of transferred volume or synchronization performance. In order
to synchronize the concurrent replicas of eithercourse-docs or student-pro-
jects , every dedup-lbfs variant transfers more bytes and takes more time than any
dedupFS variant. More concretely, the best variant of dedup-lbfs (dedup-lbfs-8K)
transfers 2,9% more volume the most network-efficient dedupFS variant, dedup-
FS-128, and takes 29,8% more time than the fastest dedupFS variant, dedupFS-2K.
With student-projects , in spite of the higher out-of-band redundancy, dedup-
lbfs-8K still transfers 1,1% more than dedupFS-128, and is 8,6% slower than de-
dupFS-2K.

8.3.4.2 Space Requirements of Version Log

A second condition to dedupFS’s effectiveness is that the version logs at each syn-
chronizing site span for a sufficiently large time period. Since dedupFS can only
detect redundancy across the versions to send and the intersection of the version
logs of both sites, the larger such an intersection is, the more redundancy dedup-
FS may exploit. In the worst case, where both logs do not intersect at all, dedup-
FS can no longer exploit any redundancy that may exist acrossboth sites.

Figure 8.31 illustrates such a condition with an example of two sites, each hold-
ing a divergent version of concurrent workload. As long as both sites are able to
maintain sufficiently long logs (in this case, as long as bothlogs include the old
versiond1), dedupFS will be able to exploit redundant chunksc1 andc2. How-
ever, excessive log truncation can strongly hamper dedupFS’s ability of detecting
in-band redundancy across both sites, even when such redundancy exists. In the
example, truncating the oldest version in the log of at one ofthe sites will result
in an empty intersection between both sites’ logs, hence disabling dedupFS from
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Figure 8.31: Example of impact of log size in redundancy detection in dedupFS. Two sites,A andB,
hold divergent replicas of a concurrent workload (for simplicity, the figure depicts each
workload version as a single file). Both divergent replicas originate from a common,
initial version,d1. WhenB synchronizes withA (i.e. synchronization fromA to B),
dedupFS’s ability to exploit redundancy depends on the depth of the logs that each site
holds in that moment. Firstly, ifB’s log no longer holdsd1 (due to log truncation), then
chunkc1 is not redundant acrossA andB, thusA must transfer its contents. Secondly,
such a situation (B’s log withoutd1) also means that dedupFS will not be able to detect
chunkc2 as redundant across both sites, since both logs do not intersect; althoughc2
is, in fact, redundant across both sites.

detecting any in-band redundancy across both sites.
Evidently, it is key that, as a site’s log incorporates newerversions, its space

overhead remains at acceptable levels, so as to delay version truncation to as late
as possible. This section studies such space requirements.We analyze the two
collaborative workloads,course-docs andstudent-projects . However, we do
not consider the same two-version workloads as in the previous sections. Instead,
we have obtained daily CVS snapshots of each such workload19.

We consider sequences of multiple workload versions,d1,d2, ..,dn−1,dn. Each
sequence spans across the whole duration of each workload: in course-docs , n =
168 (days), whilen = 74 (days) instudent-projects . Each workload versiondi

exclusively includes the files whose contents have been modified relatively to the
previous day’s version,di−1.

In this experiment, we place ourselves at the last day of the workload, starting
with a single version log (holdingdn only). We then adddn−1,dn−2, ... to the log
and measure how much additional space each deeper log requires. We consider dif-
ferent schemes for log storage: plain storage, redundancy compression and partial
pruning, with different expected chunk sizes.

Figures 8.32 and 8.33 present the results of such an experiment. A first ob-
servation is that, even with plain log storage, space cost grows moderately with
log depth. Withcourse-docs , the space overhead of maintaining the entire 6-
month history of daily collaborative activity implies storing less than the size of

19course-docs andstudent-projects are concurrent workloads. In this section, we consider
one of the divergent branches only, for each workload. More precisely, we consider daily versions
from d1 to da. The results for thedb branch yield comparable conclusions.
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Figure 8.32: Space requirements of version log for multi-versioncourse-docs workload.
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Figure 8.33: Space requirements of version log for multi-versionstudent-projects workload.

the current version. More precisely, maintaining the most recent version requires
102 MB, while storing the entire history of 168 versions requires 98% more space.
With student-projects , maintaining the entire 3-month version history requires
49% more space than the 37 MB of the most recent version. With most devices,
for which secondary memory is cheap and abundant, such overheads are usually
acceptable.

Furthermore, the more efficient log storage schemes are still able to substan-
tially reduce such a space overhead. Redundancy compression allows logging the
entire history of versions with a 25%-31% space overhead incourse-docs , de-
pending on the expected chunk size (128 B and 8 KB produce the lowest and
highest overhead, respectively). Instudent-projects , such an overhead drops
to 11.1%-12.6%. Such low overheads are clearly important when we consider
memory-constrained devices, such as most mobile ones. Achieving such low over-
heads per day of logging means that even memory-constraineddevices will be able
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to maintain knowledge of significantly long version histories.
Finally, partial pruning offers almost negligible overhead. However, as Sec-

tion 6.3 explains, exploiting the redundancy footprints atthe receiver side is not
necessarily advantageous for synchronization performance. Hence, we restrict our
analysis the case of sites that always act as senders, as Section 6.3 explains. With
this scheme, a sender-only site may store the redundancy footprints of the entire
histories ofcourse-docs andstudent-projects at the cost of 1,94%-0,08% and
2.06%-0.09%, respectively; as Section 6.3 explains, such footprints hold sufficient
information to completely replace the whole versions when the site acts as sender
during synchronization. It is worth noting that, in contrast to redundancy compres-
sion, partial pruning is less efficient with smaller expected chunk sizes, as more
chunk references exist.

8.3.5 Local Similarity Detection

In contrast to a synchronization session, the local similarity detection algorithm
runs in background. Hence, its performance is neither the central concern of de-
dupFS’s current implementation nor of the present evaluation. Nevertheless, de-
spite not being a critical process, it is still desirable that local similarity detection
consumes as less resources as possible (e.g. battery and CPU) during the shortest
time possible. Therefore, this section devotes some attention on the performance
of the local similarity detection algorithm of dedupFS.

During the experiments in Section 8.3.2 we gathered some measures concern-
ing local similarity detection. We obtained such measures both for the local simi-
larity detection algorithms dedupFS and dedup-lbfs20.

Recall that dedupFS performs a byte-by-byte comparison between any pair of
chunks that it finds with similar hash values. On one hand, this step (which dedup-
lbfs discards) imposes a strong performance penalty on dedupFS, as we shall an-
alyze next. On the other hand, the reliance on byte-by-byte comparison makes it
possible for dedupFS to use a faster, non-cryptographic hash function (see Section
6.4). Consequently, dedupFS is faster in determining hash values, but may have
to byte-by-byte-compare more chunks, due to more frequent hash collisions. If
comparing one byte per redundant byte found has a significantperformance over-
head, hash collisions may amplify it by causing multiple unnecessary byte-by-byte
comparisons when false positives occur.

One first relevant measure is, for each byte that dedupFS found redundant, the
number of bytes that, on average, dedupFS compares against such a byte. From
Table 8.10, we can see that such a measure varies considerably across workloads.
While emacs and linux remain close to the optimal one byte compared per re-
dundant byte,course-docs andusrbin require more than 2.5 comparisons per

20In the case of dedup-lbfs, we refer to the local similarity detection that dedup-lbfs performs
for exploiting chunk redundancy in locally stored contents. Obviously, we are not considering the
distributed similarity detection algorithm, used for synchronization.
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Workload
Bytes compared per redundant byte
128 B 2 KB 8 KB

course-docs 2.5 1.1 1.0
student-projects 48.0 21.6 13.3
gcc 1.2 1.8 1.5
emacs 1.0 1.0 1.0
linux 1.0 1.0 1.0
usrbin 2.7 1.1 1.0

Table 8.10:Number of byte-by-byte comparisons per each byte found redundant by dedupFS, for
different expected chunk sizes.

Workload
Running Time (s) Rel. Performance (vs. dedup-lbfs)

128 B 2 KB 8 KB 128 B 2 KB 8 KB
course-docs 201.9 30.5 13.2 783% 313% 137%
student-projects 5,484.1 443.7 61.5 25,220% 9,497% 1,229%
gcc 440.0 157.4 95.2 596% 287% 219%
emacs 57.0 15.6 7.7 441% 170% 96%
linux 342.8 118.8 62.5 521% 234% 134%
usrbin 1,056.8 142.8 61.0 706% 307% 152%

Table 8.11:Local similarity detection performance of dedupFS, both absolute and relatively to
dedup-lbfs, for different expected chunk sizes.

byte. Surprisingly,student-projects exhibits a highly pathological case of fre-
quent hash collisions, reaching 13 to 48 byte comparisons per byte, depending on
whether expected chunk size is 8 KB or 128 B, respectively.

Inevitably, the byte-by-byte comparison and the impact of hash collisions has
a considerable performance penalty on dedupFS’s local similarity detection step.
To quantify such a penalty, we compare dedupFS’s local similarity detection time
with dedup-lbfs’s, as we show in Table 8.11. Clearly, dedupFS takes substan-
tially more time to detect local redundancy than dedup-lbfs. Such a performance
gap increases as we decrease chunk sizes. On average over allworkloads (ex-
cluding student-projects ’s pathological case), dedupFS takes 48% more time
with an expected chunk size of 8 KB; decreasing such a parameter to 2 KB and
128 B causes dedupFS to become 2.6 times and 6.1 times slower than dedup-lbfs,
respectively. We mainly attribute such a performance decrease to the higher num-
ber of chunks, which are directly proportional to the numberof disk accesses and
chunk hash table lookups during the algorithm execution.

Table 8.12 presents the overall throughput values of dedupFS’s local similarity
detection step for each workload. Despite the unfavorable relative performance,
the throughput of dedupFS’s local similarity detection achieves ranges from 746
KB (with 128 B expected chunk size) to 6,600 KB (with 8 KB expected chunk
size) of new content handled per second, on average over all workloads (including
the problematicstudent-projects ).
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Workload
Throughput (KBps)

128 B 2 KB 8 KB
course-docs 555 3,668 8,515
student-projects 10 119 858
gcc 713 1,994 3,298
emacs 1,768 6,436 13,067
linux 928 2,678 5,087
usrbin 507 3,750 8,775

Table 8.12:Throughput of local similarity detection in dedupFS. Throughput is given by the volume
of new content that the similarity detection step can handleper second. Throughput is
given in KB per second, for different expected chunk sizes.

In typical interactive collaborative applications, we expect such a throughput
range to be higher than the typical rates at which users inputnew contents and
synchronize. Hence, we consider the measured throughput acceptable, though
subject to improvement. The use of fast, yet less collision-prone hash functions,
and the use of massively available stream processor hardware such as graphics
processing units (GPUs) to boost chunk local similarity detection (as proposed in
[AKGSN+08]) are certainly interesting directions for future improvement.

8.4 Summary

Departing from an experimental results, we validate the improvements that the
contributions of the present thesis attain.

Using a simulator of an optimistic replication system running in a mobile net-
work, we have analyzed the performance and efficiency of the VVWV protocol
in relation to other representative commitment protocols.Namely, Primary and
Deno. VVWV is substantially more efficient than Deno, particularly as one con-
siders weaker connectivity and/or more realistic update models with narrower sets
of active replicas. Such an advantage is visible both in terms of the percentage of
updates that commit, and the delays that each replica imposes to users and applica-
tions before deciding, and possibly committing, each update. Concerning Primary,
VVWV achieves comparable commit ratios. In terms of commitment delays, Pri-
mary only outperforms VVWV in scenarios of high contention scenarios due to
high numbers of active replicas.

We further evaluate VVWV by considering its agreement decoupling by con-
sistency packet exchange. We confirm that every benefit that we predicted does
exist, namely in terms of commitment acceleration, abort minimization and more
efficient update propagation. Most importantly, we show that each such benefit
may be significant provided that enough non-replicas surround the replicated sys-
tem and contribute to consistency packet exchange. In general, we observe that, in
a system of five replicas, 20 collaborating non-replicas produce visible improve-
ments, which grow to very relevant levels with 30 and 40 non-replicas.
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A fundamental conclusion is that, if one considers an alternative solution where
non-replicas carry potentially large packets of both update-data and meta-data (e.g.
off-line anti-entropy), then a sufficiently large number ofresource-constrained non-
replicas carrying only lightweight consistency packets may provide comparable
or better improvements than the former. This observation isespecially meaning-
ful in the context of ubiquitous computing and sensor networks, where resource-
constrained nodes are the norm.

We then evaluate dedupFS, a prototypal implementation of our data deduplica-
tion solution for efficient replica storage and synchronization. Using dedupFS and
other state-of-the-art solutions from each relevant approach to data deduplication,
we have replayed real workloads covering a broad set of collaborative activities.

The obtained results complement previous evidence [HH05] that, to some ex-
tent, contradicts a general conviction that is subjacent tomost literature proposing
data deduplication through compare-by-hash [MCM01, CN02,JDT05, ELW+07,
BJD06]. Our results show that, for the workloads that the latter works consider
and evaluate, there does exist a non-probabilistic solution that performs at least as
well as compare-by-hash. Even if applications are willing to tolerate the non-null
possibility of data corruption due to hash collisions.

In a first experiment, we consider similar workloads as thosethat motivate and
serve to evaluate recent related work on data deduplication. Such workloads are
sequential, hence do not allow out-of-band redundancy. Ourresults show that,
with very few exceptions, dedupFS detects more redundant contents than relevant
compare-by-hash solutions (rsync, TAPER and LBFS), while keeping meta-data
overhead at low levels. In result, on average over all workloads, the volume that
dedupFS transfers across the network during synchronization is substantially lower
than any compare-by-hash solution that we consider. Accordingly, such an advan-
tage is also reflected on synchronization performance.

With respect to synchronization schemes that rely of delta encoding, our results
show that, for general workloads, dedupFS is significantly more efficient. How-
ever, for workloads with a sufficiently stable directory/file tree and where in-object
redundancy dominates cross-object redundancy, delta encoding may substantially
outperform dedupFS. Hence, an interesting direction for future improvement of
dedupFS is to complement dedupFS’s similarity detection algorithm and reference
encoding with a variant based on delta encoding. Such a hybrid approach is clearly
compatible with dedupFS.

Finally, we assert the above promising results under more realistic assumptions.
We do that by presenting strong experimental evidence that:(i) out-of-band redun-
dancy does occur rarely in computer-supported collaborative scenarios; and (ii) the
space requirements of maintaining sufficiently long version logs are, in general,
acceptable even in the environments that the present thesisaddresses. We support
the first statement with an analysis of two concurrent workloads, taken from real
users that actively made use of shared CVS repositories. In both workloads, after
3-month and 6-month periods, the amount of out-of-band redundancy accounts to
less than 5% of the total redundancy that one may find in the newcontents that each
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workload has received. Furthermore, we back up the second claim by showing that,
in the previous workloads, dedupFS can maintain the entire version history of 3 and
6 months, respectively, at the acceptable cost of approximately 4% space overhead
per logged month of update activity.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

Optimistic replication is a fundamental technique for supporting collaborative work
practices in a fault-tolerant manner in weakly connected network environments. As
collaboration through weakly connected networks becomes popular (e.g. by using
asynchronous groupware applications, or distributed file or database systems, and
collaborative wikis), the importance of this technique increases. Examples of such
weakly connected environments range from the Internet to ubiquitous computing
and pervasive computing environments.

Despite the success of optimistic replication in very specific applications, such
as DNS, USENET or electronic mail, it is still hardly applicable to general case
collaborative applications. When compared to its pessimistic counterpart, opti-
mistic replication introduces crucial obstacles to its collaborative users. Namely,
the temporal distance that separates tentative write operations from their actual
commitment with strong consistency guarantees; the inherent possibility of lost
work due to aborts; and the increased storage and network requirements that main-
taining large version logs imposes are substantial obstacles. Ironically, the very
network environments that call for optimistic replication, as a means of dealing
with their inherent weak connectivity, tend to substantially amplify all the above
obstacles; mostly, due to their weak connectivity and resource constraints.

This thesis targets the three fundamental axes that we identify above: (i) faster
strong consistency (ii) leading to less aborted work, while(iii) minimizing both
the amount of data exchanged between and stored at replicas.Departing from an
initial base, representative of most relevant state-of-the-art optimistically replicated
systems, we propose novel improvements that help improve the base system in all
three fundamental axes. Furthermore, the positive effect of such improvements
grows substantially as we consider environments of weaker connectivity and/or
poor device and network resources.

We sum up our central contributions as follows:

1. We formalize epidemic quorum systems and provide a novel,generic charac-
terization of their availability and performance. Our contribution highlights
previously undocumented trade-offs and allows an analytical comparison of
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proposed epidemic quorum systems.

2. We introduce an update commitment protocol based on weighted voting
and version vectors. It provides better fault-tolerance than primary commit
schemes while ensuring comparable performance.

3. We describe how to improve update commitment by exploitation of other
computational resources, co-existent with the replicatedsystem, as carriers
of lightweight consistency meta-data. We show that such a technique may
accelerate commitment, avoid aborts, and allow more network-efficient up-
date propagation.

4. We propose a novel update storage and propagation architecture, based on
data deduplication, that is at least as efficient as state-of-the-art compare-
by-hash approaches and eliminates their crucial shortcoming of being prob-
abilistically error-prone.

We have implemented two prototypes incorporating the contributions: a sim-
ulator of distributed environments with poor and partitioned connectivity, and a
full-fledged, distributed replicated file system for Linux.Using such prototypes,
we thoroughly evaluate our contributions against network and device settings, as
well as collaborative application workloads, that are close to the real environments
that the thesis targets. The results we obtain support our statement that our con-
tributions can substantially push optimistic replicationahead in all three axes. In
other words, our contributions improve users’ productivity by supporting more ef-
fective data sharing with high availability and performance.

9.1 Future Work

The work we present in this dissertation unveils a number of different and promis-
ing directions for future work. In particular, we plan to address the following
points, ordered by the location in the thesis that motivatesthem:

General:

• Support for dynamic replica sets in all contributions of thethesis.

• Weakening of the fault model in order to include Byzantine faults.

• Deployment and global evaluation of a prototype integrating all the contri-
butions of the thesis.

Epidemic Update Commitment Protocols:

• Theoretical results on: (1) conditions under which epidemic quorum sys-
tems are effectively advantageous over classical ones; and(2) which are the
optimal epidemic coteries.
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• Adaptation of VVWV for use of Vector Sets, possibly combinedwith Ver-
sion Stamps or Bounded Version Vectors.

• Better definitions of eligible candidates, providing more satisfactory seman-
tic extension of VVWV.

Decoupled Commitment by Consistency Packet Exchange:

• Study and evaluation of effective Consistency Packet buffer management and
Consistency Packet substitution algorithms.

• Deployment and evaluation of replicated systems with decoupled commit-
ment by consistency packet exchange with multiple objects.

Versioning-Based Deduplication:

• Hybrid local redundancy algorithms and data structures, which combine
version-to-version delta-encoding and general cross-fileand cross-version
compare-by-hash-based redundancy detection.

• Improved algorithm for detection of recursive redundancy in dedupFS.

• Techniques to eliminate sources of out-of-band redundancyin dedupFS; for
instance, techniques to allow transparent version tracking of contents that are
uploaded and downloaded from http servers, or exchanged by e-email.

• Extensions of dedupFS to support a distributed backup service and to support
efficient job transference in grid computing systems [Sto07].

• Optimization of dedupFS’s local similarity detection algorithm, through the
use of fast, yet less collision-prone hash functions, and the use of mas-
sively available stream processor hardware such as graphics processing units
(GPUs) [AKGSN+08].
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Appendix A

Update Pruning in the Initial
Solution

This section complements the initial solution from Section3.2.6 with an update
pruning scheme that bounds the memory requirements of the optimistic replica-
tion service. The following solution is closely based on Bayou’s pruning scheme
[PST+97], with minor differences. Besides some differences in terminology, we
introduce an optimization to the update propagation when update truncation is sup-
ported. In Bayou, the condition for transference of the whole base value ignores the
tentative updates that the receiver replica may hold. In some cases, false positives
may occur, and the sender replica transmits the whole base value unnecessarily.
More precisely, if the sender replica has committed some updateu and truncated it
(hence applied it upon its base value) and the receiver replica hasu in its log, but
still in a tentative form, then Bayou decides to (unnecessarily) send the base value.
Our algorithm avoids such false positive decisions.

In order to offer its committed and tentative values, in spite of update prun-
ing, each replica,a, maintains abase value, denotedbasea, and anupdate log,
denotedloga. Both implement the conceptualscha; from both, we may produce
the committed and tentative values that result fromscha.

Pruning must, however, follow the log order (which is the same as r-sche-
dule order). Furthermore, only stable updates may be pruned; tentative updates,
instead, cannot be pruned since they must, at any moment, be individually available
to rollback or to be reordered. Hence, conceptually, there exists a prefix ofstablea
that comprises the that some replicaa has pruned so far; we denote such a schedule
aspruneda.

Similarly tostablea, pruneda converges to a common, totally ordered schedule,
as more stable updates become pruned (due to totally-ordered EEC). Similarly to
the r-schedule, each replicaa maintains a version vector representingpruneda,
which we denote[pruneda]. When some replica prunes an update from the log, it
applies it upon the base value, in case the update was scheduled as executable; and
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it updates[pruneda] to reflect the new pruned update.1 In addition, each replicaa
maintains an integer,OSNa (using the terminology in [PST+97]), which counts the
number of updates the replica has pruned so far.

From the base value and log, a replicaa may obtain its tentative and committed
values. The former results from the ordered execution ofloga uponbasea; while
the latter results from the ordered execution of(stablea∩ loga) uponbasea (i.e. the
execution of the committed prefix ofloga uponbasea).

By allowing update pruning, it may no longer be possible to bring two replicas
up-to-date by propagating individual updates from each one’s log. In fact, some
cases will require transmitting the whole base value. Hence, we need to extend the
update propagation protocol so as to support update truncation, as in Algorithm 23.

Algorithm 23 Update propagation protocol from siteA to siteB, with support for
update truncation.

1: for all Objectx thatB replicates, with replicab do
2: B sendsidx, [schb] andOSNrB to A.
3: if A replicatesx, with replicaa then
4: if [pruneda] � [schb] then
5: A sendsbasea, [pruneda] andOSNa to B
6: B setsbaseb← basea
7: B sets[prunedb]← [pruneda]
8: B setsOSNb←OSNa

9: B setsCSNb←OSNa

10: B sets[schb]←merge([schb], [pruneda])
11: for all u in logb such that[prunedb][u.rid ] ≥ u.lid do
12: B discardsu from logb

13: Let u be the first update inscha.
14: while u existsdo
15: if [schb][u.sid] < u.lid then
16: A sendsu to B.
17: B setsschb← scheduleU pdate(u,schb)
18: B sets[schb][u.sid]← u.lid
19: Let u be the next update inscha.

The extended update propagation protocol starts by checking whether it needs
to transfer the base value of the sender replica (line 4). Such a condition is true
if [schb] does not dominate[pruneda], which implies that the receiver replica’s r-
schedule at least does not hold one of the pruned updates at the sender replica. In
this case, the only way to transmit the effect of such an update is to send the whole
base value, in spite of the expectedly higher network requirements.

When B receives the base value, it overwrites the previousbaseb with the

1Conceptually, the base value of some replicar results from the ordered application ofpruneda.
The replica’s log, in turn, is a suffix ofscha containing the updates inscha that are not inpruneda.
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sender’s base value (line 6). Accordingly,B updates[prunedb] to the version vec-
tor representing the received base value (line 7). Since thenew base value includes
new stable values, then it necessarily embeds a largerstableb than the previous
one; accordingly,B updatesCSNb with the number of updates that the new base
value embeds, given byOSNa (line 9). Further,b updates the[schb] version vector
so that it includes such new updates (line 10). Finally,b discards any updates in
logb that have already been applied upon the new base value (lines11–11).
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Appendix B

On Epidemic Quorum Systems

B.1 Comparison with Classical Quorum Systems and Dis-
cussion

The availability of classical quorum systems is extensively studied [JM90, CW96,
IK01, PW95, JM05]. However, such results are not valid for epidemic quorum
systems, as both approaches differ radically in the way sites obtain quorums. In
the classical approach, a coordinator (typically the site proposing the value) runs a
synchronous atomic commit (e.g. two-phase commit) to obtain a quorum to atom-
ically vote for a value. The epidemic approach collects votes in an asynchronous
coordinator-free way, by means of pair-wise epidemic propagation of vote infor-
mation. Furthermore, in the classical approach, the coordinator decides whether to
proceed with the agreement (if it has obtained a quorum of voters), or to withdraw
the votes (due to unavailable quorum). The epidemic approach does not allow vote
withdrawal before agreement, and agreement is a local decision of each site, based
on the locally collected vote information.

In consequence, ECs, in contrast to classical coteries, maytake into account,
not only the set of voters for a given value (thequorum), but also the set of vot-
ers for the competing values (theanti-quorums); plurality-based weighted voting
[Kel99] is an example of a coterie that the classical approach does not allow.

One may compare classical and epidemic quorum systems by trying to answer
two questions: (a) can one build an epidemic quorum system from a classical one
(and vice-versa)?; and (b) given a classical and an epidemicquorum system, which
one is better?

The first question has already been partially answered by Holliday et al. in
[HSAA03]. They propose epidemic quorum systems constructed from classical
coteries [PW95]. A classical coterie is a set of sets of sites, Q1, ..Qm, such that, for
all Qi andQ j , Qi ∩Q j 6= ø (intersection property) and∀Q j ∈ QSet(Ecl),Qi * Q j

(minimality property). We formalize their idea and prove itsafe as follows.

Definition 23. EC equivalent of classical coterie
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Let C be a classical coterie. Its EC equivalent, denotedEC , is a set of q-vote
configurations such that QSet(EC ) = C and AQSet(EC ) = ø.

Proposition 1. Let C be a classical coterie. Its EC equivalent,EC , is an EC.

TheEMa j EC introduced in Section 4.1.1.2 is an example of an EC equivalent
of a classical coterie.

Since the universe of ECs is larger than the universe of EC equivalents, one
cannot always build a classical quorum system from an epidemic one. An example
is theLP EC.

Concerning the second question, we may try to compare our results with the
results available for classical quorum systems. Consider an EC,E , and a classical
coterie,C . Further, assumeMp.

The probability of a quorum ofC being accessible top, qC , is given by

qC = 1−
|Sites|

∑
i=0

aC
i f i(1− f )y−i

where(aC
0 , ..,aC

|Sites|) is the availability profile ofC (as defined in [PW95]), and
f denotes the probability of each site either being faulty, orcorrect but not in the
same partition asp. Using our model,f is given bypf +(1− pf )h.

Hence, the probability of a quorum being accessible top within r rounds,qr
C

is given by the sum of a geometric series:

qr
C =

r−1

∑
x=0

(1−qC )xqC =
qC (1− (1−qC )r)

qC

qC is an upper bound on the effective availability ofC , as it ignores contention
and faults that may occur during the quorum obtention site.1 Further,qr

C is an upper
bound on the probability that a classical quorum system decides withind rounds,
PC

d . Still, it enables us to determine a sufficient (not necessary) condition forE to
outperformC :

PE
d (r) > qr

C , for all r > 0.

The above condition is a partial answer to the second question. A more precise
definition ofqC , which takes into account the effects of contention and faults during
quorum obtention, would produce a more satisfactory comparison of classical and
epidemic quorum systems. This is out of the scope of the thesis and a goal for
future work.

B.2 Complementary Proofs and Definitions

Proposition 1. Let qcandqd be q-vote configurations such thatqd≻ qc. For any
Aqd

i , either there existsAqc
j such that[Aqc

j ]qc⊇ [Aqd
i ]qd, or [ø]qc⊇ [Aqd

i ]qd.

1As Ingols and Keidar note and experimentally study in [IK01].
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Proof. Clearly,
⋃

i A
i
c⊆

⋃

j A
j
d, which implies[ø]c⊇ [ø]d (1). Let f be the injective

function such that∀1≤ k ≤ nc : Ac
k ⊆ Ad

f (k). For eachi ∈ {1, ..,nc}, Ac
i ⊆ Ad

j , thus

Ad
j = Ac

i ∪ (Ad
j \A

c
i ), sincec ⊆ d. Sinced is a q-vote configuration,Ad

j ∩Ad
x =

ø,∀x 6= j; which implies(Ad
j \A

c
i )∩Ad

x = ø (2). Since∀Ac
y : y 6= i,∃Ad

j : Ad
j ⊇ Ac

y,
then it follows from (2) that(Ad

j \A
c
i )∩Ac

y = ø. Thus,(Ad
j \A

c
i ) ⊆ [ø]c. Finally,

[Ad
j ]d = Ad

j ∪ [ø]d = Ac
i ∪ (Ad

j \A
c
i )∪ [ø]d, which implies, by (1) and (2),[Ad

j ]d ⊆
Ac

i ∪ [ø]c.
The proof for the case of eachAd

j such that∄i ∈ {1, ..,nc} : f (i) = j is direct.

Clearly,Ad
j ∩Ac

x = ø,∀x 6= j; so,Ad
j ⊆ [ø]c. Therefore,[Ad

j ]d = Ad
j ∪ [ø]d⊆ [ø]c.

Lemma 2. Let A andB be two sites whereeA = eB. Then,votesA(x)⊆ [votesB(x)]cr

for all x∈Val.
Let p andr be two processes whereeA = eB. Then,vp

x ⊆ [vr
x]cr for all x∈Val.

Proof. Clearly, the algorithm ensures that only the vote of a given process may
only be cast by the process itself, and only once each election. Hence,votesA(x)∩
votesB(y)= ø for any processesp, r and valuesx,y. Therefore,votesA(x)\votesB(y)⊆
[ø]cr . By standard set manipulation, we get[votesA(x)]cr = votesA(x) ∪ [ø]cr ⊇
(votesA(x)∩votesB(y))∪ [ø]cr ⊇ (votesA(x)∩votesB(y))∪(votesA(x)\votesB(y)) =
votesA(x).

vi processes for which p has votes
in the beginning of the round (I)

y total processes (Proc)
n processes inaccessible at the end of the
round, for which p had already a vote at the
beginning of the round (F intercepted with I)

f=y-vf+n processes that are inaccessible
at the end of the round (F)

F I

Proc

vf processes for which p has votes at the end of the round

Figure B.1: Event sets when considering a round wherep, starting withvi votes, ends up collecting
vr votes.

Lemma 4. In Mp, pv is given by:

pv(vi→ vf ; r)=







∑vi
n=0

(

vi

n

)(

|Sites|−vi

|Sites|−vf

)

h(y−vf +n)(1−h)(vf−n), if r = 1

∑
vf
vx=vi pv(vx→ vf ;1)pv(vi → vx; r−1), if r > 1

(B.1)
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Proof. Starting withvi votes, at the end of one round, the number of votes (vf ) is
the number of correct sites in the partition ofp whose vote was not yet known by
p, plusvi (wheren of the voters that have contributed tovi are inaccessible). As
Figure B.1 depicts, the number of inaccessible sites,f , is given by|Sites|−vf +n.

pv(vi → vf ;1) is given by the summing the probabilities of collectingvf votes
for eachn, ranging from 0 tovi . For each valuen, p collects vf votes at the
end of the round if: (i)n out of thevi votes is inaccessible, and (ii) out of the
sites that started the round without vote (|Sites| − vi), |Sites| − vf remain in that
condition. By simple combinatorial reasoning, the number of such events is given
by (vi

n )(
|Sites|−vi

|Sites|−vf
). Further, the probability of each such event is the probability of

exactly f sites being inaccessible at the end of the round; i.e.h(y−vf +n)(1−h)(vf−n).
The case ofr > 1 is simpler. At a first round,p may collectvx votes (where

vi ≤ vx≤ vf ) (with probability pv(vx→ vf ;1)) and collect the votes still missing in
the remaining rounds (with probabilitypv(vi → vx; r−1)). Clearly, pv(vi → vf ; r)
is given by the sum of the probabilities for eachvx.

Theorem 2.The availability of ECE is given by:

|Sites|

∑
n=0

(

y
n

)

(1− pf )
n p(|Sites|−n)

f decE (n)

1− repE (n)
(B.2)

Proof. Assumingn correct sites, the probability of eventual decision is the prob-
ability of any possible sequence of consecutiverepeats, followed by onedecide.
Since such sequences are exclusive events, their probability is the following sum:
decE (n)+decE (n)repE (n)+decE (n)repE (n)2 + .., where eachi-th term denotes
the probability that the firsti− 1 elections have outcomerepeatand, finally, i-th
election decides. The previous formula is a sum of a geometric series, which is
known to the same asdecE (n)∑∞

i=0 repE (n) i = decE (n)
1−repE (n) . The probability of ex-

actlyn correct sites out ofy is (y
n)(1− pf )

n p(|Sites|−n)
f . Again, the events of exactly

n (with 0≤ n≤ y) sites are exclusive; hence, it follows directly that the probability
for anyn and any decision sequence is given by (B.2).

Theorem 3.Probability of decision withinr rounds
The probability that an arbitrary site,A, starting withVp = ø, decides any value

within r or less rounds,PE
d (r), is given by:

PE
d (r) =

{

0, if r = 0

∑|Sites|
vr =0 pv(0→ vr ; r)decE (vr)+ f (0, r), if r > 0

(B.3)
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Figure B.2: Illustration of the probabilities that comprisePE
d (r), up to 3 rounds. Decision cases are

greyed out, and correspond to components (a) and (b).

where f is defined as:

f (vi , r) =
|Sites|

∑
vx=vi

pv(vi → vx;1)[(repE (vx)− repE (vi))P
E
d (r−1)+ f (vx, r−1)]

(B.4)

Proof. PE
d (0) is zero sincedecide-conditionis impossible with an emptyVp. With

r > 0, one may distinguish two situations that fulfilldecide-condition, (a) and (b);
Figure B.2 depicts such situations. (a) corresponds to the cases where, afterr or less
rounds,p collected enough votes,vr , to decide in a single election. The probability
of (a) is the sum, for eachvr , of the probability of collecting exactlyvr votesand

deciding with such an amount of votes; i.e.,∑|Sites|
vr=0 pv(0→ vr ; r)decE (vr).

The cases where at least onerepeat-conditionis verified, and followed by a
decide, correspond to (b). We will show that, at the start of a given round, having
vi initial votes, the probability of deciding, including at least onerepeat, within the
next r or less rounds, is given byf (vi , r). In such a round, at the end of which
vx ≥ vi votes are collected,f (vi , r) is given by the sum of the probabilities of
two exclusive events (multiplied by the probability of collectingvx votes,pv(vi →
vx;1), for eachvr ≥ vi): (i) either vx produce therepeatoutcome, and so a new
election starts; or (ii) no such outcome occurs. Hence, (i) happens if, at the end of
the round,p determinesrepeat without previously having obtained such outcome
with vi votes(probability of repE (vx)− repE (vi)) and decides in the remaining
elections (PE

d (r − 1)). Otherwise (ii), adecideafter at least onerepeatmay still
occur, starting with the newvr votes, and within the remaining rounds (r−1) (with
probability f (vx, r−1)).

Clearly, (b) is obtained byf (0, r). (a)+ (b) gives the probabilityPE
d (r) when

r > 0.

Theorem 1.Let C be a classical coterie. Its EC equivalent,EC , is an EC.
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Proof. By Def. 6, and since has empty anti-quorums,EC is an EC if,∀qc,qd ∈
EC , (1) ∀ j : [Aqc

j ]qc + Qqd, (2) [ø]qc + Qqd, and (3)qc * qd andqd * qc. (1) is
vacuously true. (3) is ensured by the minimality property. To prove (2), assume, for
the purpose of contradiction, that there existsqd∈EC such that[ø]qc⊇Qqd. By the
intersection property,∃X 6= ø :Qqc∩Qqd = X. Therefore,X ⊆Qqd⊆ [ø]qc (hence,
X ⊆ [ø]qc), andX ⊆ Qqc. So,X ⊆ Qqc∩ [ø]qc. ThusQqc∩ [ø]qc 6= ø; however, it
follows directly from Def. 3 thatQqc∩ [ø]qc = ø, which is a contradiction.
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